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TheBOOKofGREATBOOKSA Guide to100 World ClassicsW. JOHN CAMPBELL, Ph.D.THE
BOOK OF GREAT BOOKSAll Rights Reserved © 2013 by W. John CampbellNo part of this
book may be reproduced or transmitted in any formor by any means, graphic, electronic, or
mechanical, including photocopying, recording, taping, or by any information storage or retrieval
system, without the written permission of the author.Published by W. John Campbell,
Ph.D.Originally published by Barnes & Noble BooksFor Alicia Coulter: dear friend,brilliant muse,
and beloved mentorA Note on the Character ChartsMany of the entries have a character chart at
the end of the “Plot Summary” section. In these charts, a solid line between two characters
indicates a primarily positive relationship and a dotted line indicates a primarily negative
one.CONTENTSAeneid: VirgilAll Quiet on the Western Front: Erich Maria RemarqueAll the
King’s Men: Robert Penn WarrenAnimal Farm: George OrwellAs I Lay Dying: William FaulknerAs
You Like It: William ShakespeareThe Awakening: Kate ChopinBeowulf: AnonymousBilly Budd:
Herman MelvilleThe Bluest Eye: Toni MorrisonBrave New World: Aldous HuxleyThe Call of the
Wild: Jack LondonCandide: VoltaireThe Canterbury Tales: Geoffrey ChaucerCatch-22: Joseph
HellerThe Color Purple: Alice WalkerCrime and Punishment: Fyodor DostoyevskyThe Crucible:
Arthur MillerDaisy Miller: Henry JamesDavid Copperfield: Charles DickensDeath of a Salesman:
Arthur MillerDiary of a Young Girl: Anne FrankThe Divine Comedy: Inferno: DanteDoctor
Faustus: Christopher MarloweA Doll’s House: Henrik IbsenDon Quixote: Miguel de
CervantesEthan Frome: Edith WhartonEuthyphro, Apology, Crito, Phaedo: PlatoA Farewell to
Arms: Ernest HemingwayFaust, Parts 1 and 2: J. W. von GoetheFor Whom the Bell Tolls: Ernest
HemingwayFrankenstein: Mary ShelleyThe Glass Menagerie: Tennessee WilliamsThe Good
Earth: Pearl S. BuckThe Grapes of Wrath: John SteinbeckGreat Expectations: Charles
DickensThe Great Gatsby: F. Scott FitzgeraldGulliver’s Travels: Jonathan SwiftHamlet: William
ShakespeareHard Times: Charles DickensHeart of Darkness: Joseph ConradHenry IV, Part 1:
William ShakespeareHouse Made of Dawn: N. Scott MomadayThe House of the Seven Gables:
Nathaniel HawthorneHuckleberry Finn: Mark TwainI Know Why the Caged Bird Sings: Maya
AngelouIliad: HomerInvisible Man: Ralph EllisonJane Eyre: Charlotte BrontëThe Joy Luck Club:
Amy TanJulius Caesar: William ShakespeareThe Jungle: Upton SinclairKing Lear: William
ShakespeareLight in August: William FaulknerLord Jim: Joseph ConradThe Lord of the Flies:
William GoldingThe Lord of the Rings: J. R. R. TolkienMacbeth: William ShakespeareMadame
Bovary: Gustave FlaubertThe Mayor of Casterbridge: Thomas HardyThe Merchant of Venice:
William ShakespeareA Midsummer Night’s Dream: William ShakespeareMoby-Dick: Herman
MelvilleNative Son: Richard Wright1984: George OrwellOdyssey: HomerThe Oedipus Trilogy:
SophoclesOf Mice and Men: John SteinbeckThe Old Man and the Sea: Ernest
HemingwayOliver Twist: Charles DickensOne Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest: Ken KeseyOthello:
William ShakespeareParadise Lost: John MiltonThe Pearl: John SteinbeckThe Plague: Albert
CamusA Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man: James JoycePride and Prejudice: Jane



AustenThe Prince: Niccolò MachiavelliThe Red Badge of Courage: Stephen CraneRepublic:
PlatoThe Return of the Native: Thomas HardyRichard III: William ShakespeareRomeo and
Juliet: William ShakespeareThe Scarlet Letter: Nathaniel HawthorneA Separate Peace: John
KnowlesSilas Marner: George EliotSons and Lovers: D. H. LawrenceThe Sound and the Fury:
William FaulknerSteppenwolf: Hermann HesseThe Stranger: Albert CamusThe Sun Also Rises:
Ernest HemingwayThe Taming of the Shrew: William ShakespeareThe Tempest: William
ShakespeareTess of the D’Urbervilles: Thomas HardyTheir Eyes Were Watching God: Zora
Neale HurstonTom Sawyer: Mark TwainTreasure Island: Robert Louis StevensonTwelfth Night:
William ShakespeareWaiting for Godot: Samuel BeckettWalden: Henry David
ThoreauAeneidVirgilPLOT SUMMARYAfter many failed attempts, the Trojan hero, Aeneas,
succeeds in founding the city of Rome.BACKGROUND Troy, an ancient city in Asia Minor, was
sacked by the Greeks in the Trojan War (1200 B.C.). Aeneas, a Trojan, wanders the seas for
seven years with his fellow Trojans in an attempt to found a new city, but each time they try,
something goes wrong. Their travels lead to a shipwreck in Carthage, a colony in North Africa.
The Aeneid begins at the moment of their shipwreck, with flashbacks to the sacking of
Troy.BOOK 1 The Trojan Fleet, caught in a storm sent by Juno, queen of the gods, puts ashore
near Carthage, a prosperous new city in North Africa. Juno hates Aeneas because she knows
that the city which he will found—Rome—will one day destroy her beloved Carthage. Afraid that
Aeneas will be sidetracked from his destiny of founding Rome, Venus (his mother, goddess of
love) appeals to Jupiter, king of the gods, who assures her that Rome will one day rule the world.
Venus appears to Aeneas in disguise and sends him to Carthage to get help for his fleet. Seeing
the new city of Carthage thriving, Aeneas is overcome by sorrow and a longing for his home of
Troy, which was destroyed by the Greeks in the Trojan War. Carthage’s lovely queen, Dido,
appears and welcomes the Trojans with a banquet, to which Venus sends her immortal son,
Cupid (god of love), who inspires Dido to fall passionately in love with Aeneas.BOOKS 2–3 At
the banquet, Aeneas tells the story of the events leading up to his shipwreck in Carthage. In Troy,
the enemy Greeks had tricked the Trojans into taking a huge wooden horse (the Trojan Horse)
inside the city walls. Greek warriors broke out of the horse’s hollow belly and sacked the city.
Aeneas fought them furiously until Venus told him to forget revenge and save his family. At home,
two omens (signs from the gods) convinced Aeneas that he must flee: his son Iulus’s hair blazed
with light (a sign that the gods had a serious purpose in mind for him) and there was a shooting
star in the sky (a sign of hope and future glory). He saved his son; his father, Anchises; and the
penates (household gods), but his wife was killed. The next day, Aeneas gathered the homeless
Trojans and set sail to find a new home. Over the next few years he learned from prophecies
(predictions of the future) that he was destined to found a glorious city, Rome, but that this would
happen only after many trials and exhausting wanderings. His father died in Sicily just before the
Trojans arrived in Carthage.BOOK 4 Dido is deeply in love with Aeneas, and one day while they
are out hunting, a storm sent by Juno drives them into a cave, where they make love. Aeneas
and the Trojans stay with Dido for several months, but finally Jupiter tells Aeneas to move on.



Aeneas prepares to sail and Dido, driven to madness by her passion, curses him as a deceiver.
Though Aeneas wants to comfort her, he must obey Jupiter. He leaves before dawn, and Dido,
waking to find his ships already gone, kills herself with his sword. The flames from her funeral
pyre provide light for the Trojans’ departure.BOOK 5 The Trojans arrive in Sicily at Acesta, where
Anchises is buried. There, they hold athletic funeral games in his honor: races, boxing matches,
archery contests. Meanwhile, Juno incites the Trojan women to burn Aeneas’s ships, but a storm
puts out the fire with few losses. That night, Aeneas has a dream in which his father tells him to
visit the underworld, then to sail on to Italy.BOOK 6 The entrance to the underworld (see MAIN
THEMES & IDEAS) can only be found at Cumae, where the prophetess Sibyl helps Aeneas
enter the dark cave. In order to get back out of the underworld, he needs to be in possession of
the golden bough. Aeneas tries to pick the bough off the tree where it is growing. It resists at first,
then comes off. As they proceed into the cave, they are threatened by frightening but harmless
monsters until they reach the river Styx, its banks crowded with the newly dead. Ferryman
Charon rows Aeneas and the Sibyl across into Hades. They pass the home of souls destroyed
by love and meet Dido, who turns her back on him and walks away. Aeneas passes the home of
dead warriors, still gory with wounds. Next comes hell, where the wicked are punished. Finally
they reach the Elysian Fields—paradise—where Aeneas’s father, Anchises, shows him the souls
of future Romans waiting to be born—famous historical figures of Virgil’s day, including the
imperial family. The gods have decided that it is now time for Aeneas to move on and found
Rome, so he departs through the Ivory Gate of deceptive dreams and sails for the region of
Latium, on the western coast of central Italy.BOOK 7 The Trojans row into Latium, where the
Latins have been living peacefully for many years. Since this is to be the Trojans’ future home,
they set up camp and approach the nearby Latins with a friendly alliance. Latinus, their wise old
king, following recent omens, agrees and offers his daughter, Lavinia, in marriage to Aeneas. But
Juno sends the Fury Allecto (goddess of revenge) to break the marriage treaty. Allecto arouses
Turnus, Lavinia’s former suitor (and a hero from one of the cities near Latium), and Amata, her
mother, into passionate hatred against the Trojans. She then makes Iulus shoot a Latin girl’s pet
deer, which causes a brawl in which some Latins are killed. Iulus wins the fight, but it creates
bad blood between the Trojans and the Latins, who rise up in arms because they don’t want an
alliance with the Trojans. The Latin people force a reluctant Latinus into declaring war against
the Trojans. He summons his allies, who include Mezentius, the evil king of Etruria; his son,
Lausus; and Camilla, a beautiful young warrior-maiden.BOOK 8 That night, the river god Tiber
appears in a dream to the despairing Aeneas and tells him to go up the river for allies, then make
war. He also tells Aeneas that he’ll find 30 piglets. Aeneas awakens to the promised omen of a
pig with 30 piglets, which symbolize Rome’s domination over the Italian tribes. Knowing that
Juno is behind his problems, he sacrifices the pig to her in an attempt to win her over. Then he
sails up the Tiber to Arcadia, populated by Greek colonists. There, King Evander is celebrating a
festival honoring Hercules for saving the Arcadians from a cattle-stealing monster. He agrees to
help the Trojans and sends his son Pallas with Aeneas, who goes forth to seek allies in Etruria.



On the way, Venus brings Aeneas armor made by her husband, Vulcan, the metalsmith god. Its
shield is carved with scenes that depict the illustrious history ahead for Rome. Aeneas lifts the
shield onto his shoulder, and symbolically carries the weight of the future without understanding
what he has done.BOOK 9 Meanwhile, Iulus has been left in charge of the camp back in Latium
and things have not gone well. Turnus has attacked the Trojans and tried to burn their ships, but
Jupiter transformed the ships into sea goddesses that swam away. Turnus sees this as a positive
omen, since it appears as if Jupiter has taken away the means of escape for the Trojans. But in
reality it is negative for Turnus and the Latins since it means that the Trojans are now in Latium to
stay. Turnus tries to goad the Trojans into leaving their fort, but Aeneas had warned them not to,
so they stand firm. At nightfall, however, Iulus offers spectacular prizes to Nisus and Euryalus for
a spying mission. The two murder many sleeping Latin allies before Turnus’s men capture and
kill them. The Latins attack again and set the fortifications on fire.BOOK 10 The next day, Venus
and Juno quarrel on Mount Olympus about the war. Finally Jupiter decides to make a pact with
Juno: no gods will interfere in the battles, and Fate will decide the victors. The Trojans are
trapped inside their fort until Aeneas and his allies arrive. Aeneas and Pallas have become very
close friends—closer than Aeneas and Iulus. In the following gory battle, Pallas fights heroically,
but Turnus kills him and takes his swordbelt as a battle prize. Aeneas, saddened and enraged,
wreaks bloody vengeance on the Latins, but Juno, with Jupiter’s permission, saves Turnus by
making him chase an image of Aeneas onto a ship. Aeneas kills Lausus, and when Mezentius
rushes into battle, Aeneas kills him, too.BOOK 11 Aeneas mourns for Pallas and allows a 12-day
truce to bury the dead. In Arcadia, Evander mourns for his son. A serious setback occurs in
Latium: Diomedes, a Greek ally who had fought against Aeneas in the Trojan War, advises the
Latins to seek peace with Aeneas. Latinus is agreeable, but a quarrel breaks out in the Senate
between Turnus and another counselor. Suddenly a messenger brings the news that Aeneas
has begun to attack again. The Latins ride out to meet him, led by Turnus and Camilla. The battle
is fierce and Camilla is killed. The Latin troops withdraw, regrouping before the city at
nightfall.BOOK 12 In Latium, Turnus refuses a peace treaty and offers to meet Aeneas in single
combat. Aeneas is wounded and Turnus drives the Trojans back. But Venus heals Aeneas’s
wound and the tide of battle changes. When Aeneas tries to burn Latinus’s city, Turnus resolves
to fight him. As Aeneas and Turnus face each other in the critical standoff, Juno agrees to
Jupiter’s request that she set aside her hatred for Aeneas, but only on condition that the Trojans
give up their culture and adopt the Latin language and customs. Jupiter consents to Juno’s plan
and they send a demon to hinder Turnus’s fighting. Turnus falls, critically wounded, and appeals
to Aeneas to abandon the fight. But when Aeneas sees him wearing Pallas’s swordbelt, he is
overcome by rage and kills him. The last image of the poem is that of Turnus’s soul fleeing to
Hades.BACKGROUNDTYPE OF WORK Epic poemFIRST PRODUCED 19 B.C. (unfinished at
Virgil’s death)AUTHOR Publius Vergilius Maro (Virgil, also spelled Vergil), 70–19 B.C.
Recognized during his lifetime as Rome’s greatest poet. Saw Rome change from chaotic
republic into peaceful empire. Writes about Roman values of rational living, duty to state, respect



for gods, and human problems in complex world.SETTING OF POEM Books 1, 4: Carthage,
young thriving city in North Africa, later Rome’s greatest enemy. Books 2, 3, 5: Aeneas’s
wanderings in Greece, Sicily, Italy. Book 6: Underworld (shadowy limbo, hell, and paradise).
Books 7–12: Latium, future site of Rome, a rich unspoiled land soon to be ravaged by war. Some
scenes on Mount Olympus, home of the gods.TIME OF POEM The actual events of the poem
take place over a period of about one year (the date is not specified). There are flashbacks to
Roman mythological history, and Rome’s future is predicted in prophecies by humans, gods,
underworld spirits.KEY CHARACTERSJUPITER King of gods. Supports Aeneas’s quest to
found Rome. Represents rational power, stability.JUNO Queen of gods; Jupiter’s wife. Hates
Aeneas, ruins his plans whenever possible. Vindictive, emotional, irrational.AENEAS Son of
Anchises and Venus. Trojan hero, leader of exiled Trojans, founder of Rome. Called “Father
Aeneas” (father of the Roman people). Respectful, brave, dutiful to state. Not passionate; lacks
personal charm; prone to despair over his problems. Determined to follow the gods’ command to
found Rome; suppresses his own desires in order to do so.IULUS (Also called Ascanius)
Aeneas’s son. Very young at fall of Troy; teenager in Latium. Founder of Emperor Augustus’s
family, but not well developed in the Aeneid. Brave, impetuous, sometimes arrogant.DIDO
Queen of Carthage. Intelligent, concerned leader. Beautiful, virtuous, charming; strong passions
incited by gods make her love Aeneas, drive her to suicide when he leaves her. Symbolizes
everything opposed to Aeneas and Rome. Though Dido is noble, she is the enemy of future
Rome and must be destroyed.PALLAS Arcadian prince, son of Evander. Young, kind, noble,
untried in battle but heroic. Loved like a son by Aeneas; killed by Turnus.TURNUS Ally of Latinus.
Bold, appealing, fierce warrior; loves Lavinia, wants to marry her. Represents the headstrong,
self-centered, dashing hero that Aeneas cannot be because of his obligation to duty.THE SYBIL
Guardian of hell’s gate; guides Aeneas through the underworld. Abrupt, mysterious personality.
Demands Aeneas’s prayers. Main function: announces prophecies with animal frenzy.MAIN
THEMES & IDEAS1. PROPHECY AND OMENS A prophecy is a spoken message predicting the
future, whereas omens are signs indicating the gods’ will. Prophecies tell Aeneas that he will
found Rome, that Rome will have a brilliant future. An example of omens: a pig symbolizes
Rome, the 30 piglets symbolize 30 cities in the area of Latium which will be Rome’s allies.2.
FATE AND THE GODS Fate is a predestined course of events: Aeneas is fated to found Rome;
he has a “calling,” or vocation. But some things (such as the time and circumstances under
which he will found Rome) are variable (i.e., can be changed by humans). Jupiter always has the
same ideas as Fate. Other gods are motivated by their own desires: Juno hates Aeneas, Venus
loves him, etc. Humans are helpless against Fate and the gods: prayers are often spoken in the
Aeneid but almost never answered. Fate indicates not only that Rome’s future will occur, but also
that human hopes are pointless and will not change anything.3. THE UNDERWORLD Kingdom
of dead souls and spirits, both good and evil. Acheron, river of woe, flows into Cocytus, river of
lamentation; a third river, Styx, represents the unbreakable oath by which the gods swear. From
there, the ferryman Charon navigates souls of the dead across to the other side of the river, to



the gate Tartarus, guarded by the 3-headed dog Cerberus, who allows spirits to enter, but not to
exit. Upon arrival there, spirits are judged by three judges; evil souls are sent to hell, good ones
to the Elysian Fields. The entire underworld (good and bad spirits) is often called Hades, not to
be confused with Christian hell.4. HATRED FOR WAR Opposed to wars and violence, Virgil was
motivated by a love of justice and a commitment to duty (pietas); he seized every chance to
show humankind’s need for peace (e.g., when the Trojans enter Latium, all is peaceful and
beautiful, but when war breaks out, all falls apart).5. ROMAN HISTORY The Romans did not
make a clear distinction between myth (fiction) and history (fact); for them, the Aeneid was about
a historical event: the foundation of Rome. Virgil creates a sense of history in two ways: (a)
customs: scenes of religious festivals, sacrifices, Senate procedures reflecting current Roman
practices; (b) analogies (comparisons): various scenes paralleling the events of Virgil’s time. The
most important analogy is between Aeneas (who founded Rome) and Augustus (who founded
the Roman Empire).6. FATHERS and SONS Aeneas leaves Troy carrying his father (who
symbolizes the heroic past) on his shoulders and holding his son (a symbol of the destined
future) by the hand. Fathers and sons are closely bound images in deeply emotional scenes:
there are two loving father/son pairs (Mezentius/Lausus, Evander/Pallas) where the father is
helpless to prevent the son’s early death and all future hopes are destroyed. Aeneas and Iulus’s
relationship is not a loving one; Iulus is only briefly described. This gives a discouraging view of
the future for which so much is sacrificed.7. LOSS In Book 1, when Aeneas sees Carthage being
built and recalls the destruction of Troy, he is overcome by sorrow. Throughout the Aeneid, Virgil
emphasizes the cost of human progress. Latium’s peace is destroyed, many good or promising
people are killed (Dido, Pallas). And the cost to Aeneas is high: he loses his father, Dido, and his
Trojan wife; his relationships with his son and mother are distant and unemotional. Rome is
promised a great future but nothing is promised to Aeneas personally; he does not really
understand what he is struggling for.MAIN SYMBOLS1. THE UNDERWORLD AS POLITICAL
SYMBOL The underworld is the most important image of the poem. It comes at the center of the
book and represents both the death of the heroic past and a rebirth into the complex world of
Augustus’s new Rome. In the “old” world, aristocrats had power, but when Augustus became
emperor, only he had power. The underworld scene is a symbol of the old world (i.e., the
republic, where individual concerns and heroism were more important than duty to the state)
moving into the new world (i.e., the empire, where duty to the state was more important than
individual glory).2. THE GOLDEN BOUGH To enter the underworld, which was located in a
cave, Aeneas must pluck the golden bough, which at first resists him. The bough’s leaves are
metallic, not alive; it “grows” in a dense, living tree. Like mistletoe, it is semi-parasitic (i.e.,
depends on a living plant for its existence); it symbolizes death and rebirth, Aeneas’s living
passage (life) through the underworld (death); the bough shows the inseparable link between life
and death. Aeneas departs through the Ivory Gate of false dreams, which makes it seem as if
what he has seen in the underworld is false; the gate is beautiful, but not as beautiful as it ought
to be; likewise, Augustus’s Rome is a wonderful city, but there are things wrong with it.3.



FLAMES Represent Rome’s future glory: Iulus and Lavinia manifest the omen of flaming hair;
Dido’s funeral pyre lights the Trojans’ safe departure from Carthage.4. VENUS IN DISGUISE
When Aeneas’s mother, Venus, appears in disguise (Book 1), Aeneas does not recognize her.
This symbolizes his ignorance of his own and Rome’s futures; it also highlights his self-sacrifice
and blind trust in Fate.5. SNAKES Common omens that represent evil, corruption, and heaven-
sent destruction.6. STORMS Represent near-devastating threats to Aeneas’s values and
leadership: a sea storm drives him to Carthage in despair; a storm brings him and Dido together,
threatening his mission.7. DEER Represent innocence and the loss of something precious: Dido
in love is compared to a wounded deer; war begins when Iulus shoots a pet deer.STYLE &
STRUCTUREINVOCATION The Aeneid begins with a traditional invocation (prayer) to the
Muses (goddesses of poetry and music); it focuses the reader’s attention on events to follow and
defines the themes of the poem: “I sing of warfare and a man at war.… He came to Italy by
destiny (the gods’ will).… Cruel losses were his lot in war until he could found a city and bring his
gods to Latium.”STYLE The rhythm of Virgil’s poetry is balanced, restrained, and avoids extreme
breaks in lines and phrases. Virgil uses everyday words but includes outdated, archaic words to
create a sense of the heroic past. Simple language expresses complex ideas: when Virgil
contrasts Trojan homelessness with Carthage’s prosperity (Book 1), he uses the Latin words
lacrimae rerum (“tears about things”) to express Aeneas’s sorrow. There are many literary
references (Homer) and a strong patriotic message, whose purpose is to teach a moral,
philosophic lesson as well as to entertain.KEY WORDS Aeneas’s major trait is pietas or pius
(i.e., devotion to gods, parents, country; duty; moral strength; pius was an essentially Roman
feature). This is contrasted with Dido’s furor (i.e., passion, madness), which was un-Roman,
irrational, destructive.SIMILES (Comparisons using “like” or “as.”) Virgil’s long similes highlight
important ideas, bring lively detail to narrative, involve reader’s emotions, foreshadow future
events. Example: sea god Neptune calming a storm is compared with good politician calming
angry mob; simile shows importance of social concerns to Aeneid.NARRATIVE VOICE AND
AMBIGUITY Virgil’s writing can be distant and detached (as, for example, when he talks about
Aeneas’s choice for Rome) or involved (e.g., the personal voice of Dido), direct or ambiguous.
The poem is dominated by an impersonal epic voice: both the plot and the narration are slanted
toward the Roman view of progress and fate. But a personal voice narrates the most moving
scenes: Dido’s madness, the deaths of Mezentius and Lausus. The two voices create a sense of
ambiguity and underscore the idea that Roman progress and victory are not clear-cut issues. It’s
the personal voice that shows the importance of individual love and loss.CRITICAL
OVERVIEWLITERARY HISTORY Augustus established the Roman Empire in 23 B.C. and
offered Virgil a commission to create a work that would celebrate his accomplishments. Instead
of writing directly about Augustus, Virgil created the Aeneid in which he likened Augustus to
Aeneas as the new founder of Rome and included Augustus’s family in descriptions of Rome’s
future glory. Educated Romans knew Homer’s Iliad and Odyssey. Virgil set out to write an epic
that would rival the Homeric poems. Virgil sometimes appears to imitate Homer—the Odyssey is



about the Greek hero Odysseus’s wanderings, similar to Aeneas’s wanderings, and the Iliad
deals with the Trojan War, which is echoed in Aeneas’s war at Latium. But Virgil opposes the
simple, heroic world of Homer with the modern problems of Aeneas: civic responsibility (obeying
laws), complex moral, personal decisions (Aeneas’s decision to abandon Dido for the sake of
his country). Virgil contrasts the past with the future, shows the duty of characters in the present,
and moves the story from East (Troy) to West (Italy). Whereas Odysseus returns to his childhood
home, Aeneas leaves Troy forever. Odysseus is helped by good fortune, but Aeneas is controlled
by Fate. Odysseus arrives home alone, yet Aeneas arrives in his new city with all his men.All
Quiet on the Western FrontErich Maria RemarquePLOT SUMMARYA “lost generation” of young
German soldiers courageously face death on the Western Front in World War I.CHAPTERS 1–2
At the urging of their patriotic teacher, Kantorek, a number of high school boys have enlisted in
the German army and are now fighting on the Western Front in World War I. (“Western Front”
refers to the line of battle separating the Germans from their Western enemies, the English,
French, and Americans.) Though Paul Baumer, the novel’s 20-year-old narrator, has had little
experience with life, he is already a seasoned fighter and has firsthand knowledge of warfare at
the front. It is 1918, the final year of the war, and Paul’s company has retreated from the front for
a two-week rest period after suffering casualties that have reduced its size from 150 men to 80. It
is a moment of relief for these young soldiers who have gone directly from the classroom into
trench warfare. Kantorek had instilled in his students the false idea that war was an exciting
adventure. Now that the boys have seen the reality of war, they consider him a liar. Paul’s
classmate Albert Kropp is the clearest thinker of the company. Müller, another classmate, carries
his schoolbooks into the trench and still dreams of examinations. Leer, their full-bearded friend,
was the first of Paul’s class to have sexual intercourse. Josef Behm, a classmate who resisted
the war for a long time, finally gave in to Kantorek’s propaganda and was the first to be killed in
battle. Paul’s other friends in the company include Tjaden, a 19-year-old locksmith who remains
skinny even though he devours food; Haie Westhus, a peat digger in civilian life; Detering, a
peasant who thinks only of his wife and farm; and Stanislaus “Kat” Katczinsky, the group’s
leader, a 40-year-old cobbler who becomes Paul’s best friend.The mail arrives and everyone
laughs when Kropp announces that Kantorek sends his best wishes. The older generation have
no understanding of the war and know nothing of the hardships that the boys must endure from
the likes of Corporal Himmelstoss, their cruel training instructor (“The Terror of Klosterberg”),
who is a postman in civilian life. Paul’s friend, Franz Kemmerich, who was wounded at the front
and has had his leg amputated, is certain to die, and when the boys visit him, Müller asks to
have Kemmerich’s fine leather boots. On their way back to the huts, Kropp announces angrily
that Kantorek has called the boys “the Iron Youth.” Because of the war, it has been a long time
since they were “youths.”Paul’s generation have no roots, no hope of a future, and Paul thinks
they have become “a waste land.” The only positive thing to emerge from the war is the feeling of
comradeship with other soldiers. Along with Kropp, Tjaden, and Westhus, Paul has defied the
tyrannical Himmelstoss from the very beginning. Once Paul hit him in the stomach, and



Himmelstoss’s commander laughingly told the tiny dictator to keep his eyes open. Before dying,
Kemmerich gives Müller his boots so that the orderlies won’t seize them. Moments after his
death, Franz’s body is hauled away so that his bed can be filled by the next war victim. Paul and
Franz had been childhood friends, and to see a friend pass away before his eyes makes this
senseless death all the more disturbing for him.CHAPTERS 3–5 When new recruits arrive,
Kropp jokingly calls them “infants.” Kat, the great scrounger, offers them food that he has
managed to find. One night, Paul and his friends talk about the nature of war and power. Kat
thinks that if everyone were given the same food and money, the war would be over in a day
Kropp believes war should be treated as a “popular festival” for which tickets are sold and bands
play. Paul wonders why Himmelstoss is such a bully, and Kat replies that man is essentially a
beast underneath the trappings of civilized behavior. When Tjaden informs the group that
Himmelstoss is being sent to the front line, it reminds the boys of the revenge they had on
Himmelstoss the night before leaving for the front. Himmelstoss had been on his way home from
a bar, traveling alone on a dark road. The boys threw a blanket over his head, pulled down his
pants, beat him, and saw “his striped postman’s backside [gleam] in the moonlight.”Paul’s unit
moves back to the front in order to string barbed wire. He speaks of the soldier’s instinct for self-
preservation and how the earth, almost like a mother, protects her children. The air is smoke
filled and the soldiers grow tense when they hear the sounds of artillery. Searchlights sweep the
sky and a terrible bombardment begins. The screaming of wounded horses unnerves Detering
until the animals are put out of their misery. Paul comforts a terrified recruit moments before an
assault traps his group in a graveyard, with only mounds of dirt as protection. When Paul seeks
refuge in a hole, he realizes he is lying next to a corpse in a coffin. A gas attack follows, and
when the shelling ends, Paul sees that the young recruit has been seriously wounded. Rain falls
as they load up the lorries (horse-drawn wagons) and move to the rear.While killing the lice in
the reserve trenches, the soldiers discuss what they would do if peace came. No one can picture
himself leading a meaningful life. Himmelstoss expects the soldiers to obey him at the front as
they had done in camp, and the humane Lieutenant Bertinck treats Himmelstoss’s complaints
lightly after the soldiers defy him. Paul and Kat steal a goose, and as they cook it together, Paul
feels a deep bond of brotherhood with his friend.CHAPTERS 6–8 Returning to the front, the
soldiers pass a stack of new coffins stored in a ruined school. The coffins are meant for use in
the coming offensive, and are a chilling sign of what lies ahead. Days of boredom and uneasy
waiting come to an end with a terrible bombardment that precedes an enemy attack. After a
counterattack, the troops withdraw to their own lines. When Haie Westhus is wounded,
Himmelstoss brings him in, thereby winning a partial respect from the soldiers. Westhus dies
shortly afterward, leaving only 32 of the original 150 men. Paul feels that they have become
robots, “insensible, dead men.” During a rest period, the friends go swimming in a river and see
three French women outside their house on the other side of the river. They signal to the women
that they will return with food when it is dark. Later that night, Paul, Leer, and Kropp swim across
the river, go to the women’s house, and make love with them for an hour.Paul is reluctant to go



on leave, fearing that he has grown out of touch with conditions in the civilian world. But he
realizes that his family is eager to see him, so he returns home on a 17-day leave. There, he
finds himself uneasy and alienated from his former interests, and has a futile, though moving,
conversation about the war with his dying mother. During the furlough, Paul enjoys his visit with a
former classmate, Mittelstaedt, who is a company commander of a reserve guard into which
Kantorek has been drafted as a soldier. Mittelstaedt torments his former teacher with menial
tasks and verbal sarcasm as a punishment for the man’s role in their false ideas about the war.
Paul’s pleasure is offset when he is faced with telling Franz Kemmerich’s mother about her son’s
death. When Paul’s furlough ends, he is sent to a training camp on the plains next to a camp for
Russian prisoners. Out of sympathy for the suffering Russians, he shares his food with
them.CHAPTERS 9–12 On returning to the company, Paul joins his friends in preparing for a
pointless visit by the Kaiser (Emperor Wilhelm). Later in an attack, Paul crouches in a shellhole
and, in a panic, stabs a French soldier to death, one Gérard Duval, who has also taken refuge
there. Paul genuinely grieves for the dead man, a printer by trade, who is now another of war’s
senseless victims. He finds identification in Duval’s wallet and photos of his wife and little
daughter. A peaceful time of guard duty at a supply depot ends when Paul and Kropp are
wounded while trying to evacuate a village. Paul is treated in a hospital, then sent back to the
trenches. Kropp’s leg is amputated and he is sent home. From this moment on, the German
army deteriorates and finally collapses. Detering, homesick, deserts the army, but is caught and
court-martialed. Müller is killed and his boots pass to Paul. Lieutenant Bertinck dies defending
his men from a flamethrower. When Kat is wounded, Paul carries him on his back all the way to
the aid station, but Kat is dead on arrival. It is autumn of 1918, and after Paul spends two weeks
recovering from a gas attack, he is killed “on a day that was so quiet and still on the whole front,
that the army report confined itself to the single sentence: All quiet on the Western
Front.”BACKGROUNDTYPE OF WORK Realistic war novelFIRST PUBLISHED 1929AUTHOR
Erich Maria Remarque (1898–1970), born in Osnabruck, Germany: Antiwar novelist, social critic.
Drafted into the German army from high school in 1916. Fought on the Western Front, wounded
five times in France. Later worked as teacher, salesman, journalist. Moved to Switzerland (1932),
then to New York (1939); became U.S. citizen (1947). Books burned by Nazis. After World War II,
spent part of his time in Switzerland. Author of Three Comrades (1937), Arc de Triomphe (1946),
The Black Obelisk (1956), Night in Lisbon (1964).SETTING OF NOVEL German side of front
line; reserve infantry trenches in France; deserted, war-ruined villages; “no man’s land”; Paul’s
hometown; hospital operated by nuns; training camp on open plain in northern Germany.TIME
OF NOVEL Final year of World War I (1918). Paul’s memories reflect high school days,
childhood in hometown.KEY CHARACTERSPAUL BAUMER Young soldier; narrator of novel.
Little experience in life other than attending school, yet already a veteran frontline soldier.
Volunteered for war as teenager. Fond of his parents and sister. Loves to read; collects
butterflies. Struggles to understand the meaning of life and nature of war. War teaches him that
common misery unites all soldiers—enemies and allies alike. Paul’s only true home is with his



fellow soldiers; once the war begins, he can no longer communicate with civilians. Killed in
combat during last month of war.ALBERT KROPP Excellent student, clear thinker, idealistic, but
pessimistic about life after the war.MÜLLER Conscientious student; carries textbooks into
trenches; wants to improve himself; sees life in broader terms than confines of war. Dies in
combat.LEER Good mathematician; bearded; most mature of schoolmates; first to have sexual
experience. Dies in combat.STANISLAUS “KAT” KATCZINSKY Soldier; age 40. Cobbler in
civilian life. Clever, practical; becomes Paul’s closest friend. Able to find food in ruined French
villages. Kind to frightened young recruits when they arrive at the front. Believes that people
mistreat others only because they enjoy having power over them and that man is a beast who
hides his true nature under cloak of good manners. Wounded in battle; dies on way to aid
station.KANTOREK Paul’s high school teacher. Mesmerized by unthinking patriotism; gives Paul
and classmates a false idea of war as a romantic, noble activity. At his urging, students enlist in
the war, then discover war’s horrors. Later, Kantorek is punished in the army reserve by a former
pupil.CORPORAL HIMMELSTOSS Drill instructor. Postman in civilian life. Vengeful, sadistic,
tries to break trainees’ spirit. At first, he panics in combat, then proves to be an obedient
soldier.MAIN THEMES & IDEAS1. “LOST GENERATION” Phrase coined by writer Gertrude
Stein (1874–1946) to describe young soldiers who survived the war, but who had no roots, no
purpose, no meaning in their lives. The young soldiers have little experience with life and have
gone directly from school to war. They are aware of wasted opportunities, loss of life. Paul says,
“I believe we are lost.” Youth have had no time to put down roots; unable to find out who they
really are or what they hope to be; many killed before 20th birthday. Unable to acquire practical
skills that will serve them in peacetime. No time for love, marriage, normal human relations. They
feel bitterness, frustration, stress, confusion. As victims of “lost generation,” they often remain
“lost” (rootless) for rest of their lives. In note at beginning of novel, Remarque writes, “This book
… will try simply to tell of a generation of men who, even though they may have escaped its
shells, were destroyed by the war.”2. LIFE HAS NO MEANING Remarque is pacifist, does not
believe in war. From beginning of novel, reader sees pain, devastation, brought about by combat.
Moral values of civilization no longer exist: theft and killing are routine, individuals are reduced to
robots. Major idea of novel: life no longer has any meaning; war has destroyed everything; God is
not in His heaven; things are not well in the world.3. COMRADESHIP Paul repeatedly
emphasizes “we” (novel’s first word); for him, presence and voices of his comrades represent
strongest, most comforting aspect of life at the front. Only good thing to emerge from war is the
sense of comradeship, idea of fraternity, sharing of misery with others like oneself. All humans—
even those who are set against each other as enemies—belong to international community
bound together by suffering and sacrifice that go beyond nationality. Paul feels this most
intensely in episode with French soldier.4. MAN AS ANIMAL For Kat, humans are animals
disguised under layer of respectability (“decorum”). In front zone, war strips away mask, exposes
man’s bestial instincts. Harsh ferocity in combat is only way to return safely from danger: “We
have become wild beasts. We do not fight, we defend ourselves against annihilation.” Animal



instinct of survival is stronger than civilized reaction to war’s horrors: “Life … has transformed us
into unthinking animals in order to give us the weapon of instinct.” It is kill or be killed. When
soldiers hear artillery, primitive impulse rushes to the surface: “By the animal instinct that is
awakened in us we are led and protected. It is not conscious; it is far quicker.… We reach the
zone where the front begins and become on the instant human animals.” Though motivated by
sense of humanity, Paul and Kat speak of putting wounded recruit “out of his misery” in a mercy
killing, as if he is an animal. Fine line between animals and humans is highlighted in a scene
where horses scream in unison with wounded soldiers.5. EDUCATION AND LIFE School
learning has not prepared young soldiers for survival in trenches. Against dramatic backdrop of
war, educational system is shown to deal with subjects that fail to teach practical knowledge or
train students for life’s problems. Teachers’ words are hollow, pompous, and betray shallowness
of traditional education and of a type of indoctrination based on flag-waving nationalism. War
has no time or use for those matters that society assumes will enrich life and give it meaning.
Young men are determined to stay alive, but noble ideas such as dying for their emperor now
seem absurd to them.6. GENERATION GAP Soldiers must cope with demands from both trench
warfare and home front. They become so used to danger and death in trenches that they find it
almost impossible to adjust their habits to more carefree existence of civilians. Creates
uneasiness when they go home on leave. Paul’s elders consider his view of war too narrow, and
he is unable to convey his feelings of helplessness and the threat of death that haunts soldiers at
every moment. To him, the older generation are eager to overlook fraud and injustice of military
life; perhaps it helps them feel less guilty for their generation’s role in war. Some of them,
misguided, are anxious to believe what the authorities tell them. Others dismiss protests about
war because they are reaping huge profits from it. In their innocence, Paul and friends have
placed trust in adults as mentors, guides to the future, sources of knowledge, dependability,
wisdom. “But the first death we saw shattered this belief. We had to recognize that our
generation was more to be trusted than theirs.” Adults were smarter only in their cleverness with
language, ability to manipulate minds. But experience has taught soldiers that they can rely only
on themselves.MAIN SYMBOLS1. BUTTERFLIES Symbols of life, childhood, freedom. Two
butterflies dancing before trench are contrasted with dead butterflies in Paul’s collection. Dead
butterflies, like soldiers, no longer have freedom of life. They are trapped in container, like dead
men in coffins. When Paul dies, he falls like a butterfly—quietly and without ado.2. BOOTS
Kemmerich’s rich leather boots symbolize close comradeship among friends: boots are inherited
by Müller (who does not ask for them out of greed, but because he realizes that Kemmerich will
no longer need them); boots then pass to Paul, who promises them to Tjaden. Boots are symbol
of mobility; escape from war; means of protection from cold and wet; common humanity.3.
COFFINS Living and dead soldiers share coffins during bombardment. Later, as soldiers move
to the front, a stack of new coffins in a ruined school symbolizes death that awaits them.4.
ROBOTS Symbols of mindless, mechanical beings that people become as result of war and
military training. Paul feels that soldiers are robots and resemble the living dead; they carry out



their duty from habit, but have no belief in their cause. Idea is echoed, ironically, when Kantorek
refers to young soldiers as “Iron Youth.”5. NAMES When Paul kills Frenchman, he realizes that
he will never be able to forget the murder if he knows his victim’s identity. Names give life and
humanity to the “robots” of war.6. EARTH Symbol of the life force; place of tranquility and safety;
image of earth as mother’s womb.STYLE & STRUCTURELANGUAGE Naturalistic style
(extreme form of realism); simple, yet striking descriptions of physical surroundings, equipment,
food. Only occasionally poetic (horses in moonlight; French women). Mood of death, despair,
hopelessness. War shown in all its ugliness. Tension increases through progressive use of detail,
horrors piled on horrors, humans destroyed in ever more painful ways. Author uses sensory
images to place reader in midst of fighting: dripping wounds, burning flesh, severed limbs,
screaming voices. Concrete nouns convey tangible reality of war: shells, bombs, barbed wire,
trenches, machine guns; also food, tobacco, frequent references to diarrhea, physical wounds.
American translation of German text sometimes results in awkward syntax: “He it is still and yet it
is not he any longer.”NARRATION Written as diary in present tense by first-person narrator Paul
Baumer; focuses on events that affect him and his friends. Paul is sensitive writer who has
written poems, fragment of a play; knows power of language, but also knows inability of
language to express war’s horror: “Words. Words. Words—they do not reach me.” Reader
experiences events at same time as Paul; suspense builds. Last two paragraphs narrated by
anonymous person after Paul’s death. Though Baumer is German soldier, his story is universal;
all readers can identify with it.SIMILES (Comparisons using “like” or “as.”) Similes give reader
immediate image of author’s ideas: shells passing overhead are compared to flocks of wild
geese; gas creeps over ground like jellyfish.IRONY (Use of words to express meaning opposite
of literal meaning.) (a) When Kropp sees new recruits who are his own age, he calls them
“infants”; Paul fails to see himself and comrades in his pitying description of recruits as “poor
devils.” (b) Title of novel is ironic, given the bloodshed and violence that lead to the
armistice.STRUCTURE Consists of 12 chapters; chronological sequence. Exposition
(explanation of past events): Kantorek urges students to enlist in army. Rising action: Young men
at war on Western Front; periods of intense combat followed by relative calm at rear;
comradeship grows among soldiers; Kemmerich’s death is first major shock; heavy
bombardments and offensives create terror, destruction, chaos. Crisis (turning point): Paul stabs
Frenchman to death, feels deep personal sadness, has clear insight into war’s senselessness.
Climax (moment of greatest emotion): Kat dies; Paul is devastated. Dénouement (final outcome):
Paul’s friends are all killed; Paul dies one month before end of war (November 11, 1918,
Armistice Day).CRITICAL OVERVIEWTHE TITLE The novel is a protest against war and
destruction; it ends on a quiet, haunting note. Remarque wanted to see an end to war; he hoped
that things would forever remain “quiet” on the Western Front and on every other front. His
pacifism (opposition to war) focused on human pain and our instinct for survival, not on
economic or political ideas. The novel’s fundamental idea is that war destroys everything of
value in human life. Also, “All quiet on the … front” is an ancient military communique formula. (It



was used, for example, in the U.S. Civil War.)THE NOVEL’S CONTROVERSY From the moment
of publication, All Quiet on the Western Front was the subject of bitter debate, especially in
Germany, where many critics attacked Remarque for betraying the memory of those who had
sacrificed themselves for their country and for what they considered his misrepresentation of the
conditions of battle. Yet many German combat veterans and civilians argued that Remarque had
honestly and accurately portrayed the horrors of battle. Remarque noted in an interview that he
was only trying to give “a worm’s-eye view” of war.All the King’s MenRobert Penn WarrenPLOT
SUMMARYJack Burden, an ex-reporter, narrates the rise and fall of Willie Stark, an honest man
turned corrupt politician who is assassinated by his mistress’s brother.CHAPTERS 1–2 The time
is 1939 and Jack Burden, the narrator, is thinking about the past. He recalls that in 1936, Willie
Stark, his boss and governor of an unnamed Southern state (probably Louisiana), visits his
childhood home in Mason City to be photographed with his wife, Lucy Stark, and his elderly
father. Willie, in his second term of office, has been unofficially separated from Lucy for two
years, so the trip is as much a public relations stunt as it is a reflection of Willie’s genuine
concern for Mason City and its people.Willie, “the Boss,” is accompanied by Tiny Duffy, his
devious lieutenant governor; Sadie Burke, Willie’s shrewd executive secretary and mistress;
Sugar-Boy O’Sheean, his devoted bodyguard/driver; Willie’s good-hearted wife, Lucy; their
teenage son, Tom, a handsome, arrogant college football star; and Jack himself, Willie’s
confidential assistant. Willie’s plans to spend the night are abruptly changed, however, by
unexpected news from the capital that the elderly Judge Montague (Monty) Irwin, a powerful
force in state politics, has announced that he will not support Willie’s hand-picked candidate for
the Senate. Willie and Jack immediately depart for Jack’s hometown of Burden’s Landing, where
Judge Irwin lives. Irwin, though outwardly polite, makes clear his scorn for Willie and treats Jack
coldly. On the way back to Mason City, Willie tells Jack—a former newspaper reporter for the
Chronicle—to find “something” on Irwin and “make it stick.”The reader learns in a flashback that
the young Willie was a “red-necked” man who worked on the farm by day and studied law at
night. By 1922, with the support of his schoolteacher wife and his father, Willie becomes county
treasurer. His honesty and political naïveté cause him to protest when, on the insistence of
Dolph Pillsbury, chairman of the county commissioners, the building contract for a new school is
awarded to J. H. Moore on the basis of political connections instead of on price and quality of
workmanship. Jack, who has not yet met Willie, is the reporter assigned to cover the story. Willie
loses his job as a result of his protests, and Lucy is soon fired from her job as a teacher. The
school is built badly, and two years later the fire escape collapses during a fire drill, killing three
children. From this moment on, Willie becomes a popular hero for having fought against the
corrupt system.In 1926, the Democratic primary race for governor is a battle between Joe
Harrison, a former governor and a candidate with strong urban support, and Sam MacMurfee,
the incumbent governor who has strong rural support. A member of the Harrison group suggests
they nominate a dummy candidate with strong rural support who can split the MacMurfee vote.
Everyone agrees that Willie is the man for the job and that Tiny Duffy, a Harrison supporter,



should be his campaign manager. However, they do not reveal their true motives to Willie;
instead, they lead him to believe that he can win and bring back honest government to the office.
Willie, now a lawyer, consents to run in the primary.Willie’s speeches, however, are boring and it
appears that he is not serving the need that Harrison had hoped he would. Sadie Burke, a
political mover and shaker in the Harrison party, follows Willie from town to town, monitoring his
effectiveness for the Harrison group. She and Jack have been friends for years, and when they
meet in a restaurant after one of Willie’s speeches, she confesses that she ought to have told the
Harrison “big boys” to call off the frame-up long ago. Willie, she believes, is hopeless and
pathetic.Several days later, a dejected Willie, who knows that the crowds aren’t listening to his
speeches, tells Jack that he sees he cannot be elected. Sadie, mistakenly concluding that
someone has told Willie about Harrison’s plan, blurts out that he is a thick-headed “sap” for not
being smart enough to realize that he has been framed. Feeling vengeful, Willie gets drunk for
the first time in his life. The next day, he throws aside the statistics and makes a rousing speech
to a crowd of voters in which he tells them about his being framed by the Harrison camp and
asserts that they must get rid of city-slicker politicians who exploit them. He publicly thanks
Sadie for making him see the truth, and announces that he is giving up his own campaign to
work for MacMurfee.Willie travels the state to unite the rural vote behind MacMurfee, warning
that MacMurfee had better “deliver” or Willie will be back to “nail up his hide.” MacMurfee wins
the election of 1926 and Willie returns to Mason City to practice law. But for the next four years
Willie’s ambition grows, and in 1930 he is elected governor by a landslide, with the help of Sadie
Burke, who has become his executive secretary and mistress. He hires the dishonest Tiny Duffy
as an assistant, since he wants to keep an eye on him rather than have Duffy working behind his
back. He also hires Jack as a confidential assistant after Jack quits his job at the newspaper
over a disagreement with Jim Madison, his manager.CHAPTERS 3–4 By Willie’s third year as
governor, he has forced many reforms through the legislature, but some of his methods are
unethical and dishonest. He has abandoned his former idealism and morality, since he believes
them to be irrelevant to political life. Lucy is appalled by Willie’s maneuvers and is ready to leave
him (though she remains with him until after the 1934 election).One of Jack’s jobs is to fill black
notebooks with information useful in blackmailing legislators to vote “correctly.” In 1933, he visits
his mother in Burden’s Landing and thinks back to the separation of his parents in 1904; Jack
was only six when his father, Ellis Burden, a “scholarly attorney,” deserted his family after
learning that his wife was having an affair with Judge Irwin, his best friend. (Later it is revealed
that Irwin, not Burden, is Jack’s real father.) Devastated, Burden left his law career and moved to
shabby rooms in the skid row section of Burden’s Landing to work with poor people. Jack recalls
his childhood friendship with the idealistic Adam Stanton, now a famous surgeon, and Adam’s
sister Anne, now an unmarried social worker living in the state capital. They are the children of
former Governor Joel Stanton, who was a good friend of Judge Irwin’s. In the summer of 1915,
Jack, age 17, fell in love with Anne, age 13, but nothing came of it at that time.Back in the
capital, while Jack is in Burden’s Landing, Byram B. White, the state auditor, has been caught



accepting a bribe, and MacMurfee’s group is threatening to impeach both Willie and White.
Willie barnstorms the state to rally popular support and uses Jack’s black notebooks to pressure
influential people into cooperating. Impeachment proceedings are dropped, thereby paving the
way for Willie’s triumphant reelection in 1934.In a flashback to 1924, Jack tells of leaving his
newspaper job to work on his Ph.D. in American history. His dissertation was to be a study of the
private papers of Cass Mastern, a great-uncle of Jack’s who died in 1864. Cass had had an
affair with Annabelle Trice, wife of his friend Duncan Trice, and Duncan committed suicide after
finding out about it. Jack was interested in exploring the relationship between the facts of a
man’s life and the motivation behind his actions; but after conducting a large amount of
research, he was no closer to understanding Cass Mastern than he had been before starting his
research. He thus abandoned the dissertation and went back to work at the newspaper, where
he could deal in facts without having to interpret or judge them, but where he numbly and
regretfully considered himself to be living in the “Great Sleep.”CHAPTERS 5–6 Proceeding with
his task of finding something discreditable about Judge Irwin, Jack spends about seven months
in Burden’s Landing researching Irwin’s past. In the autumn of 1936, while examining public
records, he discovers that in 1914, the judge, in debt and faced with the prospect of losing his
plantation, was somehow able to raise the money to pay off a $42,000 mortgage. Jack then
learns that during that same time, as attorney general in the administration of Governor Stanton,
Irwin was prosecuting the Southern Belle Fuel Co. for violations of state law. In May of 1914, the
state suddenly dropped its charges against Southern Belle, and in 1915 Irwin accepted the vice-
presidency of American Electrical. When Jack traces out stockholdings, he finds that Southern
Belle was a subsidiary of American Electrical. He also notices that the attorney for American
Electrical, Mortimer L. Littlepaugh, jumped to his death from a hotel window in 1915 after being
fired from the job that was offered to Irwin. Jack searches out Littlepaugh’s sister, Miss
Littlepaugh, in Memphis and recovers from her a letter from Littlepaugh confirming that Irwin
dropped the charges against the subsidiary company after being bribed with stock and a highly
paid position with the parent company. When Miss Littlepaugh informed Governor Stanton about
Irwin’s illegal dealings, Stanton protected his old friend Irwin by refusing to take action in the
case. Jack completes his investigation in March 1937.Meanwhile, Willie has been making plans
for a new hospital—to be named after himself—that will supply free medical service to the poor.
He enlists Jack to persuade Adam Stanton to accept the position of hospital director, but Adam
is contemptuous of Willie and refuses the offer. A few days later, Anne, who also wants Adam to
take the position so as to help the poor, calls Jack to her apartment. Anxious to lure Adam
whatever the cost, Jack shows Anne his black book on Governor Stanton’s cover-up of Irwin’s
bribe. Anne then shows it to her brother, who, disillusioned by the truth about his father and the
Judge, accepts Willie’s offer. Since Anne had called him about Adam, Jack wonders how she
had known about Willie’s highly secret plan to appoint her brother. When Sadie Burke charges
into his office, angry that Willie is “two-timing” her again, Jack becomes suspicious. He walks to
Anne’s apartment, stares in her eyes, and has his question answered before asking it: Anne



nods her head to indicate that yes, she has become Willie’s mistress.CHAPTERS 7–8
Shattered, Jack retreats into the Great Sleep by driving west until he reaches the California
coast. He thinks back to 1919, when he and Anne, age 21 and 17, intended to marry. They were
about to make love one night, when Anne’s mother returned home unexpectedly. After that, they
drifted apart. Anne went east to a finishing school and Jack became a law student. He soon
flunked out of law school and decided to try reporting; thus, he was working for the Chronicle
when he first met Willie in 1922. Two years later, he was in graduate school, but by 1926 he had
returned to newspaper work to cover Willie’s first campaign. It was then that he met the beautiful,
well-to-do Lois Seager, whom he married, since they were “perfectly adjusted sexually.” A
problem developed, however, when Jack began to see Lois “as a person” and not just as a
beautiful body. Lust turned to disgust, and he deserted her.When Jack drives back from
California, he decides that losing Anne to Willie is not a loss but only another fact to be filed in
his black book before getting on with the next job. While watching Adam perform a lobotomy, he
arrives at his theory of the “Great Twitch,” in which he concludes that everyone is merely
“twitching” in reaction to some sort of nonelectrical current, without knowing any more about why
—and with no more control—than Adam’s patient. As an example of one of these “twitches,”
Sibyl Frey and her father, Marvin Frey, claim that she has been made pregnant by Willie’s son,
Tom. Jack learns that any one “of a platoon”—including Tom—might be the father. But Willie
cannot afford a scandal, since he intends to run for the Senate when his current term as
governor ends. MacMurfee gets hold of the story and makes a deal with the Freys whereby they
go into hiding out of state so that Willie cannot bribe them; he then tells Willie that the Freys will
drop their paternity suit if Willie will back down from the Senate race, thereby clearing the way for
MacMurfee to win. Willie tells Jack to pull out whatever he has managed to discover about
Judge Irwin, since the judge is the only one MacMurfee might listen to. Jack leaves photocopies
of his notebook with Irwin, then goes to his mother’s house. Shortly after his arrival, he hears his
mother scream, and when he finds her by the telephone he learns that the judge has committed
suicide. Hysterical, Jack’s mother screams, “You killed him.… Your father and oh! you killed him.”
This is how Jack learns that Irwin was his father. After Irwin’s burial, Jack is named heir to the
judge’s heavily mortgaged estate.CHAPTERS 9–10 Willie has insisted that his new hospital will
not be soiled by politics, but with Irwin dead, the person who can lean hardest on MacMurfee is
Gummy Larson, one of MacMurfee’s biggest supporters. Larson’s price is the building contract
for the hospital. Willie is outraged and ashamed, but Tiny Duffy is delighted, since he made the
arrangements and expects a big kickback for himself. Though the Freys cause no more trouble,
there is further sadness when Tom becomes permanently paralyzed after suffering a spinal cord
injury in a college football game. Willie then cancels his deal with Gummy Larson, and when
Tiny Duffy protests loudly, he is humiliated by Willie. Grieving over his son’s injury. Willie returns
to Lucy after abandoning Sadie Burke and Anne Stanton as mistresses.Jack, who has been
staying away from the shady side of politics to work hard on a tax bill, refuses to blackmail
anyone else, even when Willie asks him to. After Irwin’s suicide, Jack realized for the first time



the dangers of manipulating facts and people, and now feels a strong need for integrity. One day
he receives a telephone call from Anne, who says Adam has been told that she is Willie’s
mistress and now thinks the offer to become director of the new hospital was arranged by her as
part of a bribe. Adam berated her for it, knocked her down, and stormed out of her apartment in
a rage. He has gone to the capitol, where he is now waiting in the domed lobby for Willie to
appear. When Willie arrives, Adam shoots him and is instantly killed when Sugar-Boy O’Sheean
fires back. Willie dies a few days later, and his funeral is a state occasion. Adam, meanwhile, is
quietly buried in Burden’s Landing.Jack now seeks to find out how Adam learned about Anne
and Willie. Anne knows only that Adam took a phone call from some man. An emotionally
disturbed Sadie Burke admits to Jack that in her anger at Willie, she told Tiny Duffy about
Willie’s affair with Anne. Tiny, who has now taken over as governor, had been pushed too far by
Willie and was the one who made the call to Adam that sent Willie to his death. Jack later meets
Sugar-Boy and realizes that a few words to Willie’s former bodyguard about Duffy’s betrayal
would prompt Sugar-Boy to kill Duffy. Jack is tempted to speak, but knows that he would be as
corrupt as Duffy if he did so.Anne and Jack, realizing that they still love each other, marry and
live for a time in Irwin’s house. Jack writes that this has been his story as much as Willie’s, and
that he now looks at the world in a very different way than he did years earlier, when he believed
that “nobody had any responsibility for anything and that there was no god but the Great
Twitch.”One morning, he woke up and no longer believed in the Great Twitch. He had seen that
one’s actions do have an impact on other people and that one does have responsibility for one’s
life. With this in mind, he brings Ellis Burden, now a dying man, home to live with them. Jack is at
work again on the Cass Mastern story, and this time believes he may come to understand the
man.BACKGROUNDTYPE OF WORK Novel of social realismFIRST PUBLISHED
1946AUTHOR Robert Penn Warren (1905–89), born in Guthrie, Kentucky. Poet, novelist, literary
critic. Educated at Vanderbilt University (B.A. 1925), University of California-Berkeley (M.A.
1927), Yale (1928–29). Began his literary career as a member of the “Fugitive” group of young
Southern poets. Taught at numerous colleges. As editor of the Southern Review, he had great
influence on Southern writing. Received the Pulitzer Prize in 1947 for All the King’s Men and in
1958 for poetry. Warren was named the first official Poet Laureate of the United States (1986–
87).SETTING OF NOVEL An unnamed Southern state (probably Louisiana).TIME OF NOVEL
Jack narrates the story in 1939. Main action covers period of 1936–38, the events leading to
Willie’s assassination and its aftermath. Flashbacks to the past provide background
information.KEY CHARACTERSWILLIE STARK Governor of a Southern state (probably
Louisiana); “the Boss” of the state’s political machine. Begins as an honest country lawyer but
becomes a corrupt, blackmailing, rabble-rousing politician during his political rise to
governor.JACK BURDEN Willie’s devoted confidential assistant; ex-reporter. He searches for the
truth about himself and in the end discovers that people must take responsibility for their actions,
since they will have an effect on others.TINY DUFFY Corrupt political aide; lieutenant governor
during Willie’s second term. Greedy, untrustworthy.JUDGE MONTAGUE (MONTY) IRWIN Jack’s



real father. Aristocratic and influential in state politics; pretends to have high moral standards, but
has committed adultery and taken a bribe.ANNE STANTON Jack’s first love; later Willie’s
mistress; eventually Jack’s wife.ADAM STANTON Anne’s idealistic brother; a surgeon.SADIE
BURKE Willie’s tough, shrewd executive secretary and mistress.MAIN THEMES & IDEAS1. ALL
THE KING’S MEN This is the story of the rise and fall of a political “Boss,” Willie Stark. But it is
also the story of Jack Burden and others like him who forfeit their ethical standards in order to
become one of “the king’s men.” Though Willie’s character and political career are central to
much of the story’s action, it is the continuing education and moral growth of Jack Burden on
which the novel depends for its meaning. It is, after all, the story of “all the king’s men.” The
reader comes to know Jack better than Willie, since everything is seen through Jack’s eyes.2.
THE “GREAT SLEEP” AND THE “GREAT TWITCH” At the end of the novel, Jack’s philosophy of
life allows him to accept the idea that most people have both good and bad features. Earlier,
however, he believed that people could be neatly divided into two categories. He saw Ellis
Burden, supposedly his father, as a weak, gullible fool and thus completely unlike Judge Irwin, a
man known for his high moral standards. The truth, however, is that Ellis Burden, whom Jack
scorned, preferred to leave home rather than confront his wife and Irwin with their adultery—
while the judge had committed adultery and chose to escape financial bankruptcy by means of
“morally bankrupt” actions. Jack’s characteristic reaction, when brought face to face with that
which he cannot (or will not) understand, is to exist in a physical and emotional stupor, which he
calls the “Great Sleep.” He copes with reality by fleeing it: he abandons his Ph.D. dissertation; he
deserts Lois Seager; he drives as far west as he can when he learns of Anne’s affair with Willie.
This last flight from reality leads to Jack’s discovery of the “Great Twitch,” his theory that the
entire human race is mechanistically controlled by outside forces, and that no one is responsible
for anything. As events unravel and Jack sees friends and relatives maimed by other people’s
greed and ambition, he learns that a person’s actions do have an effect on others; he thus
rejects the Great Twitch theory. Examining his own life, he comes to realize that he must emerge
from the Great Sleep if he is to find meaning and happiness. When he discovers that he risks
being destroyed by the forces that ruined Willie, he abandons his unethical ways, introduces
moral integrity into his life, and finds happiness with Anne Stanton.3. SELF-IDENTITY As the
novel approaches its conclusion, Jack gradually separates his own position from Willie’s. After
Irwin’s death, Jack continues to work for Willie, but now he is compiling statistics for a new tax
bill; he thus recreates the past by taking over Willie’s earlier, more honest role. Jack now says to
Willie, “If you want any blackmailing done, get somebody else to do it.” When Willie claims that
they “made me do it” (i.e., give the hospital contract to Gummy Larson), Jack retorts that the
scandal raised by Tom, Willie’s own son, “had something to do with it.” Jack will never forget
Willie or downplay the genuine goodness of Willie’s reforms. But Willie became the man of
“fact”—practical, hard-headed, and successful, but also corrupt—and for Jack to be truly
himself, he must be Jack Burden. That means learning to live with the “burden,” the responsibility
of what he himself has done in the past and intends to do in the future.MAIN SYMBOLS1. THE



TITLE Comes from the Mother Goose rhyme “Humpty Dumpty,” in which “… All the king’s horses
and all the king’s men / Couldn’t put Humpty together again.” After Willie becomes governor, he
includes Tiny Duffy in his administration. Since Tiny had lied to Willie in 1922, Jack speculates
on Willie’s motives: “The Boss must have taken a kind of pride in the fact that he could make
Tiny Duffy a success. He had busted Tiny Duffy and then he had picked up the pieces and put
him back together again as his own creation.” The characters who actually fall and shatter,
however, are Willie and Adam.STYLE & STRUCTURELANGUAGE AND NARRATION Fast-
paced narrative, rich vocabulary, vivid, poetic imagery. First-person narration by Jack Burden
includes the oral and written comments of others. The narrative moves back and forth in time to
show the relationship of the past to the present. This helps the reader understand how the
characters have become what they are.CRITICAL OVERVIEWHISTORICAL BACKGROUND
There are many similarities between the novel’s Willie Stark and Huey P. Long, former governor
of Louisiana (1928–32), who was a U.S. senator when assassinated by a doctor at the state
capitol in Baton Rouge in 1935. Long was notable for social reforms but was widely accused of
heading a corrupt administration; impeachment was initiated in 1929 but not carried through,
and many feared that the Senate would be Long’s stepping-stone to the White House. Generally
speaking, critics reviewed Warren’s novel favorably for its literary merits, and Warren received
the Pulitzer Prize; but many were appalled by what seemed to them to be Warren’s defense of
Long’s career. In later years, critics realized that Huey Long had furnished the starting point for
Willie but did nothing to explain (or explain away) the significance of Jack Burden.Animal
FarmGeorge OrwellPLOT SUMMARYSome farm animals revolt against their human owners and
establish a “free” society that turns into a dictatorship.CHAPTERS 1–2 When drunken Farmer
Jones staggers off to bed, Old Major, a prize pig, calls the farm animals together and tells them
of his dream. He thinks animal life is miserable slavery and that humans are their bitter enemy.
Major urges the animals to rebel and teaches them the Rebellion song, “Beasts of England.”
When Major dies, other pigs—notably Snowball and Napoleon, aided by Squealer—assemble
Major’s ideas into a system called “Animalism.” The tame raven, Moses, seductively preaches to
the animals about Sugarcandy Mountain in the sky, where after death they will enjoy all the
things they want. On Midsummer’s Day, June 24, the unfed animals break into the farm’s food
stores, then drive away Jones and his farmhands. They destroy the tools that symbolize Jones’s
ownership, change the name of “Manor Farm” to “Animal Farm,” and draw up a list of Seven
Commandments, the laws by which they will govern themselves.CHAPTERS 3–4 The animals
harvest a superb crop, with the pigs acting as supervisors. Boxer, the enormous cart horse,
coins the slogan “I will work harder!” in order to advance the animals’ Rebellion. Only Benjamin,
the old donkey, remains unconvinced that the animals will succeed. Most of the animals learn to
read and count. Snowball and Napoleon, who share the leadership at first, begin to clash
because they have different opinions about the purpose of the revolt. Snowball teaches the
sheep the slogan “Four legs good, two legs bad” so that they will believe in the superiority of
animals (four legs) over humans (two legs). On the other hand, Napoleon takes on nine newborn



puppies to raise so that he can use them later for his own selfish purposes as guard dogs. The
pigs take the milk and the apples for themselves. Squealer, Napoleon’s spokesman, obtains the
animals’ cooperation by warning them that they must obey, or see Jones come back to take
charge. News of the successful Rebellion spreads, alarming Mr. Pikington, who owns nearby
Foxwood Farm, and Mr. Frederick of Pinchfield Farm. The two spread malicious lies about the
cannibalistic practices and immoral behavior at Animal Farm. Jones and his men invade the
farm, but Snowball, who had studied Caesar’s campaigns, leads a successful counterattack at
the “Battle of the Cowshed.” Snowball is awarded the medal, “Animal Hero, First
Class.”CHAPTERS 5–6 A foolish young mare, Mollie, deserts the farm. Snowball and Napoleon
are increasingly at odds about how the fields should be planted, whether to build a windmill that
will create electrical power (Snowball thinks they should), and how to defend the farm against
future attacks. At a Sunday meeting, Napoleon summons the dogs he had taken to raise. They
are now large, ferocious beasts. They drive Snowball from the farm, thereby ensuring
Napoleon’s total control. He forbids further debates about policy, and commands that the
windmill be built, claiming its construction as his own idea, although it had been Snowball’s.
Boxer coins another slogan, “Napoleon is always right,” as the animals submit, with some
bewilderment, to Napoleon’s orders.Almost a year of hard work and various shortages has
passed since the takeover of the farm. The animals are still pleased by what they consider to be
their free state, and they even accept Napoleon’s order of extra work on Sunday. Boxer sets an
example by his enormous efforts to construct the windmill. Napoleon announces that Animal
Farm will begin to trade with humans for necessary goods, but the animals are uneasy about
this, for they want no dealings with people. The pigs move into Jones’s house, and Napoleon
takes the title of “Leader.” A November storm destroys the windmill, and Napoleon blames it on
Snowball, whom he now falsely calls a traitor. Nonetheless, the windmill will be rebuilt and made
stronger.CHAPTERS 7–8 The winter is bitter and food is short. To counteract unfavorable
rumors among the humans about conditions at Animal Farm, Napoleon deceives Mr. Whymper,
a lawyer who is their go-between with the town, by making Whymper think that all is well on the
farm. Napoleon’s order that the hens must deliver 400 eggs a week for trade causes the hens to
rebel, but unsuccessfully. False accusations against Snowball are spread by Squealer.
Napoleon’s guard dogs attack four young pigs in order to stifle opposition. Even Boxer,
suspected of questioning Napoleon’s actions, must fend off an attack by the dogs. Many other
animals panic and confess to acts of treason (overthrow of government) which they have not
even committed. Soon, a mound of corpses lies at Napoleon’s feet. Boxer concludes that the
fault for such confessions and bloodshed must lie with the animals, not with Napoleon. Others,
among them the noble old mare Clover, uneasily realize that this is not what they had hoped and
worked for. Napoleon abolishes the Rebellion song “Beasts of England,” arguing that the song is
no longer necessary now that the Rebellion is over. He substitutes one written by one of his
followers.The animals work hard all year. The Sixth Commandment (“No animal shall kill any
other animal”) is changed in order to suit Napoleon’s purposes. The new Sixth Commandment



is, “No animal shall kill any other animal without cause.” He assumes lofty titles, and his portrait
is prominently displayed. The completed windmill is named “Napoleon Hill.” He sells a stack of
timber to Frederick, who pays with forged money and then launches an attack on Animal Farm.
The windmill is blown up, but the animals win the “Battle of the Windmill” by driving off the
humans. The pigs discover a case of whiskey and get drunk, then decide to plant barley to
produce their own alcohol. Only the skeptical Benjamin realizes that Squealer has been secretly
altering the Seven Commandments at Napoleon’s orders.CHAPTERS 9–10 All but the pigs and
dogs suffer from reduced rations in the winter, but the animals convince themselves that what
matters is that they are free of human control. The pigs plan a school for their young and enjoy
privileges that the other animals do not have. Napoleon orders weekly “Spontaneous
Demonstrations” and is elected president of the Animal Republic. The pigs tolerate Moses’
preaching because he soothes the animals with promises of better things to come. When the
pigs sell Boxer, old and ill, to the slaughterhouse, only Benjamin realizes what Boxer’s terrible
fate is. The pigs get drunk at a banquet supposedly held in honor of the late Boxer.Years pass.
The farm has prospered, but only the pigs and dogs have a better life than before. The others
take comfort in knowing that they are free of human control. But Squealer stuns them by walking
on his hind legs, like a human. He is followed by the other pigs, and finally by Napoleon, who
carries a whip—the thing animals dread most. The sheep chant a new slogan, “Four legs good,
two legs better.” Now there is only one Commandment, which stresses that some animals are
“more equal” than others. The pigs install telephones, subscribe to newspapers, and begin to
smoke tobacco and wear clothes. Humans arrive for a tour and remain for a banquet with the
pigs in the farmhouse. Napoleon assures his guests that the term “Comrade,” which was used
equally by animals in the community, is now abolished. He also announces that the term “Animal
Farm” no longer exists; instead, the property will now be known as “Manor Farm.” The other
animals, excluded from the festivities, look through the farmhouse windows and are appalled to
realize that they can no longer distinguish the pigs from the humans.BACKGROUNDTYPE OF
WORK Animal fable/satire written as a novelFIRST PUBLISHED 1945AUTHOR George Orwell
(real name Eric Arthur Blair, 1903–50), Englishman, born in Bengal, India. Novelist, political
essayist, satirist. Educated in England (Eton); worked for the Indian Imperial Police in Burma
(1922–27). Returned to Europe; lived in poverty in London and Paris. Socialist; served with
Loyalist forces in the Spanish Civil War, where he saw abuses of communism. Later, though still
a leftist, he was violently opposed to communism and any form of totalitarianism (dictatorship).
Distrusted all political parties. Among numerous works: Down and Out in Paris and London
(1933, autobiography); Burmese Days (1934, novel); Homage to Catalonia (1938,
autobiography); 1984 (1949, anti-utopian novel); Shooting an Elephant and Other Essays
(1950).SETTING OF NOVEL “Manor Farm” in England; name later changed to “Animal Farm”;
parts of surrounding countryside, including two neighborhood farms. References to a market
town. Farmhouse, barns, sheds, pastures, roads, gates of farm.TIME OF NOVEL Action covers
several years. Since the setting is a farm, frequent reference is made to the four seasons, how



they affect animals’ community (planting, growth, harvest). By the end of the novel, most of the
animals active in the first part of the novel have grown old or have died.KEY CHARACTERSOLD
MAJOR Prize pig who plants seeds of Rebellion against human control. Urges animals to
cooperate, stressing that they are all equal. Tells of the “golden future time” and teaches animals
to sing “Beasts of England,” a song of unity. His skull later becomes an object of veneration
(dignity, respect, worship). Political symbolism: Orwell compares Old Major to Karl Marx (1818–
83), a major force behind socialism (in this context, communism), who had a dream of a better
society, where justice, equality, and service to the common good would prevail.NAPOLEON
Greedy, determined pig who always gets his own way. Causes Snowball to be driven from
Animal Farm; seizes power for himself. His rule is based on ruthlessness, propaganda. Assumes
title of “Leader,” destroys opposition through bloody acts. In the end, takes on features of
humans: walks on two legs, smokes, wears clothing. But most of all, carries whip—a sign of
authority and lordship that animals dread. Political symbolism: represents Joseph Stalin (1879–
1953), leader of the Communist Party. Orwell was critical of Communists for ruining the original
socialist goals and for setting up a government in which a small group of dictators held power
over the community. Character’s name also recalls Napoleon Bonaparte (1769–1821), dictatorial
emperor of France after the French Revolution.SNOWBALL Pig who shares power with
Napoleon in the beginning. Forced to flee into exile. Organizes committees, constantly plans to
ensure efficient operation of farm. Has visions of self-sufficient society in which, for example,
windmill can harness natural power to serve animals. Snowball’s greatest error: failure to
recognize Napoleon’s ruthlessness. His name acquires evil reputation in later years because of
Squealer’s malicious propaganda. Political symbolism: represents Leon Trotsky (1879–1940),
whose practical ideas served as the driving force behind the Russian Revolution and who turned
dreams and visions into realities. Like Trotsky, Snowball is a brilliant speaker with great
persuasive powers.BOXER Cart horse of great size and strength; limited intelligence. Never
masters more than the first four letters of the alphabet, but works hard, sets example for others.
When he is old and ill, pigs show no appreciation for his mighty efforts. Political symbolism:
exploited member of the working class whose labor provides happiness for others, not for
himself. Orwell’s idea is that individuals like Boxer stand to benefit most from a true socialist
system in which everyone in the community contributes to the common gain.SQUEALER Pig
who knows how to speak effectively; becomes Napoleon’s representative in bullying animals
and persuading them that Napoleon is always right in whatever he does. Constantly alarms the
others by warning that if they do not follow Napoleon’s orders, Jones will return to the farm and
dominate them again. Symbolism: he “squeals” on other animals.BENJAMIN Donkey; oldest
animal on farm. Skeptical about Rebellion, but keeps thoughts to himself. His only comment—
and it puzzles everyone—is that donkeys live a long time (and may see the rise and fall of many
politicians and social systems). His only close friend is Boxer, whom he is unable to save from
death at the slaughterhouse.MAIN THEMES & IDEAS1. BETRAYAL OF POLITICAL IDEALISM
“All animals are equal,” says Old Major; these words encourage animals to free themselves from



human control. With strong sense of comradeship, they vote to include even barn rats in their
group. After Rebellion has taken place, Snowball and Napoleon summarize its principles in
Seven Commandments: (1) Whatever goes upon two legs (i.e., a human) is an enemy. (2)
Whatever goes upon four legs, or two wings, is a friend. (3) No animal shall wear clothes. (4) No
animal shall sleep in a bed. (5) No animal shall drink alcohol. (6) No animal shall kill any other
animal. (7) All animals are equal. The passage of time, along with Napoleon’s maneuvers to
seize power, bring about drastic changes in the wording of the Commandments. Changes reflect
movement toward human status. Example: Commandment 5 becomes “No animal shall drink
alcohol to excess.” As memory of older generation begins to fade and the young grow up with no
firsthand knowledge of Animal Farm’s history, the Seven Commandments are abolished by
Napoleon in favor of only one: “All animals are equal, but some animals are more equal than
others.” This statement represents a betrayal of Old Major’s idealism; it describes how Napoleon
and those like him view the other animals.2. LUST FOR POWER Several animals have qualities
of leadership, but in different ways. Old Major’s encouragement leads animals to rebel, but he
has no personal interest beyond the defeat of the human race. Boxer, by his great labors, leads
others in making every effort for the animal cause, but has no capacity for any other kind of
leadership and submits willingly to the plans of more intelligent pigs. Snowball is a leader with
vision; his strength lies in organizing the animals into committees that will work to achieve the
goals of revolution. But he becomes so involved in theory and planning that he is caught off-
guard by Napoleon’s maneuvers and is forced into exile. Napoleon, who has a reputation for
always getting his own way, is a leader who moves unswervingly and ruthlessly toward his goal.
Although he adopts the tide of “Leader,” his only interest is in seizing power for himself. He
brushes aside theory and idealism. Napoleon’s emergence as a dictator shows that the goals of
the Rebellion have become corrupted; this demonstrates how absolute power corrupts
absolutely.3. PROPAGANDA AS WEAPON (Propaganda means “deliberate spreading of ideas
to further one’s cause or damage an opposing cause.”) Snowball, Napoleon, and Squealer
condense Old Major’s ideas into the system of Animalism, expressed in the Seven
Commandments that become widely known, spreading word of the Rebellion to other farms.
Used as favorable propaganda for animals everywhere, the system promotes the idea of a just
(fair) revolution. But Napoleon uses propaganda in a negative way. Through Squealer, he
convinces the animals that all misfortunes, failures, and shortcomings at Animal Farm are the
evil work of the exiled Snowball; he uses lies and propaganda to create a scapegoat who can be
blamed for whatever goes wrong. Propaganda becomes a powerful weapon that makes
Snowball seem criminal, but at the same time, he praises Napoleon’s supposedly unselfish
labors as a leader who sacrifices his own comfort and ease for others.4. EFFECTIVENESS OF
TERRORISM Napoleon strengthens his power by using as bodyguards a group of ferocious
dogs he had raised from puppies. The dogs obey only him; at his command they attack
Snowball, who is barely able to flee the farm; the dogs even attack Boxer, whom Squealer
suspects of doubting Napoleon’s leadership qualities. The bodyguards’ most terrifying act is the



slaying of many animals who falsely “accuse” themselves of treason because they have been
forced to do so. This ghastly deed—the first shedding of blood since Jones was driven away—
horrifies the animals, who, now more than ever, are at the mercy of Napoleon and his brutal
police force. The animals are totally helpless, have no way to resist terror, so they submit to
Napoleon’s rule.MAIN SYMBOLS1. THE FARMHOUSE Represents the main target of the
animals’ fear and hatred of humans; it is here that plans are devised to ensure continuing human
control. It is also the scene of drinking alcohol and smoking tobacco, which the animals consider
unhealthy. Napoleon and the pigs eventually inhabit the farmhouse, an act that symbolizes their
transformation into humanlike creatures.2. WHIPS Most feared, hated symbol of human
domination. One of the first things the victorious animals do is to burn the humans’ whips and
dance for joy. At the end of the novel, Napoleon appears like a Gestapo agent, carrying a whip
just as Jones had done.3. DOGS Napoleon secretly raises nine puppies until they grow into
large, ferocious beasts. He trains them to respond to his commands, to serve as a ruthless
police force in a dictator state, to kill as he wishes. He unleashes them against Snowball and
against any animals who question his authority.4. WINDMILL It is Snowball’s idea that they build
the windmill to create electrical power, but Napoleon later claims it as his own. When the
windmill is destroyed by humans, it is rebuilt and provides benefits for the Animal Republic. It is a
symbol of their defeat of humans (Battle of the Windmill) and of their ability to survive
independently when they use common sense and reason, not tyranny.5. “BEASTS OF
ENGLAND” Song taught by Old Major; symbol of hope. Refers to some vague “golden future
time” when human tyranny will be overthrown. Becomes the anthem of the Rebellion, although it
fails to tell how the golden age will be created. Napoleon bans the song in favor of another that
praises him, yet it remains an ideal in the minds of many animals.6. FLAG Green tablecloth
decorated by Snowball with white hoof and horn that symbolize animals’ sovereignty. Napoleon
later orders Snowball’s additions removed. The flag continues to serve as the focal point for
ceremonies.STYLE & STRUCTURELANGUAGE Simple, clear; effectively creates the
atmosphere of a world that, on the surface, is down-to-earth and unsophisticated, but that on a
deeper level is complex and contains many conflicting forces.NARRATOR Invisible, third-person
narrator who emphasizes the thoughts, feelings, and actions of animals.FABLE (Short tale that
teaches a moral lesson, with animals as characters.) The animals act in accordance with their
animal nature, but their ideas and emotions are those of human beings: Benjamin is skeptical
about the chances of improving his lot and feels just as disillusioned about their new society as a
human would; Clover, the gentle, patient elderly mare, reacts to tragic events with the
compassionate tears of a human being. It is obvious that Orwell sympathizes with the plight of
the animals, whether they are ruled by Jones or Napoleon. His treatment of animals makes them
believable as individuals, not just as types.IRONY (Use of words to express a meaning opposite
to the literal meaning.) Orwell sees the animals’ flaws as well as their positive qualities; treats
circumstances of their lives with persuasive irony: the Rebellion occurs not merely because of a
bloodthirsty desire for revenge on the animals’ part, but also because Jones has forgotten to



feed them and they are desperately hungry.STRUCTURE Ten chapters. Rising action: First five
chapters tell of the animals’ Rebellion. Crisis (turning point): Napoleon launches the surprise
attack that drives Snowball into exile, thus eliminating a rival for the position of power. The
novel’s second half tells how Napoleon firmly establishes his power by making clever use of
propaganda and terrorist tactics. Several unexplained events are cleared up as the story
develops: why Napoleon took puppies (he raises them as a police force); what happened to the
cows’ milk (it is reserved exclusively for the pigs’ use); the reason for the pigs’ moving into
farmhouse (they are secretly learning to acquire human habits); the strange negotiations with
Foxwood and Pinchfield Farms (Napoleon attempts to deal with humans on terms advantageous
to him).CRITICAL OVERVIEWPOLITICAL MEANING The political message of Animal Farm is
inspired by the events of the Russian (Bolshevik) Revolution (1917–21), when Russian peasants
overthrew the monarchy in favor of socialism, a political system in which land, business,
property, and capital are owned by the community as a whole. In Animal Farm, Orwell (a
Socialist) shows the animals’ efforts to overthrow human dictatorship and to establish a socialist
community in which everyone contributes to the common gain. During the course of the novel,
Napoleon takes control, moves socialism in the direction of communism (Stalinism), a political
system in which all economic and social activity is controlled by a “totalitarian” state
(dictatorship) dominated by a single political group or party that keeps itself in power. Orwell’s
intent in writing this fable was to destroy the Soviet (communist) myth of the perfect society and
to restore genuine socialist principles. He wanted to show how the original intentions of
revolution have all too often been corrupted and perverted by one person or group who, for
selfish reasons, seizes power, exploits people, and eliminates all opposition.As I Lay
DyingWilliam FaulknerPLOT SUMMARYAfter Addie Bundren’s death, her husband and children
encounter horrendous difficulties in fulfilling their promise to transport her body from their rural
Mississippi home to a cemetery in Jefferson for burial.NOTE This novel is not divided into
chapters. Instead, there are 59 sections, in each of which a single character (whose name
appears as the “title” of that section) records what is happening from his or her point of view.
Thus, the characters speak directly to the reader, but the reader, in the absence of an
omniscient (i.e., all-knowing) narrator, must link the speeches together to see the story as a
whole. In the summary that follows, sections have been grouped together to form a continuous
narrative, and the four parts of the story have been given descriptive tides that Faulkner himself
did not supply.SECTIONS 1–23 (Before the Journey) Addie Bundren is dying. Outside her
window, her oldest son, Cash, a carpenter by trade, is constructing a coffin which he holds up
from time to time for her approval. Addie has already been promised that she will be buried next
to her parents in Jefferson, about 40 miles away from the Bundren home in Yoknapatawpha
County, Mississippi. Darl and Jewel, the next oldest sons, want to put in another day’s work for a
neighbor, since the money will be useful on the trip. Addie’s bumbling husband, Anse, gives
them permission and sends them on their way. Other neighbors, the Tulls, have come to offer
any help they can. Addie’s daughter, Dewey Dell, is joined in the sickroom by Cora Tull and her



daughter, while Cora’s husband, Vernon Tull, keeps Anse company on the back porch.
Vardaman, Addie’s youngest son, returns home with a large fish he has caught for supper.The
obese Dr. Peabody, who weighs more than 200 pounds, has to be hauled up the hill with ropes
to visit his patient in her house. But Addie, having wasted away, dies almost immediately. Dewey
Dell is unhappy with the doctor and with herself because she is pregnant and unmarried, but
dares not ask him for an abortion. Vardaman, a mentally troubled and frightened boy, thinks that
Peabody’s arrival has somehow caused his mother’s death. He chases the doctor’s horses away
and wanders off, only to appear later, cold and wet, at the Tulls’ farm. Mr. Tull, having returned
home earlier, takes Vardaman back to the Bundrens and helps Cash finish the coffin. Cash has
worked with great care, but has forgotten to allow for the difference that Addie’s burial dress
would make. As a result, Addie has to be placed with her head at the foot of the coffin, and her
feet, with the dress bunched up around her legs, at its head.This topsy-turvy situation is made
much worse during the night by Vardaman, who now confuses the dead fish with his dead
mother, and bores holes into the coffin to let in air for the fish-woman to breathe.The next
morning, the family discover that he has drilled not only through the wood, but also into Addie’s
face. A funeral service is to be held before taking the coffin to Jefferson. The Rev. Whitfield,
Addie’s former lover and Jewel’s father, arrives to lead the funeral ceremony. One of the reasons
that he is not devastated by Addie’s death is that he believes Addie has passed on to everlasting
life. Another reason is that he is relieved Addie has died without telling Anse about their
adulterous affair.Jewel and Dart, in the meantime, break a wagon wheel on their way home from
working at their neighbor’s. By the time they get back and repair the wheel, Addie has been dead
for three days and the body is beginning to smell. Since the river’s water level is high due to
recent, heavy rain, the trip to Jefferson seems hazardous to outsiders; nevertheless the
Bundrens pay no attention to the smell or to the possible dangers of the trip. They had promised
Addie that they would take her to Jefferson, and are resolved to do so. On the third day, Jewel
makes ready his spotted horse while the others prepare to load themselves and the coffin onto
the wagon. Dewey Dell pretends to be packing cakes to take along to sell in town, but actually
uses the basket to conceal the good clothes she intends to wear when she inquires, in
Jefferson, about an abortion. Anse thinks he will buy some false teeth since they are going to
town; it’s not that he is vain about his looks (he claims), but that he has been unable to eat
enough to keep body and soul together.Before they can make a proper start, the coffin nearly
falls as the sons attempt to place it on the overloaded wagon. But when the wagon is finally
ready, the Bundrens move on.SECTIONS 24–38 (The Journey Begins) Tull’s bridge is the
closest route to the main road, but it is submerged under water because of the heavy rain. A
detour takes them to Samson’s bridge, several miles away, but this bridge is completely washed
out. Samson’s wife is offended by the smell from the coffin, and Samson himself is shocked to
find a buzzard in his yard; but he forces himself to offer the Bundrens lodging for the night. Anse,
however, politely declines beds in the house, since the Bundrens prefer to sleep in the barn with
the coffin. They notice the buzzard, but ignore the smell that has attracted it. The next day, the



Bundrens are determined to cross the treacherous river. But chaos breaks loose as they wade
through the water: The wagon overturns, Cash breaks a leg, the mules drown, and the coffin and
Cash’s precious tools fall in the water (but Darl and Jewel dive down to recover both the tools
and the coffin). They manage to cross the river, but are exhausted by the effort. Jewel rides off
on his spotted horse to find a new team of mules.SECTIONS 39–41 (Rest Stop) During the time
that the Bundrens are delayed, Faulkner interrupts the narrative so that three characters can
look back on events of the past. Cora Tull gives her impressions of Addie as a strange, brooding,
sometimes incomprehensible woman—and just possibly not so God-fearing as God (and Mrs.
Tull) would have wanted. Addie herself now speaks, as if still alive. Addie was a schoolteacher
before she “took” (i.e., married) Anse. Her father used to say that life was only a dreary
preparation “to stay dead a long time” (i.e., he did not believe in an afterlife). Since Addie hated
her young students—and enjoyed only the whippings she gave them when they made mistakes
—she despised her father for helping to bring her into a life that led only to death. After giving
birth to Cash, she realized that words can never convey the meaning that they seek to, since
words are “just a shape to fill a lack.” Cash did not need words to announce his birth; he simply
arrived. Addie believes that when one truly feels an emotion such as love or fear, there is no
need for a word to describe it. She partly proved that to herself by means of a nearly wordless
affair with the Rev. Whitfield; but after her initial happiness with him, she discovered that he was
hiding behind the Word of God just as Anse had hidden behind meaningless platitudes such as
“I love you.” She soon became detached from life again and bore two more children with Anse—
Dewey Dell, to “negative” (i.e., negate and replace) Jewel; and Vardaman, to “replace the child I
had robbed [Anse] of.” After giving birth to the children, she felt ready to die. The Rev. Whitfield,
who speaks next, also recalls the affair, but focuses only on his own weakness and “sin,” and
thinks the affair should be forgotten. Unfortunately, he cannot be sure that Addie shares this
point of view. She may even be tempted to make a deathbed confession to Anse. Upon hearing
that Addie is dying, Whitfield resolves to speak first and rides to the Bundrens with fiercely pure
intentions. But since Addie keeps silent to the very end, he sees no need to transform intentions
into words or deeds. Instead, he proclaims the word of salvation.SECTIONS 42–59 (The
Journey Ends) The Bundrens take shelter for the night with Mr. Armstid and his wife, Lula, a
farming couple who live nearby. Cash’s broken leg is set by a veterinarian (whom Armstid calls
Uncle Billy), but the operation is amateurish and painful. Since Jewel was not successful in
getting a new team of mules, Anse sets off in the morning on the same errand. For Anse to take
the initiative in this way is surprising, but he has a devious motive that becomes clear later. He
returns, self-satisfied, with news that he has, indeed, obtained some mules from a man named
Snopes; but he reveals that he has promised to turn over Jewel’s horse as payment. Jewel
angrily rides off on his beloved horse, and Armstid offers his own mules, thinking that he
(Armstid) would rather risk losing them than have the Bundrens remain at his home. Anse
declines his offer but agrees to let the wagon be moved a short distance down the road, away
from the house. And there the Bundrens, except for the missing Jewel, spend another night.The



mules are delivered the next day by Snopes’s helper, Eustace Grimm, who says that Jewel—
who also reappears—paid for them with his horse. The trip then continues to the town of
Mottson. Anse buys cement at Grummet’s hardware store to make a cast for Cash’s leg, and
Dewey Dell tries to buy some strong medicine for an abortion, but Mr. Moseley, an ethical
druggist, reprimands her instead. The people of the town are outraged by the smell and the
buzzards, and the sheriff forces the Bundrens to move on. They spend their last night on the
road at still another farm—that of Mr. Gillespie and his son, Mack. First, the Bundrens settle
under an apple tree, then in a barn that catches fire. Although Darl had lit the fire—evidently
intending to cremate Addie’s body—he subsequently helps Jewel’s and the Gillespies’
desperate efforts to prevent as much loss as possible. The animals and the coffin are saved, but
Jewel is badly burned.The visible parts of Cash’s leg have turned black, not from the smoke of
the fire but from the beginnings of gangrene. Anse and Mr. Gillespie break off the cast, and the
next day the Bundrens enter Jefferson, where they are met with rudeness and astonishment.
Anse needs spades to dig the grave, and inquires about borrowing the tool at a particular house
just because music from a phonograph can be heard inside. Finally, after several days of
hardships, the Bundrens succeed in burying Addie.Ridding themselves of Addie’s body and of
the coffin, however, has not solved the family’s problems. Jewel, burned from the fire and without
his spotted horse, has already been humiliated by and forced to apologize to a white pedestrian
on the outskirts of town who was offended by a remark that he believed Jewel had made to him
(“Son of a bitches”), but that Jewel had actually made to some black men a few steps behind
him. Darl is taken away to an insane asylum in Jackson for having burned the barn. Dewey Dell,
now dressed up, visits a drugstore where Skeet MacGowan, an unscrupulous clerk, persuades
her to give him money (ten dollars) and sex for “treatment” (i.e., an abortion). He gives her a
turpentine solution that he knows will not work. Vardaman’s hopes of having the toy train in the
drugstore window are disappointed. Cash’s leg is not amputated, but he is told by Dr. Peabody
that he will always be lame.Anse, however, appears with new false teeth that make him look like
a new man. He also has a new wife, the duckshaped woman—whom he introduces as “Mrs.
Bundren.” She is carrying the phonograph the travelers had heard playing earlier. The rest of the
family is dumbfounded, but Cash (who has always been the most practical member of the
family) supposes that all of them—except for Darl, down in Jackson at the asylum—will enjoy
having the machine around the house when they return home.BACKGROUNDTYPE OF WORK
Experimental novelFIRST PUBLISHED 1930AUTHOR William Faulkner (1897–1962), born in
New Albany, Mississippi (his family home, however, was in Oxford, Mississippi). Left high school
for odd jobs; then brief service in Royal Canadian Air Force (1918); journalism work in New
Orleans. Returned to Oxford, lifetime place of residence except for brief stays in Hollywood to
write scripts, and extended visits elsewhere as writer-in-residence. With novel Sartoris (1929)
began saga of “Yoknapatawpha” County and of “Jefferson,” the county seat loosely based on
Oxford. The Sound and the Fury (1929), As I Lay Dying (1930), and Light in August (1932) are
considered his most important novels. Later works include Absalom, Absalom! (1936), The



Unvanquished (1938), The Hamlet (1940), Go Down, Moses (1942), short stories/novels (e.g.,
“The Bear,” “A Rose for Emily,” “Spotted Horses”), and his last novel, The Reivers (1962).
Awarded Nobel Prize for literature in 1949.SETTING OF NOVEL Mississippi: Yoknapatawpha
County (home of Bundrens); rural homes and farms; small town of Mottson; Jefferson (burial
spot of Addie Bundren).TIME OF NOVEL Several days in an unspecified year (probably 1930),
with flashbacks to events of previous 30 years.KEY CHARACTERSADDIE Wife of Anse; mother
of Bundren children. Strong-willed matriarch; disillusioned with life; believer in deeds rather than
words. Controls her family when alive; dominates them even from her coffin until she is buried.
She is a focus without whom the family unit disintegrates.ANSE Husband of Addie; father of four
of her five children. Stubborn, sly, lazy, bumbling. Hides behind words and gestures. Usually gets
what he wants.CASH Oldest son of Addie and Anse; late 20s. Preoccupied with his tools. More
comfortable with actions and objects than with words; rarely speaks, and at times is nearly
inarticulate. Wants the work of his hands (especially the coffin) to be done correctly because
then it speaks for itself. After breaking his leg, he realizes that words are unable to express his
agony, so he endures the pain in silence.DARL Second son of Addie and Anse; late 20s. Highly
articulate, sensitive, introspective. Relies on words, even visions, more than on things. After he
burns down the barn, he is declared insane and is taken away to an asylum.JEWEL Illegitimate
son of Addie and the Rev. Whitfield; age 18 or 19. Violent, impulsive. Passionately devoted to
Addie, but transfers his inexpressible love for her onto his spotted horse (Darl tells him, “Your
mother was a horse”). Proves to be Addie’s salvation when he saves her coffin from the burning
barn and when he sells his horse to pay for the last stage of their journey.DEWEY DELL
Daughter of Addie and Anse; age 16–17. Believer in fate, but nonetheless tries to change it in
her attempts to terminate her pregnancy.VARDAMAN Youngest son of Addie and Anse; age
unspecified (probably between 7 and 14). Easily confused; little clarity of mind; perhaps
retarded. Often unable to distinguish between things and words, and is uncertain about the
meaning of either one.THE REV. WHITFIELD Local pastor. Addie’s former lover; father of Jewel.
Somewhat hypocritical; seeks to preserve status quo; hides behind the cloak of religion.MAIN
THEMES & IDEAS1. FACT vs. INTERPRETATION The same “fact” can have a very different
meaning to various characters, since they have conflicting, extremely personal points of view.
The most fundamental fact is Addie’s death, but there are even contradictory opinions about
what this means: the Rev. Whitfield says piously that death is the beginning of everlasting life,
whereas Addie had believed the opposite, sharing her father’s belief that life’s purpose is to
prepare one “to stay dead a long time.” For some of the Bundrens, the most important thing is
that Addie’s death becomes their excuse for making a trip to town. The Bundrens think that what
they are doing is right, though everyone else believes it is wrong. Outsiders often appear in pairs
(two Tulls, two Armstids, two Gillespies, Dr. Peabody and the veterinarian who sets Cash’s
broken leg); they are united in their feeling that the Bundrens are a disgrace, but usually cannot
agree upon anything else. These outsiders see the Bundrens’ journey as ludicrous and
offensive, but the Bundrens are “insiders” (Addie is literally inside the box) and see the trip as



necessary, even though each has his or her own reasons for making it. The Bundrens act on the
assumption that the fact of Addie’s rotting body is meaningless, and are not even aware of it
most of the time. Others are revolted by the smell, but even that is only another subjective
reaction; the buzzards, after all, find the smell appealing! The interpretation depends not so
much on what actually is there to be seen (or smelled) but on who is seeing and smelling. The
characters, therefore, see “Truth” as being personal and subjective, not as public or objective.
This is one reason why the story is told by the characters themselves: they can tell the truth only
as they see it, and they disagree about what it is.2. ISOLATION The characters have little
understanding of one another; instead, they tend to be isolated in their own private worlds. The
Bundrens have never been a close-knit family, but rather a collection of individuals who happen
to live together. What unites them, ironically, is not life, but Addie’s death—her own permanent
isolation. But even this “unity” is artificial, since personal motives underlie the common effort to
transport Addie and her coffin. If Anse were not in the market for new teeth and a new wife, he
might not go at all (“God’s will be done.… Now I can get them teeth”); Dewey Dell concentrates
on aborting an unwanted child more than on burying her mother. The Bundrens’ shared effort
isolates them from everyone else, but the outsiders themselves are isolated, too; they live in
scattered places and lead separate lives. Even the married couples (the Tulls and the Armstids)
seem to have little in common except their house and land. The Bundrens are often in conflict
not only with outsiders but also among themselves, even while making the trip. As soon as Addie
is buried, the family disintegrate because they have lost the excuse for being together. Darl is
taken away by force without protest from the others; Anse is nearly unrecognizable to his own
children with his new teeth; the new Mrs. Bundren (with her “pop eyes”) will never see things the
way any of her new children do. Isolation is the reality from which these characters start out and
to which they return.3. REALITY AND VALUE JUDGMENTS Since isolated characters see the
world from subjective points of view, they make different value judgments about appearance and
reality. For Addie, words are treacherous things because they appear to be real and other people
seem to pretend that they have value, but actually words either refer to things that do not exist or
they hide what one genuinely feels and thinks. Anse is partly responsible for Addie’s belief, since
he speaks trite phrases that conceal from others—and from himself—what he really thinks and
feels (e.g., when he tells Addie that he “loves” her). What he says and what he does do not
correspond. Intentions, however, are most significant to the Rev. Whitfield, whether or not they
are ever verbalized or acted on. Superficially, Anse and Whitfield are as different in this respect
as they are in birth, training, vocation, and vocabulary, but in each man there is a basic
discrepancy between what he is and what he seems to be. This shared personality trait is
indicated by the fact that both of them have been Addie’s lover. Other characters (and the
reader) face discrepancies between words and actions, and between mental concepts and
physical things. Darl’s internal visions are highly imaginative but do not always correspond to
what is really happening outside his mind. For example, he sees the barn burning as a staged
version of an ancient Greek tragedy. Vardaman is often involved with imaginary situations;



thinking his mother a fish, he bores holes into her coffin and, inadvertently, into her face. The
point is that firm distinctions between the “real” and the “unreal” tend to disappear or to become
unimportant when making value judgments. Sometimes the reader is not sure whether to laugh
at the absurd, grotesque things the characters do, or to cry because the characters themselves
are so deeply committed to, and affected by, their own actions. The journey, nearly a catastrophe
from the beginning, is filled with titanic struggles and death-defying escapes. Yet the obstacles
are met and finally overcome as in a comedy of errors: the Bundrens get to Jefferson despite the
odds against them, and Addie’s most important wish is granted. This is, therefore, a story in
which life and death are portrayed as being a series of tragicomic events.STYLE &
STRUCTURELANGUAGE The vocabulary and sentence structure correspond to the individual
speakers. Vardaman uses a child’s words in straightforward sentences, but since he is often
mentally confused, his sentences can seem odd in content. Darl’s vocabulary, in extreme
contrast, includes unfamiliar words of a literary or philosophical nature; his sentences can
become long, complicated semiparagraphs, especially when he verbalizes his visions. The Rev.
Whitfield’s speech is immersed in biblical words and tones. Since Addie distrusts all words, her
speech is plain. Anse’s style is easily understood on the surface but often difficult to interpret
because he uses words as a screen to hide his real feelings.NARRATIVE TECHNIQUE There
are three main features to notice: (1) Faulkner uses the stream of consciousness technique (a
depiction of thoughts and feelings that flow randomly through the mind of his characters, without
conscious intervention either by the characters or the author) to allow readers immediate access
to the “truth” as the characters perceive it. Italics are used to express a character’s unspoken
thoughts. (2) There are 15 narrators or speakers for the novel’s 59 sections. Some are heard
more often than others (Darl 19 times; Vardaman 10; Vernon Tull 6; Anse 3); some voices are
heard only once (the dead Addie’s). Sections vary in length. The shortest consists of Vardaman’s
famous remark (presumably to himself), “My mother is a fish” (section 19). The stylistic effect of
having multiple narrators is one of fragments joined together, like a completed jigsaw puzzle in
which one can still see the seams between the pieces—that these characters are separated
from one another even when they are parts of the same family. (3) Incidents in the ongoing plot
frequently remind characters of past events. These flashbacks gradually reveal what led to the
novel’s beginning, but the general picture does not emerge all at once or in a unified way, since
the characters recall only those past events that are important to them as individuals. The past is
shown to influence the present, but in a highly selective way, more subjective than factual.PLOT
AND COMPOSITION The chronology is basically straightforward and the time span is short.
Instead of resembling a smoothly flowing film (“cinematographic” effect), the novel is like a series
of photographs (“freeze-frame” effect). The underlying structure is simple: preparation for the trip,
then the trip itself.MEANING OF THE TITLE The “I” in As I Lay Dying is Addie Bundren; the title
refers to (1) the days immediately prior to Addie’s death when she lay dying in her bedroom; (2)
the years during which she felt isolated and detached from others, and in a state of mental and
emotional death; (3) the period after her death when she “lay dying” in the coffin, still exerting an



influence upon her family until the moment of her burial. The title refers not to death, but to the
process of dying.As You Like ItWilliam ShakespearePLOT SUMMARYA young woman disguises
herself to test the man she loves, and in so doing teaches three other couples what love
means.ACT 1 Young Orlando de Boys feels cheated out of his inheritance. In the orchard of his
older brother, Oliver de Boys, he complains to his elderly servant, Adam, that Oliver is denying
him the money and education that his late father, Sir Roland de Boys, had instructed Oliver to
provide for him. His brother then comes upon them and Orlando demands better treatment. A
fight breaks out, with Orlando pinning Oliver until the older brother promises to make good on
their father’s wishes. Yet after Orlando leaves, Oliver plots with the champion wrestler, Charles,
to have his younger brother gravely injured during a wrestling match the following day at Duke
Frederick’s palace.The next day at the palace, a young noblewoman, Rosalind, expresses
anguish over her situation to her cousin, Celia. Rosalind’s father, the former Duke (referred to as
Duke Senior), has been overthrown and banished by his younger brother, Frederick, the present
Duke and Celia’s father. Celia consoles her cousin by promising that when she inherits the
throne she will return power to Rosalind.The wrestling match takes place, with Orlando easily
defeating Charles.Rosalind falls in love with Orlando while watching him wrestle, and rewards
his victory with a chain from her neck. After the match, Duke Frederick banishes Rosalind from
the court, fearing her allegiance to her deposed father. Angered by her father’s move, Celia
decides to join her beloved cousin in exile. They disguise themselves to avoid the dangers of
traveling strange roads—Celia as the poor young woman “Aliena,” and Rosalind as her brother
“Ganymede.”ACT 2 The banished Duke Senior and his lords endure their exile in the Forest of
Arden in good spirits—hunting, feasting, and generally enjoying the country life. Back at the
court, Duke Frederick is furious over his daughter’s disappearance. He suspects that Orlando is
involved and orders his arrest. When Adam hears of the order, and also of a plot by Oliver to kill
Orlando, he warns Orlando and they flee the court together. Rosalind (disguised as
“Ganymede”), Celia (disguised as “Aliena”), and their clown, Touchstone, arrive exhausted and
frightened in the Forest of Arden. They overhear the young shepherd, Silvius, telling the elderly
shepherd, Corin, about his love for the shepherd girl, Phebe, and Rosalind is reminded of her
love for Orlando. They approach Corin and arrange to purchase a small cottage in the
forest.Orlando and Adam arrive in another part of the forest, the old servant approaching death
from hunger and exhaustion. Orlando sets out to find food for him and comes upon Duke Senior
and his men having a feast. Orlando draws his sword and demands food, but is soon won over
by Duke Senior’s kindness and generosity. As Orlando goes off to fetch Adam to the feast, Duke
Senior’s courtier, Jaques, cynically proclaims to the assembled lords his philosophy that “All the
world’s a stage / And all men and women merely players.” His pessimism is contradicted,
however, by the sight of Orlando carrying the feeble Adam to Duke Senior’s table to join the
feast.ACT 3 Duke Frederick sends Oliver away to look for his brother, telling him to bring
Orlando back dead or alive. Orlando, meanwhile, wanders through the forest posting love poems
to Rosalind on the trees. Rosalind and Celia soon find the poems and discover that they were



written by Orlando. Orlando then appears and Rosalind (still in disguise) teases him about being
so in love. She proposes to “cure” him of his love affliction, which she calls “merely a madness,”
by pretending to be Rosalind and having Orlando court her. She promises to act proud, fickle,
shallow, full of tears and smiles, and unpredictable, like a woman passionately in love. This is a
foolproof way of curing Orlando of his “madness” since it will show him how silly women are.
Orlando readily agrees to give it a try.Touchstone attempts to tell the simpleminded goatherd,
Audrey, that he has made plans to marry her, but is prevented from doing so when Jaques
intervenes. In another part of the forest, Rosalind becomes upset when Orlando fails to keep his
first date for the “love cure,” and Celia cautions her not to trust him too much. Corin invites them
to watch the spectacle of pathetic Silvius attempting to win the love of the overly proud Phebe.
While Rosalind (disguised as “Ganymede”), Celia (as “Aliena”), and Corin secretly look on,
Silvius begs Phebe to be his loved one, but she refuses him. “Ganymede” steps forward and
angrily tells Phebe she should be grateful to have a man like Silvius. Yet Phebe falls in love with
the disguised Rosalind even as “Ganymede” scolds her. After “Ganymede” leaves, Phebe tells
Silvius to carry a message to the “man” she now loves.ACT 4 Rosalind, still disguised as
“Ganymede,” criticizes Jaques for indulging his sad temperament too much, stating her
philosophy that emotional extremes are a bad thing. Orlando arrives late for an appointment,
and Rosalind (“Ganymede”), secretly hurt, jokingly scolds him for not being a thoughtful lover. In
order for Orlando to learn about the wily ways of women, they go through a make-believe
marriage ceremony, with Celia acting as the priest. Orlando promises to love his “Rosalind”
forever, but Rosalind urges him to concentrate on love one day at a time instead of having
unrealistic dreams of “forever.” Orlando then departs and Rosalind professes her deep love for
him to Celia.When Silvius arrives with Phebe’s love letter for “Ganymede,” Rosalind
(“Ganymede”) deliberately misreads Phebe’s praises as insults and sends her back a message
that she should love Silvius instead. Oliver then arrives and gives “Ganymede” Orlando’s bloody
handkerchief, explaining how Orlando had frightened away a snake that was threatening Oliver
and how Orlando had been injured while rescuing Oliver from a lioness. Oliver praises his
brother’s courage and devotion, and confesses shame at his past treatment of Orlando.
Rosalind faints at the sight of the blood, causing Oliver to suspect that “Ganymede” is not really
a man.ACT 5 Touchstone continues in his efforts to marry Audrey by frightening off her fiancé,
William. In another part of the forest, Oliver explains to Orlando that he has fallen in love with
“Aliena” at first sight, and plans to marry her and live as a simple shepherd. Rosalind joins the
brothers and promises Orlando that he will be able to marry the real Rosalind the following day.
Silvius and Phebe join the group, with Silvius still pledging love for Phebe, who stubbornly wants
“Ganymede.” Rosalind tells all the lovers to meet her the following day, when she will so arrange
matters that all will be satisfied.As they come together the next day, Rosalind has Duke Senior
(who is fooled by her disguise) promise to consent to Rosalind and Orlando’s marriage should
his daughter be brought forth. She then has Orlando pledge to marry Rosalind, a request he
easily agrees to. Finally, she has Phebe pledge to marry Silvius should she for any reason



decide she no longer desires “Ganymede.” Rosalind then exits with Celia. Touchstone arrives
and announces that he and Audrey will also be married. The undisguised Rosalind and Celia
enter, accompanied by Hymen, the god of marriage. The four couples are married in a joint
ceremony. Afterwards, Jaques de Boys, middle brother to Oliver and Orlando, arrives to tell of
Duke Frederick’s conversion from his evil ways and of his renunciation of the throne, thereby
returning Duke Senior to power. Before the duke’s return to court, the couples perform a dance
in celebration of the weddings. Only the courtier Jaques (not to be confused with Jaques de
Boys) remains unhappy, announcing that he will go live with Duke Frederick. Rosalind ends the
play with a direct address to the audience, telling them to take the play’s thoughts on love and
life as they like it.BACKGROUNDTYPE OF WORK Romantic comedyFIRST PRODUCED 1599?
AUTHOR William Shakespeare (c. 1564–1616), born at Stratford-upon-Avon, England. Arrived
in London about 1586. His career as a playwright, poet, actor, and theater shareholder in
London lasted from the early 1590s until 1612. Shakespeare wrote all types of plays—tragedies,
comedies, romances, and historical dramas—for the popular theater. The early plays reflect the
optimism and exuberant spirit of an England just coming into its own as a world power. The later
plays, the great tragedies—Hamlet (1602?), Othello (1604?), King Lear (1606?), and Macbeth
(1606?)—are pessimistic, cynical, and reflect the decadence and political corruption of the
Elizabethan and Jacobean court. (Elizabethan refers to the period when Elizabeth I, a Tudor,
was queen, 1558–1603; Jacobean, from the Latin word for “James,” refers to the reign of James
I, which began at Elizabeth I’s death in 1603 and lasted until his own death in 1625.)SETTING
OF PLAY Oliver’s house, the Duke’s palace, and the Forest of Arden, all in an unidentified
location.TIME OF PLAY Act 1: A two-day period, beginning with Orlando and Oliver’s fight,
ending with Rosalind and Celia’s departure. Act 2: The following day, with Frederick’s discovery
of Celia’s absence. Acts 3–5: No specific time frame, which shows Shakespeare’s conception of
the Forest of Arden as a place of timelessness and that there is “no clock in the forest.”KEY
CHARACTERSROSALIND Daughter of banished Duke Senior. Intelligent, independent, witty;
yet also a devoted, thoughtful lover. Disguised as a man through most of the play; marries
Orlando in the end. Combines worldly wisdom with youthful love to make for a well-rounded,
balanced character.ORLANDO Youngest son of the late nobleman Sir Roland de Boys. His
strength of body and personality allows him to survive adversity and win the inheritance
originally denied to him by his brother Oliver. His intelligence, honesty, and charm help him win
Rosalind’s love.CELIA Daughter of Duke Frederick. She defies him and follows her cousin
Rosalind into exile. A devoted, honest friend. Marries the reformed Oliver.TOUCHSTONE Court
jester. Accompanies Rosalind and Celia into exile. Witty, earthy, sarcastic; mocks other
characters’ illusions and romantic excesses.JAQUES Member of Duke Senior’s court. His
melancholy and cynical personality keep him from enjoying life. He sees humankind as evil and
base, and always points out others’ faults.OLIVER Eldest son of Roland de Boys. Seeks to have
Orlando killed when he rebels against ill-treatment. Converted from evil later; makes up with his
brother and marries Celia.DUKE SENIOR Rosalind’s father. Former ruler at court; banished to



the Forest of Arden by his usurping brother. Good-natured, optimistic, and devoted to his
followers. Makes the best of his exile.DUKE FREDERICK A usurping duke who has overthrown
and banished his older brother, Duke Senior. Unjust and arbitrary ruler; later converts to religious
life, renounces the throne to live a simple, honest life.PHEBE Plain yet proud shepherdess. Falls
in love with the disguised Rosalind, who tricks her into marrying Silvius.SILVIUS Young
shepherd; loves Phebe despite her cruel treatment of him.ADAM Orlando’s old servant who
gives his life savings and support to his master so that he can flee the court.MAIN THEMES &
IDEAS1. LOVE The play shows how love is at its best when balanced between the extremes of
romantic ideals and worldly reality. Silvius’s love for Phebe and Phebe’s love for “Ganymede” are
too idealistic—they involve illusions about one’s loved one, irrational behavior, and an excess of
sentimentality. The characters throw themselves into love without looking at the reality of the
situation. Touchstone’s love for Audrey is at the other extreme—physical, unsentimental, and
self-centered. He looks at the reality of the situation without feeling its romance. Rosalind and
Orlando’s love strikes a balance between the two extremes: it is both romantic and realistic,
passionate and rational. The characters do not give in to love’s “madness,” yet still enjoy its
energy.2. COURT vs. COUNTRY Shakespeare contrasts the world of the court (or city) to that of
the country: The court is depicted as an evil place where brothers plot against brothers, “where
none will sweat but for promotion.” The country (Forest of Arden) is a healthy place of difficult yet
fair conditions and the rule of natural law: “More free from peril than the envious court” (i.e., free
of the court’s plots, rivalries, and jealousies). In the country, the characters are able to achieve
love (Rosalind, Orlando), gain self-understanding (Oliver, Duke Frederick), and regain their title
(Duke Senior), thus enabling them to return to and thrive at the court. The court is corrupt when
governed by a usurping ruler, but harmonious when led by the rightful ruler.3. FORTUNE vs.
NATURE The characters’ ability to overcome bad turns of fortune (fate, luck) with the strength of
their own nature (i.e., through their personality or character) is a key theme of the play. Rosalind
maintains that “Fortune reigns in gifts of the world, not in the lineaments of Nature” (i.e., that
Fortune may affect one’s situation, but not one’s virtue, intelligence, or determination). “Sweet
are the uses of adversity,” claims Duke Senior, who turns his exile from the court into a carefree,
happy time. Celia refuses to accept the ill-fortune of having an evil father, choosing instead to be
devoted to Rosalind, the family member she finds most noble. In the world of the play, bad
fortune can never truly defeat good nature.4. “ALL THE WORLD’S A STAGE” Jaques’s now-
famous “seven ages of man” speech (2.7) expresses the pessimistic view that life is nothing
more than a series of ridiculous “parts” a person must play, that to live is simply to perform
according to predetermined roles. He names the seven ages of man, each absurd and comical:
the “puking” infant, “whining schoolboy,” “sighing” lover, the soldier seeking “the bubble
reputation” (i.e., a reputation that can burst as easily as a bubble at any time), the lawyer with a
“round belly,” the “pantaloon” (i.e., a ridiculous old man), and finally the second childhood of old
age, when one is senile and helpless. But Shakespeare demonstrates that there is more to life
than what Jaques makes of it: he shows the limits of Jaques’s pessimism by having old Adam



charitably looked after by Orlando and called “venerable” by Duke Senior, just after Jaques
finishes speaking. This demonstrates the way in which love and devotion can overcome
pessimism and a sense of life’s absurdity.5. TIMELESSNESS The play contrasts the timeless
world of Arden with the time-conscious world of the court, thus making the Forest of Arden a
refuge from the sense of decay and passage of time. The “Court” characters sense time passing
quickly, leading to death: Touchstone claims “from hour to hour, we ripe and ripe, / And then,
from hour to hour, we rot and rot”; Jaques sees life as a rapid progression of seven stages of
humankind, leading to “mere oblivion.” The “Forest” characters are not worried about time: Celia
sees Arden as a place she can “willingly waste my time in”; Duke Senior and his lords “fleet the
time carelessly”; Orlando is always late for dates. Rosalind, though conscious of time, knows that
its passage is relative: it is slow for the lover waiting for her beloved; just right for the rich and
healthy; too fast for the person condemned to death. She combines a sense of time with a lack
of concern about its passage and is able to enjoy the moment.6. APPEARANCE vs. REALITY
Shakespeare shows how disguises can be used to uncover the truth: By pretending to be
“Ganymede,” Rosalind can test Orlando and find out whether he is worthy, and to see if he truly
loves her. This allows her to be a lover without sacrificing her independence until she is ready.
Also, Rosalind’s disguise helps Shakespeare criticize overly romantic love, showing how
unrealistic it is: Phebe foolishly falls in love with Rosalind, thinking her to be a man.7. FAMILY
Shakespeare uses the family conflict to show the breakdown of the social order, and uses family
order to show social harmony. In Act 1, society at court is in a bad condition: Duke Frederick has
overthrown his older brother and banishes his niece; Oliver seeks to murder his brother Orlando.
In Arden, however, the families are reconciled as the social order is reestablished: Oliver repents
and seeks forgiveness from Orlando; Duke Frederick returns the throne to his brother; Rosalind
is reunited with her father. The creation of a new, “good” society at the court begins with the
creation of four new families at the group wedding in the last scene of the play.MAIN
SYMBOLS1. NAMES Shakespeare uses several names symbolically in the play: Rosalind
assumes the name of “Ganymede,” the mythical boy kidnapped by Zeus to be that god’s cup-
bearer (also servant/lover), which symbolizes a feminine nature beneath a masculine exterior;
Celia’s assumed name of “Aliena” means “the exiled one” in Latin and symbolizes her exile from
the court; Touchstone, the clown’s name, means “a standard by which things are measured” and
symbolizes his role as critic and satirist; de Boys, the surname of Orlando and Oliver, is French
for “of the forest” (de Bois) and symbolizes the importance that Arden plays in their growth and
self-knowledge.2. WRESTLING Charles and Orlando’s wrestling match symbolizes the
subsequent contests between the lovers in the play: Rosalind is “overthrown” by Orlando’s
charms; Celia tells her to “wrestle with thy affections.” Wrestling also symbolizes the contests of
wit between the characters: Touchstone and Corin on country life, Jaques and Orlando about
love poems, Rosalind and Touchstone over romantic love.3. ANIMALS The deer that are
slaughtered to feed Duke Senior’s court symbolize human capacity to be cruel, violent, and
bestial (as seen in Oliver and Frederick). The snake that menaces Oliver symbolizes the sting of



reason, the realization of his evil, and the unjust treatment of his brother. The lioness that
Orlando fights and kills symbolizes his strength and nobility.4. HYMEN Shakespeare’s use of the
god of marriage to perform the final ceremony symbolizes the triumph of love over confusion,
evil, and disorder. The dance performed after the wedding also symbolizes the triumph of order
(i.e., the social and political structure) over disorder (the flight from court and the wandering
about the forest).5. POEMS IN TREES Orlando’s posting of love poems in trees symbolizes
Duke Senior’s romanticized conception of the forest as a place where one “finds tongues in
trees, books in the running brooks, / Sermons in stones, and good in everything.”STYLE &
STRUCTURELANGUAGE The dialogue is spoken in blank (unrhymed) verse and prose. The
love poems (written by Orlando, Phebe, and Touchstone) and songs are used in three ways to
develop the play’s themes and action: (1) they evoke the festive, carefree atmosphere of Arden:
“Here shall he see no enemy / But winter and rough weather”; (2) they criticize the evil and
hypocrisy of the court: “Blow, blow, thou winter wind / Thou art not so unkind / As man’s
ingratitude”; (3) they create an atmosphere of love: “In the springtime, the only pretty ring time /
When birds do sing, hey ding a ding, ding / Sweet lovers love the spring.”FIGURES OF SPEECH
Metaphors (comparisons where one idea suggests another): Used to illustrate the play’s
abstract themes and ideas: Fortune is described as “Lady,” “housewife,” and “bountiful blind
woman”; Time “ambles” with a “lazy” foot. Similes (comparisons using “like” or “as”):
Shakespeare compares characters and events to animals and natural things, thereby
establishing the Forest of Arden as a simple, natural Garden of Eden where people come to
understand their true selves. Rosalind and Celia’s friendship makes them as inseparable as
“Juno’s swans”; Adam’s age is compared to “a lusty winter.” Irony (use of words to express a
meaning opposite to the literal meaning): Rosalind’s disguise as a man gives the dialogue ironic
twists: Phebe thinks she will “make a proper man”; Oliver tells “Ganymede” to “be a man” when
“she” faints. Touchstone uses irony as he parodies the lovers: he mocks Orlando’s love poems
by easily creating similar ones.PLOT AND COMPOSITION Exposition (introduction): Orlando
explains that Oliver has failed to give him his due inheritance. Charles describes Duke
Frederick’s overthrow and banishment of Duke Senior. Rising action: Orlando defies Oliver,
defeats the wrestler, falls in love with Rosalind, flees Frederick’s court. Rosalind is banished from
the court, travels in disguise with Celia, secretly courts Orlando in Arden. Climax (the point of
highest emotion): Rosalind decides she truly loves Orlando; Oliver repents after being saved by
Orlando and falls in love with Celia. Duke Frederick also repents and gives the throne back to
Duke Senior. Dénouement (final outcome): Four couples in joint marriage ceremony plan their
return to the court with Duke Senior.CRITICAL OVERVIEWFOOLS Shakespeare uses jesters
and clowns to comment on the main action and characters of the play. Both Touchstone and
Jaques mock the foolish idealism, illusions, and pride of others, thereby contributing to the play’s
balanced view of life. Touchstone is a clown whose absurd dress and comic attitude allow him to
criticize “wisely what wise men do foolishly” without being punished. He mocks Frederick’s
abuse of power and Orlando’s romantic excesses, while his earthy love for Audrey makes



Silvius’s idealistic love for Phebe seem comical. Jaques also plays the role of fool so he can
“cleanse the foul body of th’infected world”: he laughs at Duke Senior’s enthusiasm for nature as
well as Orlando’s zeal. Neither Touchstone nor Jaques is meant to portray the ideal lifestyle;
rather, they serve the important role of curing the more “serious” characters of their illusions,
thereby helping them achieve a balanced, happy life.HUMORS Psychology during
Shakespeare’s era described the individual as possessing four bodily fluids, or “humors”—
blood, phlegm, melancholy, and choler—that controlled his or her temperament. In the so-called
normal person, these four elements are balanced and ruled by reason. But if one of the humors
becomes excessive, the emotion that it causes (e.g., lust, laziness, depression, anger) will rule
the personality. This explains why Jaques, who is ruled by his melancholy “humor,” has “a most
humorous sadness.” The result is that at the play’s end, he refuses to join in with the other
characters’ happiness. The irrational actions of the other characters are also explained by these
unbalanced humors: Duke Frederick’s moody behavior is called “humorous”; Rosalind claims
that passionate love is a “mad humor”; Touchstone explains the impulsive marriage to Audrey as
being caused by a “poor humor.”The AwakeningKate ChopinPLOT SUMMARYA young married
woman in the 1890s awakens to the value of herself and demands her
independence.CHAPTER 1 The novel opens on a Sunday in summer during the late 1800s, at a
resort on Grand Isle, about 40 miles south of New Orleans, Louisiana. A slender, slightly
stooped 40-year-old man is sitting outside, reading a day-old newspaper; he is Léonce
Pontellier, a successful New Orleans broker, anxious to return to the city and to his work. The
sounds of noisy caged birds, a badly played piano duet, and the cawings of his landlady,
Madame Lebrun, rankle him. He rises and returns to his cottage, then sits at an outside table
and watches as his wife makes her way up the beach toward him.Léonce’s wife, Edna Pontellier,
has been swimming and is returning with her swimming companion, young Robert Lebrun.
When Edna reaches Léonce, his first words are reproachful: He says that she is “burnt beyond
recognition.” Edna doesn’t take offense; she has been thoroughly enjoying the swimming and
laughing with Robert. She raises her hands, and Léonce knows instinctively that she is waiting
for him to drop her wedding rings into her palm so that she can slip them back on.Edna asks
Léonce if he’ll be back for dinner. His answer is a shrug of the shoulders. Their marriage clearly
has become defined largely by nonverbal sign language. In contrast is the keen, smiling, and
sparkling small talk that Edna has been sharing with Robert, something that pecks at Léonce’s
sense of propriety. His wife, certainly a good wife, often seems more like a child than a New
Orleans society matron of 28.CHAPTERS 2–4 Edna Pontellier has yellowish-brown eyes,
beneath heavy, dark-brown eyebrows, slightly darker than her hair. She is more handsome than
pretty. She is, Chopin says, “engaging,” and certainly Robert finds her so. As Robert talks about
himself, Edna listens, fascinated by this young man who is characterized by exuberance and
spontaneity—qualities that Léonce lacks. When they realize that Léonce isn’t returning for
dinner, Edna goes to her room and Robert seeks out the Pontellier children to play with.Léonce
returns late, at 11 o’clock, and checks on his children. Both are sleeping but Raoul seems to



have a fever. Léonce awakens his wife and reproaches her for neglecting the children. She
checks on the child, then returns and refuses to answer Léonce’s accusatory questions. When
he is asleep, she goes out on the porch, sits in a wicker rocker, and begins to weep. She doesn’t
understand why she is crying, and her confusion over this overflowing emotion unsettles her
more than Léonce’s unfair declamations.The next morning, Léonce gives Edna half of his
winnings from billiards, and boards a carriage that will take him to the steamer, on which he will
travel to New Orleans. He is eager to be gone.Chopin now introduces a new character, Adèle
Ratignolle, a Creole (someone descended from the original French and Spanish people who
settled in New Orleans). Adèle has become a close friend of Edna and is a “mother-woman.” In
an era when Kentucky-bred women like Edna did not discuss pregnancy, Adèle delights in
talking about “her condition.” This summer, Edna is the only non-Creole at the Lebruns’ resort.
The rest of the women are Creoles, like Adèle.CHAPTERS 5–6 One summer afternoon, Adèle
sits sewing while Edna and Robert watch. Robert has “lived in [Edna’s] shadow” during the past
month. He is now 26 and for years has spent his summers choosing one of the female guests to
devote himself to. This summer, it is Edna. Edna is unaware of Robert’s recurring role as devoted
attendant to sundry women over the years. At present, she is gazing at Adèle, pregnant and
Madonna-like in Edna’s revery. Robert breaks the mood by theatrically moaning in a mock-
serious tone that Adèle, despite her tableau of flawless serenity, is a cold mistress. Adèle, with
mock haughtiness, retorts that Robert was a terrible nuisance, always under her feet, “like a
troublesome cat.” Robert continues, characterizing himself as a suffering suitor, spurned by his
one true love. Edna is puzzled, relieved that he never assumes this tone nor this type of humor
when they are alone together. She picks up her sketching materials and begins a portrait of
Adèle, seeing her again as a “sensuous Madonna.” Robert leans against her intimately, and she
pushes him gently away. Adèle suddenly complains of faintness, and Edna rushes to her,
bathing her face with cologne while Robert cools her with a palm fan. Recovered, Adèle walks
toward her cottage, joined by two of her children.Robert impulsively implores Edna to go
swimming with him. At first Edna declines, but she is soon persuaded.CHAPTERS 7–10 One
day, when Edna and Adèle are sitting on the beach together, Edna begins telling her about her
childhood in Kentucky. She was enamored of a sad-eyed cavalry officer, of a young man
engaged to someone else, and of an actor whom she had never met—she had only his picture,
which she passionately kissed behind the cold glass of the frame. Edna’s marriage to Léonce
was an accident. They met, he fell in love with her, and seemed absolutely devoted to her. Her
father and sister Margaret were violently opposed to her marrying a Catholic; nonetheless, she
did. Ever after, she has been Léonce’s devoted wife, in a world of privilege but devoid of
romance and dreams.The two women are interrupted by Robert and a troop of children, and
Adèle asks him for his arm, complaining of stiffness and cramps in her legs. Leaning toward him,
she implores him to “let Mrs. Pontellier alone.” Robert is incensed: his affection for Edna is
genuine and he is not toying with her emotions. Adèle, however, insists that “she is not one of us.
She might make the unfortunate blunder of taking you seriously.” Seeing that Robert is angered



by her entreaty, Adèle apologizes.One night, Madame Lebrun arranges an evening of
entertainment. The children are allowed to stay up, piano recitals are performed, and couples
begin waltzing. The children are then sent to bed, and ice cream and cake are passed around.
Edna dances twice with Léonce, once with Robert, and once with Adèle’s husband. Afterward,
she goes outside and sits on a low windowsill, gazing out at the sea. Robert follows and asks if
she’d like to hear Mademoiselle Reisz play. She would, and Robert hastens to the old woman’s
quarters to plead with her to attend the festivities and play for Edna. The first chords of Chopin
that Mademoiselle Reisz strikes send a sharp tremor down Edna’s spine. Waves of emotion
rouse themselves within her, diminishing her rationality. Afterward, Mademoiselle Reisz tells her,
“You are the only one worth playing for.”Robert suggests that although it is late and there is only
a moon to light the way, they should all go for a swim. Everyone enthusiastically agrees and they
all set out for the beach—Edna and Léonce, as well. Edna has been taking swimming lessons all
summer from Robert and has never quite mastered the skill, but when she enters the sea
tonight, she suddenly finds herself swimming—far beyond the others. She grows daring and
reckless, yearning to swim far out, “where no woman had swum before.” Edna is satisfied and
fulfilled when she returns to shore, but Léonce is not impressed with her accomplishment.
Robert’s mother remarks to Léonce that Edna is “capricious.” Léonce agrees: “I know she is.
Sometimes, not often.”On the way back, Robert spins a tale about a spirit that inhabits the earth,
every August 28, at the hour of midnight, when the moon is shining. On that night, it will claim
one mortal worthy of his company and of sharing mystical emotions of the “semi-celestials.”
Edna, says Robert, was chosen tonight by the spirit. When they reach the Pontellier cottage,
Edna rests herself in a wide hammock. Robert brings her a white shawl and offers to stay with
her until the others arrive. Edna tells him that he may do as he wishes. She is overcome with
waves of new feelings and new possibilities.CHAPTERS 11–14 When Léonce returns from the
beach, he is perturbed to find Edna lying in the hammock; “respectable” women should be in
bed, he thinks. She tells him not to wait up. He orders her to come to bed. She refuses. She
means to stay in the hammock and, furthermore, she tells him not to talk to her in that tone of
voice. Léonce pours himself some wine and sits on the porch, smoking cigars until almost dawn.
Edna rouses herself and asks him if he’s coming to bed, and petulantly he answers that he’s not
coming until he has finished his cigar.Edna sleeps only a few fitful hours. Impulsively, she tells a
young girl to go waken Robert and send him to her. She wants him to accompany her to Mass on
a neighboring island. On the boat, Edna notices a saucy, barefoot Spanish girl, Mariequita, who
flirts with Robert. Sailing across the bay, Edna again feels as though something has awakened
inside her. Intuitively, Robert begins talking nonstop to her and suggests that they sail tomorrow
for an island that houses an old fort. The day after, perhaps they can go to a series of villages
built on stilts on an island not far away. Fancifully, Robert teases her that they’ll slip away in the
night and go to an island where pirate gold is hidden. Edna is enchanted by his imagination: Yes,
she’ll go.During Mass, a lack of sleep overcomes Edna and she leaves the church. Robert
follows and takes her to Madame Antoine’s cottage, where she is put to bed. She sleeps long



and deep, and when she awakens, the afternoon shadows are lengthening. Striking up their
earlier spark of fancy, Edna asks Robert how long she’s slept. A hundred years, he tells her—
and he has guarded her all these years.At home, Adèle complains that Edna’s son Etienne has
been unruly. Edna takes him in her arms and rocks and coddles him into sleep. Léonce is at
Klein’s talking to other brokers. Robert says goodnight to Edna, who exclaims that they have
been together “the whole livelong day.” It is a startling revelation to her. Robert teases her again
with a snippet of fancy: he tells her that not only did they spend the entire day together, but they
spent the hundred years while she was sleeping.CHAPTERS 15–16 One evening, Edna, a little
flushed, dressed magnificently in a snow-white gown, enters the dining room and is assailed by
voices on all sides of her: Robert is leaving tonight for Mexico. Unbelievable! She looks at him,
utterly bewildered; she was with him all morning and he never mentioned leaving. Robert looks
at her, obviously uneasy and embarrassed. Robert tells her that for years he’s told everyone that
he’s going to Mexico, and that this afternoon he had made up his mind to go. He mentions a man
at Vera Cruz who will help him make his fortune in Mexico.Edna goes to her room, where she
changes into a housecoat and begins hanging up clothes that are scattered throughout the
room. She receives word that Madame Lebrun would like her to join them before Robert leaves.
Edna declines. Adèle tries to convince Edna to join them in wishing Robert well before he
departs. Edna begs off, saying that she doesn’t want to dress again. Somewhat later, Robert
arrives with a small suitcase in hand. Edna asks him how long he’ll be gone, and he whimsically
says that maybe he’ll be gone forever. Not in the mood for games, Edna is frank, revealing that
she’s become fond of seeing him every day. In an almost cold fashion, Robert says to her, “Good-
bye, my dear Mrs. Pontellier.… I hope you won’t completely forget me.” Edna asks him to write,
and he promises to do so.For the next few days, Edna finds herself spending time with Robert’s
mother, looking at photographs of Robert on the walls, asking questions about him. Madame
Lebrun tells her that a letter arrived from Robert, and Edna is thrilled. The letter is brief, Edna is
mentioned only in a postscript; Robert tells his mother that if Mrs. Pontellier wants the book back
that he was reading to her, it is in his room.The eccentric old pianist, Mademoiselle Reisz, visits
Edna and inquires if Edna doesn’t miss her “young friend.” Edna fends off further questions with
a comment about Robert’s mother probably missing him greatly—especially since Robert is her
favorite son. Mademoiselle Reisz cackles maliciously and reveals to Edna that the spoiled,
exotically handsome Victor is the favorite son, not Robert. Shortly afterward, she departs,
leaving Edna with her address in New Orleans and extending a hope that Edna will visit her
when she returns to the city.CHAPTERS 17–19 Back in New Orleans, both Léonce and Edna
return to their old patterns. They dine at the same time, Léonce leaves for the office at the same
time, and Edna, every Tuesday, is “at home”—that is, she dresses in a receiving gown and
receives lady guests; in the evening, men (and occasionally, their wives) come to call. Their
clockwork existence has been reset. Léonce is content. One Tuesday evening at dinner,
however, Léonce notices that Edna isn’t dressed in one of her receiving gowns. She tells Léonce
that she has chosen “not to receive” that day. Léonce is stunned and asks for an explanation.



Edna gives him none; she is simply “out.” Léonce is severe with her. She has no choice; she
must observe social conventions in this city. She can’t afford to be “out” on Tuesday. “People,” he
says, “don’t do such things.” At odds with his capricious wife and despairing over the insipid,
unseasoned soup, Léonce leaves to take dinner at his club. Flushed, Edna finishes dinner alone,
then goes to her room. In dark frustration, she smashes a crystal vase and removes her wedding
ring, dashes it on the carpet, and stamps on it.The following morning, Léonce is in good spirits
and invites Edna to meet him in the city and help pick out new library fixtures. When she
declines the offer, Léonce kisses her good-bye and tells her that she’s not looking well. Edna
rolls up some of her sketches and walks a short distance to Adèle’s apartment, where Adèle and
her husband live above his drugstore. Adèle is delighted to see her friend. Edna tells her that
she’s decided to take up painting; they study the sketches she’s brought, and Edna leaves
several of them with Adèle after they finish dinner—a not altogether pleasant experience
because Edna realizes what a close and understanding relationship Adèle shares with her
husband.When Edna abandons her at-home Tuesdays altogether, Léonce wonders if she isn’t a
bit unbalanced. Because she spends so much time in the upstairs atelier, the children and the
house are becoming neglected. He points out that Adèle is a better musician than Edna is a
painter—yet Adèle doesn’t neglect either her house or her family. Edna is furious.Days pass, and
some of them are filled with emotions recollected as she remembers the flapping of sails, the
glint of the moon on the water, and the hot southern wind. Other days are empty and
unhappy.CHAPTERS 20–24 During one of Edna’s despondent days, she decides to seek out
the eccentric old pianist, Mademoiselle Reisz. Unfortunately, Mademoiselle has moved and no
one seems to know where to. Edna hopes that perhaps Madame Lebrun might know, so she
travels to the French Quarter, knocks, and Victor answers the door. He is as astonished to see
Edna as she is to see him—he is now 19 years old, good-looking, and bursting with impetuosity.
He sends a serving girl to fetch his mother and, in the meantime, entertains Edna with a tale
about his previous night’s romantic adventure, a story which he never finishes because his
mother arrives. While Edna is talking to Madame Lebrun, Victor reclines on a wicker lounge and
winks at Edna. Edna is initially uncomfortable, but she forgets Victor’s teasing presence when
Madame tells her that she’s received two letters from Robert. The news is meager; Robert’s
financial status is no better than it was at home. Madame Lebrun then gives Edna the address
for Mademoiselle Reisz.Edna finds the old lady mending an antique button shoe. Mademoiselle
Reisz intuits why Edna has come and tells her that she had a letter from Robert, but that it is
really more about Edna than it is about Mademoiselle Reisz—yet she refuses to let Edna read
the letter until Edna becomes strident. As Edna reads the letter, the old pianist begins playing
sensuous, romantic music on her grand piano, and, as the shadows of evening fill the room,
Edna reads and rereads Robert’s letter. Finally, she begins weeping and takes her leave.Not
long afterward, Léonce pays a visit to an old friend, Doctor Mandelet, asking for information and
suggestions about Edna’s disturbing behavior. The doctor says simply that women are, by
nature, moody and that Léonce should not pressure Edna to resume her at-home Tuesdays.



Whatever has changed her will pass. He urges patience—and he agrees to come to the
Pontellier home for dinner soon. After Léonce leaves, the doctor wonders if Edna could be
infatuated with another man.Edna’s father arrives in New Orleans to select a wedding gift for his
daughter Janet and to buy wedding clothes for himself. It is not a wholly successful visit. Initially,
the old Kentucky colonel is a diversion for Edna, but his overbearing nature and his “toddies”
become irksome. Doctor Mandelet listens carefully to Edna during dinner, and after the colonel
and Léonce both tell stories, and Edna begins her story, he is convinced of what he suspected
earlier: Edna spins a romantic tale about two lovers who sail off in a dugout canoe, through the
glistening moonlight, and are never seen again. As Doctor Mandelet leaves, he hopes that
Edna’s infatuation is not with the rakish Alcée Arobin, who prides himself on the number of
women whom he’s seduced.After her father has left for Kentucky, and Léonce has left for New
York, and the children have been taken by their grandmother, Edna is alone in the
house.CHAPTER 25–32 Edna counters despondency by going again and again to the races
with the fashionable and perpetually smiling Alcée Arobin. Regulars at the Jockey Club strain to
hear Edna’s track predictions. Because she grew up in Kentucky, Edna feels at home in the
stable-and-paddock atmosphere. Usually Mrs. Highcamp accompanies Edna and Alcée, but
one day when Alcée arrives to pick up Edna, he is alone. Afterward, he dines with Edna and
presses her for a closer relationship; she refuses and he kisses her hand. During the days that
follow, Edna sees him every day; he stirs the animalism within her.Seeking out Mademoiselle
Reisz, Edna tells her that she’s going to buy a little four-room house around the corner from the
big house that she shares with Léonce; she needs a house of her own. She needs the feeling of
freedom and independence. Of course, she hasn’t told Léonce. Mademoiselle hands Edna two
recent letters from Robert. His news overwhelms her: he is coming home. Edna confesses that
she is in love with Robert—and she doesn’t know what she’ll do when he comes back.That
evening, Alcée notices that Edna is unusually restless. She relates a strange conversation that
she had earlier with Mademoiselle Reisz; the eccentric old pianist felt Edna’s shoulder blades,
remarking that Edna’s “wings” should be strong: “The bird that would soar above the level plain
of tradition and prejudice must have strong wings.” Alcée kisses her, and Edna clasps his head,
holding his lips to hers. After Alcée leaves, Edna cries a little. She’s aware that although Alcée
can inflame her sexually, she’s not in love with him. They had sex—no more, no less—and it
bears no comparison to the overwhelming love she has for Robert Lebrun.Edna holds a “grand”
dinner at the big house, but it is scarcely grand; there are only 10 people at the table.
Conversation is spirited; wine flows freely and, at one point, the sensuously dark, good-looking
Victor Lebrun begins softly singing, and Edna cannot bear to hear the familiar words of a song
so dear to her. She presses her hand against his mouth, and the pressure of his lips inflames
her. Within minutes, the party disbands and the guests are gone.Alcée walks Edna around the
corner to the “pigeon house,” as she has dubbed it; inside, she discovers that Alcée has filled it
with vases of fresh flowers. She pleads fatigue, saying that she feels as though something within
her has “snapped.” Alcée listens, caressing her hair seductively.CHAPTERS 33–39 Because



Edna has visited Mademoiselle frequently, the eccentric old pianist has shown her where the key
to the apartment is hidden. Today, when Mademoiselle doesn’t answer Edna’s knock, Edna lets
herself in. Waiting, she remembers Adèle’s plea: when the “hour of trial”—her term for childbirth
—arrives, Edna must come to her. The afternoon grows late, and Edna hears a knock at the
door: it is Robert Lebrun, back from Mexico. Edna is stunned, ill at ease. Robert tells her that he
arrived in New Orleans a day earlier. The conversation is strained—about Robert’s lack of
success in Mexico, and Edna’s moving to the small house. Then Edna sharply admonishes him:
“You promised to write.” Robert makes an excuse, and Edna reaches for her hat, telling him that
what he says “isn’t the truth.” Robert tells her that he’ll walk her home.At the “pigeon house,”
Edna invites him to stay for dinner and goes to speak to the cook. Meanwhile, Robert looks
through Edna’s sketches and discovers a photograph of Alcée Arobin. Edna explains that she
was using it to help her sketch Arobin’s head. Dinner finished, Robert rolls a cigarette with
tobacco from a richly embroidered tobacco pouch, which, he explains, was given to him by a
woman in Vera Cruz. Edna is instantly jealous. Arobin arrives and, when the conversation
becomes sharply sarcastic, Robert leaves. Edna tells Arobin that he can’t stay for the night. He
kisses her hand and vows that he loves her.The morning mail contains several letters. Léonce
tells Edna that he’ll be back in March; Arobin hopes that she slept well and he assures her of his
devotion; the children rave about the bonbons she sent them, and they are excited about the 10
newborn, tiny white pigs. Edna warmly answers the letters from Léonce and the children. She
hopes that Robert will come to her later in the day. Edna is deeply disappointed when he
doesn’t. Yet Arobin does arrive.One morning, Edna goes to the suburbs to spend a quiet time in
a small, leafy garden, outside a modest little restaurant. She is reading when Robert pushes
open the tall gate and enters. Again, Edna presses him to tell her why he didn’t write and why he
stays away from her. She tells him that she feels neglected and hurt. Robert pleads with her not
to ask him for the truth. After coffee, he accompanies Edna back to the “pigeon house.” Robert is
sitting deep in one of Edna’s chairs, in shadow, his eyes closed, when she returns from bathing
her face. Impulsively, she kisses him. He takes Edna in his arms and kisses her tenderly. “Now
you know,” he tells her, “what I have been fighting against.” To be in love with a married woman
has been a living hell that he could not endure—so he left for Mexico. He is obsessed with the
wild dream of someday making Edna his wife. Edna’s response is fiery: She is not one of
Léonce’s possessions. She gives herself to whomever she chooses.At that moment, one of
Adèle’s servants arrives, telling Edna that Adèle has gone into labor. Edna explains to Robert
that she must go. Adèle’s pains are not serious, and, as Edna readies herself to leave, Adèle
presses Edna’s cheek, entreating her to “think of the children! Remember them!” Home again,
Edna is painfully disappointed to find that Robert is not waiting for her in the parlor.On Grand
Isle, Victor Lebrun is repairing one of the resort’s galleries; Mariequita is sitting nearby, urging
him to tell her again about Edna’s dinner party. They are both astonished when Edna suddenly
appears. Victor offers her his room, and Edna inquires about dinner, hoping she can have fish.
She then says that she feels like a swim.On the beach, she is uncomfortable in her prickly



swimming suit, so she steps out of it. Naked, exhilarated, she walks into the sea, feeling newly
born. Using long, sweeping strokes, she swims on and on until she is far from shore—too far to
turn back. Her arms and legs are weary. She thinks of Léonce and the children. She remembers
Robert’s note: “Good-bye—because I love you.” Her strength is gone. She remembers when she
was a child, walking through an immense meadow, hearing the hum of bees and smelling the
musky odor of pink flowers.BACKGROUNDTYPE OF WORK Early feminist novelFIRST
PUBLISHED 1899AUTHOR Kate O’Flaherty Chopin (1851–1904), born in St. Louis, Missouri.
Lost her father when she was four and was reared by a strong-willed mother, grandmother, and
great-grandmother, all of them marvelous storytellers. Kate married Oscar Chopin when she
was 17. They honeymooned in Europe and lived in New Orleans afterward. By the time Chopin
was 30, she had six children. When the cotton market collapsed, Oscar moved his family to a
small town in Cajun country, where he ran a general store. Chopin began writing, publishing
sketches, short stories, and a novel. The Awakening was her second novel—and created a
literary conflagration.SETTING OF NOVEL New Orleans, Louisiana, and Grand Isle, an island
about 40 miles south of New Orleans.TIME OF NOVEL 1890sKEY CHARACTERSEDNA
PONTELLIER Handsome 28-year-old wife of well-to-do New Orleans broker Léonce
Pontellier.LÉONCE PONTELLIER A successful, extremely conservative New Orleans broker
who “owns things”; like many men of his era—the 1890s—he considers his wife to be part of his
“property.”ROBERT LEBRUN A striking young man whose hobby is making female guests at his
mother’s summer resort feel attractive and well cared for.ADÈLE RATIGNOLLE A beautiful
Creole woman; naturally maternal. Young, like Edna; becomes a close friend of Edna’s at Grand
Isle. Has never imagined any sort of life for herself other than that of mother and wife.ALCÉE
AROBIN Something of a dandy; has a reputation for being one of New Orleans’s irresistible Don
Juans. Considers Edna to be a challenge and vows to add her to his list of
conquests.MADEMOISELLE REISZ Offers Edna an alternative role model for women in the
1890s. She is not a socially corseted wife like Edna, nor a doting mother like Adèle; instead,
she’s an artist, a musician, and, being bohemian, she can be as outspoken and as forthright as
the men of her time.VICTOR LEBRUN Robert’s brother. His dark, exotic good looks tempt
Edna.MARIEQUITA A barefoot, spirited, and attractive flirt who enjoys being provocative with
both Robert and his brother Victor. This kindles a feverish rivalry between them.MAIN THEMES
& IDEAS1. SENSE OF SELF The key reason why this novel created such a furor among critics in
1899 is that the heroine, Edna Pontellier, a model wife at the beginning of the novel, slowly
“awakens” to the possibility that she can be more than a wife and mother. These are merely
roles. She and her husband have no authentic communication. She is merely his wife and
spends her days doing what New Orleans society expects her to do and what her husband tells
her to do—otherwise, she has no vital inner life that she can claim as her own. She is a
possession of Mr. Pontellier. Everyone calls her Mrs. Pontellier. Eventually, being Mrs. Pontellier
is not enough for Edna—it is neither satisfying nor fulfilling. She wants and needs more. She
wants a life of her own, a sense of her own self—in an era when women weren’t considered



intelligent or mature enough to vote.2. AWAKENINGS Edna Pontellier undergoes a series of
“awakenings,” gaining insights and experiencing epiphanies that reveal to her that her life is not
genuine, that she is not an individual—vital and self-contained—that she is nothing more than
an extension of her husband. Edna’s first stirrings of awakening occur at night in Chapter 3, after
Léonce upbraids her for neglecting the children. Sitting alone on the porch, Edna begins to cry—
uncontrollably. She can’t stop the tears and doesn’t understand why. Léonce has chided her
before, but she has never succumbed to such copious emotion. She’s never felt the need to.
Léonce spoils her with an abundance of material luxuries. He is the perfect husband—and yet,
she is sobbing. It is Edna’s first inkling that something is wrong in her marriage—and in herself.
She needs more than material baubles. Later, when Robert Lebrun coaxes her to go swimming,
she realizes that she decided to go; she did not do what she thought was best, or proper. She
herself made a decision, and she realizes, furthermore, that she likes the sensual feel of the sea
caressing her body. Edna experiences another awakening when she listens to some piano
music of Chopin’s that Mademoiselle Reisz plays. Emotionally, she is awakening to a new world
of her own sensuality. Afterward, while bathing in the sea with the other resort guests, Edna
awakens to the realization that she can swim. Later, in a hammock outside their quarters, Edna
claims her own voice: she refuses Léonce’s command that she come to bed. Edna articulates
her newfound sense of awakening when she tells Adèle that she “would give [up her] money. I
would give my life for my children, but I wouldn’t give myself.” The word myself is electric. Edna
has awakened and has discovered the sense of herself, of the “myself” within her. Ironically,
Léonce has not awakened to the change within his wife. To him, Edna is still a “valuable piece of
property.”MAIN SYMBOLS1. BIRDS The caged birds on the first page of Chapter 1 are key
symbols. Although she doesn’t realize it yet, Edna is Léonce’s “caged bird.” Significantly, one of
the caged birds is a parrot. At present, Edna “parrots” the words and actions expected of her by
her husband and proper New Orleans society. The other caged bird is a mockingbird, a species
that has no song of its own; instead, it mocks the songs of other birds. Edna is a combination of
both the parrot and the mockingbird. While visiting Mademoiselle Reisz, Edna feels the old
pianist’s hand on her shoulder blades and hears, “The bird that would soar above the level plain
of tradition and prejudice must have strong wings. It is a sad spectacle to see the weaklings
bruised, exhausted, fluttering back to earth.” Before Edna enters the sea, where she will strongly
swim out to her death, a bird with a broken wing is beating the air above, fluttering down toward
the sea.2. THE LOVERS/THE WOMAN IN BLACK These background characters represent love
and death, and they appear again and again during the chapters that are set on Grand Isle. The
lovers represent the promise of earthly passion and love; the woman in black represents the
negation of earthly passion and love, their loss, and the renunciation of earthly love, focusing
instead on the possibility of a holy love beyond death.STYLE & STRUCTURELOCAL COLOR
Chopin’s early sketches and short stories pleased the critics. She was praised as a first-rate
“local colorist”—that is, she seasoned her prose with the details and dialects of both Cajun and
Creole societies in Louisiana. She brings those same ingredients to The Awakening. The first



words of this novel are not spoken by a person; they’re spoken by a green and yellow parrot—
and it is not even speaking English; it is speaking French—certainly a bold, independent stylistic
flourish for a woman writer in the 1890s. Chopin speaks outright about Creole society,
contrasting its open sexuality and frankness with Edna Pontellier’s repressed sensuality and
social reserve. Chopin also includes a large number of French phrases, sufficient to necessitate
footnote translations throughout the novel.THE “ALL-KNOWING” NARRATOR The Awakening is
told by an omniscient voice, staying close, most of the time, to Edna, but straying, on occasion,
into the minds of Léonce Pontellier, Doctor Mandelet, and Robert Lebrun.THE NOVEL’S
STRUCTURE Basically, Chopin structured her novel chronologically. There are rare flashbacks
and, in general, these are related by one of the characters, usually not by Chopin herself. The
secret to understanding the structure of this novel is that Chopin created a series of
“awakenings” for her heroine, Edna Pontellier. When the novel begins, Edna’s life with her
husband seems much like an exercise in sleepwalking. Communication is often wordless; Edna
and Léonce have lived together long enough to anticipate and understand each other’s shrugs
and gestures. As the novel progresses, with each successive “awakening,” Edna gradually finds
her own voice, speaking ever more articulately until she claims her emotional and physical
independence from her husband.CRITICAL OVERVIEWKate Chopin was never a member of a
suffragist group of women, and certainly she wouldn’t have labeled herself a feminist. She was a
woman with a house full of children—a wife and mother who happened to write. She was,
however, a strong and independent woman; she smoked and defied convention by going out
alone—without a male escort—wherever she wished to go in New Orleans. She was, however,
aware of women’s issues. The leading New Orleans newspaper was edited by a woman and a
good many editorials championed women’s rights. The notion of feminism was in the air, so
Chopin was well aware of the various women’s rights movements, even though she wasn’t an
activist. Despite the budding women’s rights movement, when The Awakening was published
the reviewers scathingly condemned the novel. One reviewer wrote that “one would fain beg the
gods, in pure cowardice, for sleep unending.…” A reviewer in St. Louis, Chopin’s hometown,
gasped, “One feels that the heroine should pray for deliverance from temptation.… This is not a
healthy book.… It is a morbid book.” Another critic declared that the novel “can hardly be
described in language fit for publication.” Chopin, however, humorously trumped all of her male
critics by publishing this statement: “Having a group of people at my disposal, I thought that it
might be entertaining (to myself) to throw them together and see what would happen. I never
dreamed of Mrs. Pontellier making such a mess of things and working out her own damnation as
she did. If I had had the slightest intimation of such a thing, I would have excluded her from the
company. But when I found out what she was up to, the play was half over, and it was then too
late.” Today, the novel is regarded as a masterpiece of American fiction and is required reading
in universities and high schools throughout America. Long after her death, the United States
finally awakened to the genius and art of Kate Chopin.BeowulfAnonymousPLOT
SUMMARYMighty Beowulf frees the Danes from two murderous monsters, then dies after a fight



with a dragon.NOTE Translations of the poem from the Old English are often divided into 43
sections; these divisions were not present in the original version. The author is known only as
“the Beowulf poet.”The Beowulf poet opens by recalling the fame of Scyld Scefing, the great
founder of a line of Danish kings who was honored in death by being placed in a treasure-filled
funeral ship and set adrift at sea. Now his descendant Hrothgar rules the Danes. By winning
glory in battle, Hrothgar won the loyalty of his people, and decided to build the greatest feasting-
hall in the world, to be called Heorot. Amid rejoicing at its completion, Hrothgar gives rings and
treasures to his people. But Grendel, a hellish monster (primitive human, not animal) descended
from Cain, hears the joyful songs in praise of God, and from the darkness of the marshy
wasteland attacks the hall when the warriors are asleep. He kills 30 men each night and repeats
his raids until Heorot lies deserted at night for 12 years. Hrothgar is helpless against
him.Beowulf, a warrior of the Geats tribe in southern Sweden, the strongest man alive, hears
about Grendel and sails to Denmark with 14 companions to help him. Hrothgar receives him as
a friend, and Beowulf vows to crush Grendel in hand-to-hand combat. Hrothgar orders a joyful
feast of welcome for this man whom he believes God has sent. Unferth, a Danish warrior, is
jealous of Beowulf and taunts him about a foolish boast Beowulf had made as a youth. Beowulf
replies that if Unferth were truly courageous, he would have stopped Grendel’s attacks. Beowulf
knows that victory depends on God’s will. That night, Grendel bursts through the bolted hall
door, seizes a Geat, and devours him. He then reaches for Beowulf, but Beowulf grasps
Grendel’s arm, and after a struggle, pulls his arm off at the shoulder. Fatally wounded, Grendel
flees to the marshes, where he dies.In the morning there is great rejoicing. Young and old rejoice
in the presence of Grendel’s arm hung on the wall as a trophy. Beowulf thanks God for his victory
and recounts the battle to the Danes. Hrothgar honors Beowulf and his men with lavish gifts, and
a poet weaves a tale of battle and intrigue. After the banquet, Danish warriors once again
prepare to sleep in the hall, little suspecting that one of them will die that night.Grendel’s mother
lives at the bottom of the lake of monsters. Brooding over her son’s death, she wants revenge.
So she goes to Heorot, rouses the sleeping Danes into terror, and seizes Hrothgar’s old friend
Aeschere, then heads for the moors with him and Grendel’s arm. At dawn, Hrothgar urgently
summons Beowulf. He tells of a monster shaped like a woman who lives in a fiery lake so
fearsome that hunted animals will die rather than plunge into it. Beowulf agrees to help.The
Danes and Geats track Grendel’s mother to the lake, and on the shore they see Aeschere’s
head. The monster-filled lake boils with blood. After putting on his armor, Beowulf asks Hrothgar
to care for his companions if he should die, and to send his treasures back to Sweden. Without
waiting for an answer, he dives into the lake, swimming downward for a full day. At the bottom,
Grendel’s mother pulls him into her cave. Beowulf’s sword (which Unferth had given to him)
proves useless against her, but his armor and God protect him. He grabs a huge sword from the
wall of the cave and cuts off her head, whereupon she falls dead at his feet.Beowulf sees
Grendel’s body and cuts off its head. On shore, the waiting men see boiling, bloody water. In the
cave, Grendel’s mother’s blood melts the giant’s sword, leaving only the hilt. Beowulf takes the



sword hilt and Grendel’s head, and swims to the lake’s surface. He returns to Heorot with the
other Geats and presents the sword hilt to Hrothgar.In the morning, Beowulf bids farewell to
Hrothgar. The Danish king praises him and vows friendship between Danes and Geats. He gives
Beowulf gifts and weeps to see him leave. When Beowulf and his companions reach Sweden,
they go to see the Geatish king, Hygelac, and his wife, Queen Hygd, who confess that they had
feared Grendel would destroy Beowulf. Beowulf recounts the battles and gives his treasures to
Hygelac. In return, Hygelac gives him a precious sword, land, and a hall.In later days, Hygelac
and his son are killed by Swedes, and Beowulf rules the Geats for 50 years. Then one day an
exiled sinner strays onto a secret path leading to a cave high on a seaside cliff in the land of the
Geats. Within the cave lies an ancient treasure hoard guarded by a dragon. The exiled man
steals some drinking cups, and the angry dragon is roused to vengeance. For 300 years the
dragon has guarded the treasure undisturbed. From then on, the dragon flies out each night,
breathing fire and laying waste the land of the Geats.Beowulf, fearing he has offended God and
is now being punished, vows to fight alone against the dragon. He sets out for the dragon’s cave
with 11 companions and an iron shield. Near the cave, where the dragon waits alertly, Beowulf
addresses his men. He would like to battle the dragon bare-handed, but since the monster
breathes fire, Beowulf needs his armor. He approaches the cave and bellows mightily. The
dragon emerges with a breath of fire toward Beowulf, who stands ready with shield and sword.
The shield cannot survive the fire, and the sword cannot pierce the dragon’s scales. Beowulf
staggers, frightening his companions, and all except Wiglaf retreat. Recalling Beowulf’s
greatness and generosity, Wiglaf reminds the others that Beowulf judged them worthy
companions and now needs their help. Better to die in flames than to desert Beowulf. Wiglaf,
sword drawn, moves forward and calls out to Beowulf. The dragon attacks a second time.
Beowulf strikes a huge blow with his sword, which sticks in the dragon’s skull, then snaps.The
dragon attacks a third time, biting Beowulf’s neck with its teeth. Wiglaf sinks his sword into the
dragon’s belly. Then Beowulf delivers the killing blow with his knife. Beowulf’s neck burns and
swells from the dragon’s poison. He knows he is dying, but wants to see the dragon’s hoarded
treasure. Wiglaf hurries to the cave, chooses the best treasures, and quickly returns. He revives
Beowulf with water, and Beowulf thanks God that he won this treasure. He asks Wiglaf to build a
burial mound overlooking the sea, to be called “Beowulf’s barrow.” He knows that many warriors
have died in the past, and his last words are, “I must follow them.”Wiglaf speaks angrily to the
other 10 companions about their failure to help Beowulf. Their faithlessness will condemn them
to a shameful life of wandering. Wiglaf proclaims Beowulf victorious and announces his death to
the waiting people. The Geats must prepare for battle from old enemies, but will remember
Beowulf as a kind, gentle, and fair warrior-king.BACKGROUNDTYPE OF WORK Epic (heroic)
poemDATE WRITTEN Exact date unknown. Manuscript dates from c. A.D. 1000, but could have
been written A.D. 680–800.AUTHOR Completely unknown; referred to as “the Beowulf poet.”
The poem was probably composed orally and memorized, then passed on from scop to scop
(traveling poetic entertainers) before being written down. Theories on multiple authorship were



once popular, but the poem is now believed to have been written by one person working with
traditional material.SETTING OF POEM The first two major episodes (Grendel and Grendel’s
mother) take place in and around Heorot, the Danish king’s great hall. The surrounding
countryside is marshy, wild, and desolate. Grendel’s mother is killed in a cave at the bottom of a
monster-infested lake. The poem’s final episode occurs on a seaside cliff in the land of the
Geats, in southern Sweden.TIME OF POEM The killing of Grendel and of Grendel’s mother by
Beowulf covers three nights and the following day. More than 50 years later, Beowulf kills the
dragon. The time between first two and last killings is simply jumped over by the poet.KEY
CHARACTERSBEOWULF Hero of poem. Has the strength of 30 men; kills Grendel and
Grendel’s mother single-handedly; needs help from Wiglaf to kill the dragon. Faithful retainer
(loyal follower) of Hrothgar, subject of Hygelac (king of Geats); uses strength for good.
Remembered as both gentle and just. Might be as young as 18 years old at the poem’s
beginning and as old as 80 at the end (it is not clear in the poem).HROTHGAR Danish king.
Strong ruler for 50 years, but helpless against Grendel. Generous to retainers.UNFERTH
Boastful Danish retainer. Taunts and insults Beowulf, but later apologizes and gives Beowulf his
sword to use against Grendel’s mother.AESCHERE Faithful Danish retainer. Killed by Grendel’s
mother; mourned by Hrothgar.GRENDEL Monster who ravages Heorot nightly, kills and eats
Danish warriors. Embodies evil; descendant of Cain. Arm torn out by Beowulf; returns to
mother’s cave to die. Head so large it takes four men to carry it.GRENDEL’S MOTHER Attacks
Heorot to avenge son’s death. Tracked down by Beowulf, killed in her cave.HYGELAC King of
Geats; Beowulf’s uncle. Geatish counterpart to Hrothgar, but much less important in the poem.
He and his son are killed by the Swedes, whereupon Beowulf becomes king.WIGLAF Brave,
faithful. Only one of 11 companions to help Beowulf against the dragon. Survives to oversee
Beowulf’s funeral and burial. Becomes ruler of the Geats.DRAGON Guardian of ancient treasure
hoard. Disturbed by wanderer, takes fiery vengeance on Geatish countryside. Killed by Beowulf
and Wiglaf. Most “sympathetic” of the three monsters in the poem, primarily because he reacts
to the man who disturbed his peaceful life.MAIN THEMES & IDEAS1. GOOD AND EVIL
Grendel, Grendel’s mother, and the dragon are all evil, but to varying degrees. Grendel is
monstrous, ugly, wild, and purely destructive in his brute strength, almost like a perverted force
of nature. His mother shares the same features, but has a glimmering of human feelings in her
desire to avenge her son’s death. The dragon has rested quietly in its cave for 300 years and
attacks the countryside only when its treasure hoard is violated. Beowulf is the primary force for
good in the poem. It is he who must single-handedly confront and destroy the forces of evil in
whatever form they take.2. GOD AND FATE As a force for good, Beowulf sees himself as being
subject to a higher power that determines whether he succeeds or fails. The crucial question is
whether this higher power is a “personal” god (Christian or otherwise) with an interest in
goodness triumphing over evil, or an “impersonal” force, indifferent to human actions. The terms
God, fate, and destiny are used extensively in the poem. Another way to think about this
question is to ask whether “God” is responsible for evil—that is, whether God has created a



universe in which evil will always exist in some form, or a universe in which the eventual triumph
of good is possible. In either case, the poem causes readers to wonder about the function of evil
in the human experience.3. LIFE AND DEATH The fight against evil involves the risk of death, as
Beowulf knows, and in the fight against the dragon, Beowulf dies. He also knows that all people
die at some point, no matter how they live their lives. The basic question is, How does one live
life in face of inevitable death? Wiglaf tells the cowardly companions who fail to defend Beowulf
against the dragon that a fiery death is better than a shameful death. They have betrayed their
leader by not helping him and will forever be outcasts from human society. It is important to
accept one’s death when it comes, but it is even more important to be willing to die for the
causes in which one believes.4. COMITATUS Refers to the bonds of loyalty and friendship that
unite warriors attached to a lord or ruler. There is a double responsibility in comitatus: (a) the
followers must be absolutely faithful to their leader, even to the point of suffering death rather
than survive without the leader; (b) in return for this loyalty, the leader must protect his followers
and reward them generously with gifts. Wiglaf accuses the other companions of failing in their
responsibility of comitatus to Beowulf, who fights alone against the monsters so that his
companions will not be endangered.5. REASON AND BESTIALITY It is “reasonable” to fight
against the forces that threaten human society, to value those things—such as the concept of
comitatus—that help humans survive in a hostile world. In this way, the human virtues of loyalty,
bravery, and generosity have a practical basis. It is tempting, therefore, to view the monsters not
only as external, real threats, but also as a form of potential bestiality (i.e., evil) within human
beings.6. CIVILIZATION AND THE WASTELAND In Beowulf’s time, civilization existed only to a
small degree in the natural world. Beyond the lights of great halls such as Heorot lay marshy
wastelands inhabited by monsters. But people also had other humans to think about. There are
numerous references in Beowulf to long-standing feuds between tribes; even the Danes and the
Geats have a history of distrust, hostility, and fighting. When Beowulf dies, Wiglaf predicts the
outbreak of attacks from old enemies such as the Swedes. The survival of a single tribe
depended on the combination of strong leaders and brave warriors. The survival of civilization
depended on strong tribes helping each other against common threats from the wasteland.7.
FAME AND TREASURE The last word of the poem characterizes Beowulf as lofgernost (“eager
for glory”). His dying request to Wiglaf is for a fine burial mound on a cliff overlooking the sea, to
be known as “Beowulf’s barrow,” as a landmark for sailors and a memorial to his fame. The
remaining treasure from the dragon’s cave is also buried with him. A gift of treasure to a hero is
less a reward or “payment” than a tangible recognition of his accomplishments, a sign that his
deeds are great enough to be remembered by future generations. Continued fame in this world
is a kind of immortality.MAIN SYMBOLS1. MONSTERS Specific symbols of evil, especially
Grendel. But monsters also symbolize the general presence of evil in the world. “Descended
from Cain,” an expression used to describe Grendel and his mother, recalls the first human
death after Adam and Eve’s fall and their expulsion from paradise. Therefore, evil is not part of
the natural, created world (hurricanes, lightning, etc.), but is the result of human sin.2.



WASTELAND Symbolic home of evil, but does not merely represent nature in the general sense
—hunted deer, for example, refuse to enter the lake of Grendel and his mother. It is “wasted” in
at least two ways: (a) it is not habitable by humans, therefore it is wasted for human use; (b) it is
made dangerous by the presence of evil monsters, and thus is a constant threat to human
civilization.3. HEOROT Hrothgar’s great hall symbolizes civilization. It is the ceremonial center of
community life, where feasting and entertainment take place. It is also the site of the king’s
throne, and a place of safety. Grendel’s ravaging of Heorot is not just an attack against the
Danes, but an assault on civilization itself.4. LIGHT AND DARK Light symbolizes good;
darkness, evil. The sun is the light of God. At night, torches and fireplaces provide a circle of light
within which people gather for feasting and entertainment. Grendel and his mother attack Heorot
at night, coming in from the dark wasteland. The dragon in the poem’s last episode is an “aged
dragon of darkness.” Death is the final darkness.5. TREASURE Is usually associated with good,
such as generosity toward others, a binding force of comitatus or fellowship. It is a recognition of
great deeds, but also symbolizes the vanity of human accomplishments. Though the treasure
has lain hidden in the dragon’s cave for 300 years, the men who left it there are now forgotten.6.
THE SEA Symbolizes danger and risk, as well as the unknown vastness of the world in which
humans exist. As a youth, Beowulf swims out to sea to fight monsters and to prove his manhood.
He wants his burial mound to be high on a cliff overlooking the sea as a landmark for sailors who
might otherwise get lost. Scyld Scefing, founder of the Danish Royal House (mentioned at the
beginning of the poem), is set adrift in a boat after his death, to be taken by currents out to sea,
or to infinity.7. FIRE Can be good or evil. It provides the heat and light in Heorot, but Grendel’s
lake is lit by fire on the water, and the dragon destroys the countryside with its fiery
breath.STYLE & STRUCTURELANGUAGE The poem was written in Old English—also called
Anglo-Saxon—which was the language of England c. 600–1100. Even though it eventually
evolved into Middle English (c. 1100–1400, the language of Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales) and
then into modern English, it is essentially a foreign language. An example, with the modern
translation: “Fyrst forth gewat; flota waes on ythum” (Time passed and the boat was in the
harbor).ORAL COMPOSITION Like Homer’s Iliad and Odyssey, the epic poem Beowulf was an
oral creation that was repeated from person to person, and was finally written down many years
later. Passed from generation to generation by entertainers called scops, who are mentioned
several times in the poem as providers of entertainment at feasts. As a result of this oral
transmission, it is likely that individual scops, as well as the person or persons who finally
recorded the poem, changed some of the details of the original language without modifying the
plot or development of characters.ALLITERATION (Use of words that begin with the same letter;
used instead of rhyme.) This is a basic technique of the poem’s composition. For example, the
opening lines begin with f: fyrst, forth, flota. A standard line has four stresses, two in each half-
line, with the first two and the third alliterated; the fourth stressed word usually has a minor
alliteration. Not only is there no rhyme, but there is no set number of syllables beyond the four
stressed ones; this gives the poet a great deal of flexibility. Because the poem was originally oral



rather than written down, alliteration was a powerful memory aid.KENNINGS Poetic phrases or
compounds of two words, used for—or in addition to—the usual name of a person or thing: “sea”
is often referred to as “boat-path.”FORMULAS Stock phrases that can be used in a variety of
settings to aid memory. Grendel and his mother are both “descended from Cain”; a generous
lord who rewards his followers with treasure is a “gold-friend”; an exile or wanderer is “deprived
of joy”; a past hero is summarized by “he was a great king.” Sometimes formulas add no
meaningful comment, but are used to fill up a line, such as when an episode is introduced by the
formula “we have heard.”TIME In addition to two major time periods, there are many references
to moments backward and forward in time: Beowulf’s childhood and youth; the opening
summary of the Danish kings leading to Hrothgar; Beowulf’s death in the dragon fight is
predicted.POINT OF VIEW The narrator is an objective, unknown, third person who is not
involved in the action and who reports only what can be seen or heard. The narrator has no
internal thoughts or insights.DIGRESSIONS More than 20 percent of the poem treats episodes
that are not related to the immediate action and that range in length from a few lines up to 90.
These include historical information, such as Hrothgar’s background; poetic verses, such as the
hymn about creation; and some puzzling sections that seem to refer to information familiar to the
original audience but not to modern readers.PATTERN In three battles, at least two patterns are
noticeable: (1) the battles are progressively more difficult and Beowulf needs ever more help: he
kills Grendel bare-handed; the chain mail saves him from Grendel’s mother but he needs a
sword to kill her; he uses his sword, armor, and special shield against the dragon but still needs
Wiglaf’s help to kill it; (2) the monsters become increasingly “sympathetic”: Grendel kills for no
understandable reason except rage; his mother kills to avenge his death and apparently intends
to kill only one warrior; the dragon attacks because its treasure cave is violated for the first time
in 300 years.CRITICAL OVERVIEWMORAL STRUGGLE The poem presents the clear-cut
struggle between good and evil. Beowulf single-handedly defeats Grendel and Grendel’s
mother, both of whom are specifically identified as evil descendants of Cain, the first murderer.
Beowulf’s final enemy, the dragon, is identified with darkness and destruction. At key moments
in the poem, particularly in the three battles, Beowulf acknowledges God, thanks Him for his
successes, and recognizes that any human’s death is “fated” or “destined” by God.CHRISTIAN
OR PAGAN POEM? A central critical question of the poem is whether Beowulf is a Christian
poem, or merely a pagan poem to which biblical references have been added without changing
its essential character. Advocates of the Christian view must deal with the fact that there are only
Old Testament references: Grendel and his mother as descendants of Cain; the song of God’s
creation (early in the poem) is based on the book of Genesis; mention is made of the “deluge” or
Noah’s flood. There is nothing from the New Testament, but there are general references to
heaven, hell, and the final judgment, which suggest a Christian vocabulary and conception of
the nature of good and evil within the universe governed by God. In the book of Revelation—the
last book of the New Testament—Satan is symbolized by the dragon. In this Christian view,
Beowulf becomes a Christlike figure, a savior who destroys hellish monsters and finally



sacrifices himself for his people. Advocates for the pagan point of view stress that good and evil
are not exclusively Christian concepts, that a heroic warrior defending his people, even at the
cost of his own life, is not automatically a Christian savior. Monsters are evil in any culture, and
many religions look forward to the soul’s judgment after death. The poem celebrates the virtues
of loyalty, courage, and the defense of civilized behavior against constant, almost overwhelming
threats of destruction, and the greatness of the human spirit. A poem that emphasizes the
impersonal force of fate or destiny rather than the idea of personal salvation, and that never
mentions Jesus Christ, the crucifixion, or Christ’s resurrection, cannot be read as a Christian
poem.Billy BuddHerman MelvillePLOT SUMMARYA handsome young sailor, falsely accused of
mutiny, becomes a legend when he is hanged for killing his tormentor.CHAPTERS 1–2 (and
Preface) The year is 1797, a time of crisis for the whole Christian world. In France, bloody
revolution has given way to constant warfare under Napoleon. In England, mutinies (revolts
against authority figures) are put down only when their ringleaders are publicly hanged. Those
strolling through the seaports of this period sometimes encounter the “Handsome Sailor,” a type
of man worshipped by his shipmates because of his strength and beauty. Billy Budd is an
example of such a man.The British merchant ship The Rights of Man is headed for Britain when
it is stopped by the HMS Indomitable, which needs sailors. Billy is chosen, and though the
Rights’s captain pleads to keep his much-beloved “peacemaker,” Billy makes no protest as he is
led away. Breaking with proper form, he jumps up to wave good-bye to his shipmates and calls
farewell to the ship. Soon the Handsome Sailor feels at home as foretopman (a sailor who works
on a ship’s foretop, the deck below the ship’s main mast) on his new ship, where everyone but
John Claggart, the ship’s “chief of police” or master-at-arms (i.e., discipline officer), likes him for
his good looks and cheerfulness. From the very beginning, Claggart is jealous of Billy’s
beauty.CHAPTERS 3–5 The narrator tells of the Great Mutiny of 1797, during the Napoleonic
Wars between England and France, in which a group of sailors tried to overthrow the officers of
their ship. This posed a serious threat to the British Empire even though many mutineers later
won great glory fighting alongside Lord Nelson at Trafalgar (at the southwest coast of Spain).
The narrator praises Nelson’s heroism and noble sentiments, then notes that he, like other
officers, must remain on guard against further protests by disgruntled sailors.CHAPTERS 6–10
Billy’s ship offers little evidence of the recent mutinies, largely because of Captain Vere’s strong
character. There is gossip about Claggart’s shady past. Rumor has it that he was involved in a
swindle and had joined the navy as a way of escaping trouble. He has a foreign accent and
seems suspicious. Billy works hard and finds life in the ship’s foretop agreeable. Having
witnessed the punishment of another sailor, Billy decides to behave in a manner totally beyond
criticism. Yet he finds himself getting in trouble over little things (such as the tidiness of his
hammock and gear). Puzzled, he seeks advice from a veteran sailor, the Dansker, who informs
Billy that Claggart is “down on” him. Surprised by this, Billy insists that the master-at-arms
always speaks kindly to him. Billy’s impression seems to be confirmed the next day: when Billy
accidentally spills soup on Claggart’s feet, the officer’s playful remark about Billy’s “handsome”



deed is taken as a joke by all who hear it.CHAPTERS 11–18 But Claggart is indeed “down on”
Billy Budd, for reasons the narrator has difficulty explaining. He links Claggart with Plato’s
(Greek philosopher) idea of “Natural Depravity” (sin) and suggests that the master-at-arms was
born evil. Though lawyers, juries, and clergymen have long debated the origins of sin, Claggart’s
main reason for being “down on” Billy is his jealousy of the sailor’s handsomeness and
innocence. The soup incident made Claggart think that Billy disliked him and confirmed reports
he had heard of Billy’s insolence. Claggart decides to seek revenge.One warm night, Billy is
called to a secret meeting in a secluded part of the ship. Since his good nature makes him
reluctant to refuse, he goes to the secluded platform and is shocked by a proposal that he join a
rebellion of sailors who, like him, have been forced into the navy. Billy stutters with anger and
nearly throws the man overboard. He tells the man to “be off.” Billy is confused by the affair and
again seeks out the old Dansker, who guesses that Claggart was somehow related to an attempt
to involve Billy in a mutiny. Billy, who has no sense of the evil in others, remains unaware of
Claggart’s intentions and, for a while, experiences no more trouble with the little problems that
had come up earlier (i.e., his untidy hammock). But Claggart’s hatred continues to grow and
begins to call for action.CHAPTERS 19–23 The Indomitable, sent away from the fleet on a
special mission, becomes involved in a skirmish with an enemy frigate (i.e., a fast naval ship). A
long chase follows, but the enemy destroyer eventually escapes. Soon afterward, Claggart
approaches Captain Vere and tells him that he suspects Billy of plotting a mutiny. Astonished,
Vere warns Claggart about the punishment for false accusations and quietly makes plans to test
him. The Captain brings Billy and Claggart together in his cabin, where Claggart repeats his
accusation. Billy turns pale and is completely tongue-tied. Instead of calming Billy, the Captain’s
fatherly promptings paralyze him even more. Suddenly, Billy knocks Claggart to the deck and
kills him with a single blow. At once, the Captain sends Billy to a nearby stateroom. Claggart’s
body is placed in the opposite compartment after the ship’s surgeon declares him dead. Leaving
to tell the other officers what has happened, the surgeon wonders about Captain Vere’s plans to
try Billy by a drumhead court-martial (i.e., a court where military personnel are appointed to try
offenses against military law). The court convenes and hears the testimony of Billy and the
Captain. Billy insists on his loyalty and states that he never would have struck Claggart if he had
been able to speak; he had been so frustrated by his inability to talk that he panicked and used
physical force to express himself. Vere agrees that Claggart’s motives were a mystery, but
argues that the court should concern itself only with Billy’s deed. Given the laws in force at
wartime, his deed requires the death penalty. The other officers recognize that Billy did not
intend to kill Claggart and they hesitate to order his death. But Vere persuades them to sentence
Billy to be hanged early the next morning.CHAPTERS 24–28 When the men are called on deck
to hear Captain Vere’s explanation of what has happened, a growing murmur rises from the
crowd—a murmur that is stopped only by whistles signaling the next watch. Claggart’s body is
buried at sea with all due honors. Lying chained on an upper gun deck, Billy appears to be in a
trance, his face serene. He is completely without fear of death. The Chaplain tries to preach to



Billy about salvation, but quickly kisses him on the cheek and leaves. Night soon becomes
morning and the sailors gather to watch the execution. Billy arrives with the Chaplain and, to
everyone’s surprise, his last words (“God bless Captain Vere!”) ring out without a stutter. Almost
involuntarily, the entire crew echoes Billy’s words while the Captain stands rigid in his place.
Then, as the clouds begin to glow with the light of dawn, Billy’s body rises and hangs motionless
from the mainyard. A few days later, the purser and the surgeon argue over the reasons for the
lack of movement in Billy’s suspended corpse. At that point, the narrator adds that the crowd
began murmuring again when Billy’s corpse slid into the sea, and that their murmur was
accompanied by the cries of seabirds circling his burial spot.CHAPTERS 29–31 Returning to
join the rest of the British fleet, the Indomitable encounters a French ship, the Atheiste. Captain
Vere is wounded in the battle that follows and dies in the English port of Gibraltar, muttering his
last words—Billy Budd’s name—with no tone of regret. Several weeks later, a naval newspaper
reports the execution of William Budd, an evil foreigner who had stabbed a patriotic petty officer
named Claggart while the officer was reporting “some sort of plot.” As time passes, English
sailors keep track of the pole used to hang Billy. They remember his handsomeness and believe
he was incapable of mutiny or murder. On board the Indomitable, one of Billy’s fellow foretopmen
composes a poem describing the last moments of Billy’s life. In it, Billy can already feel himself
sinking down among the weeds at the bottom of the sea.BACKGROUNDTYPE OF WORK Moral
tale; novellaFIRST PUBLISHED 1924 (written 1888–91)AUTHOR Herman Melville (1819–91),
born in New York City. His adventures aboard a merchant ship and with whalers in the South Sea
Islands led to his writing of popular sea romances: Typee (1846); White Jacket (1850); his major
novel, Moby-Dick (1851); a collection of Civil War poems, Battle Pieces (1866); and short
stories. His later years were spent as a customs inspector in New York City. Melville is seen as a
moralist whose novels depict the struggle between good and evil and who shows rebels
protesting against injustice and authority.SETTING OF STORY British battleship, HMS
Indomitable (called Bellipotent in some editions), which sailed the Mediterranean during
England’s naval war against France following the French Revolution in the late 18th century.
Structured, disciplined atmosphere. Other locales include the merchant ship The Rights of Man
and Gibraltar.TIME OF STORY The action covers several weeks in the summer of 1797. Two
mutinies earlier that year made naval officials nervous and gave rise to the quick enforcement of
wartime laws.KEY CHARACTERSBILLY BUDD Excellent sailor; age 21. Assigned to work on the
Indomitable’s foretop. Nicknamed “welkin-eyed Billy” (due to his habit of looking toward the sky;
welkin means “sky”) and “Baby Budd.” Strong; extremely handsome: blond, blue eyes, rosy
cheeks. Seems to have noble blood, but parents unknown. Illiterate, pure-hearted, innocent
about the evils of the world. Cheerful, good worker, a “peacemaker.” Symbolic name suggests
flowers—beautiful but fragile. Stutters when overcome by strong emotion. Symbol of good in the
world, a sort of Everyman (ordinary man).JOHN CLAGGART Indomitable’s officer in charge of
discipline; age 35. Nicknamed “Jimmy Legs.” Tall, thin; neat dresser. Intellectual face, clean-
shaven, good-looking except for heavy chin. Curly black hair, violet eyes, pale complexion.



Background unknown but slight accent suggests foreign birth; possible shady dealings.
Extremely jealous of Billy’s purity, innocence, and good looks.CAPTAIN VERE Indomitable’s
captain; age 40. Full name: Captain the Honorable Edward Fairfax Vere. His nickname “Starry
Vere” was taken from a poem by Andrew Marvell. Bachelor, aristocratic background. Gray eyes;
otherwise unremarkable appearance. Honest, intelligent, loves to read; strict but concerned
about the welfare of his men. Sometimes a dreamer. His symbolic name means “man of
truth” (Latin veritas means “truth”). Perhaps too serious, intellectual, too rigid in enforcing military
discipline.THE DANSKER Veteran sailor on the Indomitable; exact age unspecified. Danish
origin. Nicknamed “Board-her-in-the-smoke” because of the battle where he received the cut on
his face. Beady eyes, wrinkled face. Wise but cynical. A man of few words. Melville compares
him to the magician Merlin (because of his wisdom) and to an ancient Greek oracle (i.e., a
person consulted for advice and predictions of the future).SURGEON Indomitable’s tall, thin,
gloomy-looking medical officer. Firm believer in the truths of science, but has no scientific reason
for the lack of movement in Billy’s corpse.PURSER Indomitable’s accountant. Chubby, red-
faced. Represents those who see Billy’s death as a spiritual event: feels that science cannot
explain the reason why Billy’s body didn’t move at the hanging; it was a “phenomenal” event that
went beyond physical explanations.MAIN THEMES & IDEAS1. GOOD vs. EVIL Billy represents
pure goodness, “an angel of God,” but is not able to resist the forces of evil in Claggart.
Claggart’s false accusation and Billy’s stutter (which Melville uses to show the input of Satan
even in the makeup of the angelic Billy) eventually lead to Billy’s execution. Claggart’s evil
outlives the master-at-arms in the newspaper report of his killing, yet the legend of Billy also
lives on in a ballad (popular poem with simple story) and in the hearts of sailors. This suggests
that good is still stronger than evil. Billy’s goodness is tied closely to his innocence. Before
encountering Claggart, he has no knowledge of evil; he is a “child-man,” like a country bumpkin
who has never seen the city and who remains uncorrupted by its temptations. This virtue is also
a flaw: it blinds Billy to the threat represented by Claggart.2. NATURE Explored in two main
aspects: (1) The natural world, which is sometimes beautiful (rosy dawn) and sometimes
meaningless (“blank sea”) as opposed to the world of civilization and duty shown on board the
Indomitable. Billy is portrayed as being close to Nature (“rustic beauty”), suffering from the rules
and evils of civilization. (2) “Human nature,” which can be pure and innocent (Billy) but also evil
(Claggart’s “Natural Depravity”). Both types of character are inborn to everyone, which suggests
that Nature itself is neither completely good nor entirely evil.3. “MYSTERY OF INIQUITY (EVIL)”
Claggart’s evil actions are motivated by his anger toward Billy: he is jealous of Billy’s beauty and
purity. But Claggart’s death prevents the military court from discovering his motives, since no
one knew about them (he had kept them private). The final source of wickedness in Claggart’s
nature also remains unexplainable to the reader (Melville indicates that there are certain reasons
why Claggart betrayed Billy, but that the reason why Claggart was so evil in the first place cannot
be explained). This is an example of a basic problem of knowledge: the reader can never know
the true nature of Claggart’s soul. The story tries to show the nature of good and evil, but



because human emotions are complicated, there is no full explanation.4. DUTY vs. MORALITY
Billy’s unintentional killing of Claggart presents Vere and the drumhead court with a difficult
decision: The moral principles prompt the judges to look at Billy’s motives, and they conclude he
is “innocent before God.” But the officers are subjects of the king and therefore have a duty to
obey his laws first, even if these laws appear harsh and arbitrary. Their duty to the Crown wins
out as Billy is condemned to die.5. ORDER vs. DISORDER Captain Vere recognizes the basic
human need for order (“measured forms”), especially the need to maintain discipline when
dealing with uneducated sailors in times of political upheaval. The execution of Billy is seen as a
way of preserving order, but disorder threatens as sailors “murmur” when the sentence is
announced, when Billy is hanged, and when Billy’s body is buried at sea. In each case, the
commands of senior officers quickly restore order. But the spiritual, mystical quality of Billy’s
death challenges rational order, just as the farewell to his first ship broke with proper naval
behavior. Claggart’s outwardly rational behavior betrays the complex nature of his emotions and
the lack of a rational explanation for his evil deeds. The narrator comments on order (“symmetry
of form”) as a characteristic of art, but says that a factual story such as his necessarily has
“ragged edges.”6. REVOLUTION AND REFORM Historical revolutions, especially those such as
the French Revolution and the mutinies of British sailors, bring about reform and overthrow
oppressive authorities. But they also cause great turmoil, suffering, and injustice. It is ironic that
Billy is called a “fighting peacemaker,” since peace and fighting are opposites. The situation of
war and the fear of further mutinies are responsible for Billy’s execution; in wartime, moral
principles must be overlooked and the deed itself must be punished. Science and modern
inventions cause a similar revolution in knowledge and in the way wars are fought, but they also
mean the loss of beauty and a changed understanding of heroism.7. THE GREAT MAN Lord
Nelson, Captain Vere, and Billy are all extraordinary men. Nelson’s leadership and profound
feelings make him “the greatest sailor since our world began.” Vere’s greatness is tied to his
honesty and faithful adherence to his duty. As a representative of the “Handsome Sailor,” Billy
possesses beauty and goodness that make him heroic; like Nelson, he dies a glorious death.
The comparison of the three men suggests that true greatness comes from nobility of character
(“magnanimity”) more than from brave deeds. It is worth noting that Claggart is “exceptional” in
the negative sense and that Melville sets all four men apart, beyond the understanding of
common people.MAIN SYMBOLS1. THE SEA The main symbol of primitive nature and human
instincts, with the ocean that surrounds the ship and crew (Captain Vere calls it “where we move
and have our being”). Vere must struggle against it, climbing up on the deck as he seeks to
impose military law.2. MAINYARD (A horizontal pole used to suspend the ship’s mainsail.) The
main-yard and mainmast from which Billy is hanged would be in the shape of a cross, linking
Billy’s execution with the crucifixion of Christ. The sailors later value a piece of the mainyard as if
it were “a piece of the Cross,” indicating their view of Billy as a godlike, innocent man.3. BIRDS
The screaming seabirds circle the place where Billy’s corpse falls into the water, representing
Nature’s grief at his death and the completion of the life cycle as Billy’s body is returned to the



source of all life.4. WHITE UNIFORM As Billy awaits execution, his white clothing stands out
against the darkness, symbolizing his continued purity and innocence. His uniform also
resembles a shroud (i.e., a cloth used to wrap a corpse for burial), symbolizing his closeness to
death.5. SHIP’S GUNS Confined to the Indomitable’s upper gun deck, the condemned Billy is
surrounded by heavy black cannons and battle equipment which suggest the death that awaits
him and the violent mission of the ship carrying the “peacemaker” Billy.6. GOLD COINS The
sailor who invites Billy to join in the mutiny offers him two guineas, symbols of worldly corruption
and temptation, which Billy refuses.STYLE & STRUCTURELANGUAGE A formal tone
establishes the story’s historical setting and depicts the narrator as being well educated and
philosophical. This reflects the more serious, ponderous writing style of the era in which the
story is set.DIALOGUE The simple conversation, Billy’s stammer, and Dansker’s slang (“Jimmy
Legs is down on you”) contrast with the elegant, persuasive speech of Vere in the trial scene.
Claggart’s indirectness shows his devious character: He denounces Billy to Captain Vere, but
does so in an oblique, underhanded manner, taking 10 words to say what he could say in
one.VOCABULARY Note the colorful nautical terms (foretop, drumhead court, yardarm) and
sailors’ slang (“darbies” are handcuffs).METAPHORS (Comparisons where one idea suggests
another.): Poetically enrich the description of the characters (e.g., Billy as a “jewel”). Similes
(comparisons using “like” or “as”): Introduce animal images: Billy sings like a nightingale, as
unselfconscious as a St. Bernard; Vere is as direct as a migrating bird; Claggart’s eyes protrude
like those of sea creatures.POINT OF VIEW The story is reported by a third-person narrator with
limited omniscience (i.e., the narrator does not have complete knowledge of the characters and
events). The narrator can only guess what happened during Vere’s interview with Billy and can
only suggest the reasons for Claggart’s wickedness.ALLUSIONS (Passing reference to person
or thing.) The main allusions are biblical: the relationship between Vere and Billy is compared
with Abraham’s sacrifice of Isaac; Claggart is compared with Jacob’s children betraying their
brother Joseph. Melville makes important references to the Fall of Man as recorded in the Book
of Genesis and in Milton’s epic poem Paradise Lost. Billy is described as “Adam before the fall”;
Claggart is likened to a serpent and to Milton’s Satan. Note also the many allusions to historical
and mythical figures (Guy Fawkes, Apollo).PLOT AND COMPOSITION Main Plot: The
confrontation of the three central characters (Billy, Claggart, and Vere). When Billy is forced into
service on the Indomitable, this triggers a chain of events that contrast the characters’ moral
natures—the arousal of Claggart’s envy; the false accusation; the bringing together of the two
men by Vere; Billy’s killing of Claggart; Billy’s sentencing and execution. Digressions: Constantly
interrupt main story, relating it to other people and events (such as Lord Nelson and the French
Revolution) and comments on moral issues (the discussion of “Natural Depravity”). This is done
with the purpose of anchoring the story in reality. Epilogue (last three chapters): Gives three
different responses to Billy’s death: Billy as the center of Vere’s last thoughts; the incorrect
version of event as reported in the naval newspaper; the poetic version as preserved in the
sailor’s ballad.CRITICAL OVERVIEWTHREE CRITICAL VIEWS OF THE STORY1. Melville



accepts the universe as it is: Billy’s last words (“God Bless Captain Vere!”) represent Billy’s
peaceful acceptance of authority, of the cruel realities of life and death. The ballad “Billy in the
Darbies” shows Billy coming to terms with his impending death.2. Melville protests against the
demands of society: His story is an angry protest against the order of the world and the
demands of civilization; he criticizes Captain Vere as a tyrant, as someone who ruthlessly
enforces the rules of the Establishment. Vere is a victim of his sense of duty to the king, but
regrets that innocence cannot survive in the modern world.3. The story presents two
contradictory sides of nature and the human condition—good and evil—but does not pass
judgment on them.BILLY AS CHRIST FIGURE Note the many Christian symbols and images
throughout the novella. Billy “ascends” when hanged; the clouds appearing at his execution are
compared to the “fleece of the Lamb of God.” Some critics see Billy’s death as a Christlike
sacrifice, redeeming the corruption of humanity. Others see Vere’s dilemma rather than Billy’s
death as the center of the story; such critics also point to pagan figures (Hercules, Achilles)
associated with Billy, arguing that these make him heroic but not strictly Christlike.The Bluest
EyeToni MorrisonPLOT SUMMARYA young black girl believes that if only she had blue eyes,
someone might love her.INTRODUCTION An adult black woman, Claudia MacTeer, tells us
about an event that happened years ago, in the fall of 1941, in Lorain, Ohio. The memory of this
event continues to haunt her today because there are, as she says, no answers as to why it
happened. The knowledge that Pecola Breedlove, a friend of Claudia and her sister Frieda, was
pregnant with the child of her own father, Cholly Breedlove, suddenly tore away all of their
childhood innocence. They knew that men often get violent when they’re drunk, and that
oftentimes men, in blind despair, commit mean and hateful acts—including rape. But neither
Claudia nor her sister had ever known anyone whose father had raped his own daughter.They
hoped long and hard that the baby would be healthy and strong. In an attempt to help bring this
about, they secretly planted some marigold seeds, thinking that if the marigolds sprouted and
blossomed, then maybe there would be hope for Pecola’s baby. But they didn’t. Claudia has
decided that the earth was censoring the abominable act of rape, letting people know that a
fierce outrage had occurred and that people should realize that the absence of marigolds would
be remembered as a symbol of this crime against nature.AUTUMN For Claudia, autumns of long
ago meant dead grass and the need for wearing heavy stockings again; it was a season of
castor oil, a chest tight with phlegm, and icy drafts, despite rags stuffed in window cracks. But
always, when nighttime coughing was painful, Claudia’s mother was beside her—someone, she
says, “who [did] not want me to die.”Pecola Breedlove has never felt the satisfaction of that basic
need. Her father burned down the house when he was drunk, and county officials placed Pecola
in the MacTeer home. To be without a home, to be “outdoors,” was the worst thing Claudia could
imagine. Their guest had suffered the worst calamity possible, so Frieda brought her a few
crackers on a plate, and milk in a blue-and-white Shirley Temple cup. Before long, Mrs. MacTeer
is baffled by the numerous quarts of milk that Pecola is drinking, but the girls know why: Pecola
will do anything to have a chance to savor the milk and gaze adoringly at Shirley Temple’s



dimpled white prettiness.One fidgety Saturday with nothing to do, the girls are sitting on the
steps of the porch. Mrs. MacTeer is still fuming over the three quarts of milk Pecola consumed in
a day when Pecola suddenly bolts upright, blood running down her legs. The beginning of
menstruation is a key ingredient in this novel. Later, when she’s raped by her father, we have the
horror of not only witnessing the rape but of knowing that she could become pregnant with her
father’s child—which indeed she does. Later that night, after Pecola has been cleaned up and
the three girls are talking in bed, Pecola is awed by the fact that she can now have a baby. Frieda
assures her that yes, indeed, she can—but that first “someone has to love you.” Puzzled, Pecola
asks Frieda, “How do you get somebody to love you?” This question is at the core of Pecola’s
desire for blue eyes. If she were granted blue eyes, someone would love her. She is 11 years old
—and feels unloved.The Breedloves find themselves a new place to live. It has two rooms, with
three beds in one of the rooms and a coal stove in the middle of the room. There’s a living room
up front, with a tiny artificial Christmas tree in it. Tellingly, Morrison says that the “only living thing”
in the Breedloves’ house is the coal stove.This particular Saturday morning in October is much
like any other. Cholly has again come in drunk and Pecola’s mother, Pauline Breedlove,
complains about the lack of heat. They threaten each other with death blows. Morrison, however,
characterizes their relationship as mutually, perversely satisfying. Pauline can feel that she is a
martyr to her husband’s excesses; in his dysfunctional way of seeing things, he can actually hate
himself less by hurting Pauline instead. During these fights, Pecola’s brother Sammy alternately
flees or cheers them on. Pecola hides beneath a quilt, praying to God to make her
disappear.Pecola realizes that maybe she sees so much ugliness around her because she has
ugly eyes. If she had pretty blue eyes, she’d see pretty things and people would be nice to her.
Prayers for blue eyes begin in earnest. And not just prayers. Just as she tries to consume all the
milk she can while staring at Shirley Temple’s twinkling smile, she now begins buying Mary Jane
candies because of the picture of Mary Jane on the wrapper. For her, the candies become very
much like Communion wafers—the body, the essence, the embodiment of Mary Jane’s sweet
blue eyes.WINTER Claudia MacTeer speaks directly to the reader, describing her father’s face
and his work. The only bright spot in the long winter is the enrollment of the new girl in school,
Maureen Peal, who dazzles the other children—even the teachers—with her fur-trimmed coat
and muff, shiny shoes, and fancy clothes. She is a light-skinned black girl and knows that some
blacks consider her more beautiful because of her light skin. Claudia, Frieda, and Pecola are
uncertain about how to react to her. Her parents obviously have more money than most. Unlike
the other schoolchildren, though, she hasn’t captivated them with her “two lynch ropes” of
braids. Probably because the girls haven’t bowed and kowtowed to her, Maureen seeks them
out. A circle of boys try to intimidate the girls while they are walking home from school one day;
Frieda threatens them, but it is Maureen’s springtime eyes that cause them to back off and to
walk away grumbling. Maureen slips her arm through Pecola’s arm and buys her an ice-cream
cone. Later, Maureen begins talking almost compulsively about naked men—about naked
fathers, in particular. Claudia is aware that schoolchildren tease Pecola because she’s probably



seen Cholly naked, so Claudia swings at Maureen, misses her, and accidentally hits Pecola in
the face. The light-skinned girl jerks away and taunts them from the other side of the street,
braying that she’s cute—and that they’re ugly.Later that day, the girls peek through one of the
MacTeer windows and spy on their boarder, Mr. Henry, cavorting with two neighborhood
prostitutes. The earlier talk about naked men sets the stage for the ridiculous Mr. Henry flashing
his naked legs beneath his dressing gown and sucking the fingers of China, the
prostitute.Claudia closes her narration, and Morrison takes over, telling us a strange and sadistic
story that involves Pecola, a glossy black cat with blue eyes, and a rambunctious young black
boy named Louis, Jr. The centerpiece of this chapter is a black woman who straightens her hair
and doesn’t smoke, drink, or swear. Morrison argues that these women are everywhere.
Patiently, they endure sex rather than enjoy it, since who could actually enjoy such sweaty sex?
They follow rigid schedules for everything and keep immaculate houses. They often own cats
and treat them with affection while dryly reminding their child—their only child—that he or she
has been negligent about the household chores.Geraldine is one such woman. She has the
requisite cat and the requisite child, Louis, Jr. The little boy is deeply resentful of his perfect
mother who tries to keep him ever so clean. As a result, he has turned into a bully, and today he
sees Pecola Breedlove crossing the playground of his school. Promising to show her some
kittens, Louis, Jr. coaxes Pecola into his mother’s house. As Pecola admires some dark red
flowers, Louis throws his mother’s cat at her. This sudden violence leaves Pecola speechless.
Stooping down to rub the cat’s head, she is caught by the icy deep blue of its eyes. Junior seizes
the cat and flings it against the window, killing it—just as the immaculate Geraldine opens the
door. Pecola is blamed for the cat’s death as Geraldine screams at the “little black bitch” to get
out. All her life, Geraldine has feared people like Pecola—ugly, dark black people—whom she
considers disgusting and squalid. Snow is falling as Pecola begins walking home, trying to keep
her face averted from the stinging cold air and heated, feverish cries of rejection.SPRING
Although Claudia MacTeer’s memories of spring 1941 are not the nightmares that plagued
Pecola, they are not all rosy. Claudia remembers, particularly, the long, thin twigs that she was
whipped with. It was these painful episodes that she was thinking about when she went upstairs
and found her sister Frieda lying on the bed, whimpering. Claudia assumed that her mother had
beaten Frieda with fresh, supple forsythia twigs. She discovers that the fresh, budding spring
season is paralleled by the fresh, budding breasts of Frieda—which Mr. Henry has fondled. The
MacTeers are so incensed that Mr. MacTeer throws a bicycle at him and knocks him off the
porch, and Mrs. MacTeer hits him with a broom. Mr. MacTeer fires a gun at him. The MacTeer
parents are outraged that someone would take such liberties with a young girl. The scene is a
dramatic contrast to the reaction of Pauline—and Cholly—when both of them realize that their
daughter has been raped—not fondled, but raped, and by Cholly himself.Claudia and Frieda set
out for Cholly’s house, since they knew that whiskey is always available there. But they are told
that Pecola has gone to the white folks’ house where her mother works. There, they are invited in
by Pauline, who cautions them not to touch anything. Moments later, Pecola spills a pan of



blueberry cobbler, burning her legs. The petite Fisher daughter begins to cry, and Pauline rushes
up from the basement to soothe the white child’s tears, ignoring Pecola’s painful, burned
flesh.Morrison, the omniscient narrator, begins the next section—a brief history of Pauline
Williams Breedlove, a woman who grew up in Alabama, the ninth of 11 children, who stepped on
a rusty nail as a child and has limped ever since. When the family migrated to Kentucky, Pauline
was in charge of keeping an eye on the twins, Chicken and Pie. Maturing into puberty, Pauline
dreamed fantasies of a nebulous “Someone” who would lay her head on his chest and carry her
off somewhere wondrous—forever. Pauline’s Mr. Someone strode toward her, whistling, with the
hot Kentucky sun at his back—and, before she knew it, Cholly Breedlove was bending down and
tickling her broken foot and kissing her leg. Not long afterward, they made plans to marry and go
north, to Lorain, Ohio, where he would work in a steel mill. It was almost dreamlike. Once there,
Pauline was uncomfortable with northern blacks. She couldn’t wear the kind of high-heeled
shoes that they did; she didn’t straighten her hair as they did. And they talked differently. Taking
jobs as a day worker gave her money for new clothes. Cholly, on the other hand, spent his
money on alcohol and became meaner with each passing month.During her first pregnancy,
Pauline often went to the movies. In this world of fantasy, she marveled over the handsome white
men taking good care of their handsome white wives. After the birth of her son, Sammy, she
became pregnant again. Soon afterward, with Cholly continuing to drink heavily, Pauline secures
work with a well-to-do white family, the Fishers, where she can arrange their beautiful material
possessions. She begins neglecting her own house, her own children, and certainly Cholly. The
Fishers brag that “their Polly” is the “ideal servant.” Pauline laps up the praise. She muses that
she would have left her alcoholic husband long ago, except that sex with him used to make her
wilt. Although this sensation doesn’t happen anymore, it’s easier to miss it than to move on.In the
following section, Morrison gives us an overview of Cholly Breedlove’s childhood and how he
survived a beginning that might have killed other children.When Cholly was only a few days old,
his mother wrapped him in a newspaper and two blankets and put him on a junk pile near the
railroad tracks. By accident, his Great Aunt Jimmy saw her niece carrying a bundle out to the
junk pile and later went out to see what was there—only to discover Cholly. She never let
Cholly’s mother see the baby again. Cholly quit school after finishing sixth grade and did odd
jobs, spending a lot of time with an old man named Blue Jack, who entertained him with
stories.Barely in his teens, Cholly is introduced to sex by a seductive young girl named Darlene,
but no sooner have they begun in the pine needles than two white men with a flashlight discover
them and laugh uproariously and order them to continue. Cholly is mortified. Later, fearing that
Darlene might be pregnant, he decides that, despite the fact that his own father vanished before
he was born, he must leave town—and find his father, Solomon Fuller. Cholly buys a child’s bus
ticket to Macon, Georgia, and watches the state disappear behind him until the sun slips into the
night. He awakens shortly before they reach their destination and finds his father arguing with
another man, among dice and card players at the end of an alley. Cholly stammers and seems
unable to tell his father why he’s come, but his father guesses and curses Cholly, ordering him to



leave. Succumbing to diarrhea, Cholly soils himself and runs to the river to cleanse himself. After
his symbolic rebirth, he spends his time getting drunk, is forced to work on a chain gang, and
suffers a bullet in the leg. He has nothing to lose, for he has been rejected by his father. Little
wonder he never learned how to be a good father, emotionally and protectively, when he actually
did become a father.The narrative moves several years forward. Returning home one night,
drunk, Cholly discovers his 11-year-old daughter standing at the kitchen sink, one foot absently
scratching the other leg. Drunkenly mistaking Pecola to be his wife, Pauline, Cholly crawls
toward her and catches her foot, causing her to fall to the floor. He then realizes that it is not
Pauline but cannot stop himself from doing what is forbidden and wild. He rapes his daughter. A
few months later Pecola is more desperate than ever for blue eyes, so she seeks out Elihue
Micah Whitcomb, an eccentric faith healer and interpreter of dreams known as Soaphead
Church. For the first time in his fraudulent life, Soaphead wishes that he could perform miracles.
He tells her that she must make an offering to the Lord and, if He decides to grant her blue eyes,
He will do so. The offering is to be Old Bob, a sickly dog sleeping on the porch. Soaphead gives
some surreptitiously poisoned meat to Pecola and tells her to offer it to Bob. If the dog eats it and
nothing happens, God will not grant Pecola’s wish. If the dog behaves strangely, God will grant
Pecola’s wish in one day. Bob gulps down the fetid-smelling meat and, within minutes, it
collapses in spasms. Pecola’s wish will be granted.SUMMER Claudia tells us now about
planting the marigold seeds. That summer, she and Frieda were selling seeds to make money,
and when they knocked and were invited into people’s houses, they listened to conversations
that were in progress and gradually pieced together the awful truth that Pecola Breedlove was
pregnant with her father’s child. Apparently Pecola put up no resistance—even when her mother
beat her afterward. Claudia and Frieda are sorry and ashamed for Pecola and the baby.
Instinctively, Claudia knew that the baby would be very black and very ugly, and she was
desperate for this baby to be born—so that it would counterbalance and counteract all of the
pretty pink-skinned, yellow-haired white babies who looked like Shirley Temple. At one home,
they heard a woman say that if the baby lived, it would be a miracle, so Claudia decides they
should try to perform a miracle of their own. They will work magic with the marigolds by planting
seeds.The first half of the following section is a stream-of-consciousness excerpt suggesting
that because Pecola was so desperate to have a perfect friend, like the girl Jane in the Dick and
Jane reading primer, she has created someone who doesn’t exist. This friend will listen to
Pecola and be in awe of her “really, truly, bluely nice” eyes. It is in this section that we learn about
Cholly’s second rape of Pecola, while she was reading on the couch, and we learn that Pauline
never believed in Pecola’s innocence. Like Claudia and Frieda, this imaginary friend is
threatening to leave her, because Pecola is obsessed with the possibility that someone in the
world might have eyes that are even bluer than hers. She does, however, promise to
return.Claudia’s voice returns as she comments on what happened to Pecola, who walks the
streets, flailing her arms—seemingly, trying to fly into a sky the color of the bluest eyes—and all
because she yearned to be a pretty little white girl instead of a plain black girl who was called



“ugly” and was, therefore, unlovable.BACKGROUNDTYPE OF WORK Introspective novel of
black consciousnessFIRST PUBLISHED 1970AUTHOR Toni Morrison (1931– ), born in Lorain,
Ohio, not far from Cleveland. Deeply influenced by the authors William Faulkner, James Joyce,
and Virginia Woolf, she began writing books that she wanted to read—books that “no one had
written yet”—while she worked as an editor at Random House. Her novel Song of Solomon
(1977) received the Book Critics Circle Award for fiction; Beloved (1987) received the Pulitzer
Prize. In 1993, she was awarded the Nobel Prize for literature.SETTING OF NOVEL Pecola’s
story: Lorain, Ohio, in a black neighborhood. Pauline’s story: Kentucky, Ohio. Cholly’s story:
Macon, Georgia; Kentucky; and Ohio.TIME OF NOVEL 1940–41KEY CHARACTERSPECOLA
BREEDLOVE An exceedingly plain young black girl who is placed in the MacTeer home after her
father accidentally and drunkenly burns the family house to the ground. Pecola’s alcoholic father
will eventually rape her—twice—when she returns to live with her family.PAULINE BREEDLOVE
Pecola’s mother; left with a permanent limp after stepping on a nail when she was a child. Works
as a housekeeper and cook for a well-to-do white family.CHOLLY BREEDLOVE Pecola’s father.
Discarded and left to die on a pile of junk when he was only a few days old; becomes a raging
alcoholic who brutalizes his wife and eventually rapes his young daughter, Pecola.SAMMY
BREEDLOVE Pecola’s brother. Living in perpetual dread of his father’s violence, Sammy begins
modeling his own behavior on his father’s excesses.GERALDINE A black woman striving for
middle-class status. She is appalled when she discovers Pecola in her house and ousts her as
though Pecola were a repulsive stray animal.LOUIS, JR. Geraldine’s son. Feels neglected and
turns sadistic, luring Pecola into the family home, where he viciously kills his mother’s beloved,
blue-eyed black cat.SOAPHEAD CHURCH (ELIHUE MICAH WHITCOMB) A mixed-blood,
eccentric, self-claimed faith healer whom Pecola seeks out, asking him to give her the miracle of
blue eyes.CLAUDIA MACTEER The frame narrator of the novel. A young girl when the novel
begins, about Pecola’s age, when county officials place Pecola in the MacTeer home.MAIN
THEMES & IDEAS1. THE NEED FOR A HOME When we first encounter Pecola Breedlove, she
is homeless and feels rootless, even after county officials place her in a kindly home with a
generous mother and her two warm, friendly daughters. Pecola’s father, the man responsible for
burning down the family home, has felt homeless almost from birth; left to die on a pile of junk,
he was raised by an aunt. He searched for his father, found him, and was rejected by him. As a
child, Pecola’s mother, Pauline, dreamed of creating a perfect, neatly arranged home—but was
disillusioned when Cholly began a life of drinking that led to continual unhappiness, punctuated
by regular bouts of violence.2. ACCEPTANCE Pecola is scorned by the other schoolchildren
because her skin is dark black and because her facial features are very plain. She is taunted
with deeply emotional slurs about being “ugly.” Awash with feelings of being unwanted at school,
Pecola feels unworthy of even her mother’s love when she visits her at the house of the Fishers,
the white family for whom Pauline works. There, Pecola spills a hot pan of blueberry cobbler,
burning her legs. Instead of comforting her daughter, however, Pauline soothes the Fishers’
daughter. Pecola is never offered love by her father, who will eventually rape her during an



evening of alcoholic excess.3. FANTASY At the core of Pecola’s fantasy are two blue eyes—and
not just blue eyes, but eyes so blue that no one has ever seen such blue eyes. Pecola’s mother,
Pauline, has also lived a life of fantasies, beginning when she was about Pecola’s age; she
“played house” at home while her mother worked. Pauline was responsible for her two young
twin siblings and, for them, she delighted in arranging furniture, trying to brighten the home with
odds and ends, keeping it as immaculate as possible. At one point in her life, Pauline was
obsessed with the movies, disappearing into the darkness of the movie theater and dissolving in
the celluloid fantasies on the screen. Mr. Henry, the MacTeers’ newest boarder, is also a fan of
motion pictures. He casually teases Claudia and Frieda that they remind him of Ginger Rogers
and Greta Garbo, actresses from the 1930s and 1940s. Cholly Breedlove triggers his fantasies
with alcohol; one night, he imagines that Pecola is his wife of long ago—standing at the sink, one
foot scratching the other leg. He rapes her—twice. Soaphead Church is so miserably unhappy
as a mixed-blood black man that he creates for himself a heritage and pedigree of intellectual
and notable ancestors in an effort to eradicate his black heritage. Maureen Peal is the most
popular girl in Pecola’s school because she is a sexual fantasy for young black boys whose
hormones have begun to throb. Morrison describes Maureen in careful, precise detail: light-
skinned with green eyes, almond-shaped. Even the teachers are entranced by Maureen’s almost
white, exotic good looks.MAIN SYMBOLS1. BLUE EYES Symbolize the seemingly perfect world
of the white race. Pecola, in particular, is obsessed with blue eyes because the picture-perfect
white children illustrated in the reading primer have blue eyes. They are happy, healthy, and have
a loving family, a friendly dog, and a frisky kitten. To Pecola, blue eyes seem to be the key
ingredient to the white world of happiness. Pecola believes that if suddenly—magically—she
could have blue eyes, she would be “pretty.” No longer would other children jeer at her and call
her ugly. No longer would women like Geraldine hiss in disgust and spit out epithets like “nasty
little black bitch.” Ironically, Geraldine and Pecola both place great value on blue eyes. One of the
reasons why Geraldine is so furious with Pecola is that she blames her for killing Geraldine’s
prized black cat that has blue eyes. An adult, Geraldine is too pragmatic to pray for blue eyes,
but because her cat has blue eyes, she feels classier, unique, and more special than other
middle-class black women in her prim and proper, sterile milieu, who are characterized by self-
hatred and aspirations for material things that are valued by white people.2. MARIGOLDS Hardy
fall flowers, among the easiest of flowers to grow and flourish. As an adult, Claudia MacTeer will
always associate the death of Pecola’s baby with the marigold seeds that she and her sister
Frieda planted in the fall of 1940. That season was also the time that a healthy baby should have
been ripening inside Pecola’s body. The baby had been planted there, however, by a drunken
father and somehow seemed doomed from the beginning. It was born, a baby boy, and died
soon after birth. To Claudia, the barren marigold seeds symbolize something in nature that was
crying out against enormous, violating wrongs that parents can do to children.3. DICK AND
JANE Two white icons who inhabited an all-white world in reading primers of the 1930s to 1950s.
Eventually, black people moved into the water-color-illustrated neighborhood, but that wasn’t so



in the 1940s. There were no black people in Pecola’s primer, in the world of Dick and Jane’s
family, where Father played merrily with his children, and Mother sang to them—and even the
orange-colored family cat was well fed and loved. Pecola worships this family, even though it
seems alien to her. Pecola has never seen a glistening clean green-and-white house like the one
that Dick and Jane live in, but she knows it must exist. It’s all part of a package for people with
blue eyes—instant and forever, part of the payoff: love and acceptance and safety. Pecola is
such an outsider—even in her own black community—that her only hope for a way out of this
world that treats her so severely and cruelly is to pray for blue eyes, the soul of that world of
perfect wholeness.4. SHIRLEY TEMPLE DRINKING CUP Similar to her fixation on Dick and
Jane is Pecola’s fascination with the almost magical Shirley Temple drinking cup that she uses at
the MacTeer house, when she is placed in their home. Mrs. MacTeer is baffled by how much
white milk Pecola drinks—just so that she can hold the cup and gaze at the golden-haired, blue-
eyed darling of the 1940s, as though somewhere in her young mind, by drinking as much white
milk as possible and studying an ideal white face, she could metamorphose herself into a pretty,
beloved white girl.5. “TWO LYNCH ROPES” Maureen Peal’s hair is arranged so that it hangs
behind her in two lynch ropes. It is Morrison’s indictment of black men (and black women) who
gaze at her adoringly because she doesn’t “look black,” because she looks whiter than anyone
else in school. The MacTeer girls, however, aren’t mesmerized by Maureen’s “good looks.” We
don’t have the details of how their mother infused healthy doses of self-esteem, but the fact that
they have it speaks volumes about the woman. In contrast to them are all the schoolchildren who
have been deeply indoctrinated by their parents, who believe that images of beauty have to be
created by white people (the slave masters). Images of blackness in the 1940s, in Hollywood,
were usually photos of Lena Horne’s light skin and her chic white-women-coifed hairdos. To
underscore just how unhealthy it is to worship values that are not one’s own, Morrison gives us a
wickedly incisive, descriptive close-up of Maureen Peal, peeling off the veneer that all her peers
admire. In the harsh light of Morrison’s critical eye, Maureen becomes sickly looking with eyes
set at a dull slant, her mouth housing a strange, arrow-sharp caninelike tooth. Stripping
Maureen’s so-called beauty away, Morrison then focuses on Maureen’s hair, braided in symbolic
lynch ropes.STYLE & STRUCTURESTRUCTURE Four devices used: (1) a frame narrator,
offering a starting point, a vantage from which to introduce flashbacks, and closure to the novel;
(2) the four seasons—autumn 1940, winter 1940–41, spring 1941, and summer 1941; (3) key
sentences from the Dick and Jane reading primer; and (4) an omniscient narrator.THE FRAME
NARRATOR An adult black woman, Claudia MacTeer, opens the novel, telling us what she
remembers about Pecola Breedlove during a single year that began in the autumn of 1940 and
ended in the summer of 1941. She remembers most vividly the failure of some marigold seeds
that she and her sister Frieda planted. Claudia has always felt that, somehow, a natural
phenomenon was taking place—nature itself was revolting—denying the marigold seeds birth
because of the unnatural planting of Cholly’s seed within the womb of his daughter, 12-year-old
Pecola.THE DICK AND JANE SENTENCES In addition to the frame narrator, Morrison uses a



visual device to reveal the dizzying, heady incomprehension that electrifies Pecola as she reads
individual sentences in the primer about the almost holy realm of the very white Dick and Jane.
The sentence is stated, then it is repeated and repeated—suggesting Pecola’s passionate
desire to know the secret to this fantasy world of white perfection. The sentence in the primer
finally spirals forward so fast that it becomes a blur of letters, reflecting a madness within Pecola
as she hangs desperately onto its promise, even though she has seen no evidence that this
picture-perfect, blue-eyed world really exists.TheBOOKofGREATBOOKSA Guide to100 World
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ConradThe Lord of the Flies: William GoldingThe Lord of the Rings: J. R. R. TolkienMacbeth:
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ShakespeareMoby-Dick: Herman MelvilleNative Son: Richard Wright1984: George
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Cuckoo’s Nest: Ken KeseyOthello: William ShakespeareParadise Lost: John MiltonThe Pearl:
John SteinbeckThe Plague: Albert CamusA Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man: James
JoycePride and Prejudice: Jane AustenThe Prince: Niccolò MachiavelliThe Red Badge of
Courage: Stephen CraneRepublic: PlatoThe Return of the Native: Thomas HardyRichard III:
William ShakespeareRomeo and Juliet: William ShakespeareThe Scarlet Letter: Nathaniel
HawthorneA Separate Peace: John KnowlesSilas Marner: George EliotSons and Lovers: D. H.
LawrenceThe Sound and the Fury: William FaulknerSteppenwolf: Hermann HesseThe Stranger:
Albert CamusThe Sun Also Rises: Ernest HemingwayThe Taming of the Shrew: William
ShakespeareThe Tempest: William ShakespeareTess of the D’Urbervilles: Thomas HardyTheir
Eyes Were Watching God: Zora Neale HurstonTom Sawyer: Mark TwainTreasure Island: Robert
Louis StevensonTwelfth Night: William ShakespeareWaiting for Godot: Samuel BeckettWalden:
Henry David ThoreauAeneidVirgilPLOT SUMMARYAfter many failed attempts, the Trojan hero,
Aeneas, succeeds in founding the city of Rome.BACKGROUND Troy, an ancient city in Asia
Minor, was sacked by the Greeks in the Trojan War (1200 B.C.). Aeneas, a Trojan, wanders the
seas for seven years with his fellow Trojans in an attempt to found a new city, but each time they
try, something goes wrong. Their travels lead to a shipwreck in Carthage, a colony in North
Africa. The Aeneid begins at the moment of their shipwreck, with flashbacks to the sacking of
Troy.BOOK 1 The Trojan Fleet, caught in a storm sent by Juno, queen of the gods, puts ashore
near Carthage, a prosperous new city in North Africa. Juno hates Aeneas because she knows
that the city which he will found—Rome—will one day destroy her beloved Carthage. Afraid that
Aeneas will be sidetracked from his destiny of founding Rome, Venus (his mother, goddess of



love) appeals to Jupiter, king of the gods, who assures her that Rome will one day rule the world.
Venus appears to Aeneas in disguise and sends him to Carthage to get help for his fleet. Seeing
the new city of Carthage thriving, Aeneas is overcome by sorrow and a longing for his home of
Troy, which was destroyed by the Greeks in the Trojan War. Carthage’s lovely queen, Dido,
appears and welcomes the Trojans with a banquet, to which Venus sends her immortal son,
Cupid (god of love), who inspires Dido to fall passionately in love with Aeneas.BOOKS 2–3 At
the banquet, Aeneas tells the story of the events leading up to his shipwreck in Carthage. In Troy,
the enemy Greeks had tricked the Trojans into taking a huge wooden horse (the Trojan Horse)
inside the city walls. Greek warriors broke out of the horse’s hollow belly and sacked the city.
Aeneas fought them furiously until Venus told him to forget revenge and save his family. At home,
two omens (signs from the gods) convinced Aeneas that he must flee: his son Iulus’s hair blazed
with light (a sign that the gods had a serious purpose in mind for him) and there was a shooting
star in the sky (a sign of hope and future glory). He saved his son; his father, Anchises; and the
penates (household gods), but his wife was killed. The next day, Aeneas gathered the homeless
Trojans and set sail to find a new home. Over the next few years he learned from prophecies
(predictions of the future) that he was destined to found a glorious city, Rome, but that this would
happen only after many trials and exhausting wanderings. His father died in Sicily just before the
Trojans arrived in Carthage.BOOK 4 Dido is deeply in love with Aeneas, and one day while they
are out hunting, a storm sent by Juno drives them into a cave, where they make love. Aeneas
and the Trojans stay with Dido for several months, but finally Jupiter tells Aeneas to move on.
Aeneas prepares to sail and Dido, driven to madness by her passion, curses him as a deceiver.
Though Aeneas wants to comfort her, he must obey Jupiter. He leaves before dawn, and Dido,
waking to find his ships already gone, kills herself with his sword. The flames from her funeral
pyre provide light for the Trojans’ departure.BOOK 5 The Trojans arrive in Sicily at Acesta, where
Anchises is buried. There, they hold athletic funeral games in his honor: races, boxing matches,
archery contests. Meanwhile, Juno incites the Trojan women to burn Aeneas’s ships, but a storm
puts out the fire with few losses. That night, Aeneas has a dream in which his father tells him to
visit the underworld, then to sail on to Italy.BOOK 6 The entrance to the underworld (see MAIN
THEMES & IDEAS) can only be found at Cumae, where the prophetess Sibyl helps Aeneas
enter the dark cave. In order to get back out of the underworld, he needs to be in possession of
the golden bough. Aeneas tries to pick the bough off the tree where it is growing. It resists at first,
then comes off. As they proceed into the cave, they are threatened by frightening but harmless
monsters until they reach the river Styx, its banks crowded with the newly dead. Ferryman
Charon rows Aeneas and the Sibyl across into Hades. They pass the home of souls destroyed
by love and meet Dido, who turns her back on him and walks away. Aeneas passes the home of
dead warriors, still gory with wounds. Next comes hell, where the wicked are punished. Finally
they reach the Elysian Fields—paradise—where Aeneas’s father, Anchises, shows him the souls
of future Romans waiting to be born—famous historical figures of Virgil’s day, including the
imperial family. The gods have decided that it is now time for Aeneas to move on and found



Rome, so he departs through the Ivory Gate of deceptive dreams and sails for the region of
Latium, on the western coast of central Italy.BOOK 7 The Trojans row into Latium, where the
Latins have been living peacefully for many years. Since this is to be the Trojans’ future home,
they set up camp and approach the nearby Latins with a friendly alliance. Latinus, their wise old
king, following recent omens, agrees and offers his daughter, Lavinia, in marriage to Aeneas. But
Juno sends the Fury Allecto (goddess of revenge) to break the marriage treaty. Allecto arouses
Turnus, Lavinia’s former suitor (and a hero from one of the cities near Latium), and Amata, her
mother, into passionate hatred against the Trojans. She then makes Iulus shoot a Latin girl’s pet
deer, which causes a brawl in which some Latins are killed. Iulus wins the fight, but it creates
bad blood between the Trojans and the Latins, who rise up in arms because they don’t want an
alliance with the Trojans. The Latin people force a reluctant Latinus into declaring war against
the Trojans. He summons his allies, who include Mezentius, the evil king of Etruria; his son,
Lausus; and Camilla, a beautiful young warrior-maiden.BOOK 8 That night, the river god Tiber
appears in a dream to the despairing Aeneas and tells him to go up the river for allies, then make
war. He also tells Aeneas that he’ll find 30 piglets. Aeneas awakens to the promised omen of a
pig with 30 piglets, which symbolize Rome’s domination over the Italian tribes. Knowing that
Juno is behind his problems, he sacrifices the pig to her in an attempt to win her over. Then he
sails up the Tiber to Arcadia, populated by Greek colonists. There, King Evander is celebrating a
festival honoring Hercules for saving the Arcadians from a cattle-stealing monster. He agrees to
help the Trojans and sends his son Pallas with Aeneas, who goes forth to seek allies in Etruria.
On the way, Venus brings Aeneas armor made by her husband, Vulcan, the metalsmith god. Its
shield is carved with scenes that depict the illustrious history ahead for Rome. Aeneas lifts the
shield onto his shoulder, and symbolically carries the weight of the future without understanding
what he has done.BOOK 9 Meanwhile, Iulus has been left in charge of the camp back in Latium
and things have not gone well. Turnus has attacked the Trojans and tried to burn their ships, but
Jupiter transformed the ships into sea goddesses that swam away. Turnus sees this as a positive
omen, since it appears as if Jupiter has taken away the means of escape for the Trojans. But in
reality it is negative for Turnus and the Latins since it means that the Trojans are now in Latium to
stay. Turnus tries to goad the Trojans into leaving their fort, but Aeneas had warned them not to,
so they stand firm. At nightfall, however, Iulus offers spectacular prizes to Nisus and Euryalus for
a spying mission. The two murder many sleeping Latin allies before Turnus’s men capture and
kill them. The Latins attack again and set the fortifications on fire.BOOK 10 The next day, Venus
and Juno quarrel on Mount Olympus about the war. Finally Jupiter decides to make a pact with
Juno: no gods will interfere in the battles, and Fate will decide the victors. The Trojans are
trapped inside their fort until Aeneas and his allies arrive. Aeneas and Pallas have become very
close friends—closer than Aeneas and Iulus. In the following gory battle, Pallas fights heroically,
but Turnus kills him and takes his swordbelt as a battle prize. Aeneas, saddened and enraged,
wreaks bloody vengeance on the Latins, but Juno, with Jupiter’s permission, saves Turnus by
making him chase an image of Aeneas onto a ship. Aeneas kills Lausus, and when Mezentius



rushes into battle, Aeneas kills him, too.BOOK 11 Aeneas mourns for Pallas and allows a 12-day
truce to bury the dead. In Arcadia, Evander mourns for his son. A serious setback occurs in
Latium: Diomedes, a Greek ally who had fought against Aeneas in the Trojan War, advises the
Latins to seek peace with Aeneas. Latinus is agreeable, but a quarrel breaks out in the Senate
between Turnus and another counselor. Suddenly a messenger brings the news that Aeneas
has begun to attack again. The Latins ride out to meet him, led by Turnus and Camilla. The battle
is fierce and Camilla is killed. The Latin troops withdraw, regrouping before the city at
nightfall.BOOK 12 In Latium, Turnus refuses a peace treaty and offers to meet Aeneas in single
combat. Aeneas is wounded and Turnus drives the Trojans back. But Venus heals Aeneas’s
wound and the tide of battle changes. When Aeneas tries to burn Latinus’s city, Turnus resolves
to fight him. As Aeneas and Turnus face each other in the critical standoff, Juno agrees to
Jupiter’s request that she set aside her hatred for Aeneas, but only on condition that the Trojans
give up their culture and adopt the Latin language and customs. Jupiter consents to Juno’s plan
and they send a demon to hinder Turnus’s fighting. Turnus falls, critically wounded, and appeals
to Aeneas to abandon the fight. But when Aeneas sees him wearing Pallas’s swordbelt, he is
overcome by rage and kills him. The last image of the poem is that of Turnus’s soul fleeing to
Hades.BACKGROUNDTYPE OF WORK Epic poemFIRST PRODUCED 19 B.C. (unfinished at
Virgil’s death)AUTHOR Publius Vergilius Maro (Virgil, also spelled Vergil), 70–19 B.C.
Recognized during his lifetime as Rome’s greatest poet. Saw Rome change from chaotic
republic into peaceful empire. Writes about Roman values of rational living, duty to state, respect
for gods, and human problems in complex world.SETTING OF POEM Books 1, 4: Carthage,
young thriving city in North Africa, later Rome’s greatest enemy. Books 2, 3, 5: Aeneas’s
wanderings in Greece, Sicily, Italy. Book 6: Underworld (shadowy limbo, hell, and paradise).
Books 7–12: Latium, future site of Rome, a rich unspoiled land soon to be ravaged by war. Some
scenes on Mount Olympus, home of the gods.TIME OF POEM The actual events of the poem
take place over a period of about one year (the date is not specified). There are flashbacks to
Roman mythological history, and Rome’s future is predicted in prophecies by humans, gods,
underworld spirits.KEY CHARACTERSJUPITER King of gods. Supports Aeneas’s quest to
found Rome. Represents rational power, stability.JUNO Queen of gods; Jupiter’s wife. Hates
Aeneas, ruins his plans whenever possible. Vindictive, emotional, irrational.AENEAS Son of
Anchises and Venus. Trojan hero, leader of exiled Trojans, founder of Rome. Called “Father
Aeneas” (father of the Roman people). Respectful, brave, dutiful to state. Not passionate; lacks
personal charm; prone to despair over his problems. Determined to follow the gods’ command to
found Rome; suppresses his own desires in order to do so.IULUS (Also called Ascanius)
Aeneas’s son. Very young at fall of Troy; teenager in Latium. Founder of Emperor Augustus’s
family, but not well developed in the Aeneid. Brave, impetuous, sometimes arrogant.DIDO
Queen of Carthage. Intelligent, concerned leader. Beautiful, virtuous, charming; strong passions
incited by gods make her love Aeneas, drive her to suicide when he leaves her. Symbolizes
everything opposed to Aeneas and Rome. Though Dido is noble, she is the enemy of future



Rome and must be destroyed.PALLAS Arcadian prince, son of Evander. Young, kind, noble,
untried in battle but heroic. Loved like a son by Aeneas; killed by Turnus.TURNUS Ally of Latinus.
Bold, appealing, fierce warrior; loves Lavinia, wants to marry her. Represents the headstrong,
self-centered, dashing hero that Aeneas cannot be because of his obligation to duty.THE SYBIL
Guardian of hell’s gate; guides Aeneas through the underworld. Abrupt, mysterious personality.
Demands Aeneas’s prayers. Main function: announces prophecies with animal frenzy.MAIN
THEMES & IDEAS1. PROPHECY AND OMENS A prophecy is a spoken message predicting the
future, whereas omens are signs indicating the gods’ will. Prophecies tell Aeneas that he will
found Rome, that Rome will have a brilliant future. An example of omens: a pig symbolizes
Rome, the 30 piglets symbolize 30 cities in the area of Latium which will be Rome’s allies.2.
FATE AND THE GODS Fate is a predestined course of events: Aeneas is fated to found Rome;
he has a “calling,” or vocation. But some things (such as the time and circumstances under
which he will found Rome) are variable (i.e., can be changed by humans). Jupiter always has the
same ideas as Fate. Other gods are motivated by their own desires: Juno hates Aeneas, Venus
loves him, etc. Humans are helpless against Fate and the gods: prayers are often spoken in the
Aeneid but almost never answered. Fate indicates not only that Rome’s future will occur, but also
that human hopes are pointless and will not change anything.3. THE UNDERWORLD Kingdom
of dead souls and spirits, both good and evil. Acheron, river of woe, flows into Cocytus, river of
lamentation; a third river, Styx, represents the unbreakable oath by which the gods swear. From
there, the ferryman Charon navigates souls of the dead across to the other side of the river, to
the gate Tartarus, guarded by the 3-headed dog Cerberus, who allows spirits to enter, but not to
exit. Upon arrival there, spirits are judged by three judges; evil souls are sent to hell, good ones
to the Elysian Fields. The entire underworld (good and bad spirits) is often called Hades, not to
be confused with Christian hell.4. HATRED FOR WAR Opposed to wars and violence, Virgil was
motivated by a love of justice and a commitment to duty (pietas); he seized every chance to
show humankind’s need for peace (e.g., when the Trojans enter Latium, all is peaceful and
beautiful, but when war breaks out, all falls apart).5. ROMAN HISTORY The Romans did not
make a clear distinction between myth (fiction) and history (fact); for them, the Aeneid was about
a historical event: the foundation of Rome. Virgil creates a sense of history in two ways: (a)
customs: scenes of religious festivals, sacrifices, Senate procedures reflecting current Roman
practices; (b) analogies (comparisons): various scenes paralleling the events of Virgil’s time. The
most important analogy is between Aeneas (who founded Rome) and Augustus (who founded
the Roman Empire).6. FATHERS and SONS Aeneas leaves Troy carrying his father (who
symbolizes the heroic past) on his shoulders and holding his son (a symbol of the destined
future) by the hand. Fathers and sons are closely bound images in deeply emotional scenes:
there are two loving father/son pairs (Mezentius/Lausus, Evander/Pallas) where the father is
helpless to prevent the son’s early death and all future hopes are destroyed. Aeneas and Iulus’s
relationship is not a loving one; Iulus is only briefly described. This gives a discouraging view of
the future for which so much is sacrificed.7. LOSS In Book 1, when Aeneas sees Carthage being



built and recalls the destruction of Troy, he is overcome by sorrow. Throughout the Aeneid, Virgil
emphasizes the cost of human progress. Latium’s peace is destroyed, many good or promising
people are killed (Dido, Pallas). And the cost to Aeneas is high: he loses his father, Dido, and his
Trojan wife; his relationships with his son and mother are distant and unemotional. Rome is
promised a great future but nothing is promised to Aeneas personally; he does not really
understand what he is struggling for.MAIN SYMBOLS1. THE UNDERWORLD AS POLITICAL
SYMBOL The underworld is the most important image of the poem. It comes at the center of the
book and represents both the death of the heroic past and a rebirth into the complex world of
Augustus’s new Rome. In the “old” world, aristocrats had power, but when Augustus became
emperor, only he had power. The underworld scene is a symbol of the old world (i.e., the
republic, where individual concerns and heroism were more important than duty to the state)
moving into the new world (i.e., the empire, where duty to the state was more important than
individual glory).2. THE GOLDEN BOUGH To enter the underworld, which was located in a
cave, Aeneas must pluck the golden bough, which at first resists him. The bough’s leaves are
metallic, not alive; it “grows” in a dense, living tree. Like mistletoe, it is semi-parasitic (i.e.,
depends on a living plant for its existence); it symbolizes death and rebirth, Aeneas’s living
passage (life) through the underworld (death); the bough shows the inseparable link between life
and death. Aeneas departs through the Ivory Gate of false dreams, which makes it seem as if
what he has seen in the underworld is false; the gate is beautiful, but not as beautiful as it ought
to be; likewise, Augustus’s Rome is a wonderful city, but there are things wrong with it.3.
FLAMES Represent Rome’s future glory: Iulus and Lavinia manifest the omen of flaming hair;
Dido’s funeral pyre lights the Trojans’ safe departure from Carthage.4. VENUS IN DISGUISE
When Aeneas’s mother, Venus, appears in disguise (Book 1), Aeneas does not recognize her.
This symbolizes his ignorance of his own and Rome’s futures; it also highlights his self-sacrifice
and blind trust in Fate.5. SNAKES Common omens that represent evil, corruption, and heaven-
sent destruction.6. STORMS Represent near-devastating threats to Aeneas’s values and
leadership: a sea storm drives him to Carthage in despair; a storm brings him and Dido together,
threatening his mission.7. DEER Represent innocence and the loss of something precious: Dido
in love is compared to a wounded deer; war begins when Iulus shoots a pet deer.STYLE &
STRUCTUREINVOCATION The Aeneid begins with a traditional invocation (prayer) to the
Muses (goddesses of poetry and music); it focuses the reader’s attention on events to follow and
defines the themes of the poem: “I sing of warfare and a man at war.… He came to Italy by
destiny (the gods’ will).… Cruel losses were his lot in war until he could found a city and bring his
gods to Latium.”STYLE The rhythm of Virgil’s poetry is balanced, restrained, and avoids extreme
breaks in lines and phrases. Virgil uses everyday words but includes outdated, archaic words to
create a sense of the heroic past. Simple language expresses complex ideas: when Virgil
contrasts Trojan homelessness with Carthage’s prosperity (Book 1), he uses the Latin words
lacrimae rerum (“tears about things”) to express Aeneas’s sorrow. There are many literary
references (Homer) and a strong patriotic message, whose purpose is to teach a moral,



philosophic lesson as well as to entertain.KEY WORDS Aeneas’s major trait is pietas or pius
(i.e., devotion to gods, parents, country; duty; moral strength; pius was an essentially Roman
feature). This is contrasted with Dido’s furor (i.e., passion, madness), which was un-Roman,
irrational, destructive.SIMILES (Comparisons using “like” or “as.”) Virgil’s long similes highlight
important ideas, bring lively detail to narrative, involve reader’s emotions, foreshadow future
events. Example: sea god Neptune calming a storm is compared with good politician calming
angry mob; simile shows importance of social concerns to Aeneid.NARRATIVE VOICE AND
AMBIGUITY Virgil’s writing can be distant and detached (as, for example, when he talks about
Aeneas’s choice for Rome) or involved (e.g., the personal voice of Dido), direct or ambiguous.
The poem is dominated by an impersonal epic voice: both the plot and the narration are slanted
toward the Roman view of progress and fate. But a personal voice narrates the most moving
scenes: Dido’s madness, the deaths of Mezentius and Lausus. The two voices create a sense of
ambiguity and underscore the idea that Roman progress and victory are not clear-cut issues. It’s
the personal voice that shows the importance of individual love and loss.CRITICAL
OVERVIEWLITERARY HISTORY Augustus established the Roman Empire in 23 B.C. and
offered Virgil a commission to create a work that would celebrate his accomplishments. Instead
of writing directly about Augustus, Virgil created the Aeneid in which he likened Augustus to
Aeneas as the new founder of Rome and included Augustus’s family in descriptions of Rome’s
future glory. Educated Romans knew Homer’s Iliad and Odyssey. Virgil set out to write an epic
that would rival the Homeric poems. Virgil sometimes appears to imitate Homer—the Odyssey is
about the Greek hero Odysseus’s wanderings, similar to Aeneas’s wanderings, and the Iliad
deals with the Trojan War, which is echoed in Aeneas’s war at Latium. But Virgil opposes the
simple, heroic world of Homer with the modern problems of Aeneas: civic responsibility (obeying
laws), complex moral, personal decisions (Aeneas’s decision to abandon Dido for the sake of
his country). Virgil contrasts the past with the future, shows the duty of characters in the present,
and moves the story from East (Troy) to West (Italy). Whereas Odysseus returns to his childhood
home, Aeneas leaves Troy forever. Odysseus is helped by good fortune, but Aeneas is controlled
by Fate. Odysseus arrives home alone, yet Aeneas arrives in his new city with all his
men.AeneidVirgilPLOT SUMMARYPLOT SUMMARYAfter many failed attempts, the Trojan hero,
Aeneas, succeeds in founding the city of Rome.BACKGROUND Troy, an ancient city in Asia
Minor, was sacked by the Greeks in the Trojan War (1200 B.C.). Aeneas, a Trojan, wanders the
seas for seven years with his fellow Trojans in an attempt to found a new city, but each time they
try, something goes wrong. Their travels lead to a shipwreck in Carthage, a colony in North
Africa. The Aeneid begins at the moment of their shipwreck, with flashbacks to the sacking of
Troy.BOOK 1 The Trojan Fleet, caught in a storm sent by Juno, queen of the gods, puts ashore
near Carthage, a prosperous new city in North Africa. Juno hates Aeneas because she knows
that the city which he will found—Rome—will one day destroy her beloved Carthage. Afraid that
Aeneas will be sidetracked from his destiny of founding Rome, Venus (his mother, goddess of
love) appeals to Jupiter, king of the gods, who assures her that Rome will one day rule the world.



Venus appears to Aeneas in disguise and sends him to Carthage to get help for his fleet. Seeing
the new city of Carthage thriving, Aeneas is overcome by sorrow and a longing for his home of
Troy, which was destroyed by the Greeks in the Trojan War. Carthage’s lovely queen, Dido,
appears and welcomes the Trojans with a banquet, to which Venus sends her immortal son,
Cupid (god of love), who inspires Dido to fall passionately in love with Aeneas.BOOKS 2–3 At
the banquet, Aeneas tells the story of the events leading up to his shipwreck in Carthage. In Troy,
the enemy Greeks had tricked the Trojans into taking a huge wooden horse (the Trojan Horse)
inside the city walls. Greek warriors broke out of the horse’s hollow belly and sacked the city.
Aeneas fought them furiously until Venus told him to forget revenge and save his family. At home,
two omens (signs from the gods) convinced Aeneas that he must flee: his son Iulus’s hair blazed
with light (a sign that the gods had a serious purpose in mind for him) and there was a shooting
star in the sky (a sign of hope and future glory). He saved his son; his father, Anchises; and the
penates (household gods), but his wife was killed. The next day, Aeneas gathered the homeless
Trojans and set sail to find a new home. Over the next few years he learned from prophecies
(predictions of the future) that he was destined to found a glorious city, Rome, but that this would
happen only after many trials and exhausting wanderings. His father died in Sicily just before the
Trojans arrived in Carthage.BOOK 4 Dido is deeply in love with Aeneas, and one day while they
are out hunting, a storm sent by Juno drives them into a cave, where they make love. Aeneas
and the Trojans stay with Dido for several months, but finally Jupiter tells Aeneas to move on.
Aeneas prepares to sail and Dido, driven to madness by her passion, curses him as a deceiver.
Though Aeneas wants to comfort her, he must obey Jupiter. He leaves before dawn, and Dido,
waking to find his ships already gone, kills herself with his sword. The flames from her funeral
pyre provide light for the Trojans’ departure.BOOK 5 The Trojans arrive in Sicily at Acesta, where
Anchises is buried. There, they hold athletic funeral games in his honor: races, boxing matches,
archery contests. Meanwhile, Juno incites the Trojan women to burn Aeneas’s ships, but a storm
puts out the fire with few losses. That night, Aeneas has a dream in which his father tells him to
visit the underworld, then to sail on to Italy.BOOK 6 The entrance to the underworld (see MAIN
THEMES & IDEAS) can only be found at Cumae, where the prophetess Sibyl helps Aeneas
enter the dark cave. In order to get back out of the underworld, he needs to be in possession of
the golden bough. Aeneas tries to pick the bough off the tree where it is growing. It resists at first,
then comes off. As they proceed into the cave, they are threatened by frightening but harmless
monsters until they reach the river Styx, its banks crowded with the newly dead. Ferryman
Charon rows Aeneas and the Sibyl across into Hades. They pass the home of souls destroyed
by love and meet Dido, who turns her back on him and walks away. Aeneas passes the home of
dead warriors, still gory with wounds. Next comes hell, where the wicked are punished. Finally
they reach the Elysian Fields—paradise—where Aeneas’s father, Anchises, shows him the souls
of future Romans waiting to be born—famous historical figures of Virgil’s day, including the
imperial family. The gods have decided that it is now time for Aeneas to move on and found
Rome, so he departs through the Ivory Gate of deceptive dreams and sails for the region of



Latium, on the western coast of central Italy.BOOK 7 The Trojans row into Latium, where the
Latins have been living peacefully for many years. Since this is to be the Trojans’ future home,
they set up camp and approach the nearby Latins with a friendly alliance. Latinus, their wise old
king, following recent omens, agrees and offers his daughter, Lavinia, in marriage to Aeneas. But
Juno sends the Fury Allecto (goddess of revenge) to break the marriage treaty. Allecto arouses
Turnus, Lavinia’s former suitor (and a hero from one of the cities near Latium), and Amata, her
mother, into passionate hatred against the Trojans. She then makes Iulus shoot a Latin girl’s pet
deer, which causes a brawl in which some Latins are killed. Iulus wins the fight, but it creates
bad blood between the Trojans and the Latins, who rise up in arms because they don’t want an
alliance with the Trojans. The Latin people force a reluctant Latinus into declaring war against
the Trojans. He summons his allies, who include Mezentius, the evil king of Etruria; his son,
Lausus; and Camilla, a beautiful young warrior-maiden.BOOK 8 That night, the river god Tiber
appears in a dream to the despairing Aeneas and tells him to go up the river for allies, then make
war. He also tells Aeneas that he’ll find 30 piglets. Aeneas awakens to the promised omen of a
pig with 30 piglets, which symbolize Rome’s domination over the Italian tribes. Knowing that
Juno is behind his problems, he sacrifices the pig to her in an attempt to win her over. Then he
sails up the Tiber to Arcadia, populated by Greek colonists. There, King Evander is celebrating a
festival honoring Hercules for saving the Arcadians from a cattle-stealing monster. He agrees to
help the Trojans and sends his son Pallas with Aeneas, who goes forth to seek allies in Etruria.
On the way, Venus brings Aeneas armor made by her husband, Vulcan, the metalsmith god. Its
shield is carved with scenes that depict the illustrious history ahead for Rome. Aeneas lifts the
shield onto his shoulder, and symbolically carries the weight of the future without understanding
what he has done.BOOK 9 Meanwhile, Iulus has been left in charge of the camp back in Latium
and things have not gone well. Turnus has attacked the Trojans and tried to burn their ships, but
Jupiter transformed the ships into sea goddesses that swam away. Turnus sees this as a positive
omen, since it appears as if Jupiter has taken away the means of escape for the Trojans. But in
reality it is negative for Turnus and the Latins since it means that the Trojans are now in Latium to
stay. Turnus tries to goad the Trojans into leaving their fort, but Aeneas had warned them not to,
so they stand firm. At nightfall, however, Iulus offers spectacular prizes to Nisus and Euryalus for
a spying mission. The two murder many sleeping Latin allies before Turnus’s men capture and
kill them. The Latins attack again and set the fortifications on fire.BOOK 10 The next day, Venus
and Juno quarrel on Mount Olympus about the war. Finally Jupiter decides to make a pact with
Juno: no gods will interfere in the battles, and Fate will decide the victors. The Trojans are
trapped inside their fort until Aeneas and his allies arrive. Aeneas and Pallas have become very
close friends—closer than Aeneas and Iulus. In the following gory battle, Pallas fights heroically,
but Turnus kills him and takes his swordbelt as a battle prize. Aeneas, saddened and enraged,
wreaks bloody vengeance on the Latins, but Juno, with Jupiter’s permission, saves Turnus by
making him chase an image of Aeneas onto a ship. Aeneas kills Lausus, and when Mezentius
rushes into battle, Aeneas kills him, too.BOOK 11 Aeneas mourns for Pallas and allows a 12-day



truce to bury the dead. In Arcadia, Evander mourns for his son. A serious setback occurs in
Latium: Diomedes, a Greek ally who had fought against Aeneas in the Trojan War, advises the
Latins to seek peace with Aeneas. Latinus is agreeable, but a quarrel breaks out in the Senate
between Turnus and another counselor. Suddenly a messenger brings the news that Aeneas
has begun to attack again. The Latins ride out to meet him, led by Turnus and Camilla. The battle
is fierce and Camilla is killed. The Latin troops withdraw, regrouping before the city at
nightfall.BOOK 12 In Latium, Turnus refuses a peace treaty and offers to meet Aeneas in single
combat. Aeneas is wounded and Turnus drives the Trojans back. But Venus heals Aeneas’s
wound and the tide of battle changes. When Aeneas tries to burn Latinus’s city, Turnus resolves
to fight him. As Aeneas and Turnus face each other in the critical standoff, Juno agrees to
Jupiter’s request that she set aside her hatred for Aeneas, but only on condition that the Trojans
give up their culture and adopt the Latin language and customs. Jupiter consents to Juno’s plan
and they send a demon to hinder Turnus’s fighting. Turnus falls, critically wounded, and appeals
to Aeneas to abandon the fight. But when Aeneas sees him wearing Pallas’s swordbelt, he is
overcome by rage and kills him. The last image of the poem is that of Turnus’s soul fleeing to
Hades.BACKGROUNDBACKGROUNDTYPE OF WORK Epic poemFIRST PRODUCED 19 B.C.
(unfinished at Virgil’s death)AUTHOR Publius Vergilius Maro (Virgil, also spelled Vergil), 70–19
B.C. Recognized during his lifetime as Rome’s greatest poet. Saw Rome change from chaotic
republic into peaceful empire. Writes about Roman values of rational living, duty to state, respect
for gods, and human problems in complex world.SETTING OF POEM Books 1, 4: Carthage,
young thriving city in North Africa, later Rome’s greatest enemy. Books 2, 3, 5: Aeneas’s
wanderings in Greece, Sicily, Italy. Book 6: Underworld (shadowy limbo, hell, and paradise).
Books 7–12: Latium, future site of Rome, a rich unspoiled land soon to be ravaged by war. Some
scenes on Mount Olympus, home of the gods.TIME OF POEM The actual events of the poem
take place over a period of about one year (the date is not specified). There are flashbacks to
Roman mythological history, and Rome’s future is predicted in prophecies by humans, gods,
underworld spirits.KEY CHARACTERSKEY CHARACTERSJUPITER King of gods. Supports
Aeneas’s quest to found Rome. Represents rational power, stability.JUNO Queen of gods;
Jupiter’s wife. Hates Aeneas, ruins his plans whenever possible. Vindictive, emotional,
irrational.AENEAS Son of Anchises and Venus. Trojan hero, leader of exiled Trojans, founder of
Rome. Called “Father Aeneas” (father of the Roman people). Respectful, brave, dutiful to state.
Not passionate; lacks personal charm; prone to despair over his problems. Determined to follow
the gods’ command to found Rome; suppresses his own desires in order to do so.IULUS (Also
called Ascanius) Aeneas’s son. Very young at fall of Troy; teenager in Latium. Founder of
Emperor Augustus’s family, but not well developed in the Aeneid. Brave, impetuous, sometimes
arrogant.DIDO Queen of Carthage. Intelligent, concerned leader. Beautiful, virtuous, charming;
strong passions incited by gods make her love Aeneas, drive her to suicide when he leaves her.
Symbolizes everything opposed to Aeneas and Rome. Though Dido is noble, she is the enemy
of future Rome and must be destroyed.PALLAS Arcadian prince, son of Evander. Young, kind,



noble, untried in battle but heroic. Loved like a son by Aeneas; killed by Turnus.TURNUS Ally of
Latinus. Bold, appealing, fierce warrior; loves Lavinia, wants to marry her. Represents the
headstrong, self-centered, dashing hero that Aeneas cannot be because of his obligation to
duty.THE SYBIL Guardian of hell’s gate; guides Aeneas through the underworld. Abrupt,
mysterious personality. Demands Aeneas’s prayers. Main function: announces prophecies with
animal frenzy.MAIN THEMES & IDEASMAIN THEMES & IDEAS1. PROPHECY AND OMENS A
prophecy is a spoken message predicting the future, whereas omens are signs indicating the
gods’ will. Prophecies tell Aeneas that he will found Rome, that Rome will have a brilliant future.
An example of omens: a pig symbolizes Rome, the 30 piglets symbolize 30 cities in the area of
Latium which will be Rome’s allies.2. FATE AND THE GODS Fate is a predestined course of
events: Aeneas is fated to found Rome; he has a “calling,” or vocation. But some things (such as
the time and circumstances under which he will found Rome) are variable (i.e., can be changed
by humans). Jupiter always has the same ideas as Fate. Other gods are motivated by their own
desires: Juno hates Aeneas, Venus loves him, etc. Humans are helpless against Fate and the
gods: prayers are often spoken in the Aeneid but almost never answered. Fate indicates not only
that Rome’s future will occur, but also that human hopes are pointless and will not change
anything.3. THE UNDERWORLD Kingdom of dead souls and spirits, both good and evil.
Acheron, river of woe, flows into Cocytus, river of lamentation; a third river, Styx, represents the
unbreakable oath by which the gods swear. From there, the ferryman Charon navigates souls of
the dead across to the other side of the river, to the gate Tartarus, guarded by the 3-headed dog
Cerberus, who allows spirits to enter, but not to exit. Upon arrival there, spirits are judged by
three judges; evil souls are sent to hell, good ones to the Elysian Fields. The entire underworld
(good and bad spirits) is often called Hades, not to be confused with Christian hell.4. HATRED
FOR WAR Opposed to wars and violence, Virgil was motivated by a love of justice and a
commitment to duty (pietas); he seized every chance to show humankind’s need for peace (e.g.,
when the Trojans enter Latium, all is peaceful and beautiful, but when war breaks out, all falls
apart).5. ROMAN HISTORY The Romans did not make a clear distinction between myth (fiction)
and history (fact); for them, the Aeneid was about a historical event: the foundation of Rome.
Virgil creates a sense of history in two ways: (a) customs: scenes of religious festivals, sacrifices,
Senate procedures reflecting current Roman practices; (b) analogies (comparisons): various
scenes paralleling the events of Virgil’s time. The most important analogy is between Aeneas
(who founded Rome) and Augustus (who founded the Roman Empire).6. FATHERS and SONS
Aeneas leaves Troy carrying his father (who symbolizes the heroic past) on his shoulders and
holding his son (a symbol of the destined future) by the hand. Fathers and sons are closely
bound images in deeply emotional scenes: there are two loving father/son pairs (Mezentius/
Lausus, Evander/Pallas) where the father is helpless to prevent the son’s early death and all
future hopes are destroyed. Aeneas and Iulus’s relationship is not a loving one; Iulus is only
briefly described. This gives a discouraging view of the future for which so much is sacrificed.7.
LOSS In Book 1, when Aeneas sees Carthage being built and recalls the destruction of Troy, he



is overcome by sorrow. Throughout the Aeneid, Virgil emphasizes the cost of human progress.
Latium’s peace is destroyed, many good or promising people are killed (Dido, Pallas). And the
cost to Aeneas is high: he loses his father, Dido, and his Trojan wife; his relationships with his
son and mother are distant and unemotional. Rome is promised a great future but nothing is
promised to Aeneas personally; he does not really understand what he is struggling for.MAIN
SYMBOLSMAIN SYMBOLS1. THE UNDERWORLD AS POLITICAL SYMBOL The underworld
is the most important image of the poem. It comes at the center of the book and represents both
the death of the heroic past and a rebirth into the complex world of Augustus’s new Rome. In the
“old” world, aristocrats had power, but when Augustus became emperor, only he had power. The
underworld scene is a symbol of the old world (i.e., the republic, where individual concerns and
heroism were more important than duty to the state) moving into the new world (i.e., the empire,
where duty to the state was more important than individual glory).2. THE GOLDEN BOUGH To
enter the underworld, which was located in a cave, Aeneas must pluck the golden bough, which
at first resists him. The bough’s leaves are metallic, not alive; it “grows” in a dense, living tree.
Like mistletoe, it is semi-parasitic (i.e., depends on a living plant for its existence); it symbolizes
death and rebirth, Aeneas’s living passage (life) through the underworld (death); the bough
shows the inseparable link between life and death. Aeneas departs through the Ivory Gate of
false dreams, which makes it seem as if what he has seen in the underworld is false; the gate is
beautiful, but not as beautiful as it ought to be; likewise, Augustus’s Rome is a wonderful city, but
there are things wrong with it.3. FLAMES Represent Rome’s future glory: Iulus and Lavinia
manifest the omen of flaming hair; Dido’s funeral pyre lights the Trojans’ safe departure from
Carthage.4. VENUS IN DISGUISE When Aeneas’s mother, Venus, appears in disguise (Book 1),
Aeneas does not recognize her. This symbolizes his ignorance of his own and Rome’s futures; it
also highlights his self-sacrifice and blind trust in Fate.5. SNAKES Common omens that
represent evil, corruption, and heaven-sent destruction.6. STORMS Represent near-devastating
threats to Aeneas’s values and leadership: a sea storm drives him to Carthage in despair; a
storm brings him and Dido together, threatening his mission.7. DEER Represent innocence and
the loss of something precious: Dido in love is compared to a wounded deer; war begins when
Iulus shoots a pet deer.STYLE & STRUCTURESTYLE & STRUCTUREINVOCATION The
Aeneid begins with a traditional invocation (prayer) to the Muses (goddesses of poetry and
music); it focuses the reader’s attention on events to follow and defines the themes of the poem:
“I sing of warfare and a man at war.… He came to Italy by destiny (the gods’ will).… Cruel losses
were his lot in war until he could found a city and bring his gods to Latium.”STYLE The rhythm of
Virgil’s poetry is balanced, restrained, and avoids extreme breaks in lines and phrases. Virgil
uses everyday words but includes outdated, archaic words to create a sense of the heroic past.
Simple language expresses complex ideas: when Virgil contrasts Trojan homelessness with
Carthage’s prosperity (Book 1), he uses the Latin words lacrimae rerum (“tears about things”) to
express Aeneas’s sorrow. There are many literary references (Homer) and a strong patriotic
message, whose purpose is to teach a moral, philosophic lesson as well as to entertain.KEY



WORDS Aeneas’s major trait is pietas or pius (i.e., devotion to gods, parents, country; duty;
moral strength; pius was an essentially Roman feature). This is contrasted with Dido’s furor (i.e.,
passion, madness), which was un-Roman, irrational, destructive.SIMILES (Comparisons using
“like” or “as.”) Virgil’s long similes highlight important ideas, bring lively detail to narrative, involve
reader’s emotions, foreshadow future events. Example: sea god Neptune calming a storm is
compared with good politician calming angry mob; simile shows importance of social concerns
to Aeneid.NARRATIVE VOICE AND AMBIGUITY Virgil’s writing can be distant and detached
(as, for example, when he talks about Aeneas’s choice for Rome) or involved (e.g., the personal
voice of Dido), direct or ambiguous. The poem is dominated by an impersonal epic voice: both
the plot and the narration are slanted toward the Roman view of progress and fate. But a
personal voice narrates the most moving scenes: Dido’s madness, the deaths of Mezentius and
Lausus. The two voices create a sense of ambiguity and underscore the idea that Roman
progress and victory are not clear-cut issues. It’s the personal voice that shows the importance
of individual love and loss.CRITICAL OVERVIEWCRITICAL OVERVIEWLITERARY HISTORY
Augustus established the Roman Empire in 23 B.C. and offered Virgil a commission to create a
work that would celebrate his accomplishments. Instead of writing directly about Augustus, Virgil
created the Aeneid in which he likened Augustus to Aeneas as the new founder of Rome and
included Augustus’s family in descriptions of Rome’s future glory. Educated Romans knew
Homer’s Iliad and Odyssey. Virgil set out to write an epic that would rival the Homeric poems.
Virgil sometimes appears to imitate Homer—the Odyssey is about the Greek hero Odysseus’s
wanderings, similar to Aeneas’s wanderings, and the Iliad deals with the Trojan War, which is
echoed in Aeneas’s war at Latium. But Virgil opposes the simple, heroic world of Homer with the
modern problems of Aeneas: civic responsibility (obeying laws), complex moral, personal
decisions (Aeneas’s decision to abandon Dido for the sake of his country). Virgil contrasts the
past with the future, shows the duty of characters in the present, and moves the story from East
(Troy) to West (Italy). Whereas Odysseus returns to his childhood home, Aeneas leaves Troy
forever. Odysseus is helped by good fortune, but Aeneas is controlled by Fate. Odysseus arrives
home alone, yet Aeneas arrives in his new city with all his men.All Quiet on the Western
FrontErich Maria RemarquePLOT SUMMARYA “lost generation” of young German soldiers
courageously face death on the Western Front in World War I.CHAPTERS 1–2 At the urging of
their patriotic teacher, Kantorek, a number of high school boys have enlisted in the German army
and are now fighting on the Western Front in World War I. (“Western Front” refers to the line of
battle separating the Germans from their Western enemies, the English, French, and
Americans.) Though Paul Baumer, the novel’s 20-year-old narrator, has had little experience
with life, he is already a seasoned fighter and has firsthand knowledge of warfare at the front. It
is 1918, the final year of the war, and Paul’s company has retreated from the front for a two-week
rest period after suffering casualties that have reduced its size from 150 men to 80. It is a
moment of relief for these young soldiers who have gone directly from the classroom into trench
warfare. Kantorek had instilled in his students the false idea that war was an exciting adventure.



Now that the boys have seen the reality of war, they consider him a liar. Paul’s classmate Albert
Kropp is the clearest thinker of the company. Müller, another classmate, carries his schoolbooks
into the trench and still dreams of examinations. Leer, their full-bearded friend, was the first of
Paul’s class to have sexual intercourse. Josef Behm, a classmate who resisted the war for a long
time, finally gave in to Kantorek’s propaganda and was the first to be killed in battle. Paul’s other
friends in the company include Tjaden, a 19-year-old locksmith who remains skinny even though
he devours food; Haie Westhus, a peat digger in civilian life; Detering, a peasant who thinks only
of his wife and farm; and Stanislaus “Kat” Katczinsky, the group’s leader, a 40-year-old cobbler
who becomes Paul’s best friend.The mail arrives and everyone laughs when Kropp announces
that Kantorek sends his best wishes. The older generation have no understanding of the war
and know nothing of the hardships that the boys must endure from the likes of Corporal
Himmelstoss, their cruel training instructor (“The Terror of Klosterberg”), who is a postman in
civilian life. Paul’s friend, Franz Kemmerich, who was wounded at the front and has had his leg
amputated, is certain to die, and when the boys visit him, Müller asks to have Kemmerich’s fine
leather boots. On their way back to the huts, Kropp announces angrily that Kantorek has called
the boys “the Iron Youth.” Because of the war, it has been a long time since they were
“youths.”Paul’s generation have no roots, no hope of a future, and Paul thinks they have become
“a waste land.” The only positive thing to emerge from the war is the feeling of comradeship with
other soldiers. Along with Kropp, Tjaden, and Westhus, Paul has defied the tyrannical
Himmelstoss from the very beginning. Once Paul hit him in the stomach, and Himmelstoss’s
commander laughingly told the tiny dictator to keep his eyes open. Before dying, Kemmerich
gives Müller his boots so that the orderlies won’t seize them. Moments after his death, Franz’s
body is hauled away so that his bed can be filled by the next war victim. Paul and Franz had
been childhood friends, and to see a friend pass away before his eyes makes this senseless
death all the more disturbing for him.CHAPTERS 3–5 When new recruits arrive, Kropp jokingly
calls them “infants.” Kat, the great scrounger, offers them food that he has managed to find. One
night, Paul and his friends talk about the nature of war and power. Kat thinks that if everyone
were given the same food and money, the war would be over in a day Kropp believes war should
be treated as a “popular festival” for which tickets are sold and bands play. Paul wonders why
Himmelstoss is such a bully, and Kat replies that man is essentially a beast underneath the
trappings of civilized behavior. When Tjaden informs the group that Himmelstoss is being sent to
the front line, it reminds the boys of the revenge they had on Himmelstoss the night before
leaving for the front. Himmelstoss had been on his way home from a bar, traveling alone on a
dark road. The boys threw a blanket over his head, pulled down his pants, beat him, and saw
“his striped postman’s backside [gleam] in the moonlight.”Paul’s unit moves back to the front in
order to string barbed wire. He speaks of the soldier’s instinct for self-preservation and how the
earth, almost like a mother, protects her children. The air is smoke filled and the soldiers grow
tense when they hear the sounds of artillery. Searchlights sweep the sky and a terrible
bombardment begins. The screaming of wounded horses unnerves Detering until the animals



are put out of their misery. Paul comforts a terrified recruit moments before an assault traps his
group in a graveyard, with only mounds of dirt as protection. When Paul seeks refuge in a hole,
he realizes he is lying next to a corpse in a coffin. A gas attack follows, and when the shelling
ends, Paul sees that the young recruit has been seriously wounded. Rain falls as they load up
the lorries (horse-drawn wagons) and move to the rear.While killing the lice in the reserve
trenches, the soldiers discuss what they would do if peace came. No one can picture himself
leading a meaningful life. Himmelstoss expects the soldiers to obey him at the front as they had
done in camp, and the humane Lieutenant Bertinck treats Himmelstoss’s complaints lightly after
the soldiers defy him. Paul and Kat steal a goose, and as they cook it together, Paul feels a deep
bond of brotherhood with his friend.CHAPTERS 6–8 Returning to the front, the soldiers pass a
stack of new coffins stored in a ruined school. The coffins are meant for use in the coming
offensive, and are a chilling sign of what lies ahead. Days of boredom and uneasy waiting come
to an end with a terrible bombardment that precedes an enemy attack. After a counterattack, the
troops withdraw to their own lines. When Haie Westhus is wounded, Himmelstoss brings him in,
thereby winning a partial respect from the soldiers. Westhus dies shortly afterward, leaving only
32 of the original 150 men. Paul feels that they have become robots, “insensible, dead men.”
During a rest period, the friends go swimming in a river and see three French women outside
their house on the other side of the river. They signal to the women that they will return with food
when it is dark. Later that night, Paul, Leer, and Kropp swim across the river, go to the women’s
house, and make love with them for an hour.Paul is reluctant to go on leave, fearing that he has
grown out of touch with conditions in the civilian world. But he realizes that his family is eager to
see him, so he returns home on a 17-day leave. There, he finds himself uneasy and alienated
from his former interests, and has a futile, though moving, conversation about the war with his
dying mother. During the furlough, Paul enjoys his visit with a former classmate, Mittelstaedt,
who is a company commander of a reserve guard into which Kantorek has been drafted as a
soldier. Mittelstaedt torments his former teacher with menial tasks and verbal sarcasm as a
punishment for the man’s role in their false ideas about the war. Paul’s pleasure is offset when he
is faced with telling Franz Kemmerich’s mother about her son’s death. When Paul’s furlough
ends, he is sent to a training camp on the plains next to a camp for Russian prisoners. Out of
sympathy for the suffering Russians, he shares his food with them.CHAPTERS 9–12 On
returning to the company, Paul joins his friends in preparing for a pointless visit by the Kaiser
(Emperor Wilhelm). Later in an attack, Paul crouches in a shellhole and, in a panic, stabs a
French soldier to death, one Gérard Duval, who has also taken refuge there. Paul genuinely
grieves for the dead man, a printer by trade, who is now another of war’s senseless victims. He
finds identification in Duval’s wallet and photos of his wife and little daughter. A peaceful time of
guard duty at a supply depot ends when Paul and Kropp are wounded while trying to evacuate a
village. Paul is treated in a hospital, then sent back to the trenches. Kropp’s leg is amputated and
he is sent home. From this moment on, the German army deteriorates and finally collapses.
Detering, homesick, deserts the army, but is caught and court-martialed. Müller is killed and his



boots pass to Paul. Lieutenant Bertinck dies defending his men from a flamethrower. When Kat
is wounded, Paul carries him on his back all the way to the aid station, but Kat is dead on arrival.
It is autumn of 1918, and after Paul spends two weeks recovering from a gas attack, he is killed
“on a day that was so quiet and still on the whole front, that the army report confined itself to the
single sentence: All quiet on the Western Front.”BACKGROUNDTYPE OF WORK Realistic war
novelFIRST PUBLISHED 1929AUTHOR Erich Maria Remarque (1898–1970), born in
Osnabruck, Germany: Antiwar novelist, social critic. Drafted into the German army from high
school in 1916. Fought on the Western Front, wounded five times in France. Later worked as
teacher, salesman, journalist. Moved to Switzerland (1932), then to New York (1939); became
U.S. citizen (1947). Books burned by Nazis. After World War II, spent part of his time in
Switzerland. Author of Three Comrades (1937), Arc de Triomphe (1946), The Black Obelisk
(1956), Night in Lisbon (1964).SETTING OF NOVEL German side of front line; reserve infantry
trenches in France; deserted, war-ruined villages; “no man’s land”; Paul’s hometown; hospital
operated by nuns; training camp on open plain in northern Germany.TIME OF NOVEL Final year
of World War I (1918). Paul’s memories reflect high school days, childhood in hometown.KEY
CHARACTERSPAUL BAUMER Young soldier; narrator of novel. Little experience in life other
than attending school, yet already a veteran frontline soldier. Volunteered for war as teenager.
Fond of his parents and sister. Loves to read; collects butterflies. Struggles to understand the
meaning of life and nature of war. War teaches him that common misery unites all soldiers—
enemies and allies alike. Paul’s only true home is with his fellow soldiers; once the war begins,
he can no longer communicate with civilians. Killed in combat during last month of war.ALBERT
KROPP Excellent student, clear thinker, idealistic, but pessimistic about life after the
war.MÜLLER Conscientious student; carries textbooks into trenches; wants to improve himself;
sees life in broader terms than confines of war. Dies in combat.LEER Good mathematician;
bearded; most mature of schoolmates; first to have sexual experience. Dies in
combat.STANISLAUS “KAT” KATCZINSKY Soldier; age 40. Cobbler in civilian life. Clever,
practical; becomes Paul’s closest friend. Able to find food in ruined French villages. Kind to
frightened young recruits when they arrive at the front. Believes that people mistreat others only
because they enjoy having power over them and that man is a beast who hides his true nature
under cloak of good manners. Wounded in battle; dies on way to aid station.KANTOREK Paul’s
high school teacher. Mesmerized by unthinking patriotism; gives Paul and classmates a false
idea of war as a romantic, noble activity. At his urging, students enlist in the war, then discover
war’s horrors. Later, Kantorek is punished in the army reserve by a former pupil.CORPORAL
HIMMELSTOSS Drill instructor. Postman in civilian life. Vengeful, sadistic, tries to break trainees’
spirit. At first, he panics in combat, then proves to be an obedient soldier.MAIN THEMES &
IDEAS1. “LOST GENERATION” Phrase coined by writer Gertrude Stein (1874–1946) to
describe young soldiers who survived the war, but who had no roots, no purpose, no meaning in
their lives. The young soldiers have little experience with life and have gone directly from school
to war. They are aware of wasted opportunities, loss of life. Paul says, “I believe we are lost.”



Youth have had no time to put down roots; unable to find out who they really are or what they
hope to be; many killed before 20th birthday. Unable to acquire practical skills that will serve
them in peacetime. No time for love, marriage, normal human relations. They feel bitterness,
frustration, stress, confusion. As victims of “lost generation,” they often remain “lost” (rootless) for
rest of their lives. In note at beginning of novel, Remarque writes, “This book … will try simply to
tell of a generation of men who, even though they may have escaped its shells, were destroyed
by the war.”2. LIFE HAS NO MEANING Remarque is pacifist, does not believe in war. From
beginning of novel, reader sees pain, devastation, brought about by combat. Moral values of
civilization no longer exist: theft and killing are routine, individuals are reduced to robots. Major
idea of novel: life no longer has any meaning; war has destroyed everything; God is not in His
heaven; things are not well in the world.3. COMRADESHIP Paul repeatedly emphasizes
“we” (novel’s first word); for him, presence and voices of his comrades represent strongest, most
comforting aspect of life at the front. Only good thing to emerge from war is the sense of
comradeship, idea of fraternity, sharing of misery with others like oneself. All humans—even
those who are set against each other as enemies—belong to international community bound
together by suffering and sacrifice that go beyond nationality. Paul feels this most intensely in
episode with French soldier.4. MAN AS ANIMAL For Kat, humans are animals disguised under
layer of respectability (“decorum”). In front zone, war strips away mask, exposes man’s bestial
instincts. Harsh ferocity in combat is only way to return safely from danger: “We have become
wild beasts. We do not fight, we defend ourselves against annihilation.” Animal instinct of survival
is stronger than civilized reaction to war’s horrors: “Life … has transformed us into unthinking
animals in order to give us the weapon of instinct.” It is kill or be killed. When soldiers hear
artillery, primitive impulse rushes to the surface: “By the animal instinct that is awakened in us we
are led and protected. It is not conscious; it is far quicker.… We reach the zone where the front
begins and become on the instant human animals.” Though motivated by sense of humanity,
Paul and Kat speak of putting wounded recruit “out of his misery” in a mercy killing, as if he is an
animal. Fine line between animals and humans is highlighted in a scene where horses scream in
unison with wounded soldiers.5. EDUCATION AND LIFE School learning has not prepared
young soldiers for survival in trenches. Against dramatic backdrop of war, educational system is
shown to deal with subjects that fail to teach practical knowledge or train students for life’s
problems. Teachers’ words are hollow, pompous, and betray shallowness of traditional
education and of a type of indoctrination based on flag-waving nationalism. War has no time or
use for those matters that society assumes will enrich life and give it meaning. Young men are
determined to stay alive, but noble ideas such as dying for their emperor now seem absurd to
them.6. GENERATION GAP Soldiers must cope with demands from both trench warfare and
home front. They become so used to danger and death in trenches that they find it almost
impossible to adjust their habits to more carefree existence of civilians. Creates uneasiness
when they go home on leave. Paul’s elders consider his view of war too narrow, and he is unable
to convey his feelings of helplessness and the threat of death that haunts soldiers at every



moment. To him, the older generation are eager to overlook fraud and injustice of military life;
perhaps it helps them feel less guilty for their generation’s role in war. Some of them, misguided,
are anxious to believe what the authorities tell them. Others dismiss protests about war because
they are reaping huge profits from it. In their innocence, Paul and friends have placed trust in
adults as mentors, guides to the future, sources of knowledge, dependability, wisdom. “But the
first death we saw shattered this belief. We had to recognize that our generation was more to be
trusted than theirs.” Adults were smarter only in their cleverness with language, ability to
manipulate minds. But experience has taught soldiers that they can rely only on
themselves.MAIN SYMBOLS1. BUTTERFLIES Symbols of life, childhood, freedom. Two
butterflies dancing before trench are contrasted with dead butterflies in Paul’s collection. Dead
butterflies, like soldiers, no longer have freedom of life. They are trapped in container, like dead
men in coffins. When Paul dies, he falls like a butterfly—quietly and without ado.2. BOOTS
Kemmerich’s rich leather boots symbolize close comradeship among friends: boots are inherited
by Müller (who does not ask for them out of greed, but because he realizes that Kemmerich will
no longer need them); boots then pass to Paul, who promises them to Tjaden. Boots are symbol
of mobility; escape from war; means of protection from cold and wet; common humanity.3.
COFFINS Living and dead soldiers share coffins during bombardment. Later, as soldiers move
to the front, a stack of new coffins in a ruined school symbolizes death that awaits them.4.
ROBOTS Symbols of mindless, mechanical beings that people become as result of war and
military training. Paul feels that soldiers are robots and resemble the living dead; they carry out
their duty from habit, but have no belief in their cause. Idea is echoed, ironically, when Kantorek
refers to young soldiers as “Iron Youth.”5. NAMES When Paul kills Frenchman, he realizes that
he will never be able to forget the murder if he knows his victim’s identity. Names give life and
humanity to the “robots” of war.6. EARTH Symbol of the life force; place of tranquility and safety;
image of earth as mother’s womb.STYLE & STRUCTURELANGUAGE Naturalistic style
(extreme form of realism); simple, yet striking descriptions of physical surroundings, equipment,
food. Only occasionally poetic (horses in moonlight; French women). Mood of death, despair,
hopelessness. War shown in all its ugliness. Tension increases through progressive use of detail,
horrors piled on horrors, humans destroyed in ever more painful ways. Author uses sensory
images to place reader in midst of fighting: dripping wounds, burning flesh, severed limbs,
screaming voices. Concrete nouns convey tangible reality of war: shells, bombs, barbed wire,
trenches, machine guns; also food, tobacco, frequent references to diarrhea, physical wounds.
American translation of German text sometimes results in awkward syntax: “He it is still and yet it
is not he any longer.”NARRATION Written as diary in present tense by first-person narrator Paul
Baumer; focuses on events that affect him and his friends. Paul is sensitive writer who has
written poems, fragment of a play; knows power of language, but also knows inability of
language to express war’s horror: “Words. Words. Words—they do not reach me.” Reader
experiences events at same time as Paul; suspense builds. Last two paragraphs narrated by
anonymous person after Paul’s death. Though Baumer is German soldier, his story is universal;



all readers can identify with it.SIMILES (Comparisons using “like” or “as.”) Similes give reader
immediate image of author’s ideas: shells passing overhead are compared to flocks of wild
geese; gas creeps over ground like jellyfish.IRONY (Use of words to express meaning opposite
of literal meaning.) (a) When Kropp sees new recruits who are his own age, he calls them
“infants”; Paul fails to see himself and comrades in his pitying description of recruits as “poor
devils.” (b) Title of novel is ironic, given the bloodshed and violence that lead to the
armistice.STRUCTURE Consists of 12 chapters; chronological sequence. Exposition
(explanation of past events): Kantorek urges students to enlist in army. Rising action: Young men
at war on Western Front; periods of intense combat followed by relative calm at rear;
comradeship grows among soldiers; Kemmerich’s death is first major shock; heavy
bombardments and offensives create terror, destruction, chaos. Crisis (turning point): Paul stabs
Frenchman to death, feels deep personal sadness, has clear insight into war’s senselessness.
Climax (moment of greatest emotion): Kat dies; Paul is devastated. Dénouement (final outcome):
Paul’s friends are all killed; Paul dies one month before end of war (November 11, 1918,
Armistice Day).CRITICAL OVERVIEWTHE TITLE The novel is a protest against war and
destruction; it ends on a quiet, haunting note. Remarque wanted to see an end to war; he hoped
that things would forever remain “quiet” on the Western Front and on every other front. His
pacifism (opposition to war) focused on human pain and our instinct for survival, not on
economic or political ideas. The novel’s fundamental idea is that war destroys everything of
value in human life. Also, “All quiet on the … front” is an ancient military communique formula. (It
was used, for example, in the U.S. Civil War.)THE NOVEL’S CONTROVERSY From the moment
of publication, All Quiet on the Western Front was the subject of bitter debate, especially in
Germany, where many critics attacked Remarque for betraying the memory of those who had
sacrificed themselves for their country and for what they considered his misrepresentation of the
conditions of battle. Yet many German combat veterans and civilians argued that Remarque had
honestly and accurately portrayed the horrors of battle. Remarque noted in an interview that he
was only trying to give “a worm’s-eye view” of war.All Quiet on the Western FrontErich Maria
RemarquePLOT SUMMARYPLOT SUMMARYA “lost generation” of young German soldiers
courageously face death on the Western Front in World War I.CHAPTERS 1–2 At the urging of
their patriotic teacher, Kantorek, a number of high school boys have enlisted in the German army
and are now fighting on the Western Front in World War I. (“Western Front” refers to the line of
battle separating the Germans from their Western enemies, the English, French, and
Americans.) Though Paul Baumer, the novel’s 20-year-old narrator, has had little experience
with life, he is already a seasoned fighter and has firsthand knowledge of warfare at the front. It
is 1918, the final year of the war, and Paul’s company has retreated from the front for a two-week
rest period after suffering casualties that have reduced its size from 150 men to 80. It is a
moment of relief for these young soldiers who have gone directly from the classroom into trench
warfare. Kantorek had instilled in his students the false idea that war was an exciting adventure.
Now that the boys have seen the reality of war, they consider him a liar. Paul’s classmate Albert



Kropp is the clearest thinker of the company. Müller, another classmate, carries his schoolbooks
into the trench and still dreams of examinations. Leer, their full-bearded friend, was the first of
Paul’s class to have sexual intercourse. Josef Behm, a classmate who resisted the war for a long
time, finally gave in to Kantorek’s propaganda and was the first to be killed in battle. Paul’s other
friends in the company include Tjaden, a 19-year-old locksmith who remains skinny even though
he devours food; Haie Westhus, a peat digger in civilian life; Detering, a peasant who thinks only
of his wife and farm; and Stanislaus “Kat” Katczinsky, the group’s leader, a 40-year-old cobbler
who becomes Paul’s best friend.The mail arrives and everyone laughs when Kropp announces
that Kantorek sends his best wishes. The older generation have no understanding of the war
and know nothing of the hardships that the boys must endure from the likes of Corporal
Himmelstoss, their cruel training instructor (“The Terror of Klosterberg”), who is a postman in
civilian life. Paul’s friend, Franz Kemmerich, who was wounded at the front and has had his leg
amputated, is certain to die, and when the boys visit him, Müller asks to have Kemmerich’s fine
leather boots. On their way back to the huts, Kropp announces angrily that Kantorek has called
the boys “the Iron Youth.” Because of the war, it has been a long time since they were
“youths.”Paul’s generation have no roots, no hope of a future, and Paul thinks they have become
“a waste land.” The only positive thing to emerge from the war is the feeling of comradeship with
other soldiers. Along with Kropp, Tjaden, and Westhus, Paul has defied the tyrannical
Himmelstoss from the very beginning. Once Paul hit him in the stomach, and Himmelstoss’s
commander laughingly told the tiny dictator to keep his eyes open. Before dying, Kemmerich
gives Müller his boots so that the orderlies won’t seize them. Moments after his death, Franz’s
body is hauled away so that his bed can be filled by the next war victim. Paul and Franz had
been childhood friends, and to see a friend pass away before his eyes makes this senseless
death all the more disturbing for him.CHAPTERS 3–5 When new recruits arrive, Kropp jokingly
calls them “infants.” Kat, the great scrounger, offers them food that he has managed to find. One
night, Paul and his friends talk about the nature of war and power. Kat thinks that if everyone
were given the same food and money, the war would be over in a day Kropp believes war should
be treated as a “popular festival” for which tickets are sold and bands play. Paul wonders why
Himmelstoss is such a bully, and Kat replies that man is essentially a beast underneath the
trappings of civilized behavior. When Tjaden informs the group that Himmelstoss is being sent to
the front line, it reminds the boys of the revenge they had on Himmelstoss the night before
leaving for the front. Himmelstoss had been on his way home from a bar, traveling alone on a
dark road. The boys threw a blanket over his head, pulled down his pants, beat him, and saw
“his striped postman’s backside [gleam] in the moonlight.”Paul’s unit moves back to the front in
order to string barbed wire. He speaks of the soldier’s instinct for self-preservation and how the
earth, almost like a mother, protects her children. The air is smoke filled and the soldiers grow
tense when they hear the sounds of artillery. Searchlights sweep the sky and a terrible
bombardment begins. The screaming of wounded horses unnerves Detering until the animals
are put out of their misery. Paul comforts a terrified recruit moments before an assault traps his



group in a graveyard, with only mounds of dirt as protection. When Paul seeks refuge in a hole,
he realizes he is lying next to a corpse in a coffin. A gas attack follows, and when the shelling
ends, Paul sees that the young recruit has been seriously wounded. Rain falls as they load up
the lorries (horse-drawn wagons) and move to the rear.While killing the lice in the reserve
trenches, the soldiers discuss what they would do if peace came. No one can picture himself
leading a meaningful life. Himmelstoss expects the soldiers to obey him at the front as they had
done in camp, and the humane Lieutenant Bertinck treats Himmelstoss’s complaints lightly after
the soldiers defy him. Paul and Kat steal a goose, and as they cook it together, Paul feels a deep
bond of brotherhood with his friend.CHAPTERS 6–8 Returning to the front, the soldiers pass a
stack of new coffins stored in a ruined school. The coffins are meant for use in the coming
offensive, and are a chilling sign of what lies ahead. Days of boredom and uneasy waiting come
to an end with a terrible bombardment that precedes an enemy attack. After a counterattack, the
troops withdraw to their own lines. When Haie Westhus is wounded, Himmelstoss brings him in,
thereby winning a partial respect from the soldiers. Westhus dies shortly afterward, leaving only
32 of the original 150 men. Paul feels that they have become robots, “insensible, dead men.”
During a rest period, the friends go swimming in a river and see three French women outside
their house on the other side of the river. They signal to the women that they will return with food
when it is dark. Later that night, Paul, Leer, and Kropp swim across the river, go to the women’s
house, and make love with them for an hour.Paul is reluctant to go on leave, fearing that he has
grown out of touch with conditions in the civilian world. But he realizes that his family is eager to
see him, so he returns home on a 17-day leave. There, he finds himself uneasy and alienated
from his former interests, and has a futile, though moving, conversation about the war with his
dying mother. During the furlough, Paul enjoys his visit with a former classmate, Mittelstaedt,
who is a company commander of a reserve guard into which Kantorek has been drafted as a
soldier. Mittelstaedt torments his former teacher with menial tasks and verbal sarcasm as a
punishment for the man’s role in their false ideas about the war. Paul’s pleasure is offset when he
is faced with telling Franz Kemmerich’s mother about her son’s death. When Paul’s furlough
ends, he is sent to a training camp on the plains next to a camp for Russian prisoners. Out of
sympathy for the suffering Russians, he shares his food with them.CHAPTERS 9–12 On
returning to the company, Paul joins his friends in preparing for a pointless visit by the Kaiser
(Emperor Wilhelm). Later in an attack, Paul crouches in a shellhole and, in a panic, stabs a
French soldier to death, one Gérard Duval, who has also taken refuge there. Paul genuinely
grieves for the dead man, a printer by trade, who is now another of war’s senseless victims. He
finds identification in Duval’s wallet and photos of his wife and little daughter. A peaceful time of
guard duty at a supply depot ends when Paul and Kropp are wounded while trying to evacuate a
village. Paul is treated in a hospital, then sent back to the trenches. Kropp’s leg is amputated and
he is sent home. From this moment on, the German army deteriorates and finally collapses.
Detering, homesick, deserts the army, but is caught and court-martialed. Müller is killed and his
boots pass to Paul. Lieutenant Bertinck dies defending his men from a flamethrower. When Kat



is wounded, Paul carries him on his back all the way to the aid station, but Kat is dead on arrival.
It is autumn of 1918, and after Paul spends two weeks recovering from a gas attack, he is killed
“on a day that was so quiet and still on the whole front, that the army report confined itself to the
single sentence: All quiet on the Western Front.”BACKGROUNDBACKGROUNDTYPE OF
WORK Realistic war novelFIRST PUBLISHED 1929AUTHOR Erich Maria Remarque (1898–
1970), born in Osnabruck, Germany: Antiwar novelist, social critic. Drafted into the German army
from high school in 1916. Fought on the Western Front, wounded five times in France. Later
worked as teacher, salesman, journalist. Moved to Switzerland (1932), then to New York (1939);
became U.S. citizen (1947). Books burned by Nazis. After World War II, spent part of his time in
Switzerland. Author of Three Comrades (1937), Arc de Triomphe (1946), The Black Obelisk
(1956), Night in Lisbon (1964).SETTING OF NOVEL German side of front line; reserve infantry
trenches in France; deserted, war-ruined villages; “no man’s land”; Paul’s hometown; hospital
operated by nuns; training camp on open plain in northern Germany.TIME OF NOVEL Final year
of World War I (1918). Paul’s memories reflect high school days, childhood in hometown.KEY
CHARACTERSKEY CHARACTERSPAUL BAUMER Young soldier; narrator of novel. Little
experience in life other than attending school, yet already a veteran frontline soldier. Volunteered
for war as teenager. Fond of his parents and sister. Loves to read; collects butterflies. Struggles
to understand the meaning of life and nature of war. War teaches him that common misery
unites all soldiers—enemies and allies alike. Paul’s only true home is with his fellow soldiers;
once the war begins, he can no longer communicate with civilians. Killed in combat during last
month of war.ALBERT KROPP Excellent student, clear thinker, idealistic, but pessimistic about
life after the war.MÜLLER Conscientious student; carries textbooks into trenches; wants to
improve himself; sees life in broader terms than confines of war. Dies in combat.LEER Good
mathematician; bearded; most mature of schoolmates; first to have sexual experience. Dies in
combat.STANISLAUS “KAT” KATCZINSKY Soldier; age 40. Cobbler in civilian life. Clever,
practical; becomes Paul’s closest friend. Able to find food in ruined French villages. Kind to
frightened young recruits when they arrive at the front. Believes that people mistreat others only
because they enjoy having power over them and that man is a beast who hides his true nature
under cloak of good manners. Wounded in battle; dies on way to aid station.KANTOREK Paul’s
high school teacher. Mesmerized by unthinking patriotism; gives Paul and classmates a false
idea of war as a romantic, noble activity. At his urging, students enlist in the war, then discover
war’s horrors. Later, Kantorek is punished in the army reserve by a former pupil.CORPORAL
HIMMELSTOSS Drill instructor. Postman in civilian life. Vengeful, sadistic, tries to break trainees’
spirit. At first, he panics in combat, then proves to be an obedient soldier.MAIN THEMES &
IDEASMAIN THEMES & IDEAS1. “LOST GENERATION” Phrase coined by writer Gertrude
Stein (1874–1946) to describe young soldiers who survived the war, but who had no roots, no
purpose, no meaning in their lives. The young soldiers have little experience with life and have
gone directly from school to war. They are aware of wasted opportunities, loss of life. Paul says,
“I believe we are lost.” Youth have had no time to put down roots; unable to find out who they



really are or what they hope to be; many killed before 20th birthday. Unable to acquire practical
skills that will serve them in peacetime. No time for love, marriage, normal human relations. They
feel bitterness, frustration, stress, confusion. As victims of “lost generation,” they often remain
“lost” (rootless) for rest of their lives. In note at beginning of novel, Remarque writes, “This book
… will try simply to tell of a generation of men who, even though they may have escaped its
shells, were destroyed by the war.”2. LIFE HAS NO MEANING Remarque is pacifist, does not
believe in war. From beginning of novel, reader sees pain, devastation, brought about by combat.
Moral values of civilization no longer exist: theft and killing are routine, individuals are reduced to
robots. Major idea of novel: life no longer has any meaning; war has destroyed everything; God is
not in His heaven; things are not well in the world.3. COMRADESHIP Paul repeatedly
emphasizes “we” (novel’s first word); for him, presence and voices of his comrades represent
strongest, most comforting aspect of life at the front. Only good thing to emerge from war is the
sense of comradeship, idea of fraternity, sharing of misery with others like oneself. All humans—
even those who are set against each other as enemies—belong to international community
bound together by suffering and sacrifice that go beyond nationality. Paul feels this most
intensely in episode with French soldier.4. MAN AS ANIMAL For Kat, humans are animals
disguised under layer of respectability (“decorum”). In front zone, war strips away mask, exposes
man’s bestial instincts. Harsh ferocity in combat is only way to return safely from danger: “We
have become wild beasts. We do not fight, we defend ourselves against annihilation.” Animal
instinct of survival is stronger than civilized reaction to war’s horrors: “Life … has transformed us
into unthinking animals in order to give us the weapon of instinct.” It is kill or be killed. When
soldiers hear artillery, primitive impulse rushes to the surface: “By the animal instinct that is
awakened in us we are led and protected. It is not conscious; it is far quicker.… We reach the
zone where the front begins and become on the instant human animals.” Though motivated by
sense of humanity, Paul and Kat speak of putting wounded recruit “out of his misery” in a mercy
killing, as if he is an animal. Fine line between animals and humans is highlighted in a scene
where horses scream in unison with wounded soldiers.5. EDUCATION AND LIFE School
learning has not prepared young soldiers for survival in trenches. Against dramatic backdrop of
war, educational system is shown to deal with subjects that fail to teach practical knowledge or
train students for life’s problems. Teachers’ words are hollow, pompous, and betray shallowness
of traditional education and of a type of indoctrination based on flag-waving nationalism. War
has no time or use for those matters that society assumes will enrich life and give it meaning.
Young men are determined to stay alive, but noble ideas such as dying for their emperor now
seem absurd to them.6. GENERATION GAP Soldiers must cope with demands from both trench
warfare and home front. They become so used to danger and death in trenches that they find it
almost impossible to adjust their habits to more carefree existence of civilians. Creates
uneasiness when they go home on leave. Paul’s elders consider his view of war too narrow, and
he is unable to convey his feelings of helplessness and the threat of death that haunts soldiers at
every moment. To him, the older generation are eager to overlook fraud and injustice of military



life; perhaps it helps them feel less guilty for their generation’s role in war. Some of them,
misguided, are anxious to believe what the authorities tell them. Others dismiss protests about
war because they are reaping huge profits from it. In their innocence, Paul and friends have
placed trust in adults as mentors, guides to the future, sources of knowledge, dependability,
wisdom. “But the first death we saw shattered this belief. We had to recognize that our
generation was more to be trusted than theirs.” Adults were smarter only in their cleverness with
language, ability to manipulate minds. But experience has taught soldiers that they can rely only
on themselves.MAIN SYMBOLSMAIN SYMBOLS1. BUTTERFLIES Symbols of life, childhood,
freedom. Two butterflies dancing before trench are contrasted with dead butterflies in Paul’s
collection. Dead butterflies, like soldiers, no longer have freedom of life. They are trapped in
container, like dead men in coffins. When Paul dies, he falls like a butterfly—quietly and without
ado.2. BOOTS Kemmerich’s rich leather boots symbolize close comradeship among friends:
boots are inherited by Müller (who does not ask for them out of greed, but because he realizes
that Kemmerich will no longer need them); boots then pass to Paul, who promises them to
Tjaden. Boots are symbol of mobility; escape from war; means of protection from cold and wet;
common humanity.3. COFFINS Living and dead soldiers share coffins during bombardment.
Later, as soldiers move to the front, a stack of new coffins in a ruined school symbolizes death
that awaits them.4. ROBOTS Symbols of mindless, mechanical beings that people become as
result of war and military training. Paul feels that soldiers are robots and resemble the living
dead; they carry out their duty from habit, but have no belief in their cause. Idea is echoed,
ironically, when Kantorek refers to young soldiers as “Iron Youth.”5. NAMES When Paul kills
Frenchman, he realizes that he will never be able to forget the murder if he knows his victim’s
identity. Names give life and humanity to the “robots” of war.6. EARTH Symbol of the life force;
place of tranquility and safety; image of earth as mother’s womb.STYLE & STRUCTURESTYLE
& STRUCTURELANGUAGE Naturalistic style (extreme form of realism); simple, yet striking
descriptions of physical surroundings, equipment, food. Only occasionally poetic (horses in
moonlight; French women). Mood of death, despair, hopelessness. War shown in all its ugliness.
Tension increases through progressive use of detail, horrors piled on horrors, humans destroyed
in ever more painful ways. Author uses sensory images to place reader in midst of fighting:
dripping wounds, burning flesh, severed limbs, screaming voices. Concrete nouns convey
tangible reality of war: shells, bombs, barbed wire, trenches, machine guns; also food, tobacco,
frequent references to diarrhea, physical wounds. American translation of German text
sometimes results in awkward syntax: “He it is still and yet it is not he any longer.”NARRATION
Written as diary in present tense by first-person narrator Paul Baumer; focuses on events that
affect him and his friends. Paul is sensitive writer who has written poems, fragment of a play;
knows power of language, but also knows inability of language to express war’s horror: “Words.
Words. Words—they do not reach me.” Reader experiences events at same time as Paul;
suspense builds. Last two paragraphs narrated by anonymous person after Paul’s death.
Though Baumer is German soldier, his story is universal; all readers can identify with it.SIMILES



(Comparisons using “like” or “as.”) Similes give reader immediate image of author’s ideas: shells
passing overhead are compared to flocks of wild geese; gas creeps over ground like
jellyfish.IRONY (Use of words to express meaning opposite of literal meaning.) (a) When Kropp
sees new recruits who are his own age, he calls them “infants”; Paul fails to see himself and
comrades in his pitying description of recruits as “poor devils.” (b) Title of novel is ironic, given
the bloodshed and violence that lead to the armistice.STRUCTURE Consists of 12 chapters;
chronological sequence. Exposition (explanation of past events): Kantorek urges students to
enlist in army. Rising action: Young men at war on Western Front; periods of intense combat
followed by relative calm at rear; comradeship grows among soldiers; Kemmerich’s death is first
major shock; heavy bombardments and offensives create terror, destruction, chaos. Crisis
(turning point): Paul stabs Frenchman to death, feels deep personal sadness, has clear insight
into war’s senselessness. Climax (moment of greatest emotion): Kat dies; Paul is devastated.
Dénouement (final outcome): Paul’s friends are all killed; Paul dies one month before end of war
(November 11, 1918, Armistice Day).CRITICAL OVERVIEWCRITICAL OVERVIEWTHE TITLE
The novel is a protest against war and destruction; it ends on a quiet, haunting note. Remarque
wanted to see an end to war; he hoped that things would forever remain “quiet” on the Western
Front and on every other front. His pacifism (opposition to war) focused on human pain and our
instinct for survival, not on economic or political ideas. The novel’s fundamental idea is that war
destroys everything of value in human life. Also, “All quiet on the … front” is an ancient military
communique formula. (It was used, for example, in the U.S. Civil War.)THE NOVEL’S
CONTROVERSY From the moment of publication, All Quiet on the Western Front was the
subject of bitter debate, especially in Germany, where many critics attacked Remarque for
betraying the memory of those who had sacrificed themselves for their country and for what they
considered his misrepresentation of the conditions of battle. Yet many German combat veterans
and civilians argued that Remarque had honestly and accurately portrayed the horrors of battle.
Remarque noted in an interview that he was only trying to give “a worm’s-eye view” of war.All the
King’s MenRobert Penn WarrenPLOT SUMMARYJack Burden, an ex-reporter, narrates the rise
and fall of Willie Stark, an honest man turned corrupt politician who is assassinated by his
mistress’s brother.CHAPTERS 1–2 The time is 1939 and Jack Burden, the narrator, is thinking
about the past. He recalls that in 1936, Willie Stark, his boss and governor of an unnamed
Southern state (probably Louisiana), visits his childhood home in Mason City to be
photographed with his wife, Lucy Stark, and his elderly father. Willie, in his second term of office,
has been unofficially separated from Lucy for two years, so the trip is as much a public relations
stunt as it is a reflection of Willie’s genuine concern for Mason City and its people.Willie, “the
Boss,” is accompanied by Tiny Duffy, his devious lieutenant governor; Sadie Burke, Willie’s
shrewd executive secretary and mistress; Sugar-Boy O’Sheean, his devoted bodyguard/driver;
Willie’s good-hearted wife, Lucy; their teenage son, Tom, a handsome, arrogant college football
star; and Jack himself, Willie’s confidential assistant. Willie’s plans to spend the night are
abruptly changed, however, by unexpected news from the capital that the elderly Judge



Montague (Monty) Irwin, a powerful force in state politics, has announced that he will not
support Willie’s hand-picked candidate for the Senate. Willie and Jack immediately depart for
Jack’s hometown of Burden’s Landing, where Judge Irwin lives. Irwin, though outwardly polite,
makes clear his scorn for Willie and treats Jack coldly. On the way back to Mason City, Willie
tells Jack—a former newspaper reporter for the Chronicle—to find “something” on Irwin and
“make it stick.”The reader learns in a flashback that the young Willie was a “red-necked” man
who worked on the farm by day and studied law at night. By 1922, with the support of his
schoolteacher wife and his father, Willie becomes county treasurer. His honesty and political
naïveté cause him to protest when, on the insistence of Dolph Pillsbury, chairman of the county
commissioners, the building contract for a new school is awarded to J. H. Moore on the basis of
political connections instead of on price and quality of workmanship. Jack, who has not yet met
Willie, is the reporter assigned to cover the story. Willie loses his job as a result of his protests,
and Lucy is soon fired from her job as a teacher. The school is built badly, and two years later the
fire escape collapses during a fire drill, killing three children. From this moment on, Willie
becomes a popular hero for having fought against the corrupt system.In 1926, the Democratic
primary race for governor is a battle between Joe Harrison, a former governor and a candidate
with strong urban support, and Sam MacMurfee, the incumbent governor who has strong rural
support. A member of the Harrison group suggests they nominate a dummy candidate with
strong rural support who can split the MacMurfee vote. Everyone agrees that Willie is the man
for the job and that Tiny Duffy, a Harrison supporter, should be his campaign manager. However,
they do not reveal their true motives to Willie; instead, they lead him to believe that he can win
and bring back honest government to the office. Willie, now a lawyer, consents to run in the
primary.Willie’s speeches, however, are boring and it appears that he is not serving the need
that Harrison had hoped he would. Sadie Burke, a political mover and shaker in the Harrison
party, follows Willie from town to town, monitoring his effectiveness for the Harrison group. She
and Jack have been friends for years, and when they meet in a restaurant after one of Willie’s
speeches, she confesses that she ought to have told the Harrison “big boys” to call off the frame-
up long ago. Willie, she believes, is hopeless and pathetic.Several days later, a dejected Willie,
who knows that the crowds aren’t listening to his speeches, tells Jack that he sees he cannot be
elected. Sadie, mistakenly concluding that someone has told Willie about Harrison’s plan, blurts
out that he is a thick-headed “sap” for not being smart enough to realize that he has been
framed. Feeling vengeful, Willie gets drunk for the first time in his life. The next day, he throws
aside the statistics and makes a rousing speech to a crowd of voters in which he tells them
about his being framed by the Harrison camp and asserts that they must get rid of city-slicker
politicians who exploit them. He publicly thanks Sadie for making him see the truth, and
announces that he is giving up his own campaign to work for MacMurfee.Willie travels the state
to unite the rural vote behind MacMurfee, warning that MacMurfee had better “deliver” or Willie
will be back to “nail up his hide.” MacMurfee wins the election of 1926 and Willie returns to
Mason City to practice law. But for the next four years Willie’s ambition grows, and in 1930 he is



elected governor by a landslide, with the help of Sadie Burke, who has become his executive
secretary and mistress. He hires the dishonest Tiny Duffy as an assistant, since he wants to
keep an eye on him rather than have Duffy working behind his back. He also hires Jack as a
confidential assistant after Jack quits his job at the newspaper over a disagreement with Jim
Madison, his manager.CHAPTERS 3–4 By Willie’s third year as governor, he has forced many
reforms through the legislature, but some of his methods are unethical and dishonest. He has
abandoned his former idealism and morality, since he believes them to be irrelevant to political
life. Lucy is appalled by Willie’s maneuvers and is ready to leave him (though she remains with
him until after the 1934 election).One of Jack’s jobs is to fill black notebooks with information
useful in blackmailing legislators to vote “correctly.” In 1933, he visits his mother in Burden’s
Landing and thinks back to the separation of his parents in 1904; Jack was only six when his
father, Ellis Burden, a “scholarly attorney,” deserted his family after learning that his wife was
having an affair with Judge Irwin, his best friend. (Later it is revealed that Irwin, not Burden, is
Jack’s real father.) Devastated, Burden left his law career and moved to shabby rooms in the
skid row section of Burden’s Landing to work with poor people. Jack recalls his childhood
friendship with the idealistic Adam Stanton, now a famous surgeon, and Adam’s sister Anne,
now an unmarried social worker living in the state capital. They are the children of former
Governor Joel Stanton, who was a good friend of Judge Irwin’s. In the summer of 1915, Jack,
age 17, fell in love with Anne, age 13, but nothing came of it at that time.Back in the capital,
while Jack is in Burden’s Landing, Byram B. White, the state auditor, has been caught accepting
a bribe, and MacMurfee’s group is threatening to impeach both Willie and White. Willie
barnstorms the state to rally popular support and uses Jack’s black notebooks to pressure
influential people into cooperating. Impeachment proceedings are dropped, thereby paving the
way for Willie’s triumphant reelection in 1934.In a flashback to 1924, Jack tells of leaving his
newspaper job to work on his Ph.D. in American history. His dissertation was to be a study of the
private papers of Cass Mastern, a great-uncle of Jack’s who died in 1864. Cass had had an
affair with Annabelle Trice, wife of his friend Duncan Trice, and Duncan committed suicide after
finding out about it. Jack was interested in exploring the relationship between the facts of a
man’s life and the motivation behind his actions; but after conducting a large amount of
research, he was no closer to understanding Cass Mastern than he had been before starting his
research. He thus abandoned the dissertation and went back to work at the newspaper, where
he could deal in facts without having to interpret or judge them, but where he numbly and
regretfully considered himself to be living in the “Great Sleep.”CHAPTERS 5–6 Proceeding with
his task of finding something discreditable about Judge Irwin, Jack spends about seven months
in Burden’s Landing researching Irwin’s past. In the autumn of 1936, while examining public
records, he discovers that in 1914, the judge, in debt and faced with the prospect of losing his
plantation, was somehow able to raise the money to pay off a $42,000 mortgage. Jack then
learns that during that same time, as attorney general in the administration of Governor Stanton,
Irwin was prosecuting the Southern Belle Fuel Co. for violations of state law. In May of 1914, the



state suddenly dropped its charges against Southern Belle, and in 1915 Irwin accepted the vice-
presidency of American Electrical. When Jack traces out stockholdings, he finds that Southern
Belle was a subsidiary of American Electrical. He also notices that the attorney for American
Electrical, Mortimer L. Littlepaugh, jumped to his death from a hotel window in 1915 after being
fired from the job that was offered to Irwin. Jack searches out Littlepaugh’s sister, Miss
Littlepaugh, in Memphis and recovers from her a letter from Littlepaugh confirming that Irwin
dropped the charges against the subsidiary company after being bribed with stock and a highly
paid position with the parent company. When Miss Littlepaugh informed Governor Stanton about
Irwin’s illegal dealings, Stanton protected his old friend Irwin by refusing to take action in the
case. Jack completes his investigation in March 1937.Meanwhile, Willie has been making plans
for a new hospital—to be named after himself—that will supply free medical service to the poor.
He enlists Jack to persuade Adam Stanton to accept the position of hospital director, but Adam
is contemptuous of Willie and refuses the offer. A few days later, Anne, who also wants Adam to
take the position so as to help the poor, calls Jack to her apartment. Anxious to lure Adam
whatever the cost, Jack shows Anne his black book on Governor Stanton’s cover-up of Irwin’s
bribe. Anne then shows it to her brother, who, disillusioned by the truth about his father and the
Judge, accepts Willie’s offer. Since Anne had called him about Adam, Jack wonders how she
had known about Willie’s highly secret plan to appoint her brother. When Sadie Burke charges
into his office, angry that Willie is “two-timing” her again, Jack becomes suspicious. He walks to
Anne’s apartment, stares in her eyes, and has his question answered before asking it: Anne
nods her head to indicate that yes, she has become Willie’s mistress.CHAPTERS 7–8
Shattered, Jack retreats into the Great Sleep by driving west until he reaches the California
coast. He thinks back to 1919, when he and Anne, age 21 and 17, intended to marry. They were
about to make love one night, when Anne’s mother returned home unexpectedly. After that, they
drifted apart. Anne went east to a finishing school and Jack became a law student. He soon
flunked out of law school and decided to try reporting; thus, he was working for the Chronicle
when he first met Willie in 1922. Two years later, he was in graduate school, but by 1926 he had
returned to newspaper work to cover Willie’s first campaign. It was then that he met the beautiful,
well-to-do Lois Seager, whom he married, since they were “perfectly adjusted sexually.” A
problem developed, however, when Jack began to see Lois “as a person” and not just as a
beautiful body. Lust turned to disgust, and he deserted her.When Jack drives back from
California, he decides that losing Anne to Willie is not a loss but only another fact to be filed in
his black book before getting on with the next job. While watching Adam perform a lobotomy, he
arrives at his theory of the “Great Twitch,” in which he concludes that everyone is merely
“twitching” in reaction to some sort of nonelectrical current, without knowing any more about why
—and with no more control—than Adam’s patient. As an example of one of these “twitches,”
Sibyl Frey and her father, Marvin Frey, claim that she has been made pregnant by Willie’s son,
Tom. Jack learns that any one “of a platoon”—including Tom—might be the father. But Willie
cannot afford a scandal, since he intends to run for the Senate when his current term as



governor ends. MacMurfee gets hold of the story and makes a deal with the Freys whereby they
go into hiding out of state so that Willie cannot bribe them; he then tells Willie that the Freys will
drop their paternity suit if Willie will back down from the Senate race, thereby clearing the way for
MacMurfee to win. Willie tells Jack to pull out whatever he has managed to discover about
Judge Irwin, since the judge is the only one MacMurfee might listen to. Jack leaves photocopies
of his notebook with Irwin, then goes to his mother’s house. Shortly after his arrival, he hears his
mother scream, and when he finds her by the telephone he learns that the judge has committed
suicide. Hysterical, Jack’s mother screams, “You killed him.… Your father and oh! you killed him.”
This is how Jack learns that Irwin was his father. After Irwin’s burial, Jack is named heir to the
judge’s heavily mortgaged estate.CHAPTERS 9–10 Willie has insisted that his new hospital will
not be soiled by politics, but with Irwin dead, the person who can lean hardest on MacMurfee is
Gummy Larson, one of MacMurfee’s biggest supporters. Larson’s price is the building contract
for the hospital. Willie is outraged and ashamed, but Tiny Duffy is delighted, since he made the
arrangements and expects a big kickback for himself. Though the Freys cause no more trouble,
there is further sadness when Tom becomes permanently paralyzed after suffering a spinal cord
injury in a college football game. Willie then cancels his deal with Gummy Larson, and when
Tiny Duffy protests loudly, he is humiliated by Willie. Grieving over his son’s injury. Willie returns
to Lucy after abandoning Sadie Burke and Anne Stanton as mistresses.Jack, who has been
staying away from the shady side of politics to work hard on a tax bill, refuses to blackmail
anyone else, even when Willie asks him to. After Irwin’s suicide, Jack realized for the first time
the dangers of manipulating facts and people, and now feels a strong need for integrity. One day
he receives a telephone call from Anne, who says Adam has been told that she is Willie’s
mistress and now thinks the offer to become director of the new hospital was arranged by her as
part of a bribe. Adam berated her for it, knocked her down, and stormed out of her apartment in
a rage. He has gone to the capitol, where he is now waiting in the domed lobby for Willie to
appear. When Willie arrives, Adam shoots him and is instantly killed when Sugar-Boy O’Sheean
fires back. Willie dies a few days later, and his funeral is a state occasion. Adam, meanwhile, is
quietly buried in Burden’s Landing.Jack now seeks to find out how Adam learned about Anne
and Willie. Anne knows only that Adam took a phone call from some man. An emotionally
disturbed Sadie Burke admits to Jack that in her anger at Willie, she told Tiny Duffy about
Willie’s affair with Anne. Tiny, who has now taken over as governor, had been pushed too far by
Willie and was the one who made the call to Adam that sent Willie to his death. Jack later meets
Sugar-Boy and realizes that a few words to Willie’s former bodyguard about Duffy’s betrayal
would prompt Sugar-Boy to kill Duffy. Jack is tempted to speak, but knows that he would be as
corrupt as Duffy if he did so.Anne and Jack, realizing that they still love each other, marry and
live for a time in Irwin’s house. Jack writes that this has been his story as much as Willie’s, and
that he now looks at the world in a very different way than he did years earlier, when he believed
that “nobody had any responsibility for anything and that there was no god but the Great
Twitch.”One morning, he woke up and no longer believed in the Great Twitch. He had seen that



one’s actions do have an impact on other people and that one does have responsibility for one’s
life. With this in mind, he brings Ellis Burden, now a dying man, home to live with them. Jack is at
work again on the Cass Mastern story, and this time believes he may come to understand the
man.BACKGROUNDTYPE OF WORK Novel of social realismFIRST PUBLISHED
1946AUTHOR Robert Penn Warren (1905–89), born in Guthrie, Kentucky. Poet, novelist, literary
critic. Educated at Vanderbilt University (B.A. 1925), University of California-Berkeley (M.A.
1927), Yale (1928–29). Began his literary career as a member of the “Fugitive” group of young
Southern poets. Taught at numerous colleges. As editor of the Southern Review, he had great
influence on Southern writing. Received the Pulitzer Prize in 1947 for All the King’s Men and in
1958 for poetry. Warren was named the first official Poet Laureate of the United States (1986–
87).SETTING OF NOVEL An unnamed Southern state (probably Louisiana).TIME OF NOVEL
Jack narrates the story in 1939. Main action covers period of 1936–38, the events leading to
Willie’s assassination and its aftermath. Flashbacks to the past provide background
information.KEY CHARACTERSWILLIE STARK Governor of a Southern state (probably
Louisiana); “the Boss” of the state’s political machine. Begins as an honest country lawyer but
becomes a corrupt, blackmailing, rabble-rousing politician during his political rise to
governor.JACK BURDEN Willie’s devoted confidential assistant; ex-reporter. He searches for the
truth about himself and in the end discovers that people must take responsibility for their actions,
since they will have an effect on others.TINY DUFFY Corrupt political aide; lieutenant governor
during Willie’s second term. Greedy, untrustworthy.JUDGE MONTAGUE (MONTY) IRWIN Jack’s
real father. Aristocratic and influential in state politics; pretends to have high moral standards, but
has committed adultery and taken a bribe.ANNE STANTON Jack’s first love; later Willie’s
mistress; eventually Jack’s wife.ADAM STANTON Anne’s idealistic brother; a surgeon.SADIE
BURKE Willie’s tough, shrewd executive secretary and mistress.MAIN THEMES & IDEAS1. ALL
THE KING’S MEN This is the story of the rise and fall of a political “Boss,” Willie Stark. But it is
also the story of Jack Burden and others like him who forfeit their ethical standards in order to
become one of “the king’s men.” Though Willie’s character and political career are central to
much of the story’s action, it is the continuing education and moral growth of Jack Burden on
which the novel depends for its meaning. It is, after all, the story of “all the king’s men.” The
reader comes to know Jack better than Willie, since everything is seen through Jack’s eyes.2.
THE “GREAT SLEEP” AND THE “GREAT TWITCH” At the end of the novel, Jack’s philosophy of
life allows him to accept the idea that most people have both good and bad features. Earlier,
however, he believed that people could be neatly divided into two categories. He saw Ellis
Burden, supposedly his father, as a weak, gullible fool and thus completely unlike Judge Irwin, a
man known for his high moral standards. The truth, however, is that Ellis Burden, whom Jack
scorned, preferred to leave home rather than confront his wife and Irwin with their adultery—
while the judge had committed adultery and chose to escape financial bankruptcy by means of
“morally bankrupt” actions. Jack’s characteristic reaction, when brought face to face with that
which he cannot (or will not) understand, is to exist in a physical and emotional stupor, which he



calls the “Great Sleep.” He copes with reality by fleeing it: he abandons his Ph.D. dissertation; he
deserts Lois Seager; he drives as far west as he can when he learns of Anne’s affair with Willie.
This last flight from reality leads to Jack’s discovery of the “Great Twitch,” his theory that the
entire human race is mechanistically controlled by outside forces, and that no one is responsible
for anything. As events unravel and Jack sees friends and relatives maimed by other people’s
greed and ambition, he learns that a person’s actions do have an effect on others; he thus
rejects the Great Twitch theory. Examining his own life, he comes to realize that he must emerge
from the Great Sleep if he is to find meaning and happiness. When he discovers that he risks
being destroyed by the forces that ruined Willie, he abandons his unethical ways, introduces
moral integrity into his life, and finds happiness with Anne Stanton.3. SELF-IDENTITY As the
novel approaches its conclusion, Jack gradually separates his own position from Willie’s. After
Irwin’s death, Jack continues to work for Willie, but now he is compiling statistics for a new tax
bill; he thus recreates the past by taking over Willie’s earlier, more honest role. Jack now says to
Willie, “If you want any blackmailing done, get somebody else to do it.” When Willie claims that
they “made me do it” (i.e., give the hospital contract to Gummy Larson), Jack retorts that the
scandal raised by Tom, Willie’s own son, “had something to do with it.” Jack will never forget
Willie or downplay the genuine goodness of Willie’s reforms. But Willie became the man of
“fact”—practical, hard-headed, and successful, but also corrupt—and for Jack to be truly
himself, he must be Jack Burden. That means learning to live with the “burden,” the responsibility
of what he himself has done in the past and intends to do in the future.MAIN SYMBOLS1. THE
TITLE Comes from the Mother Goose rhyme “Humpty Dumpty,” in which “… All the king’s horses
and all the king’s men / Couldn’t put Humpty together again.” After Willie becomes governor, he
includes Tiny Duffy in his administration. Since Tiny had lied to Willie in 1922, Jack speculates
on Willie’s motives: “The Boss must have taken a kind of pride in the fact that he could make
Tiny Duffy a success. He had busted Tiny Duffy and then he had picked up the pieces and put
him back together again as his own creation.” The characters who actually fall and shatter,
however, are Willie and Adam.STYLE & STRUCTURELANGUAGE AND NARRATION Fast-
paced narrative, rich vocabulary, vivid, poetic imagery. First-person narration by Jack Burden
includes the oral and written comments of others. The narrative moves back and forth in time to
show the relationship of the past to the present. This helps the reader understand how the
characters have become what they are.CRITICAL OVERVIEWHISTORICAL BACKGROUND
There are many similarities between the novel’s Willie Stark and Huey P. Long, former governor
of Louisiana (1928–32), who was a U.S. senator when assassinated by a doctor at the state
capitol in Baton Rouge in 1935. Long was notable for social reforms but was widely accused of
heading a corrupt administration; impeachment was initiated in 1929 but not carried through,
and many feared that the Senate would be Long’s stepping-stone to the White House. Generally
speaking, critics reviewed Warren’s novel favorably for its literary merits, and Warren received
the Pulitzer Prize; but many were appalled by what seemed to them to be Warren’s defense of
Long’s career. In later years, critics realized that Huey Long had furnished the starting point for



Willie but did nothing to explain (or explain away) the significance of Jack Burden.All the King’s
MenRobert Penn WarrenPLOT SUMMARYPLOT SUMMARYJack Burden, an ex-reporter,
narrates the rise and fall of Willie Stark, an honest man turned corrupt politician who is
assassinated by his mistress’s brother.CHAPTERS 1–2 The time is 1939 and Jack Burden, the
narrator, is thinking about the past. He recalls that in 1936, Willie Stark, his boss and governor of
an unnamed Southern state (probably Louisiana), visits his childhood home in Mason City to be
photographed with his wife, Lucy Stark, and his elderly father. Willie, in his second term of office,
has been unofficially separated from Lucy for two years, so the trip is as much a public relations
stunt as it is a reflection of Willie’s genuine concern for Mason City and its people.Willie, “the
Boss,” is accompanied by Tiny Duffy, his devious lieutenant governor; Sadie Burke, Willie’s
shrewd executive secretary and mistress; Sugar-Boy O’Sheean, his devoted bodyguard/driver;
Willie’s good-hearted wife, Lucy; their teenage son, Tom, a handsome, arrogant college football
star; and Jack himself, Willie’s confidential assistant. Willie’s plans to spend the night are
abruptly changed, however, by unexpected news from the capital that the elderly Judge
Montague (Monty) Irwin, a powerful force in state politics, has announced that he will not
support Willie’s hand-picked candidate for the Senate. Willie and Jack immediately depart for
Jack’s hometown of Burden’s Landing, where Judge Irwin lives. Irwin, though outwardly polite,
makes clear his scorn for Willie and treats Jack coldly. On the way back to Mason City, Willie
tells Jack—a former newspaper reporter for the Chronicle—to find “something” on Irwin and
“make it stick.”The reader learns in a flashback that the young Willie was a “red-necked” man
who worked on the farm by day and studied law at night. By 1922, with the support of his
schoolteacher wife and his father, Willie becomes county treasurer. His honesty and political
naïveté cause him to protest when, on the insistence of Dolph Pillsbury, chairman of the county
commissioners, the building contract for a new school is awarded to J. H. Moore on the basis of
political connections instead of on price and quality of workmanship. Jack, who has not yet met
Willie, is the reporter assigned to cover the story. Willie loses his job as a result of his protests,
and Lucy is soon fired from her job as a teacher. The school is built badly, and two years later the
fire escape collapses during a fire drill, killing three children. From this moment on, Willie
becomes a popular hero for having fought against the corrupt system.In 1926, the Democratic
primary race for governor is a battle between Joe Harrison, a former governor and a candidate
with strong urban support, and Sam MacMurfee, the incumbent governor who has strong rural
support. A member of the Harrison group suggests they nominate a dummy candidate with
strong rural support who can split the MacMurfee vote. Everyone agrees that Willie is the man
for the job and that Tiny Duffy, a Harrison supporter, should be his campaign manager. However,
they do not reveal their true motives to Willie; instead, they lead him to believe that he can win
and bring back honest government to the office. Willie, now a lawyer, consents to run in the
primary.Willie’s speeches, however, are boring and it appears that he is not serving the need
that Harrison had hoped he would. Sadie Burke, a political mover and shaker in the Harrison
party, follows Willie from town to town, monitoring his effectiveness for the Harrison group. She



and Jack have been friends for years, and when they meet in a restaurant after one of Willie’s
speeches, she confesses that she ought to have told the Harrison “big boys” to call off the frame-
up long ago. Willie, she believes, is hopeless and pathetic.Several days later, a dejected Willie,
who knows that the crowds aren’t listening to his speeches, tells Jack that he sees he cannot be
elected. Sadie, mistakenly concluding that someone has told Willie about Harrison’s plan, blurts
out that he is a thick-headed “sap” for not being smart enough to realize that he has been
framed. Feeling vengeful, Willie gets drunk for the first time in his life. The next day, he throws
aside the statistics and makes a rousing speech to a crowd of voters in which he tells them
about his being framed by the Harrison camp and asserts that they must get rid of city-slicker
politicians who exploit them. He publicly thanks Sadie for making him see the truth, and
announces that he is giving up his own campaign to work for MacMurfee.Willie travels the state
to unite the rural vote behind MacMurfee, warning that MacMurfee had better “deliver” or Willie
will be back to “nail up his hide.” MacMurfee wins the election of 1926 and Willie returns to
Mason City to practice law. But for the next four years Willie’s ambition grows, and in 1930 he is
elected governor by a landslide, with the help of Sadie Burke, who has become his executive
secretary and mistress. He hires the dishonest Tiny Duffy as an assistant, since he wants to
keep an eye on him rather than have Duffy working behind his back. He also hires Jack as a
confidential assistant after Jack quits his job at the newspaper over a disagreement with Jim
Madison, his manager.CHAPTERS 3–4 By Willie’s third year as governor, he has forced many
reforms through the legislature, but some of his methods are unethical and dishonest. He has
abandoned his former idealism and morality, since he believes them to be irrelevant to political
life. Lucy is appalled by Willie’s maneuvers and is ready to leave him (though she remains with
him until after the 1934 election).One of Jack’s jobs is to fill black notebooks with information
useful in blackmailing legislators to vote “correctly.” In 1933, he visits his mother in Burden’s
Landing and thinks back to the separation of his parents in 1904; Jack was only six when his
father, Ellis Burden, a “scholarly attorney,” deserted his family after learning that his wife was
having an affair with Judge Irwin, his best friend. (Later it is revealed that Irwin, not Burden, is
Jack’s real father.) Devastated, Burden left his law career and moved to shabby rooms in the
skid row section of Burden’s Landing to work with poor people. Jack recalls his childhood
friendship with the idealistic Adam Stanton, now a famous surgeon, and Adam’s sister Anne,
now an unmarried social worker living in the state capital. They are the children of former
Governor Joel Stanton, who was a good friend of Judge Irwin’s. In the summer of 1915, Jack,
age 17, fell in love with Anne, age 13, but nothing came of it at that time.Back in the capital,
while Jack is in Burden’s Landing, Byram B. White, the state auditor, has been caught accepting
a bribe, and MacMurfee’s group is threatening to impeach both Willie and White. Willie
barnstorms the state to rally popular support and uses Jack’s black notebooks to pressure
influential people into cooperating. Impeachment proceedings are dropped, thereby paving the
way for Willie’s triumphant reelection in 1934.In a flashback to 1924, Jack tells of leaving his
newspaper job to work on his Ph.D. in American history. His dissertation was to be a study of the



private papers of Cass Mastern, a great-uncle of Jack’s who died in 1864. Cass had had an
affair with Annabelle Trice, wife of his friend Duncan Trice, and Duncan committed suicide after
finding out about it. Jack was interested in exploring the relationship between the facts of a
man’s life and the motivation behind his actions; but after conducting a large amount of
research, he was no closer to understanding Cass Mastern than he had been before starting his
research. He thus abandoned the dissertation and went back to work at the newspaper, where
he could deal in facts without having to interpret or judge them, but where he numbly and
regretfully considered himself to be living in the “Great Sleep.”CHAPTERS 5–6 Proceeding with
his task of finding something discreditable about Judge Irwin, Jack spends about seven months
in Burden’s Landing researching Irwin’s past. In the autumn of 1936, while examining public
records, he discovers that in 1914, the judge, in debt and faced with the prospect of losing his
plantation, was somehow able to raise the money to pay off a $42,000 mortgage. Jack then
learns that during that same time, as attorney general in the administration of Governor Stanton,
Irwin was prosecuting the Southern Belle Fuel Co. for violations of state law. In May of 1914, the
state suddenly dropped its charges against Southern Belle, and in 1915 Irwin accepted the vice-
presidency of American Electrical. When Jack traces out stockholdings, he finds that Southern
Belle was a subsidiary of American Electrical. He also notices that the attorney for American
Electrical, Mortimer L. Littlepaugh, jumped to his death from a hotel window in 1915 after being
fired from the job that was offered to Irwin. Jack searches out Littlepaugh’s sister, Miss
Littlepaugh, in Memphis and recovers from her a letter from Littlepaugh confirming that Irwin
dropped the charges against the subsidiary company after being bribed with stock and a highly
paid position with the parent company. When Miss Littlepaugh informed Governor Stanton about
Irwin’s illegal dealings, Stanton protected his old friend Irwin by refusing to take action in the
case. Jack completes his investigation in March 1937.Meanwhile, Willie has been making plans
for a new hospital—to be named after himself—that will supply free medical service to the poor.
He enlists Jack to persuade Adam Stanton to accept the position of hospital director, but Adam
is contemptuous of Willie and refuses the offer. A few days later, Anne, who also wants Adam to
take the position so as to help the poor, calls Jack to her apartment. Anxious to lure Adam
whatever the cost, Jack shows Anne his black book on Governor Stanton’s cover-up of Irwin’s
bribe. Anne then shows it to her brother, who, disillusioned by the truth about his father and the
Judge, accepts Willie’s offer. Since Anne had called him about Adam, Jack wonders how she
had known about Willie’s highly secret plan to appoint her brother. When Sadie Burke charges
into his office, angry that Willie is “two-timing” her again, Jack becomes suspicious. He walks to
Anne’s apartment, stares in her eyes, and has his question answered before asking it: Anne
nods her head to indicate that yes, she has become Willie’s mistress.CHAPTERS 7–8
Shattered, Jack retreats into the Great Sleep by driving west until he reaches the California
coast. He thinks back to 1919, when he and Anne, age 21 and 17, intended to marry. They were
about to make love one night, when Anne’s mother returned home unexpectedly. After that, they
drifted apart. Anne went east to a finishing school and Jack became a law student. He soon



flunked out of law school and decided to try reporting; thus, he was working for the Chronicle
when he first met Willie in 1922. Two years later, he was in graduate school, but by 1926 he had
returned to newspaper work to cover Willie’s first campaign. It was then that he met the beautiful,
well-to-do Lois Seager, whom he married, since they were “perfectly adjusted sexually.” A
problem developed, however, when Jack began to see Lois “as a person” and not just as a
beautiful body. Lust turned to disgust, and he deserted her.When Jack drives back from
California, he decides that losing Anne to Willie is not a loss but only another fact to be filed in
his black book before getting on with the next job. While watching Adam perform a lobotomy, he
arrives at his theory of the “Great Twitch,” in which he concludes that everyone is merely
“twitching” in reaction to some sort of nonelectrical current, without knowing any more about why
—and with no more control—than Adam’s patient. As an example of one of these “twitches,”
Sibyl Frey and her father, Marvin Frey, claim that she has been made pregnant by Willie’s son,
Tom. Jack learns that any one “of a platoon”—including Tom—might be the father. But Willie
cannot afford a scandal, since he intends to run for the Senate when his current term as
governor ends. MacMurfee gets hold of the story and makes a deal with the Freys whereby they
go into hiding out of state so that Willie cannot bribe them; he then tells Willie that the Freys will
drop their paternity suit if Willie will back down from the Senate race, thereby clearing the way for
MacMurfee to win. Willie tells Jack to pull out whatever he has managed to discover about
Judge Irwin, since the judge is the only one MacMurfee might listen to. Jack leaves photocopies
of his notebook with Irwin, then goes to his mother’s house. Shortly after his arrival, he hears his
mother scream, and when he finds her by the telephone he learns that the judge has committed
suicide. Hysterical, Jack’s mother screams, “You killed him.… Your father and oh! you killed him.”
This is how Jack learns that Irwin was his father. After Irwin’s burial, Jack is named heir to the
judge’s heavily mortgaged estate.CHAPTERS 9–10 Willie has insisted that his new hospital will
not be soiled by politics, but with Irwin dead, the person who can lean hardest on MacMurfee is
Gummy Larson, one of MacMurfee’s biggest supporters. Larson’s price is the building contract
for the hospital. Willie is outraged and ashamed, but Tiny Duffy is delighted, since he made the
arrangements and expects a big kickback for himself. Though the Freys cause no more trouble,
there is further sadness when Tom becomes permanently paralyzed after suffering a spinal cord
injury in a college football game. Willie then cancels his deal with Gummy Larson, and when
Tiny Duffy protests loudly, he is humiliated by Willie. Grieving over his son’s injury. Willie returns
to Lucy after abandoning Sadie Burke and Anne Stanton as mistresses.Jack, who has been
staying away from the shady side of politics to work hard on a tax bill, refuses to blackmail
anyone else, even when Willie asks him to. After Irwin’s suicide, Jack realized for the first time
the dangers of manipulating facts and people, and now feels a strong need for integrity. One day
he receives a telephone call from Anne, who says Adam has been told that she is Willie’s
mistress and now thinks the offer to become director of the new hospital was arranged by her as
part of a bribe. Adam berated her for it, knocked her down, and stormed out of her apartment in
a rage. He has gone to the capitol, where he is now waiting in the domed lobby for Willie to



appear. When Willie arrives, Adam shoots him and is instantly killed when Sugar-Boy O’Sheean
fires back. Willie dies a few days later, and his funeral is a state occasion. Adam, meanwhile, is
quietly buried in Burden’s Landing.Jack now seeks to find out how Adam learned about Anne
and Willie. Anne knows only that Adam took a phone call from some man. An emotionally
disturbed Sadie Burke admits to Jack that in her anger at Willie, she told Tiny Duffy about
Willie’s affair with Anne. Tiny, who has now taken over as governor, had been pushed too far by
Willie and was the one who made the call to Adam that sent Willie to his death. Jack later meets
Sugar-Boy and realizes that a few words to Willie’s former bodyguard about Duffy’s betrayal
would prompt Sugar-Boy to kill Duffy. Jack is tempted to speak, but knows that he would be as
corrupt as Duffy if he did so.Anne and Jack, realizing that they still love each other, marry and
live for a time in Irwin’s house. Jack writes that this has been his story as much as Willie’s, and
that he now looks at the world in a very different way than he did years earlier, when he believed
that “nobody had any responsibility for anything and that there was no god but the Great
Twitch.”One morning, he woke up and no longer believed in the Great Twitch. He had seen that
one’s actions do have an impact on other people and that one does have responsibility for one’s
life. With this in mind, he brings Ellis Burden, now a dying man, home to live with them. Jack is at
work again on the Cass Mastern story, and this time believes he may come to understand the
man.BACKGROUNDBACKGROUNDTYPE OF WORK Novel of social realismFIRST
PUBLISHED 1946AUTHOR Robert Penn Warren (1905–89), born in Guthrie, Kentucky. Poet,
novelist, literary critic. Educated at Vanderbilt University (B.A. 1925), University of California-
Berkeley (M.A. 1927), Yale (1928–29). Began his literary career as a member of the “Fugitive”
group of young Southern poets. Taught at numerous colleges. As editor of the Southern Review,
he had great influence on Southern writing. Received the Pulitzer Prize in 1947 for All the King’s
Men and in 1958 for poetry. Warren was named the first official Poet Laureate of the United
States (1986–87).SETTING OF NOVEL An unnamed Southern state (probably Louisiana).TIME
OF NOVEL Jack narrates the story in 1939. Main action covers period of 1936–38, the events
leading to Willie’s assassination and its aftermath. Flashbacks to the past provide background
information.KEY CHARACTERSKEY CHARACTERSWILLIE STARK Governor of a Southern
state (probably Louisiana); “the Boss” of the state’s political machine. Begins as an honest
country lawyer but becomes a corrupt, blackmailing, rabble-rousing politician during his political
rise to governor.JACK BURDEN Willie’s devoted confidential assistant; ex-reporter. He searches
for the truth about himself and in the end discovers that people must take responsibility for their
actions, since they will have an effect on others.TINY DUFFY Corrupt political aide; lieutenant
governor during Willie’s second term. Greedy, untrustworthy.JUDGE MONTAGUE (MONTY)
IRWIN Jack’s real father. Aristocratic and influential in state politics; pretends to have high moral
standards, but has committed adultery and taken a bribe.ANNE STANTON Jack’s first love; later
Willie’s mistress; eventually Jack’s wife.ADAM STANTON Anne’s idealistic brother; a
surgeon.SADIE BURKE Willie’s tough, shrewd executive secretary and mistress.MAIN THEMES
& IDEASMAIN THEMES & IDEAS1. ALL THE KING’S MEN This is the story of the rise and fall



of a political “Boss,” Willie Stark. But it is also the story of Jack Burden and others like him who
forfeit their ethical standards in order to become one of “the king’s men.” Though Willie’s
character and political career are central to much of the story’s action, it is the continuing
education and moral growth of Jack Burden on which the novel depends for its meaning. It is,
after all, the story of “all the king’s men.” The reader comes to know Jack better than Willie, since
everything is seen through Jack’s eyes.2. THE “GREAT SLEEP” AND THE “GREAT TWITCH” At
the end of the novel, Jack’s philosophy of life allows him to accept the idea that most people
have both good and bad features. Earlier, however, he believed that people could be neatly
divided into two categories. He saw Ellis Burden, supposedly his father, as a weak, gullible fool
and thus completely unlike Judge Irwin, a man known for his high moral standards. The truth,
however, is that Ellis Burden, whom Jack scorned, preferred to leave home rather than confront
his wife and Irwin with their adultery—while the judge had committed adultery and chose to
escape financial bankruptcy by means of “morally bankrupt” actions. Jack’s characteristic
reaction, when brought face to face with that which he cannot (or will not) understand, is to exist
in a physical and emotional stupor, which he calls the “Great Sleep.” He copes with reality by
fleeing it: he abandons his Ph.D. dissertation; he deserts Lois Seager; he drives as far west as
he can when he learns of Anne’s affair with Willie. This last flight from reality leads to Jack’s
discovery of the “Great Twitch,” his theory that the entire human race is mechanistically
controlled by outside forces, and that no one is responsible for anything. As events unravel and
Jack sees friends and relatives maimed by other people’s greed and ambition, he learns that a
person’s actions do have an effect on others; he thus rejects the Great Twitch theory. Examining
his own life, he comes to realize that he must emerge from the Great Sleep if he is to find
meaning and happiness. When he discovers that he risks being destroyed by the forces that
ruined Willie, he abandons his unethical ways, introduces moral integrity into his life, and finds
happiness with Anne Stanton.3. SELF-IDENTITY As the novel approaches its conclusion, Jack
gradually separates his own position from Willie’s. After Irwin’s death, Jack continues to work for
Willie, but now he is compiling statistics for a new tax bill; he thus recreates the past by taking
over Willie’s earlier, more honest role. Jack now says to Willie, “If you want any blackmailing
done, get somebody else to do it.” When Willie claims that they “made me do it” (i.e., give the
hospital contract to Gummy Larson), Jack retorts that the scandal raised by Tom, Willie’s own
son, “had something to do with it.” Jack will never forget Willie or downplay the genuine
goodness of Willie’s reforms. But Willie became the man of “fact”—practical, hard-headed, and
successful, but also corrupt—and for Jack to be truly himself, he must be Jack Burden. That
means learning to live with the “burden,” the responsibility of what he himself has done in the
past and intends to do in the future.MAIN SYMBOLSMAIN SYMBOLS1. THE TITLE Comes
from the Mother Goose rhyme “Humpty Dumpty,” in which “… All the king’s horses and all the
king’s men / Couldn’t put Humpty together again.” After Willie becomes governor, he includes
Tiny Duffy in his administration. Since Tiny had lied to Willie in 1922, Jack speculates on Willie’s
motives: “The Boss must have taken a kind of pride in the fact that he could make Tiny Duffy a



success. He had busted Tiny Duffy and then he had picked up the pieces and put him back
together again as his own creation.” The characters who actually fall and shatter, however, are
Willie and Adam.STYLE & STRUCTURESTYLE & STRUCTURELANGUAGE AND NARRATION
Fast-paced narrative, rich vocabulary, vivid, poetic imagery. First-person narration by Jack
Burden includes the oral and written comments of others. The narrative moves back and forth in
time to show the relationship of the past to the present. This helps the reader understand how
the characters have become what they are.CRITICAL OVERVIEWCRITICAL
OVERVIEWHISTORICAL BACKGROUND There are many similarities between the novel’s Willie
Stark and Huey P. Long, former governor of Louisiana (1928–32), who was a U.S. senator when
assassinated by a doctor at the state capitol in Baton Rouge in 1935. Long was notable for
social reforms but was widely accused of heading a corrupt administration; impeachment was
initiated in 1929 but not carried through, and many feared that the Senate would be Long’s
stepping-stone to the White House. Generally speaking, critics reviewed Warren’s novel
favorably for its literary merits, and Warren received the Pulitzer Prize; but many were appalled
by what seemed to them to be Warren’s defense of Long’s career. In later years, critics realized
that Huey Long had furnished the starting point for Willie but did nothing to explain (or explain
away) the significance of Jack Burden.Animal FarmGeorge OrwellPLOT SUMMARYSome farm
animals revolt against their human owners and establish a “free” society that turns into a
dictatorship.CHAPTERS 1–2 When drunken Farmer Jones staggers off to bed, Old Major, a
prize pig, calls the farm animals together and tells them of his dream. He thinks animal life is
miserable slavery and that humans are their bitter enemy. Major urges the animals to rebel and
teaches them the Rebellion song, “Beasts of England.” When Major dies, other pigs—notably
Snowball and Napoleon, aided by Squealer—assemble Major’s ideas into a system called
“Animalism.” The tame raven, Moses, seductively preaches to the animals about Sugarcandy
Mountain in the sky, where after death they will enjoy all the things they want. On Midsummer’s
Day, June 24, the unfed animals break into the farm’s food stores, then drive away Jones and his
farmhands. They destroy the tools that symbolize Jones’s ownership, change the name of
“Manor Farm” to “Animal Farm,” and draw up a list of Seven Commandments, the laws by which
they will govern themselves.CHAPTERS 3–4 The animals harvest a superb crop, with the pigs
acting as supervisors. Boxer, the enormous cart horse, coins the slogan “I will work harder!” in
order to advance the animals’ Rebellion. Only Benjamin, the old donkey, remains unconvinced
that the animals will succeed. Most of the animals learn to read and count. Snowball and
Napoleon, who share the leadership at first, begin to clash because they have different opinions
about the purpose of the revolt. Snowball teaches the sheep the slogan “Four legs good, two
legs bad” so that they will believe in the superiority of animals (four legs) over humans (two legs).
On the other hand, Napoleon takes on nine newborn puppies to raise so that he can use them
later for his own selfish purposes as guard dogs. The pigs take the milk and the apples for
themselves. Squealer, Napoleon’s spokesman, obtains the animals’ cooperation by warning
them that they must obey, or see Jones come back to take charge. News of the successful



Rebellion spreads, alarming Mr. Pikington, who owns nearby Foxwood Farm, and Mr. Frederick
of Pinchfield Farm. The two spread malicious lies about the cannibalistic practices and immoral
behavior at Animal Farm. Jones and his men invade the farm, but Snowball, who had studied
Caesar’s campaigns, leads a successful counterattack at the “Battle of the Cowshed.” Snowball
is awarded the medal, “Animal Hero, First Class.”CHAPTERS 5–6 A foolish young mare, Mollie,
deserts the farm. Snowball and Napoleon are increasingly at odds about how the fields should
be planted, whether to build a windmill that will create electrical power (Snowball thinks they
should), and how to defend the farm against future attacks. At a Sunday meeting, Napoleon
summons the dogs he had taken to raise. They are now large, ferocious beasts. They drive
Snowball from the farm, thereby ensuring Napoleon’s total control. He forbids further debates
about policy, and commands that the windmill be built, claiming its construction as his own idea,
although it had been Snowball’s. Boxer coins another slogan, “Napoleon is always right,” as the
animals submit, with some bewilderment, to Napoleon’s orders.Almost a year of hard work and
various shortages has passed since the takeover of the farm. The animals are still pleased by
what they consider to be their free state, and they even accept Napoleon’s order of extra work on
Sunday. Boxer sets an example by his enormous efforts to construct the windmill. Napoleon
announces that Animal Farm will begin to trade with humans for necessary goods, but the
animals are uneasy about this, for they want no dealings with people. The pigs move into
Jones’s house, and Napoleon takes the title of “Leader.” A November storm destroys the
windmill, and Napoleon blames it on Snowball, whom he now falsely calls a traitor. Nonetheless,
the windmill will be rebuilt and made stronger.CHAPTERS 7–8 The winter is bitter and food is
short. To counteract unfavorable rumors among the humans about conditions at Animal Farm,
Napoleon deceives Mr. Whymper, a lawyer who is their go-between with the town, by making
Whymper think that all is well on the farm. Napoleon’s order that the hens must deliver 400 eggs
a week for trade causes the hens to rebel, but unsuccessfully. False accusations against
Snowball are spread by Squealer. Napoleon’s guard dogs attack four young pigs in order to stifle
opposition. Even Boxer, suspected of questioning Napoleon’s actions, must fend off an attack by
the dogs. Many other animals panic and confess to acts of treason (overthrow of government)
which they have not even committed. Soon, a mound of corpses lies at Napoleon’s feet. Boxer
concludes that the fault for such confessions and bloodshed must lie with the animals, not with
Napoleon. Others, among them the noble old mare Clover, uneasily realize that this is not what
they had hoped and worked for. Napoleon abolishes the Rebellion song “Beasts of England,”
arguing that the song is no longer necessary now that the Rebellion is over. He substitutes one
written by one of his followers.The animals work hard all year. The Sixth Commandment (“No
animal shall kill any other animal”) is changed in order to suit Napoleon’s purposes. The new
Sixth Commandment is, “No animal shall kill any other animal without cause.” He assumes lofty
titles, and his portrait is prominently displayed. The completed windmill is named “Napoleon Hill.”
He sells a stack of timber to Frederick, who pays with forged money and then launches an attack
on Animal Farm. The windmill is blown up, but the animals win the “Battle of the Windmill” by



driving off the humans. The pigs discover a case of whiskey and get drunk, then decide to plant
barley to produce their own alcohol. Only the skeptical Benjamin realizes that Squealer has been
secretly altering the Seven Commandments at Napoleon’s orders.CHAPTERS 9–10 All but the
pigs and dogs suffer from reduced rations in the winter, but the animals convince themselves
that what matters is that they are free of human control. The pigs plan a school for their young
and enjoy privileges that the other animals do not have. Napoleon orders weekly “Spontaneous
Demonstrations” and is elected president of the Animal Republic. The pigs tolerate Moses’
preaching because he soothes the animals with promises of better things to come. When the
pigs sell Boxer, old and ill, to the slaughterhouse, only Benjamin realizes what Boxer’s terrible
fate is. The pigs get drunk at a banquet supposedly held in honor of the late Boxer.Years pass.
The farm has prospered, but only the pigs and dogs have a better life than before. The others
take comfort in knowing that they are free of human control. But Squealer stuns them by walking
on his hind legs, like a human. He is followed by the other pigs, and finally by Napoleon, who
carries a whip—the thing animals dread most. The sheep chant a new slogan, “Four legs good,
two legs better.” Now there is only one Commandment, which stresses that some animals are
“more equal” than others. The pigs install telephones, subscribe to newspapers, and begin to
smoke tobacco and wear clothes. Humans arrive for a tour and remain for a banquet with the
pigs in the farmhouse. Napoleon assures his guests that the term “Comrade,” which was used
equally by animals in the community, is now abolished. He also announces that the term “Animal
Farm” no longer exists; instead, the property will now be known as “Manor Farm.” The other
animals, excluded from the festivities, look through the farmhouse windows and are appalled to
realize that they can no longer distinguish the pigs from the humans.BACKGROUNDTYPE OF
WORK Animal fable/satire written as a novelFIRST PUBLISHED 1945AUTHOR George Orwell
(real name Eric Arthur Blair, 1903–50), Englishman, born in Bengal, India. Novelist, political
essayist, satirist. Educated in England (Eton); worked for the Indian Imperial Police in Burma
(1922–27). Returned to Europe; lived in poverty in London and Paris. Socialist; served with
Loyalist forces in the Spanish Civil War, where he saw abuses of communism. Later, though still
a leftist, he was violently opposed to communism and any form of totalitarianism (dictatorship).
Distrusted all political parties. Among numerous works: Down and Out in Paris and London
(1933, autobiography); Burmese Days (1934, novel); Homage to Catalonia (1938,
autobiography); 1984 (1949, anti-utopian novel); Shooting an Elephant and Other Essays
(1950).SETTING OF NOVEL “Manor Farm” in England; name later changed to “Animal Farm”;
parts of surrounding countryside, including two neighborhood farms. References to a market
town. Farmhouse, barns, sheds, pastures, roads, gates of farm.TIME OF NOVEL Action covers
several years. Since the setting is a farm, frequent reference is made to the four seasons, how
they affect animals’ community (planting, growth, harvest). By the end of the novel, most of the
animals active in the first part of the novel have grown old or have died.KEY CHARACTERSOLD
MAJOR Prize pig who plants seeds of Rebellion against human control. Urges animals to
cooperate, stressing that they are all equal. Tells of the “golden future time” and teaches animals



to sing “Beasts of England,” a song of unity. His skull later becomes an object of veneration
(dignity, respect, worship). Political symbolism: Orwell compares Old Major to Karl Marx (1818–
83), a major force behind socialism (in this context, communism), who had a dream of a better
society, where justice, equality, and service to the common good would prevail.NAPOLEON
Greedy, determined pig who always gets his own way. Causes Snowball to be driven from
Animal Farm; seizes power for himself. His rule is based on ruthlessness, propaganda. Assumes
title of “Leader,” destroys opposition through bloody acts. In the end, takes on features of
humans: walks on two legs, smokes, wears clothing. But most of all, carries whip—a sign of
authority and lordship that animals dread. Political symbolism: represents Joseph Stalin (1879–
1953), leader of the Communist Party. Orwell was critical of Communists for ruining the original
socialist goals and for setting up a government in which a small group of dictators held power
over the community. Character’s name also recalls Napoleon Bonaparte (1769–1821), dictatorial
emperor of France after the French Revolution.SNOWBALL Pig who shares power with
Napoleon in the beginning. Forced to flee into exile. Organizes committees, constantly plans to
ensure efficient operation of farm. Has visions of self-sufficient society in which, for example,
windmill can harness natural power to serve animals. Snowball’s greatest error: failure to
recognize Napoleon’s ruthlessness. His name acquires evil reputation in later years because of
Squealer’s malicious propaganda. Political symbolism: represents Leon Trotsky (1879–1940),
whose practical ideas served as the driving force behind the Russian Revolution and who turned
dreams and visions into realities. Like Trotsky, Snowball is a brilliant speaker with great
persuasive powers.BOXER Cart horse of great size and strength; limited intelligence. Never
masters more than the first four letters of the alphabet, but works hard, sets example for others.
When he is old and ill, pigs show no appreciation for his mighty efforts. Political symbolism:
exploited member of the working class whose labor provides happiness for others, not for
himself. Orwell’s idea is that individuals like Boxer stand to benefit most from a true socialist
system in which everyone in the community contributes to the common gain.SQUEALER Pig
who knows how to speak effectively; becomes Napoleon’s representative in bullying animals
and persuading them that Napoleon is always right in whatever he does. Constantly alarms the
others by warning that if they do not follow Napoleon’s orders, Jones will return to the farm and
dominate them again. Symbolism: he “squeals” on other animals.BENJAMIN Donkey; oldest
animal on farm. Skeptical about Rebellion, but keeps thoughts to himself. His only comment—
and it puzzles everyone—is that donkeys live a long time (and may see the rise and fall of many
politicians and social systems). His only close friend is Boxer, whom he is unable to save from
death at the slaughterhouse.MAIN THEMES & IDEAS1. BETRAYAL OF POLITICAL IDEALISM
“All animals are equal,” says Old Major; these words encourage animals to free themselves from
human control. With strong sense of comradeship, they vote to include even barn rats in their
group. After Rebellion has taken place, Snowball and Napoleon summarize its principles in
Seven Commandments: (1) Whatever goes upon two legs (i.e., a human) is an enemy. (2)
Whatever goes upon four legs, or two wings, is a friend. (3) No animal shall wear clothes. (4) No



animal shall sleep in a bed. (5) No animal shall drink alcohol. (6) No animal shall kill any other
animal. (7) All animals are equal. The passage of time, along with Napoleon’s maneuvers to
seize power, bring about drastic changes in the wording of the Commandments. Changes reflect
movement toward human status. Example: Commandment 5 becomes “No animal shall drink
alcohol to excess.” As memory of older generation begins to fade and the young grow up with no
firsthand knowledge of Animal Farm’s history, the Seven Commandments are abolished by
Napoleon in favor of only one: “All animals are equal, but some animals are more equal than
others.” This statement represents a betrayal of Old Major’s idealism; it describes how Napoleon
and those like him view the other animals.2. LUST FOR POWER Several animals have qualities
of leadership, but in different ways. Old Major’s encouragement leads animals to rebel, but he
has no personal interest beyond the defeat of the human race. Boxer, by his great labors, leads
others in making every effort for the animal cause, but has no capacity for any other kind of
leadership and submits willingly to the plans of more intelligent pigs. Snowball is a leader with
vision; his strength lies in organizing the animals into committees that will work to achieve the
goals of revolution. But he becomes so involved in theory and planning that he is caught off-
guard by Napoleon’s maneuvers and is forced into exile. Napoleon, who has a reputation for
always getting his own way, is a leader who moves unswervingly and ruthlessly toward his goal.
Although he adopts the tide of “Leader,” his only interest is in seizing power for himself. He
brushes aside theory and idealism. Napoleon’s emergence as a dictator shows that the goals of
the Rebellion have become corrupted; this demonstrates how absolute power corrupts
absolutely.3. PROPAGANDA AS WEAPON (Propaganda means “deliberate spreading of ideas
to further one’s cause or damage an opposing cause.”) Snowball, Napoleon, and Squealer
condense Old Major’s ideas into the system of Animalism, expressed in the Seven
Commandments that become widely known, spreading word of the Rebellion to other farms.
Used as favorable propaganda for animals everywhere, the system promotes the idea of a just
(fair) revolution. But Napoleon uses propaganda in a negative way. Through Squealer, he
convinces the animals that all misfortunes, failures, and shortcomings at Animal Farm are the
evil work of the exiled Snowball; he uses lies and propaganda to create a scapegoat who can be
blamed for whatever goes wrong. Propaganda becomes a powerful weapon that makes
Snowball seem criminal, but at the same time, he praises Napoleon’s supposedly unselfish
labors as a leader who sacrifices his own comfort and ease for others.4. EFFECTIVENESS OF
TERRORISM Napoleon strengthens his power by using as bodyguards a group of ferocious
dogs he had raised from puppies. The dogs obey only him; at his command they attack
Snowball, who is barely able to flee the farm; the dogs even attack Boxer, whom Squealer
suspects of doubting Napoleon’s leadership qualities. The bodyguards’ most terrifying act is the
slaying of many animals who falsely “accuse” themselves of treason because they have been
forced to do so. This ghastly deed—the first shedding of blood since Jones was driven away—
horrifies the animals, who, now more than ever, are at the mercy of Napoleon and his brutal
police force. The animals are totally helpless, have no way to resist terror, so they submit to



Napoleon’s rule.MAIN SYMBOLS1. THE FARMHOUSE Represents the main target of the
animals’ fear and hatred of humans; it is here that plans are devised to ensure continuing human
control. It is also the scene of drinking alcohol and smoking tobacco, which the animals consider
unhealthy. Napoleon and the pigs eventually inhabit the farmhouse, an act that symbolizes their
transformation into humanlike creatures.2. WHIPS Most feared, hated symbol of human
domination. One of the first things the victorious animals do is to burn the humans’ whips and
dance for joy. At the end of the novel, Napoleon appears like a Gestapo agent, carrying a whip
just as Jones had done.3. DOGS Napoleon secretly raises nine puppies until they grow into
large, ferocious beasts. He trains them to respond to his commands, to serve as a ruthless
police force in a dictator state, to kill as he wishes. He unleashes them against Snowball and
against any animals who question his authority.4. WINDMILL It is Snowball’s idea that they build
the windmill to create electrical power, but Napoleon later claims it as his own. When the
windmill is destroyed by humans, it is rebuilt and provides benefits for the Animal Republic. It is a
symbol of their defeat of humans (Battle of the Windmill) and of their ability to survive
independently when they use common sense and reason, not tyranny.5. “BEASTS OF
ENGLAND” Song taught by Old Major; symbol of hope. Refers to some vague “golden future
time” when human tyranny will be overthrown. Becomes the anthem of the Rebellion, although it
fails to tell how the golden age will be created. Napoleon bans the song in favor of another that
praises him, yet it remains an ideal in the minds of many animals.6. FLAG Green tablecloth
decorated by Snowball with white hoof and horn that symbolize animals’ sovereignty. Napoleon
later orders Snowball’s additions removed. The flag continues to serve as the focal point for
ceremonies.STYLE & STRUCTURELANGUAGE Simple, clear; effectively creates the
atmosphere of a world that, on the surface, is down-to-earth and unsophisticated, but that on a
deeper level is complex and contains many conflicting forces.NARRATOR Invisible, third-person
narrator who emphasizes the thoughts, feelings, and actions of animals.FABLE (Short tale that
teaches a moral lesson, with animals as characters.) The animals act in accordance with their
animal nature, but their ideas and emotions are those of human beings: Benjamin is skeptical
about the chances of improving his lot and feels just as disillusioned about their new society as a
human would; Clover, the gentle, patient elderly mare, reacts to tragic events with the
compassionate tears of a human being. It is obvious that Orwell sympathizes with the plight of
the animals, whether they are ruled by Jones or Napoleon. His treatment of animals makes them
believable as individuals, not just as types.IRONY (Use of words to express a meaning opposite
to the literal meaning.) Orwell sees the animals’ flaws as well as their positive qualities; treats
circumstances of their lives with persuasive irony: the Rebellion occurs not merely because of a
bloodthirsty desire for revenge on the animals’ part, but also because Jones has forgotten to
feed them and they are desperately hungry.STRUCTURE Ten chapters. Rising action: First five
chapters tell of the animals’ Rebellion. Crisis (turning point): Napoleon launches the surprise
attack that drives Snowball into exile, thus eliminating a rival for the position of power. The
novel’s second half tells how Napoleon firmly establishes his power by making clever use of



propaganda and terrorist tactics. Several unexplained events are cleared up as the story
develops: why Napoleon took puppies (he raises them as a police force); what happened to the
cows’ milk (it is reserved exclusively for the pigs’ use); the reason for the pigs’ moving into
farmhouse (they are secretly learning to acquire human habits); the strange negotiations with
Foxwood and Pinchfield Farms (Napoleon attempts to deal with humans on terms advantageous
to him).CRITICAL OVERVIEWPOLITICAL MEANING The political message of Animal Farm is
inspired by the events of the Russian (Bolshevik) Revolution (1917–21), when Russian peasants
overthrew the monarchy in favor of socialism, a political system in which land, business,
property, and capital are owned by the community as a whole. In Animal Farm, Orwell (a
Socialist) shows the animals’ efforts to overthrow human dictatorship and to establish a socialist
community in which everyone contributes to the common gain. During the course of the novel,
Napoleon takes control, moves socialism in the direction of communism (Stalinism), a political
system in which all economic and social activity is controlled by a “totalitarian” state
(dictatorship) dominated by a single political group or party that keeps itself in power. Orwell’s
intent in writing this fable was to destroy the Soviet (communist) myth of the perfect society and
to restore genuine socialist principles. He wanted to show how the original intentions of
revolution have all too often been corrupted and perverted by one person or group who, for
selfish reasons, seizes power, exploits people, and eliminates all opposition.Animal
FarmGeorge OrwellPLOT SUMMARYPLOT SUMMARYSome farm animals revolt against their
human owners and establish a “free” society that turns into a dictatorship.CHAPTERS 1–2 When
drunken Farmer Jones staggers off to bed, Old Major, a prize pig, calls the farm animals
together and tells them of his dream. He thinks animal life is miserable slavery and that humans
are their bitter enemy. Major urges the animals to rebel and teaches them the Rebellion song,
“Beasts of England.” When Major dies, other pigs—notably Snowball and Napoleon, aided by
Squealer—assemble Major’s ideas into a system called “Animalism.” The tame raven, Moses,
seductively preaches to the animals about Sugarcandy Mountain in the sky, where after death
they will enjoy all the things they want. On Midsummer’s Day, June 24, the unfed animals break
into the farm’s food stores, then drive away Jones and his farmhands. They destroy the tools that
symbolize Jones’s ownership, change the name of “Manor Farm” to “Animal Farm,” and draw up
a list of Seven Commandments, the laws by which they will govern themselves.CHAPTERS 3–4
The animals harvest a superb crop, with the pigs acting as supervisors. Boxer, the enormous
cart horse, coins the slogan “I will work harder!” in order to advance the animals’ Rebellion. Only
Benjamin, the old donkey, remains unconvinced that the animals will succeed. Most of the
animals learn to read and count. Snowball and Napoleon, who share the leadership at first,
begin to clash because they have different opinions about the purpose of the revolt. Snowball
teaches the sheep the slogan “Four legs good, two legs bad” so that they will believe in the
superiority of animals (four legs) over humans (two legs). On the other hand, Napoleon takes on
nine newborn puppies to raise so that he can use them later for his own selfish purposes as
guard dogs. The pigs take the milk and the apples for themselves. Squealer, Napoleon’s



spokesman, obtains the animals’ cooperation by warning them that they must obey, or see
Jones come back to take charge. News of the successful Rebellion spreads, alarming Mr.
Pikington, who owns nearby Foxwood Farm, and Mr. Frederick of Pinchfield Farm. The two
spread malicious lies about the cannibalistic practices and immoral behavior at Animal Farm.
Jones and his men invade the farm, but Snowball, who had studied Caesar’s campaigns, leads
a successful counterattack at the “Battle of the Cowshed.” Snowball is awarded the medal,
“Animal Hero, First Class.”CHAPTERS 5–6 A foolish young mare, Mollie, deserts the farm.
Snowball and Napoleon are increasingly at odds about how the fields should be planted,
whether to build a windmill that will create electrical power (Snowball thinks they should), and
how to defend the farm against future attacks. At a Sunday meeting, Napoleon summons the
dogs he had taken to raise. They are now large, ferocious beasts. They drive Snowball from the
farm, thereby ensuring Napoleon’s total control. He forbids further debates about policy, and
commands that the windmill be built, claiming its construction as his own idea, although it had
been Snowball’s. Boxer coins another slogan, “Napoleon is always right,” as the animals submit,
with some bewilderment, to Napoleon’s orders.Almost a year of hard work and various
shortages has passed since the takeover of the farm. The animals are still pleased by what they
consider to be their free state, and they even accept Napoleon’s order of extra work on Sunday.
Boxer sets an example by his enormous efforts to construct the windmill. Napoleon announces
that Animal Farm will begin to trade with humans for necessary goods, but the animals are
uneasy about this, for they want no dealings with people. The pigs move into Jones’s house, and
Napoleon takes the title of “Leader.” A November storm destroys the windmill, and Napoleon
blames it on Snowball, whom he now falsely calls a traitor. Nonetheless, the windmill will be
rebuilt and made stronger.CHAPTERS 7–8 The winter is bitter and food is short. To counteract
unfavorable rumors among the humans about conditions at Animal Farm, Napoleon deceives
Mr. Whymper, a lawyer who is their go-between with the town, by making Whymper think that all
is well on the farm. Napoleon’s order that the hens must deliver 400 eggs a week for trade
causes the hens to rebel, but unsuccessfully. False accusations against Snowball are spread by
Squealer. Napoleon’s guard dogs attack four young pigs in order to stifle opposition. Even Boxer,
suspected of questioning Napoleon’s actions, must fend off an attack by the dogs. Many other
animals panic and confess to acts of treason (overthrow of government) which they have not
even committed. Soon, a mound of corpses lies at Napoleon’s feet. Boxer concludes that the
fault for such confessions and bloodshed must lie with the animals, not with Napoleon. Others,
among them the noble old mare Clover, uneasily realize that this is not what they had hoped and
worked for. Napoleon abolishes the Rebellion song “Beasts of England,” arguing that the song is
no longer necessary now that the Rebellion is over. He substitutes one written by one of his
followers.The animals work hard all year. The Sixth Commandment (“No animal shall kill any
other animal”) is changed in order to suit Napoleon’s purposes. The new Sixth Commandment
is, “No animal shall kill any other animal without cause.” He assumes lofty titles, and his portrait
is prominently displayed. The completed windmill is named “Napoleon Hill.” He sells a stack of



timber to Frederick, who pays with forged money and then launches an attack on Animal Farm.
The windmill is blown up, but the animals win the “Battle of the Windmill” by driving off the
humans. The pigs discover a case of whiskey and get drunk, then decide to plant barley to
produce their own alcohol. Only the skeptical Benjamin realizes that Squealer has been secretly
altering the Seven Commandments at Napoleon’s orders.CHAPTERS 9–10 All but the pigs and
dogs suffer from reduced rations in the winter, but the animals convince themselves that what
matters is that they are free of human control. The pigs plan a school for their young and enjoy
privileges that the other animals do not have. Napoleon orders weekly “Spontaneous
Demonstrations” and is elected president of the Animal Republic. The pigs tolerate Moses’
preaching because he soothes the animals with promises of better things to come. When the
pigs sell Boxer, old and ill, to the slaughterhouse, only Benjamin realizes what Boxer’s terrible
fate is. The pigs get drunk at a banquet supposedly held in honor of the late Boxer.Years pass.
The farm has prospered, but only the pigs and dogs have a better life than before. The others
take comfort in knowing that they are free of human control. But Squealer stuns them by walking
on his hind legs, like a human. He is followed by the other pigs, and finally by Napoleon, who
carries a whip—the thing animals dread most. The sheep chant a new slogan, “Four legs good,
two legs better.” Now there is only one Commandment, which stresses that some animals are
“more equal” than others. The pigs install telephones, subscribe to newspapers, and begin to
smoke tobacco and wear clothes. Humans arrive for a tour and remain for a banquet with the
pigs in the farmhouse. Napoleon assures his guests that the term “Comrade,” which was used
equally by animals in the community, is now abolished. He also announces that the term “Animal
Farm” no longer exists; instead, the property will now be known as “Manor Farm.” The other
animals, excluded from the festivities, look through the farmhouse windows and are appalled to
realize that they can no longer distinguish the pigs from the
humans.BACKGROUNDBACKGROUNDTYPE OF WORK Animal fable/satire written as a
novelFIRST PUBLISHED 1945AUTHOR George Orwell (real name Eric Arthur Blair, 1903–50),
Englishman, born in Bengal, India. Novelist, political essayist, satirist. Educated in England
(Eton); worked for the Indian Imperial Police in Burma (1922–27). Returned to Europe; lived in
poverty in London and Paris. Socialist; served with Loyalist forces in the Spanish Civil War,
where he saw abuses of communism. Later, though still a leftist, he was violently opposed to
communism and any form of totalitarianism (dictatorship). Distrusted all political parties. Among
numerous works: Down and Out in Paris and London (1933, autobiography); Burmese Days
(1934, novel); Homage to Catalonia (1938, autobiography); 1984 (1949, anti-utopian novel);
Shooting an Elephant and Other Essays (1950).SETTING OF NOVEL “Manor Farm” in England;
name later changed to “Animal Farm”; parts of surrounding countryside, including two
neighborhood farms. References to a market town. Farmhouse, barns, sheds, pastures, roads,
gates of farm.TIME OF NOVEL Action covers several years. Since the setting is a farm, frequent
reference is made to the four seasons, how they affect animals’ community (planting, growth,
harvest). By the end of the novel, most of the animals active in the first part of the novel have



grown old or have died.KEY CHARACTERSKEY CHARACTERSOLD MAJOR Prize pig who
plants seeds of Rebellion against human control. Urges animals to cooperate, stressing that
they are all equal. Tells of the “golden future time” and teaches animals to sing “Beasts of
England,” a song of unity. His skull later becomes an object of veneration (dignity, respect,
worship). Political symbolism: Orwell compares Old Major to Karl Marx (1818–83), a major force
behind socialism (in this context, communism), who had a dream of a better society, where
justice, equality, and service to the common good would prevail.NAPOLEON Greedy,
determined pig who always gets his own way. Causes Snowball to be driven from Animal Farm;
seizes power for himself. His rule is based on ruthlessness, propaganda. Assumes title of
“Leader,” destroys opposition through bloody acts. In the end, takes on features of humans:
walks on two legs, smokes, wears clothing. But most of all, carries whip—a sign of authority and
lordship that animals dread. Political symbolism: represents Joseph Stalin (1879–1953), leader
of the Communist Party. Orwell was critical of Communists for ruining the original socialist goals
and for setting up a government in which a small group of dictators held power over the
community. Character’s name also recalls Napoleon Bonaparte (1769–1821), dictatorial
emperor of France after the French Revolution.SNOWBALL Pig who shares power with
Napoleon in the beginning. Forced to flee into exile. Organizes committees, constantly plans to
ensure efficient operation of farm. Has visions of self-sufficient society in which, for example,
windmill can harness natural power to serve animals. Snowball’s greatest error: failure to
recognize Napoleon’s ruthlessness. His name acquires evil reputation in later years because of
Squealer’s malicious propaganda. Political symbolism: represents Leon Trotsky (1879–1940),
whose practical ideas served as the driving force behind the Russian Revolution and who turned
dreams and visions into realities. Like Trotsky, Snowball is a brilliant speaker with great
persuasive powers.BOXER Cart horse of great size and strength; limited intelligence. Never
masters more than the first four letters of the alphabet, but works hard, sets example for others.
When he is old and ill, pigs show no appreciation for his mighty efforts. Political symbolism:
exploited member of the working class whose labor provides happiness for others, not for
himself. Orwell’s idea is that individuals like Boxer stand to benefit most from a true socialist
system in which everyone in the community contributes to the common gain.SQUEALER Pig
who knows how to speak effectively; becomes Napoleon’s representative in bullying animals
and persuading them that Napoleon is always right in whatever he does. Constantly alarms the
others by warning that if they do not follow Napoleon’s orders, Jones will return to the farm and
dominate them again. Symbolism: he “squeals” on other animals.BENJAMIN Donkey; oldest
animal on farm. Skeptical about Rebellion, but keeps thoughts to himself. His only comment—
and it puzzles everyone—is that donkeys live a long time (and may see the rise and fall of many
politicians and social systems). His only close friend is Boxer, whom he is unable to save from
death at the slaughterhouse.MAIN THEMES & IDEASMAIN THEMES & IDEAS1. BETRAYAL
OF POLITICAL IDEALISM “All animals are equal,” says Old Major; these words encourage
animals to free themselves from human control. With strong sense of comradeship, they vote to



include even barn rats in their group. After Rebellion has taken place, Snowball and Napoleon
summarize its principles in Seven Commandments: (1) Whatever goes upon two legs (i.e., a
human) is an enemy. (2) Whatever goes upon four legs, or two wings, is a friend. (3) No animal
shall wear clothes. (4) No animal shall sleep in a bed. (5) No animal shall drink alcohol. (6) No
animal shall kill any other animal. (7) All animals are equal. The passage of time, along with
Napoleon’s maneuvers to seize power, bring about drastic changes in the wording of the
Commandments. Changes reflect movement toward human status. Example: Commandment 5
becomes “No animal shall drink alcohol to excess.” As memory of older generation begins to
fade and the young grow up with no firsthand knowledge of Animal Farm’s history, the Seven
Commandments are abolished by Napoleon in favor of only one: “All animals are equal, but
some animals are more equal than others.” This statement represents a betrayal of Old Major’s
idealism; it describes how Napoleon and those like him view the other animals.2. LUST FOR
POWER Several animals have qualities of leadership, but in different ways. Old Major’s
encouragement leads animals to rebel, but he has no personal interest beyond the defeat of the
human race. Boxer, by his great labors, leads others in making every effort for the animal cause,
but has no capacity for any other kind of leadership and submits willingly to the plans of more
intelligent pigs. Snowball is a leader with vision; his strength lies in organizing the animals into
committees that will work to achieve the goals of revolution. But he becomes so involved in
theory and planning that he is caught off-guard by Napoleon’s maneuvers and is forced into
exile. Napoleon, who has a reputation for always getting his own way, is a leader who moves
unswervingly and ruthlessly toward his goal. Although he adopts the tide of “Leader,” his only
interest is in seizing power for himself. He brushes aside theory and idealism. Napoleon’s
emergence as a dictator shows that the goals of the Rebellion have become corrupted; this
demonstrates how absolute power corrupts absolutely.3. PROPAGANDA AS WEAPON
(Propaganda means “deliberate spreading of ideas to further one’s cause or damage an
opposing cause.”) Snowball, Napoleon, and Squealer condense Old Major’s ideas into the
system of Animalism, expressed in the Seven Commandments that become widely known,
spreading word of the Rebellion to other farms. Used as favorable propaganda for animals
everywhere, the system promotes the idea of a just (fair) revolution. But Napoleon uses
propaganda in a negative way. Through Squealer, he convinces the animals that all misfortunes,
failures, and shortcomings at Animal Farm are the evil work of the exiled Snowball; he uses lies
and propaganda to create a scapegoat who can be blamed for whatever goes wrong.
Propaganda becomes a powerful weapon that makes Snowball seem criminal, but at the same
time, he praises Napoleon’s supposedly unselfish labors as a leader who sacrifices his own
comfort and ease for others.4. EFFECTIVENESS OF TERRORISM Napoleon strengthens his
power by using as bodyguards a group of ferocious dogs he had raised from puppies. The dogs
obey only him; at his command they attack Snowball, who is barely able to flee the farm; the
dogs even attack Boxer, whom Squealer suspects of doubting Napoleon’s leadership qualities.
The bodyguards’ most terrifying act is the slaying of many animals who falsely “accuse”



themselves of treason because they have been forced to do so. This ghastly deed—the first
shedding of blood since Jones was driven away—horrifies the animals, who, now more than
ever, are at the mercy of Napoleon and his brutal police force. The animals are totally helpless,
have no way to resist terror, so they submit to Napoleon’s rule.MAIN SYMBOLSMAIN
SYMBOLS1. THE FARMHOUSE Represents the main target of the animals’ fear and hatred of
humans; it is here that plans are devised to ensure continuing human control. It is also the scene
of drinking alcohol and smoking tobacco, which the animals consider unhealthy. Napoleon and
the pigs eventually inhabit the farmhouse, an act that symbolizes their transformation into
humanlike creatures.2. WHIPS Most feared, hated symbol of human domination. One of the first
things the victorious animals do is to burn the humans’ whips and dance for joy. At the end of the
novel, Napoleon appears like a Gestapo agent, carrying a whip just as Jones had done.3.
DOGS Napoleon secretly raises nine puppies until they grow into large, ferocious beasts. He
trains them to respond to his commands, to serve as a ruthless police force in a dictator state, to
kill as he wishes. He unleashes them against Snowball and against any animals who question
his authority.4. WINDMILL It is Snowball’s idea that they build the windmill to create electrical
power, but Napoleon later claims it as his own. When the windmill is destroyed by humans, it is
rebuilt and provides benefits for the Animal Republic. It is a symbol of their defeat of humans
(Battle of the Windmill) and of their ability to survive independently when they use common
sense and reason, not tyranny.5. “BEASTS OF ENGLAND” Song taught by Old Major; symbol of
hope. Refers to some vague “golden future time” when human tyranny will be overthrown.
Becomes the anthem of the Rebellion, although it fails to tell how the golden age will be created.
Napoleon bans the song in favor of another that praises him, yet it remains an ideal in the minds
of many animals.6. FLAG Green tablecloth decorated by Snowball with white hoof and horn that
symbolize animals’ sovereignty. Napoleon later orders Snowball’s additions removed. The flag
continues to serve as the focal point for ceremonies.STYLE & STRUCTURESTYLE &
STRUCTURELANGUAGE Simple, clear; effectively creates the atmosphere of a world that, on
the surface, is down-to-earth and unsophisticated, but that on a deeper level is complex and
contains many conflicting forces.NARRATOR Invisible, third-person narrator who emphasizes
the thoughts, feelings, and actions of animals.FABLE (Short tale that teaches a moral lesson,
with animals as characters.) The animals act in accordance with their animal nature, but their
ideas and emotions are those of human beings: Benjamin is skeptical about the chances of
improving his lot and feels just as disillusioned about their new society as a human would;
Clover, the gentle, patient elderly mare, reacts to tragic events with the compassionate tears of a
human being. It is obvious that Orwell sympathizes with the plight of the animals, whether they
are ruled by Jones or Napoleon. His treatment of animals makes them believable as individuals,
not just as types.IRONY (Use of words to express a meaning opposite to the literal meaning.)
Orwell sees the animals’ flaws as well as their positive qualities; treats circumstances of their
lives with persuasive irony: the Rebellion occurs not merely because of a bloodthirsty desire for
revenge on the animals’ part, but also because Jones has forgotten to feed them and they are



desperately hungry.STRUCTURE Ten chapters. Rising action: First five chapters tell of the
animals’ Rebellion. Crisis (turning point): Napoleon launches the surprise attack that drives
Snowball into exile, thus eliminating a rival for the position of power. The novel’s second half tells
how Napoleon firmly establishes his power by making clever use of propaganda and terrorist
tactics. Several unexplained events are cleared up as the story develops: why Napoleon took
puppies (he raises them as a police force); what happened to the cows’ milk (it is reserved
exclusively for the pigs’ use); the reason for the pigs’ moving into farmhouse (they are secretly
learning to acquire human habits); the strange negotiations with Foxwood and Pinchfield Farms
(Napoleon attempts to deal with humans on terms advantageous to him).CRITICAL
OVERVIEWCRITICAL OVERVIEWPOLITICAL MEANING The political message of Animal Farm
is inspired by the events of the Russian (Bolshevik) Revolution (1917–21), when Russian
peasants overthrew the monarchy in favor of socialism, a political system in which land,
business, property, and capital are owned by the community as a whole. In Animal Farm, Orwell
(a Socialist) shows the animals’ efforts to overthrow human dictatorship and to establish a
socialist community in which everyone contributes to the common gain. During the course of the
novel, Napoleon takes control, moves socialism in the direction of communism (Stalinism), a
political system in which all economic and social activity is controlled by a “totalitarian” state
(dictatorship) dominated by a single political group or party that keeps itself in power. Orwell’s
intent in writing this fable was to destroy the Soviet (communist) myth of the perfect society and
to restore genuine socialist principles. He wanted to show how the original intentions of
revolution have all too often been corrupted and perverted by one person or group who, for
selfish reasons, seizes power, exploits people, and eliminates all opposition.As I Lay
DyingWilliam FaulknerPLOT SUMMARYAfter Addie Bundren’s death, her husband and children
encounter horrendous difficulties in fulfilling their promise to transport her body from their rural
Mississippi home to a cemetery in Jefferson for burial.NOTE This novel is not divided into
chapters. Instead, there are 59 sections, in each of which a single character (whose name
appears as the “title” of that section) records what is happening from his or her point of view.
Thus, the characters speak directly to the reader, but the reader, in the absence of an
omniscient (i.e., all-knowing) narrator, must link the speeches together to see the story as a
whole. In the summary that follows, sections have been grouped together to form a continuous
narrative, and the four parts of the story have been given descriptive tides that Faulkner himself
did not supply.SECTIONS 1–23 (Before the Journey) Addie Bundren is dying. Outside her
window, her oldest son, Cash, a carpenter by trade, is constructing a coffin which he holds up
from time to time for her approval. Addie has already been promised that she will be buried next
to her parents in Jefferson, about 40 miles away from the Bundren home in Yoknapatawpha
County, Mississippi. Darl and Jewel, the next oldest sons, want to put in another day’s work for a
neighbor, since the money will be useful on the trip. Addie’s bumbling husband, Anse, gives
them permission and sends them on their way. Other neighbors, the Tulls, have come to offer
any help they can. Addie’s daughter, Dewey Dell, is joined in the sickroom by Cora Tull and her



daughter, while Cora’s husband, Vernon Tull, keeps Anse company on the back porch.
Vardaman, Addie’s youngest son, returns home with a large fish he has caught for supper.The
obese Dr. Peabody, who weighs more than 200 pounds, has to be hauled up the hill with ropes
to visit his patient in her house. But Addie, having wasted away, dies almost immediately. Dewey
Dell is unhappy with the doctor and with herself because she is pregnant and unmarried, but
dares not ask him for an abortion. Vardaman, a mentally troubled and frightened boy, thinks that
Peabody’s arrival has somehow caused his mother’s death. He chases the doctor’s horses away
and wanders off, only to appear later, cold and wet, at the Tulls’ farm. Mr. Tull, having returned
home earlier, takes Vardaman back to the Bundrens and helps Cash finish the coffin. Cash has
worked with great care, but has forgotten to allow for the difference that Addie’s burial dress
would make. As a result, Addie has to be placed with her head at the foot of the coffin, and her
feet, with the dress bunched up around her legs, at its head.This topsy-turvy situation is made
much worse during the night by Vardaman, who now confuses the dead fish with his dead
mother, and bores holes into the coffin to let in air for the fish-woman to breathe.The next
morning, the family discover that he has drilled not only through the wood, but also into Addie’s
face. A funeral service is to be held before taking the coffin to Jefferson. The Rev. Whitfield,
Addie’s former lover and Jewel’s father, arrives to lead the funeral ceremony. One of the reasons
that he is not devastated by Addie’s death is that he believes Addie has passed on to everlasting
life. Another reason is that he is relieved Addie has died without telling Anse about their
adulterous affair.Jewel and Dart, in the meantime, break a wagon wheel on their way home from
working at their neighbor’s. By the time they get back and repair the wheel, Addie has been dead
for three days and the body is beginning to smell. Since the river’s water level is high due to
recent, heavy rain, the trip to Jefferson seems hazardous to outsiders; nevertheless the
Bundrens pay no attention to the smell or to the possible dangers of the trip. They had promised
Addie that they would take her to Jefferson, and are resolved to do so. On the third day, Jewel
makes ready his spotted horse while the others prepare to load themselves and the coffin onto
the wagon. Dewey Dell pretends to be packing cakes to take along to sell in town, but actually
uses the basket to conceal the good clothes she intends to wear when she inquires, in
Jefferson, about an abortion. Anse thinks he will buy some false teeth since they are going to
town; it’s not that he is vain about his looks (he claims), but that he has been unable to eat
enough to keep body and soul together.Before they can make a proper start, the coffin nearly
falls as the sons attempt to place it on the overloaded wagon. But when the wagon is finally
ready, the Bundrens move on.SECTIONS 24–38 (The Journey Begins) Tull’s bridge is the
closest route to the main road, but it is submerged under water because of the heavy rain. A
detour takes them to Samson’s bridge, several miles away, but this bridge is completely washed
out. Samson’s wife is offended by the smell from the coffin, and Samson himself is shocked to
find a buzzard in his yard; but he forces himself to offer the Bundrens lodging for the night. Anse,
however, politely declines beds in the house, since the Bundrens prefer to sleep in the barn with
the coffin. They notice the buzzard, but ignore the smell that has attracted it. The next day, the



Bundrens are determined to cross the treacherous river. But chaos breaks loose as they wade
through the water: The wagon overturns, Cash breaks a leg, the mules drown, and the coffin and
Cash’s precious tools fall in the water (but Darl and Jewel dive down to recover both the tools
and the coffin). They manage to cross the river, but are exhausted by the effort. Jewel rides off
on his spotted horse to find a new team of mules.SECTIONS 39–41 (Rest Stop) During the time
that the Bundrens are delayed, Faulkner interrupts the narrative so that three characters can
look back on events of the past. Cora Tull gives her impressions of Addie as a strange, brooding,
sometimes incomprehensible woman—and just possibly not so God-fearing as God (and Mrs.
Tull) would have wanted. Addie herself now speaks, as if still alive. Addie was a schoolteacher
before she “took” (i.e., married) Anse. Her father used to say that life was only a dreary
preparation “to stay dead a long time” (i.e., he did not believe in an afterlife). Since Addie hated
her young students—and enjoyed only the whippings she gave them when they made mistakes
—she despised her father for helping to bring her into a life that led only to death. After giving
birth to Cash, she realized that words can never convey the meaning that they seek to, since
words are “just a shape to fill a lack.” Cash did not need words to announce his birth; he simply
arrived. Addie believes that when one truly feels an emotion such as love or fear, there is no
need for a word to describe it. She partly proved that to herself by means of a nearly wordless
affair with the Rev. Whitfield; but after her initial happiness with him, she discovered that he was
hiding behind the Word of God just as Anse had hidden behind meaningless platitudes such as
“I love you.” She soon became detached from life again and bore two more children with Anse—
Dewey Dell, to “negative” (i.e., negate and replace) Jewel; and Vardaman, to “replace the child I
had robbed [Anse] of.” After giving birth to the children, she felt ready to die. The Rev. Whitfield,
who speaks next, also recalls the affair, but focuses only on his own weakness and “sin,” and
thinks the affair should be forgotten. Unfortunately, he cannot be sure that Addie shares this
point of view. She may even be tempted to make a deathbed confession to Anse. Upon hearing
that Addie is dying, Whitfield resolves to speak first and rides to the Bundrens with fiercely pure
intentions. But since Addie keeps silent to the very end, he sees no need to transform intentions
into words or deeds. Instead, he proclaims the word of salvation.SECTIONS 42–59 (The
Journey Ends) The Bundrens take shelter for the night with Mr. Armstid and his wife, Lula, a
farming couple who live nearby. Cash’s broken leg is set by a veterinarian (whom Armstid calls
Uncle Billy), but the operation is amateurish and painful. Since Jewel was not successful in
getting a new team of mules, Anse sets off in the morning on the same errand. For Anse to take
the initiative in this way is surprising, but he has a devious motive that becomes clear later. He
returns, self-satisfied, with news that he has, indeed, obtained some mules from a man named
Snopes; but he reveals that he has promised to turn over Jewel’s horse as payment. Jewel
angrily rides off on his beloved horse, and Armstid offers his own mules, thinking that he
(Armstid) would rather risk losing them than have the Bundrens remain at his home. Anse
declines his offer but agrees to let the wagon be moved a short distance down the road, away
from the house. And there the Bundrens, except for the missing Jewel, spend another night.The



mules are delivered the next day by Snopes’s helper, Eustace Grimm, who says that Jewel—
who also reappears—paid for them with his horse. The trip then continues to the town of
Mottson. Anse buys cement at Grummet’s hardware store to make a cast for Cash’s leg, and
Dewey Dell tries to buy some strong medicine for an abortion, but Mr. Moseley, an ethical
druggist, reprimands her instead. The people of the town are outraged by the smell and the
buzzards, and the sheriff forces the Bundrens to move on. They spend their last night on the
road at still another farm—that of Mr. Gillespie and his son, Mack. First, the Bundrens settle
under an apple tree, then in a barn that catches fire. Although Darl had lit the fire—evidently
intending to cremate Addie’s body—he subsequently helps Jewel’s and the Gillespies’
desperate efforts to prevent as much loss as possible. The animals and the coffin are saved, but
Jewel is badly burned.The visible parts of Cash’s leg have turned black, not from the smoke of
the fire but from the beginnings of gangrene. Anse and Mr. Gillespie break off the cast, and the
next day the Bundrens enter Jefferson, where they are met with rudeness and astonishment.
Anse needs spades to dig the grave, and inquires about borrowing the tool at a particular house
just because music from a phonograph can be heard inside. Finally, after several days of
hardships, the Bundrens succeed in burying Addie.Ridding themselves of Addie’s body and of
the coffin, however, has not solved the family’s problems. Jewel, burned from the fire and without
his spotted horse, has already been humiliated by and forced to apologize to a white pedestrian
on the outskirts of town who was offended by a remark that he believed Jewel had made to him
(“Son of a bitches”), but that Jewel had actually made to some black men a few steps behind
him. Darl is taken away to an insane asylum in Jackson for having burned the barn. Dewey Dell,
now dressed up, visits a drugstore where Skeet MacGowan, an unscrupulous clerk, persuades
her to give him money (ten dollars) and sex for “treatment” (i.e., an abortion). He gives her a
turpentine solution that he knows will not work. Vardaman’s hopes of having the toy train in the
drugstore window are disappointed. Cash’s leg is not amputated, but he is told by Dr. Peabody
that he will always be lame.Anse, however, appears with new false teeth that make him look like
a new man. He also has a new wife, the duckshaped woman—whom he introduces as “Mrs.
Bundren.” She is carrying the phonograph the travelers had heard playing earlier. The rest of the
family is dumbfounded, but Cash (who has always been the most practical member of the
family) supposes that all of them—except for Darl, down in Jackson at the asylum—will enjoy
having the machine around the house when they return home.BACKGROUNDTYPE OF WORK
Experimental novelFIRST PUBLISHED 1930AUTHOR William Faulkner (1897–1962), born in
New Albany, Mississippi (his family home, however, was in Oxford, Mississippi). Left high school
for odd jobs; then brief service in Royal Canadian Air Force (1918); journalism work in New
Orleans. Returned to Oxford, lifetime place of residence except for brief stays in Hollywood to
write scripts, and extended visits elsewhere as writer-in-residence. With novel Sartoris (1929)
began saga of “Yoknapatawpha” County and of “Jefferson,” the county seat loosely based on
Oxford. The Sound and the Fury (1929), As I Lay Dying (1930), and Light in August (1932) are
considered his most important novels. Later works include Absalom, Absalom! (1936), The



Unvanquished (1938), The Hamlet (1940), Go Down, Moses (1942), short stories/novels (e.g.,
“The Bear,” “A Rose for Emily,” “Spotted Horses”), and his last novel, The Reivers (1962).
Awarded Nobel Prize for literature in 1949.SETTING OF NOVEL Mississippi: Yoknapatawpha
County (home of Bundrens); rural homes and farms; small town of Mottson; Jefferson (burial
spot of Addie Bundren).TIME OF NOVEL Several days in an unspecified year (probably 1930),
with flashbacks to events of previous 30 years.KEY CHARACTERSADDIE Wife of Anse; mother
of Bundren children. Strong-willed matriarch; disillusioned with life; believer in deeds rather than
words. Controls her family when alive; dominates them even from her coffin until she is buried.
She is a focus without whom the family unit disintegrates.ANSE Husband of Addie; father of four
of her five children. Stubborn, sly, lazy, bumbling. Hides behind words and gestures. Usually gets
what he wants.CASH Oldest son of Addie and Anse; late 20s. Preoccupied with his tools. More
comfortable with actions and objects than with words; rarely speaks, and at times is nearly
inarticulate. Wants the work of his hands (especially the coffin) to be done correctly because
then it speaks for itself. After breaking his leg, he realizes that words are unable to express his
agony, so he endures the pain in silence.DARL Second son of Addie and Anse; late 20s. Highly
articulate, sensitive, introspective. Relies on words, even visions, more than on things. After he
burns down the barn, he is declared insane and is taken away to an asylum.JEWEL Illegitimate
son of Addie and the Rev. Whitfield; age 18 or 19. Violent, impulsive. Passionately devoted to
Addie, but transfers his inexpressible love for her onto his spotted horse (Darl tells him, “Your
mother was a horse”). Proves to be Addie’s salvation when he saves her coffin from the burning
barn and when he sells his horse to pay for the last stage of their journey.DEWEY DELL
Daughter of Addie and Anse; age 16–17. Believer in fate, but nonetheless tries to change it in
her attempts to terminate her pregnancy.VARDAMAN Youngest son of Addie and Anse; age
unspecified (probably between 7 and 14). Easily confused; little clarity of mind; perhaps
retarded. Often unable to distinguish between things and words, and is uncertain about the
meaning of either one.THE REV. WHITFIELD Local pastor. Addie’s former lover; father of Jewel.
Somewhat hypocritical; seeks to preserve status quo; hides behind the cloak of religion.MAIN
THEMES & IDEAS1. FACT vs. INTERPRETATION The same “fact” can have a very different
meaning to various characters, since they have conflicting, extremely personal points of view.
The most fundamental fact is Addie’s death, but there are even contradictory opinions about
what this means: the Rev. Whitfield says piously that death is the beginning of everlasting life,
whereas Addie had believed the opposite, sharing her father’s belief that life’s purpose is to
prepare one “to stay dead a long time.” For some of the Bundrens, the most important thing is
that Addie’s death becomes their excuse for making a trip to town. The Bundrens think that what
they are doing is right, though everyone else believes it is wrong. Outsiders often appear in pairs
(two Tulls, two Armstids, two Gillespies, Dr. Peabody and the veterinarian who sets Cash’s
broken leg); they are united in their feeling that the Bundrens are a disgrace, but usually cannot
agree upon anything else. These outsiders see the Bundrens’ journey as ludicrous and
offensive, but the Bundrens are “insiders” (Addie is literally inside the box) and see the trip as



necessary, even though each has his or her own reasons for making it. The Bundrens act on the
assumption that the fact of Addie’s rotting body is meaningless, and are not even aware of it
most of the time. Others are revolted by the smell, but even that is only another subjective
reaction; the buzzards, after all, find the smell appealing! The interpretation depends not so
much on what actually is there to be seen (or smelled) but on who is seeing and smelling. The
characters, therefore, see “Truth” as being personal and subjective, not as public or objective.
This is one reason why the story is told by the characters themselves: they can tell the truth only
as they see it, and they disagree about what it is.2. ISOLATION The characters have little
understanding of one another; instead, they tend to be isolated in their own private worlds. The
Bundrens have never been a close-knit family, but rather a collection of individuals who happen
to live together. What unites them, ironically, is not life, but Addie’s death—her own permanent
isolation. But even this “unity” is artificial, since personal motives underlie the common effort to
transport Addie and her coffin. If Anse were not in the market for new teeth and a new wife, he
might not go at all (“God’s will be done.… Now I can get them teeth”); Dewey Dell concentrates
on aborting an unwanted child more than on burying her mother. The Bundrens’ shared effort
isolates them from everyone else, but the outsiders themselves are isolated, too; they live in
scattered places and lead separate lives. Even the married couples (the Tulls and the Armstids)
seem to have little in common except their house and land. The Bundrens are often in conflict
not only with outsiders but also among themselves, even while making the trip. As soon as Addie
is buried, the family disintegrate because they have lost the excuse for being together. Darl is
taken away by force without protest from the others; Anse is nearly unrecognizable to his own
children with his new teeth; the new Mrs. Bundren (with her “pop eyes”) will never see things the
way any of her new children do. Isolation is the reality from which these characters start out and
to which they return.3. REALITY AND VALUE JUDGMENTS Since isolated characters see the
world from subjective points of view, they make different value judgments about appearance and
reality. For Addie, words are treacherous things because they appear to be real and other people
seem to pretend that they have value, but actually words either refer to things that do not exist or
they hide what one genuinely feels and thinks. Anse is partly responsible for Addie’s belief, since
he speaks trite phrases that conceal from others—and from himself—what he really thinks and
feels (e.g., when he tells Addie that he “loves” her). What he says and what he does do not
correspond. Intentions, however, are most significant to the Rev. Whitfield, whether or not they
are ever verbalized or acted on. Superficially, Anse and Whitfield are as different in this respect
as they are in birth, training, vocation, and vocabulary, but in each man there is a basic
discrepancy between what he is and what he seems to be. This shared personality trait is
indicated by the fact that both of them have been Addie’s lover. Other characters (and the
reader) face discrepancies between words and actions, and between mental concepts and
physical things. Darl’s internal visions are highly imaginative but do not always correspond to
what is really happening outside his mind. For example, he sees the barn burning as a staged
version of an ancient Greek tragedy. Vardaman is often involved with imaginary situations;



thinking his mother a fish, he bores holes into her coffin and, inadvertently, into her face. The
point is that firm distinctions between the “real” and the “unreal” tend to disappear or to become
unimportant when making value judgments. Sometimes the reader is not sure whether to laugh
at the absurd, grotesque things the characters do, or to cry because the characters themselves
are so deeply committed to, and affected by, their own actions. The journey, nearly a catastrophe
from the beginning, is filled with titanic struggles and death-defying escapes. Yet the obstacles
are met and finally overcome as in a comedy of errors: the Bundrens get to Jefferson despite the
odds against them, and Addie’s most important wish is granted. This is, therefore, a story in
which life and death are portrayed as being a series of tragicomic events.STYLE &
STRUCTURELANGUAGE The vocabulary and sentence structure correspond to the individual
speakers. Vardaman uses a child’s words in straightforward sentences, but since he is often
mentally confused, his sentences can seem odd in content. Darl’s vocabulary, in extreme
contrast, includes unfamiliar words of a literary or philosophical nature; his sentences can
become long, complicated semiparagraphs, especially when he verbalizes his visions. The Rev.
Whitfield’s speech is immersed in biblical words and tones. Since Addie distrusts all words, her
speech is plain. Anse’s style is easily understood on the surface but often difficult to interpret
because he uses words as a screen to hide his real feelings.NARRATIVE TECHNIQUE There
are three main features to notice: (1) Faulkner uses the stream of consciousness technique (a
depiction of thoughts and feelings that flow randomly through the mind of his characters, without
conscious intervention either by the characters or the author) to allow readers immediate access
to the “truth” as the characters perceive it. Italics are used to express a character’s unspoken
thoughts. (2) There are 15 narrators or speakers for the novel’s 59 sections. Some are heard
more often than others (Darl 19 times; Vardaman 10; Vernon Tull 6; Anse 3); some voices are
heard only once (the dead Addie’s). Sections vary in length. The shortest consists of Vardaman’s
famous remark (presumably to himself), “My mother is a fish” (section 19). The stylistic effect of
having multiple narrators is one of fragments joined together, like a completed jigsaw puzzle in
which one can still see the seams between the pieces—that these characters are separated
from one another even when they are parts of the same family. (3) Incidents in the ongoing plot
frequently remind characters of past events. These flashbacks gradually reveal what led to the
novel’s beginning, but the general picture does not emerge all at once or in a unified way, since
the characters recall only those past events that are important to them as individuals. The past is
shown to influence the present, but in a highly selective way, more subjective than factual.PLOT
AND COMPOSITION The chronology is basically straightforward and the time span is short.
Instead of resembling a smoothly flowing film (“cinematographic” effect), the novel is like a series
of photographs (“freeze-frame” effect). The underlying structure is simple: preparation for the trip,
then the trip itself.MEANING OF THE TITLE The “I” in As I Lay Dying is Addie Bundren; the title
refers to (1) the days immediately prior to Addie’s death when she lay dying in her bedroom; (2)
the years during which she felt isolated and detached from others, and in a state of mental and
emotional death; (3) the period after her death when she “lay dying” in the coffin, still exerting an



influence upon her family until the moment of her burial. The title refers not to death, but to the
process of dying.As I Lay DyingWilliam FaulknerPLOT SUMMARYPLOT SUMMARYAfter Addie
Bundren’s death, her husband and children encounter horrendous difficulties in fulfilling their
promise to transport her body from their rural Mississippi home to a cemetery in Jefferson for
burial.NOTE This novel is not divided into chapters. Instead, there are 59 sections, in each of
which a single character (whose name appears as the “title” of that section) records what is
happening from his or her point of view. Thus, the characters speak directly to the reader, but the
reader, in the absence of an omniscient (i.e., all-knowing) narrator, must link the speeches
together to see the story as a whole. In the summary that follows, sections have been grouped
together to form a continuous narrative, and the four parts of the story have been given
descriptive tides that Faulkner himself did not supply.SECTIONS 1–23 (Before the Journey)
Addie Bundren is dying. Outside her window, her oldest son, Cash, a carpenter by trade, is
constructing a coffin which he holds up from time to time for her approval. Addie has already
been promised that she will be buried next to her parents in Jefferson, about 40 miles away from
the Bundren home in Yoknapatawpha County, Mississippi. Darl and Jewel, the next oldest sons,
want to put in another day’s work for a neighbor, since the money will be useful on the trip.
Addie’s bumbling husband, Anse, gives them permission and sends them on their way. Other
neighbors, the Tulls, have come to offer any help they can. Addie’s daughter, Dewey Dell, is
joined in the sickroom by Cora Tull and her daughter, while Cora’s husband, Vernon Tull, keeps
Anse company on the back porch. Vardaman, Addie’s youngest son, returns home with a large
fish he has caught for supper.The obese Dr. Peabody, who weighs more than 200 pounds, has
to be hauled up the hill with ropes to visit his patient in her house. But Addie, having wasted
away, dies almost immediately. Dewey Dell is unhappy with the doctor and with herself because
she is pregnant and unmarried, but dares not ask him for an abortion. Vardaman, a mentally
troubled and frightened boy, thinks that Peabody’s arrival has somehow caused his mother’s
death. He chases the doctor’s horses away and wanders off, only to appear later, cold and wet,
at the Tulls’ farm. Mr. Tull, having returned home earlier, takes Vardaman back to the Bundrens
and helps Cash finish the coffin. Cash has worked with great care, but has forgotten to allow for
the difference that Addie’s burial dress would make. As a result, Addie has to be placed with her
head at the foot of the coffin, and her feet, with the dress bunched up around her legs, at its
head.This topsy-turvy situation is made much worse during the night by Vardaman, who now
confuses the dead fish with his dead mother, and bores holes into the coffin to let in air for the
fish-woman to breathe.The next morning, the family discover that he has drilled not only through
the wood, but also into Addie’s face. A funeral service is to be held before taking the coffin to
Jefferson. The Rev. Whitfield, Addie’s former lover and Jewel’s father, arrives to lead the funeral
ceremony. One of the reasons that he is not devastated by Addie’s death is that he believes
Addie has passed on to everlasting life. Another reason is that he is relieved Addie has died
without telling Anse about their adulterous affair.Jewel and Dart, in the meantime, break a
wagon wheel on their way home from working at their neighbor’s. By the time they get back and



repair the wheel, Addie has been dead for three days and the body is beginning to smell. Since
the river’s water level is high due to recent, heavy rain, the trip to Jefferson seems hazardous to
outsiders; nevertheless the Bundrens pay no attention to the smell or to the possible dangers of
the trip. They had promised Addie that they would take her to Jefferson, and are resolved to do
so. On the third day, Jewel makes ready his spotted horse while the others prepare to load
themselves and the coffin onto the wagon. Dewey Dell pretends to be packing cakes to take
along to sell in town, but actually uses the basket to conceal the good clothes she intends to
wear when she inquires, in Jefferson, about an abortion. Anse thinks he will buy some false
teeth since they are going to town; it’s not that he is vain about his looks (he claims), but that he
has been unable to eat enough to keep body and soul together.Before they can make a proper
start, the coffin nearly falls as the sons attempt to place it on the overloaded wagon. But when
the wagon is finally ready, the Bundrens move on.SECTIONS 24–38 (The Journey Begins) Tull’s
bridge is the closest route to the main road, but it is submerged under water because of the
heavy rain. A detour takes them to Samson’s bridge, several miles away, but this bridge is
completely washed out. Samson’s wife is offended by the smell from the coffin, and Samson
himself is shocked to find a buzzard in his yard; but he forces himself to offer the Bundrens
lodging for the night. Anse, however, politely declines beds in the house, since the Bundrens
prefer to sleep in the barn with the coffin. They notice the buzzard, but ignore the smell that has
attracted it. The next day, the Bundrens are determined to cross the treacherous river. But chaos
breaks loose as they wade through the water: The wagon overturns, Cash breaks a leg, the
mules drown, and the coffin and Cash’s precious tools fall in the water (but Darl and Jewel dive
down to recover both the tools and the coffin). They manage to cross the river, but are exhausted
by the effort. Jewel rides off on his spotted horse to find a new team of mules.SECTIONS 39–41
(Rest Stop) During the time that the Bundrens are delayed, Faulkner interrupts the narrative so
that three characters can look back on events of the past. Cora Tull gives her impressions of
Addie as a strange, brooding, sometimes incomprehensible woman—and just possibly not so
God-fearing as God (and Mrs. Tull) would have wanted. Addie herself now speaks, as if still alive.
Addie was a schoolteacher before she “took” (i.e., married) Anse. Her father used to say that life
was only a dreary preparation “to stay dead a long time” (i.e., he did not believe in an afterlife).
Since Addie hated her young students—and enjoyed only the whippings she gave them when
they made mistakes—she despised her father for helping to bring her into a life that led only to
death. After giving birth to Cash, she realized that words can never convey the meaning that they
seek to, since words are “just a shape to fill a lack.” Cash did not need words to announce his
birth; he simply arrived. Addie believes that when one truly feels an emotion such as love or fear,
there is no need for a word to describe it. She partly proved that to herself by means of a nearly
wordless affair with the Rev. Whitfield; but after her initial happiness with him, she discovered
that he was hiding behind the Word of God just as Anse had hidden behind meaningless
platitudes such as “I love you.” She soon became detached from life again and bore two more
children with Anse—Dewey Dell, to “negative” (i.e., negate and replace) Jewel; and Vardaman,



to “replace the child I had robbed [Anse] of.” After giving birth to the children, she felt ready to
die. The Rev. Whitfield, who speaks next, also recalls the affair, but focuses only on his own
weakness and “sin,” and thinks the affair should be forgotten. Unfortunately, he cannot be sure
that Addie shares this point of view. She may even be tempted to make a deathbed confession
to Anse. Upon hearing that Addie is dying, Whitfield resolves to speak first and rides to the
Bundrens with fiercely pure intentions. But since Addie keeps silent to the very end, he sees no
need to transform intentions into words or deeds. Instead, he proclaims the word of
salvation.SECTIONS 42–59 (The Journey Ends) The Bundrens take shelter for the night with Mr.
Armstid and his wife, Lula, a farming couple who live nearby. Cash’s broken leg is set by a
veterinarian (whom Armstid calls Uncle Billy), but the operation is amateurish and painful. Since
Jewel was not successful in getting a new team of mules, Anse sets off in the morning on the
same errand. For Anse to take the initiative in this way is surprising, but he has a devious motive
that becomes clear later. He returns, self-satisfied, with news that he has, indeed, obtained
some mules from a man named Snopes; but he reveals that he has promised to turn over
Jewel’s horse as payment. Jewel angrily rides off on his beloved horse, and Armstid offers his
own mules, thinking that he (Armstid) would rather risk losing them than have the Bundrens
remain at his home. Anse declines his offer but agrees to let the wagon be moved a short
distance down the road, away from the house. And there the Bundrens, except for the missing
Jewel, spend another night.The mules are delivered the next day by Snopes’s helper, Eustace
Grimm, who says that Jewel—who also reappears—paid for them with his horse. The trip then
continues to the town of Mottson. Anse buys cement at Grummet’s hardware store to make a
cast for Cash’s leg, and Dewey Dell tries to buy some strong medicine for an abortion, but Mr.
Moseley, an ethical druggist, reprimands her instead. The people of the town are outraged by
the smell and the buzzards, and the sheriff forces the Bundrens to move on. They spend their
last night on the road at still another farm—that of Mr. Gillespie and his son, Mack. First, the
Bundrens settle under an apple tree, then in a barn that catches fire. Although Darl had lit the fire
—evidently intending to cremate Addie’s body—he subsequently helps Jewel’s and the
Gillespies’ desperate efforts to prevent as much loss as possible. The animals and the coffin are
saved, but Jewel is badly burned.The visible parts of Cash’s leg have turned black, not from the
smoke of the fire but from the beginnings of gangrene. Anse and Mr. Gillespie break off the cast,
and the next day the Bundrens enter Jefferson, where they are met with rudeness and
astonishment. Anse needs spades to dig the grave, and inquires about borrowing the tool at a
particular house just because music from a phonograph can be heard inside. Finally, after
several days of hardships, the Bundrens succeed in burying Addie.Ridding themselves of
Addie’s body and of the coffin, however, has not solved the family’s problems. Jewel, burned
from the fire and without his spotted horse, has already been humiliated by and forced to
apologize to a white pedestrian on the outskirts of town who was offended by a remark that he
believed Jewel had made to him (“Son of a bitches”), but that Jewel had actually made to some
black men a few steps behind him. Darl is taken away to an insane asylum in Jackson for having



burned the barn. Dewey Dell, now dressed up, visits a drugstore where Skeet MacGowan, an
unscrupulous clerk, persuades her to give him money (ten dollars) and sex for “treatment” (i.e.,
an abortion). He gives her a turpentine solution that he knows will not work. Vardaman’s hopes of
having the toy train in the drugstore window are disappointed. Cash’s leg is not amputated, but
he is told by Dr. Peabody that he will always be lame.Anse, however, appears with new false
teeth that make him look like a new man. He also has a new wife, the duckshaped woman—
whom he introduces as “Mrs. Bundren.” She is carrying the phonograph the travelers had heard
playing earlier. The rest of the family is dumbfounded, but Cash (who has always been the most
practical member of the family) supposes that all of them—except for Darl, down in Jackson at
the asylum—will enjoy having the machine around the house when they return
home.BACKGROUNDBACKGROUNDTYPE OF WORK Experimental novelFIRST PUBLISHED
1930AUTHOR William Faulkner (1897–1962), born in New Albany, Mississippi (his family home,
however, was in Oxford, Mississippi). Left high school for odd jobs; then brief service in Royal
Canadian Air Force (1918); journalism work in New Orleans. Returned to Oxford, lifetime place
of residence except for brief stays in Hollywood to write scripts, and extended visits elsewhere
as writer-in-residence. With novel Sartoris (1929) began saga of “Yoknapatawpha” County and
of “Jefferson,” the county seat loosely based on Oxford. The Sound and the Fury (1929), As I Lay
Dying (1930), and Light in August (1932) are considered his most important novels. Later works
include Absalom, Absalom! (1936), The Unvanquished (1938), The Hamlet (1940), Go Down,
Moses (1942), short stories/novels (e.g., “The Bear,” “A Rose for Emily,” “Spotted Horses”), and
his last novel, The Reivers (1962). Awarded Nobel Prize for literature in 1949.SETTING OF
NOVEL Mississippi: Yoknapatawpha County (home of Bundrens); rural homes and farms; small
town of Mottson; Jefferson (burial spot of Addie Bundren).TIME OF NOVEL Several days in an
unspecified year (probably 1930), with flashbacks to events of previous 30 years.KEY
CHARACTERSKEY CHARACTERSADDIE Wife of Anse; mother of Bundren children. Strong-
willed matriarch; disillusioned with life; believer in deeds rather than words. Controls her family
when alive; dominates them even from her coffin until she is buried. She is a focus without whom
the family unit disintegrates.ANSE Husband of Addie; father of four of her five children.
Stubborn, sly, lazy, bumbling. Hides behind words and gestures. Usually gets what he
wants.CASH Oldest son of Addie and Anse; late 20s. Preoccupied with his tools. More
comfortable with actions and objects than with words; rarely speaks, and at times is nearly
inarticulate. Wants the work of his hands (especially the coffin) to be done correctly because
then it speaks for itself. After breaking his leg, he realizes that words are unable to express his
agony, so he endures the pain in silence.DARL Second son of Addie and Anse; late 20s. Highly
articulate, sensitive, introspective. Relies on words, even visions, more than on things. After he
burns down the barn, he is declared insane and is taken away to an asylum.JEWEL Illegitimate
son of Addie and the Rev. Whitfield; age 18 or 19. Violent, impulsive. Passionately devoted to
Addie, but transfers his inexpressible love for her onto his spotted horse (Darl tells him, “Your
mother was a horse”). Proves to be Addie’s salvation when he saves her coffin from the burning



barn and when he sells his horse to pay for the last stage of their journey.DEWEY DELL
Daughter of Addie and Anse; age 16–17. Believer in fate, but nonetheless tries to change it in
her attempts to terminate her pregnancy.VARDAMAN Youngest son of Addie and Anse; age
unspecified (probably between 7 and 14). Easily confused; little clarity of mind; perhaps
retarded. Often unable to distinguish between things and words, and is uncertain about the
meaning of either one.THE REV. WHITFIELD Local pastor. Addie’s former lover; father of Jewel.
Somewhat hypocritical; seeks to preserve status quo; hides behind the cloak of religion.MAIN
THEMES & IDEASMAIN THEMES & IDEAS1. FACT vs. INTERPRETATION The same “fact” can
have a very different meaning to various characters, since they have conflicting, extremely
personal points of view. The most fundamental fact is Addie’s death, but there are even
contradictory opinions about what this means: the Rev. Whitfield says piously that death is the
beginning of everlasting life, whereas Addie had believed the opposite, sharing her father’s belief
that life’s purpose is to prepare one “to stay dead a long time.” For some of the Bundrens, the
most important thing is that Addie’s death becomes their excuse for making a trip to town. The
Bundrens think that what they are doing is right, though everyone else believes it is wrong.
Outsiders often appear in pairs (two Tulls, two Armstids, two Gillespies, Dr. Peabody and the
veterinarian who sets Cash’s broken leg); they are united in their feeling that the Bundrens are a
disgrace, but usually cannot agree upon anything else. These outsiders see the Bundrens’
journey as ludicrous and offensive, but the Bundrens are “insiders” (Addie is literally inside the
box) and see the trip as necessary, even though each has his or her own reasons for making it.
The Bundrens act on the assumption that the fact of Addie’s rotting body is meaningless, and
are not even aware of it most of the time. Others are revolted by the smell, but even that is only
another subjective reaction; the buzzards, after all, find the smell appealing! The interpretation
depends not so much on what actually is there to be seen (or smelled) but on who is seeing and
smelling. The characters, therefore, see “Truth” as being personal and subjective, not as public
or objective. This is one reason why the story is told by the characters themselves: they can tell
the truth only as they see it, and they disagree about what it is.2. ISOLATION The characters
have little understanding of one another; instead, they tend to be isolated in their own private
worlds. The Bundrens have never been a close-knit family, but rather a collection of individuals
who happen to live together. What unites them, ironically, is not life, but Addie’s death—her own
permanent isolation. But even this “unity” is artificial, since personal motives underlie the
common effort to transport Addie and her coffin. If Anse were not in the market for new teeth and
a new wife, he might not go at all (“God’s will be done.… Now I can get them teeth”); Dewey Dell
concentrates on aborting an unwanted child more than on burying her mother. The Bundrens’
shared effort isolates them from everyone else, but the outsiders themselves are isolated, too;
they live in scattered places and lead separate lives. Even the married couples (the Tulls and the
Armstids) seem to have little in common except their house and land. The Bundrens are often in
conflict not only with outsiders but also among themselves, even while making the trip. As soon
as Addie is buried, the family disintegrate because they have lost the excuse for being together.



Darl is taken away by force without protest from the others; Anse is nearly unrecognizable to his
own children with his new teeth; the new Mrs. Bundren (with her “pop eyes”) will never see things
the way any of her new children do. Isolation is the reality from which these characters start out
and to which they return.3. REALITY AND VALUE JUDGMENTS Since isolated characters see
the world from subjective points of view, they make different value judgments about appearance
and reality. For Addie, words are treacherous things because they appear to be real and other
people seem to pretend that they have value, but actually words either refer to things that do not
exist or they hide what one genuinely feels and thinks. Anse is partly responsible for Addie’s
belief, since he speaks trite phrases that conceal from others—and from himself—what he really
thinks and feels (e.g., when he tells Addie that he “loves” her). What he says and what he does
do not correspond. Intentions, however, are most significant to the Rev. Whitfield, whether or not
they are ever verbalized or acted on. Superficially, Anse and Whitfield are as different in this
respect as they are in birth, training, vocation, and vocabulary, but in each man there is a basic
discrepancy between what he is and what he seems to be. This shared personality trait is
indicated by the fact that both of them have been Addie’s lover. Other characters (and the
reader) face discrepancies between words and actions, and between mental concepts and
physical things. Darl’s internal visions are highly imaginative but do not always correspond to
what is really happening outside his mind. For example, he sees the barn burning as a staged
version of an ancient Greek tragedy. Vardaman is often involved with imaginary situations;
thinking his mother a fish, he bores holes into her coffin and, inadvertently, into her face. The
point is that firm distinctions between the “real” and the “unreal” tend to disappear or to become
unimportant when making value judgments. Sometimes the reader is not sure whether to laugh
at the absurd, grotesque things the characters do, or to cry because the characters themselves
are so deeply committed to, and affected by, their own actions. The journey, nearly a catastrophe
from the beginning, is filled with titanic struggles and death-defying escapes. Yet the obstacles
are met and finally overcome as in a comedy of errors: the Bundrens get to Jefferson despite the
odds against them, and Addie’s most important wish is granted. This is, therefore, a story in
which life and death are portrayed as being a series of tragicomic events.STYLE &
STRUCTURESTYLE & STRUCTURELANGUAGE The vocabulary and sentence structure
correspond to the individual speakers. Vardaman uses a child’s words in straightforward
sentences, but since he is often mentally confused, his sentences can seem odd in content.
Darl’s vocabulary, in extreme contrast, includes unfamiliar words of a literary or philosophical
nature; his sentences can become long, complicated semiparagraphs, especially when he
verbalizes his visions. The Rev. Whitfield’s speech is immersed in biblical words and tones.
Since Addie distrusts all words, her speech is plain. Anse’s style is easily understood on the
surface but often difficult to interpret because he uses words as a screen to hide his real
feelings.NARRATIVE TECHNIQUE There are three main features to notice: (1) Faulkner uses
the stream of consciousness technique (a depiction of thoughts and feelings that flow randomly
through the mind of his characters, without conscious intervention either by the characters or the



author) to allow readers immediate access to the “truth” as the characters perceive it. Italics are
used to express a character’s unspoken thoughts. (2) There are 15 narrators or speakers for the
novel’s 59 sections. Some are heard more often than others (Darl 19 times; Vardaman 10;
Vernon Tull 6; Anse 3); some voices are heard only once (the dead Addie’s). Sections vary in
length. The shortest consists of Vardaman’s famous remark (presumably to himself), “My mother
is a fish” (section 19). The stylistic effect of having multiple narrators is one of fragments joined
together, like a completed jigsaw puzzle in which one can still see the seams between the pieces
—that these characters are separated from one another even when they are parts of the same
family. (3) Incidents in the ongoing plot frequently remind characters of past events. These
flashbacks gradually reveal what led to the novel’s beginning, but the general picture does not
emerge all at once or in a unified way, since the characters recall only those past events that are
important to them as individuals. The past is shown to influence the present, but in a highly
selective way, more subjective than factual.PLOT AND COMPOSITION The chronology is
basically straightforward and the time span is short. Instead of resembling a smoothly flowing
film (“cinematographic” effect), the novel is like a series of photographs (“freeze-frame” effect).
The underlying structure is simple: preparation for the trip, then the trip itself.MEANING OF THE
TITLE The “I” in As I Lay Dying is Addie Bundren; the title refers to (1) the days immediately prior
to Addie’s death when she lay dying in her bedroom; (2) the years during which she felt isolated
and detached from others, and in a state of mental and emotional death; (3) the period after her
death when she “lay dying” in the coffin, still exerting an influence upon her family until the
moment of her burial. The title refers not to death, but to the process of dying.As You Like
ItWilliam ShakespearePLOT SUMMARYA young woman disguises herself to test the man she
loves, and in so doing teaches three other couples what love means.ACT 1 Young Orlando de
Boys feels cheated out of his inheritance. In the orchard of his older brother, Oliver de Boys, he
complains to his elderly servant, Adam, that Oliver is denying him the money and education that
his late father, Sir Roland de Boys, had instructed Oliver to provide for him. His brother then
comes upon them and Orlando demands better treatment. A fight breaks out, with Orlando
pinning Oliver until the older brother promises to make good on their father’s wishes. Yet after
Orlando leaves, Oliver plots with the champion wrestler, Charles, to have his younger brother
gravely injured during a wrestling match the following day at Duke Frederick’s palace.The next
day at the palace, a young noblewoman, Rosalind, expresses anguish over her situation to her
cousin, Celia. Rosalind’s father, the former Duke (referred to as Duke Senior), has been
overthrown and banished by his younger brother, Frederick, the present Duke and Celia’s father.
Celia consoles her cousin by promising that when she inherits the throne she will return power to
Rosalind.The wrestling match takes place, with Orlando easily defeating Charles.Rosalind falls
in love with Orlando while watching him wrestle, and rewards his victory with a chain from her
neck. After the match, Duke Frederick banishes Rosalind from the court, fearing her allegiance
to her deposed father. Angered by her father’s move, Celia decides to join her beloved cousin in
exile. They disguise themselves to avoid the dangers of traveling strange roads—Celia as the



poor young woman “Aliena,” and Rosalind as her brother “Ganymede.”ACT 2 The banished Duke
Senior and his lords endure their exile in the Forest of Arden in good spirits—hunting, feasting,
and generally enjoying the country life. Back at the court, Duke Frederick is furious over his
daughter’s disappearance. He suspects that Orlando is involved and orders his arrest. When
Adam hears of the order, and also of a plot by Oliver to kill Orlando, he warns Orlando and they
flee the court together. Rosalind (disguised as “Ganymede”), Celia (disguised as “Aliena”), and
their clown, Touchstone, arrive exhausted and frightened in the Forest of Arden. They overhear
the young shepherd, Silvius, telling the elderly shepherd, Corin, about his love for the shepherd
girl, Phebe, and Rosalind is reminded of her love for Orlando. They approach Corin and arrange
to purchase a small cottage in the forest.Orlando and Adam arrive in another part of the forest,
the old servant approaching death from hunger and exhaustion. Orlando sets out to find food for
him and comes upon Duke Senior and his men having a feast. Orlando draws his sword and
demands food, but is soon won over by Duke Senior’s kindness and generosity. As Orlando
goes off to fetch Adam to the feast, Duke Senior’s courtier, Jaques, cynically proclaims to the
assembled lords his philosophy that “All the world’s a stage / And all men and women merely
players.” His pessimism is contradicted, however, by the sight of Orlando carrying the feeble
Adam to Duke Senior’s table to join the feast.ACT 3 Duke Frederick sends Oliver away to look for
his brother, telling him to bring Orlando back dead or alive. Orlando, meanwhile, wanders
through the forest posting love poems to Rosalind on the trees. Rosalind and Celia soon find the
poems and discover that they were written by Orlando. Orlando then appears and Rosalind (still
in disguise) teases him about being so in love. She proposes to “cure” him of his love affliction,
which she calls “merely a madness,” by pretending to be Rosalind and having Orlando court her.
She promises to act proud, fickle, shallow, full of tears and smiles, and unpredictable, like a
woman passionately in love. This is a foolproof way of curing Orlando of his “madness” since it
will show him how silly women are. Orlando readily agrees to give it a try.Touchstone attempts to
tell the simpleminded goatherd, Audrey, that he has made plans to marry her, but is prevented
from doing so when Jaques intervenes. In another part of the forest, Rosalind becomes upset
when Orlando fails to keep his first date for the “love cure,” and Celia cautions her not to trust him
too much. Corin invites them to watch the spectacle of pathetic Silvius attempting to win the love
of the overly proud Phebe. While Rosalind (disguised as “Ganymede”), Celia (as “Aliena”), and
Corin secretly look on, Silvius begs Phebe to be his loved one, but she refuses him. “Ganymede”
steps forward and angrily tells Phebe she should be grateful to have a man like Silvius. Yet
Phebe falls in love with the disguised Rosalind even as “Ganymede” scolds her. After
“Ganymede” leaves, Phebe tells Silvius to carry a message to the “man” she now loves.ACT 4
Rosalind, still disguised as “Ganymede,” criticizes Jaques for indulging his sad temperament too
much, stating her philosophy that emotional extremes are a bad thing. Orlando arrives late for an
appointment, and Rosalind (“Ganymede”), secretly hurt, jokingly scolds him for not being a
thoughtful lover. In order for Orlando to learn about the wily ways of women, they go through a
make-believe marriage ceremony, with Celia acting as the priest. Orlando promises to love his



“Rosalind” forever, but Rosalind urges him to concentrate on love one day at a time instead of
having unrealistic dreams of “forever.” Orlando then departs and Rosalind professes her deep
love for him to Celia.When Silvius arrives with Phebe’s love letter for “Ganymede,” Rosalind
(“Ganymede”) deliberately misreads Phebe’s praises as insults and sends her back a message
that she should love Silvius instead. Oliver then arrives and gives “Ganymede” Orlando’s bloody
handkerchief, explaining how Orlando had frightened away a snake that was threatening Oliver
and how Orlando had been injured while rescuing Oliver from a lioness. Oliver praises his
brother’s courage and devotion, and confesses shame at his past treatment of Orlando.
Rosalind faints at the sight of the blood, causing Oliver to suspect that “Ganymede” is not really
a man.ACT 5 Touchstone continues in his efforts to marry Audrey by frightening off her fiancé,
William. In another part of the forest, Oliver explains to Orlando that he has fallen in love with
“Aliena” at first sight, and plans to marry her and live as a simple shepherd. Rosalind joins the
brothers and promises Orlando that he will be able to marry the real Rosalind the following day.
Silvius and Phebe join the group, with Silvius still pledging love for Phebe, who stubbornly wants
“Ganymede.” Rosalind tells all the lovers to meet her the following day, when she will so arrange
matters that all will be satisfied.As they come together the next day, Rosalind has Duke Senior
(who is fooled by her disguise) promise to consent to Rosalind and Orlando’s marriage should
his daughter be brought forth. She then has Orlando pledge to marry Rosalind, a request he
easily agrees to. Finally, she has Phebe pledge to marry Silvius should she for any reason
decide she no longer desires “Ganymede.” Rosalind then exits with Celia. Touchstone arrives
and announces that he and Audrey will also be married. The undisguised Rosalind and Celia
enter, accompanied by Hymen, the god of marriage. The four couples are married in a joint
ceremony. Afterwards, Jaques de Boys, middle brother to Oliver and Orlando, arrives to tell of
Duke Frederick’s conversion from his evil ways and of his renunciation of the throne, thereby
returning Duke Senior to power. Before the duke’s return to court, the couples perform a dance
in celebration of the weddings. Only the courtier Jaques (not to be confused with Jaques de
Boys) remains unhappy, announcing that he will go live with Duke Frederick. Rosalind ends the
play with a direct address to the audience, telling them to take the play’s thoughts on love and
life as they like it.BACKGROUNDTYPE OF WORK Romantic comedyFIRST PRODUCED 1599?
AUTHOR William Shakespeare (c. 1564–1616), born at Stratford-upon-Avon, England. Arrived
in London about 1586. His career as a playwright, poet, actor, and theater shareholder in
London lasted from the early 1590s until 1612. Shakespeare wrote all types of plays—tragedies,
comedies, romances, and historical dramas—for the popular theater. The early plays reflect the
optimism and exuberant spirit of an England just coming into its own as a world power. The later
plays, the great tragedies—Hamlet (1602?), Othello (1604?), King Lear (1606?), and Macbeth
(1606?)—are pessimistic, cynical, and reflect the decadence and political corruption of the
Elizabethan and Jacobean court. (Elizabethan refers to the period when Elizabeth I, a Tudor,
was queen, 1558–1603; Jacobean, from the Latin word for “James,” refers to the reign of James
I, which began at Elizabeth I’s death in 1603 and lasted until his own death in 1625.)SETTING



OF PLAY Oliver’s house, the Duke’s palace, and the Forest of Arden, all in an unidentified
location.TIME OF PLAY Act 1: A two-day period, beginning with Orlando and Oliver’s fight,
ending with Rosalind and Celia’s departure. Act 2: The following day, with Frederick’s discovery
of Celia’s absence. Acts 3–5: No specific time frame, which shows Shakespeare’s conception of
the Forest of Arden as a place of timelessness and that there is “no clock in the forest.”KEY
CHARACTERSROSALIND Daughter of banished Duke Senior. Intelligent, independent, witty;
yet also a devoted, thoughtful lover. Disguised as a man through most of the play; marries
Orlando in the end. Combines worldly wisdom with youthful love to make for a well-rounded,
balanced character.ORLANDO Youngest son of the late nobleman Sir Roland de Boys. His
strength of body and personality allows him to survive adversity and win the inheritance
originally denied to him by his brother Oliver. His intelligence, honesty, and charm help him win
Rosalind’s love.CELIA Daughter of Duke Frederick. She defies him and follows her cousin
Rosalind into exile. A devoted, honest friend. Marries the reformed Oliver.TOUCHSTONE Court
jester. Accompanies Rosalind and Celia into exile. Witty, earthy, sarcastic; mocks other
characters’ illusions and romantic excesses.JAQUES Member of Duke Senior’s court. His
melancholy and cynical personality keep him from enjoying life. He sees humankind as evil and
base, and always points out others’ faults.OLIVER Eldest son of Roland de Boys. Seeks to have
Orlando killed when he rebels against ill-treatment. Converted from evil later; makes up with his
brother and marries Celia.DUKE SENIOR Rosalind’s father. Former ruler at court; banished to
the Forest of Arden by his usurping brother. Good-natured, optimistic, and devoted to his
followers. Makes the best of his exile.DUKE FREDERICK A usurping duke who has overthrown
and banished his older brother, Duke Senior. Unjust and arbitrary ruler; later converts to religious
life, renounces the throne to live a simple, honest life.PHEBE Plain yet proud shepherdess. Falls
in love with the disguised Rosalind, who tricks her into marrying Silvius.SILVIUS Young
shepherd; loves Phebe despite her cruel treatment of him.ADAM Orlando’s old servant who
gives his life savings and support to his master so that he can flee the court.MAIN THEMES &
IDEAS1. LOVE The play shows how love is at its best when balanced between the extremes of
romantic ideals and worldly reality. Silvius’s love for Phebe and Phebe’s love for “Ganymede” are
too idealistic—they involve illusions about one’s loved one, irrational behavior, and an excess of
sentimentality. The characters throw themselves into love without looking at the reality of the
situation. Touchstone’s love for Audrey is at the other extreme—physical, unsentimental, and
self-centered. He looks at the reality of the situation without feeling its romance. Rosalind and
Orlando’s love strikes a balance between the two extremes: it is both romantic and realistic,
passionate and rational. The characters do not give in to love’s “madness,” yet still enjoy its
energy.2. COURT vs. COUNTRY Shakespeare contrasts the world of the court (or city) to that of
the country: The court is depicted as an evil place where brothers plot against brothers, “where
none will sweat but for promotion.” The country (Forest of Arden) is a healthy place of difficult yet
fair conditions and the rule of natural law: “More free from peril than the envious court” (i.e., free
of the court’s plots, rivalries, and jealousies). In the country, the characters are able to achieve



love (Rosalind, Orlando), gain self-understanding (Oliver, Duke Frederick), and regain their title
(Duke Senior), thus enabling them to return to and thrive at the court. The court is corrupt when
governed by a usurping ruler, but harmonious when led by the rightful ruler.3. FORTUNE vs.
NATURE The characters’ ability to overcome bad turns of fortune (fate, luck) with the strength of
their own nature (i.e., through their personality or character) is a key theme of the play. Rosalind
maintains that “Fortune reigns in gifts of the world, not in the lineaments of Nature” (i.e., that
Fortune may affect one’s situation, but not one’s virtue, intelligence, or determination). “Sweet
are the uses of adversity,” claims Duke Senior, who turns his exile from the court into a carefree,
happy time. Celia refuses to accept the ill-fortune of having an evil father, choosing instead to be
devoted to Rosalind, the family member she finds most noble. In the world of the play, bad
fortune can never truly defeat good nature.4. “ALL THE WORLD’S A STAGE” Jaques’s now-
famous “seven ages of man” speech (2.7) expresses the pessimistic view that life is nothing
more than a series of ridiculous “parts” a person must play, that to live is simply to perform
according to predetermined roles. He names the seven ages of man, each absurd and comical:
the “puking” infant, “whining schoolboy,” “sighing” lover, the soldier seeking “the bubble
reputation” (i.e., a reputation that can burst as easily as a bubble at any time), the lawyer with a
“round belly,” the “pantaloon” (i.e., a ridiculous old man), and finally the second childhood of old
age, when one is senile and helpless. But Shakespeare demonstrates that there is more to life
than what Jaques makes of it: he shows the limits of Jaques’s pessimism by having old Adam
charitably looked after by Orlando and called “venerable” by Duke Senior, just after Jaques
finishes speaking. This demonstrates the way in which love and devotion can overcome
pessimism and a sense of life’s absurdity.5. TIMELESSNESS The play contrasts the timeless
world of Arden with the time-conscious world of the court, thus making the Forest of Arden a
refuge from the sense of decay and passage of time. The “Court” characters sense time passing
quickly, leading to death: Touchstone claims “from hour to hour, we ripe and ripe, / And then,
from hour to hour, we rot and rot”; Jaques sees life as a rapid progression of seven stages of
humankind, leading to “mere oblivion.” The “Forest” characters are not worried about time: Celia
sees Arden as a place she can “willingly waste my time in”; Duke Senior and his lords “fleet the
time carelessly”; Orlando is always late for dates. Rosalind, though conscious of time, knows that
its passage is relative: it is slow for the lover waiting for her beloved; just right for the rich and
healthy; too fast for the person condemned to death. She combines a sense of time with a lack
of concern about its passage and is able to enjoy the moment.6. APPEARANCE vs. REALITY
Shakespeare shows how disguises can be used to uncover the truth: By pretending to be
“Ganymede,” Rosalind can test Orlando and find out whether he is worthy, and to see if he truly
loves her. This allows her to be a lover without sacrificing her independence until she is ready.
Also, Rosalind’s disguise helps Shakespeare criticize overly romantic love, showing how
unrealistic it is: Phebe foolishly falls in love with Rosalind, thinking her to be a man.7. FAMILY
Shakespeare uses the family conflict to show the breakdown of the social order, and uses family
order to show social harmony. In Act 1, society at court is in a bad condition: Duke Frederick has



overthrown his older brother and banishes his niece; Oliver seeks to murder his brother Orlando.
In Arden, however, the families are reconciled as the social order is reestablished: Oliver repents
and seeks forgiveness from Orlando; Duke Frederick returns the throne to his brother; Rosalind
is reunited with her father. The creation of a new, “good” society at the court begins with the
creation of four new families at the group wedding in the last scene of the play.MAIN
SYMBOLS1. NAMES Shakespeare uses several names symbolically in the play: Rosalind
assumes the name of “Ganymede,” the mythical boy kidnapped by Zeus to be that god’s cup-
bearer (also servant/lover), which symbolizes a feminine nature beneath a masculine exterior;
Celia’s assumed name of “Aliena” means “the exiled one” in Latin and symbolizes her exile from
the court; Touchstone, the clown’s name, means “a standard by which things are measured” and
symbolizes his role as critic and satirist; de Boys, the surname of Orlando and Oliver, is French
for “of the forest” (de Bois) and symbolizes the importance that Arden plays in their growth and
self-knowledge.2. WRESTLING Charles and Orlando’s wrestling match symbolizes the
subsequent contests between the lovers in the play: Rosalind is “overthrown” by Orlando’s
charms; Celia tells her to “wrestle with thy affections.” Wrestling also symbolizes the contests of
wit between the characters: Touchstone and Corin on country life, Jaques and Orlando about
love poems, Rosalind and Touchstone over romantic love.3. ANIMALS The deer that are
slaughtered to feed Duke Senior’s court symbolize human capacity to be cruel, violent, and
bestial (as seen in Oliver and Frederick). The snake that menaces Oliver symbolizes the sting of
reason, the realization of his evil, and the unjust treatment of his brother. The lioness that
Orlando fights and kills symbolizes his strength and nobility.4. HYMEN Shakespeare’s use of the
god of marriage to perform the final ceremony symbolizes the triumph of love over confusion,
evil, and disorder. The dance performed after the wedding also symbolizes the triumph of order
(i.e., the social and political structure) over disorder (the flight from court and the wandering
about the forest).5. POEMS IN TREES Orlando’s posting of love poems in trees symbolizes
Duke Senior’s romanticized conception of the forest as a place where one “finds tongues in
trees, books in the running brooks, / Sermons in stones, and good in everything.”STYLE &
STRUCTURELANGUAGE The dialogue is spoken in blank (unrhymed) verse and prose. The
love poems (written by Orlando, Phebe, and Touchstone) and songs are used in three ways to
develop the play’s themes and action: (1) they evoke the festive, carefree atmosphere of Arden:
“Here shall he see no enemy / But winter and rough weather”; (2) they criticize the evil and
hypocrisy of the court: “Blow, blow, thou winter wind / Thou art not so unkind / As man’s
ingratitude”; (3) they create an atmosphere of love: “In the springtime, the only pretty ring time /
When birds do sing, hey ding a ding, ding / Sweet lovers love the spring.”FIGURES OF SPEECH
Metaphors (comparisons where one idea suggests another): Used to illustrate the play’s
abstract themes and ideas: Fortune is described as “Lady,” “housewife,” and “bountiful blind
woman”; Time “ambles” with a “lazy” foot. Similes (comparisons using “like” or “as”):
Shakespeare compares characters and events to animals and natural things, thereby
establishing the Forest of Arden as a simple, natural Garden of Eden where people come to



understand their true selves. Rosalind and Celia’s friendship makes them as inseparable as
“Juno’s swans”; Adam’s age is compared to “a lusty winter.” Irony (use of words to express a
meaning opposite to the literal meaning): Rosalind’s disguise as a man gives the dialogue ironic
twists: Phebe thinks she will “make a proper man”; Oliver tells “Ganymede” to “be a man” when
“she” faints. Touchstone uses irony as he parodies the lovers: he mocks Orlando’s love poems
by easily creating similar ones.PLOT AND COMPOSITION Exposition (introduction): Orlando
explains that Oliver has failed to give him his due inheritance. Charles describes Duke
Frederick’s overthrow and banishment of Duke Senior. Rising action: Orlando defies Oliver,
defeats the wrestler, falls in love with Rosalind, flees Frederick’s court. Rosalind is banished from
the court, travels in disguise with Celia, secretly courts Orlando in Arden. Climax (the point of
highest emotion): Rosalind decides she truly loves Orlando; Oliver repents after being saved by
Orlando and falls in love with Celia. Duke Frederick also repents and gives the throne back to
Duke Senior. Dénouement (final outcome): Four couples in joint marriage ceremony plan their
return to the court with Duke Senior.CRITICAL OVERVIEWFOOLS Shakespeare uses jesters
and clowns to comment on the main action and characters of the play. Both Touchstone and
Jaques mock the foolish idealism, illusions, and pride of others, thereby contributing to the play’s
balanced view of life. Touchstone is a clown whose absurd dress and comic attitude allow him to
criticize “wisely what wise men do foolishly” without being punished. He mocks Frederick’s
abuse of power and Orlando’s romantic excesses, while his earthy love for Audrey makes
Silvius’s idealistic love for Phebe seem comical. Jaques also plays the role of fool so he can
“cleanse the foul body of th’infected world”: he laughs at Duke Senior’s enthusiasm for nature as
well as Orlando’s zeal. Neither Touchstone nor Jaques is meant to portray the ideal lifestyle;
rather, they serve the important role of curing the more “serious” characters of their illusions,
thereby helping them achieve a balanced, happy life.HUMORS Psychology during
Shakespeare’s era described the individual as possessing four bodily fluids, or “humors”—
blood, phlegm, melancholy, and choler—that controlled his or her temperament. In the so-called
normal person, these four elements are balanced and ruled by reason. But if one of the humors
becomes excessive, the emotion that it causes (e.g., lust, laziness, depression, anger) will rule
the personality. This explains why Jaques, who is ruled by his melancholy “humor,” has “a most
humorous sadness.” The result is that at the play’s end, he refuses to join in with the other
characters’ happiness. The irrational actions of the other characters are also explained by these
unbalanced humors: Duke Frederick’s moody behavior is called “humorous”; Rosalind claims
that passionate love is a “mad humor”; Touchstone explains the impulsive marriage to Audrey as
being caused by a “poor humor.”As You Like ItWilliam ShakespearePLOT SUMMARYPLOT
SUMMARYA young woman disguises herself to test the man she loves, and in so doing teaches
three other couples what love means.ACT 1 Young Orlando de Boys feels cheated out of his
inheritance. In the orchard of his older brother, Oliver de Boys, he complains to his elderly
servant, Adam, that Oliver is denying him the money and education that his late father, Sir
Roland de Boys, had instructed Oliver to provide for him. His brother then comes upon them and



Orlando demands better treatment. A fight breaks out, with Orlando pinning Oliver until the older
brother promises to make good on their father’s wishes. Yet after Orlando leaves, Oliver plots
with the champion wrestler, Charles, to have his younger brother gravely injured during a
wrestling match the following day at Duke Frederick’s palace.The next day at the palace, a
young noblewoman, Rosalind, expresses anguish over her situation to her cousin, Celia.
Rosalind’s father, the former Duke (referred to as Duke Senior), has been overthrown and
banished by his younger brother, Frederick, the present Duke and Celia’s father. Celia consoles
her cousin by promising that when she inherits the throne she will return power to Rosalind.The
wrestling match takes place, with Orlando easily defeating Charles.Rosalind falls in love with
Orlando while watching him wrestle, and rewards his victory with a chain from her neck. After the
match, Duke Frederick banishes Rosalind from the court, fearing her allegiance to her deposed
father. Angered by her father’s move, Celia decides to join her beloved cousin in exile. They
disguise themselves to avoid the dangers of traveling strange roads—Celia as the poor young
woman “Aliena,” and Rosalind as her brother “Ganymede.”ACT 2 The banished Duke Senior and
his lords endure their exile in the Forest of Arden in good spirits—hunting, feasting, and
generally enjoying the country life. Back at the court, Duke Frederick is furious over his
daughter’s disappearance. He suspects that Orlando is involved and orders his arrest. When
Adam hears of the order, and also of a plot by Oliver to kill Orlando, he warns Orlando and they
flee the court together. Rosalind (disguised as “Ganymede”), Celia (disguised as “Aliena”), and
their clown, Touchstone, arrive exhausted and frightened in the Forest of Arden. They overhear
the young shepherd, Silvius, telling the elderly shepherd, Corin, about his love for the shepherd
girl, Phebe, and Rosalind is reminded of her love for Orlando. They approach Corin and arrange
to purchase a small cottage in the forest.Orlando and Adam arrive in another part of the forest,
the old servant approaching death from hunger and exhaustion. Orlando sets out to find food for
him and comes upon Duke Senior and his men having a feast. Orlando draws his sword and
demands food, but is soon won over by Duke Senior’s kindness and generosity. As Orlando
goes off to fetch Adam to the feast, Duke Senior’s courtier, Jaques, cynically proclaims to the
assembled lords his philosophy that “All the world’s a stage / And all men and women merely
players.” His pessimism is contradicted, however, by the sight of Orlando carrying the feeble
Adam to Duke Senior’s table to join the feast.ACT 3 Duke Frederick sends Oliver away to look for
his brother, telling him to bring Orlando back dead or alive. Orlando, meanwhile, wanders
through the forest posting love poems to Rosalind on the trees. Rosalind and Celia soon find the
poems and discover that they were written by Orlando. Orlando then appears and Rosalind (still
in disguise) teases him about being so in love. She proposes to “cure” him of his love affliction,
which she calls “merely a madness,” by pretending to be Rosalind and having Orlando court her.
She promises to act proud, fickle, shallow, full of tears and smiles, and unpredictable, like a
woman passionately in love. This is a foolproof way of curing Orlando of his “madness” since it
will show him how silly women are. Orlando readily agrees to give it a try.Touchstone attempts to
tell the simpleminded goatherd, Audrey, that he has made plans to marry her, but is prevented



from doing so when Jaques intervenes. In another part of the forest, Rosalind becomes upset
when Orlando fails to keep his first date for the “love cure,” and Celia cautions her not to trust him
too much. Corin invites them to watch the spectacle of pathetic Silvius attempting to win the love
of the overly proud Phebe. While Rosalind (disguised as “Ganymede”), Celia (as “Aliena”), and
Corin secretly look on, Silvius begs Phebe to be his loved one, but she refuses him. “Ganymede”
steps forward and angrily tells Phebe she should be grateful to have a man like Silvius. Yet
Phebe falls in love with the disguised Rosalind even as “Ganymede” scolds her. After
“Ganymede” leaves, Phebe tells Silvius to carry a message to the “man” she now loves.ACT 4
Rosalind, still disguised as “Ganymede,” criticizes Jaques for indulging his sad temperament too
much, stating her philosophy that emotional extremes are a bad thing. Orlando arrives late for an
appointment, and Rosalind (“Ganymede”), secretly hurt, jokingly scolds him for not being a
thoughtful lover. In order for Orlando to learn about the wily ways of women, they go through a
make-believe marriage ceremony, with Celia acting as the priest. Orlando promises to love his
“Rosalind” forever, but Rosalind urges him to concentrate on love one day at a time instead of
having unrealistic dreams of “forever.” Orlando then departs and Rosalind professes her deep
love for him to Celia.When Silvius arrives with Phebe’s love letter for “Ganymede,” Rosalind
(“Ganymede”) deliberately misreads Phebe’s praises as insults and sends her back a message
that she should love Silvius instead. Oliver then arrives and gives “Ganymede” Orlando’s bloody
handkerchief, explaining how Orlando had frightened away a snake that was threatening Oliver
and how Orlando had been injured while rescuing Oliver from a lioness. Oliver praises his
brother’s courage and devotion, and confesses shame at his past treatment of Orlando.
Rosalind faints at the sight of the blood, causing Oliver to suspect that “Ganymede” is not really
a man.ACT 5 Touchstone continues in his efforts to marry Audrey by frightening off her fiancé,
William. In another part of the forest, Oliver explains to Orlando that he has fallen in love with
“Aliena” at first sight, and plans to marry her and live as a simple shepherd. Rosalind joins the
brothers and promises Orlando that he will be able to marry the real Rosalind the following day.
Silvius and Phebe join the group, with Silvius still pledging love for Phebe, who stubbornly wants
“Ganymede.” Rosalind tells all the lovers to meet her the following day, when she will so arrange
matters that all will be satisfied.As they come together the next day, Rosalind has Duke Senior
(who is fooled by her disguise) promise to consent to Rosalind and Orlando’s marriage should
his daughter be brought forth. She then has Orlando pledge to marry Rosalind, a request he
easily agrees to. Finally, she has Phebe pledge to marry Silvius should she for any reason
decide she no longer desires “Ganymede.” Rosalind then exits with Celia. Touchstone arrives
and announces that he and Audrey will also be married. The undisguised Rosalind and Celia
enter, accompanied by Hymen, the god of marriage. The four couples are married in a joint
ceremony. Afterwards, Jaques de Boys, middle brother to Oliver and Orlando, arrives to tell of
Duke Frederick’s conversion from his evil ways and of his renunciation of the throne, thereby
returning Duke Senior to power. Before the duke’s return to court, the couples perform a dance
in celebration of the weddings. Only the courtier Jaques (not to be confused with Jaques de



Boys) remains unhappy, announcing that he will go live with Duke Frederick. Rosalind ends the
play with a direct address to the audience, telling them to take the play’s thoughts on love and
life as they like it.BACKGROUNDBACKGROUNDTYPE OF WORK Romantic comedyFIRST
PRODUCED 1599?AUTHOR William Shakespeare (c. 1564–1616), born at Stratford-upon-
Avon, England. Arrived in London about 1586. His career as a playwright, poet, actor, and
theater shareholder in London lasted from the early 1590s until 1612. Shakespeare wrote all
types of plays—tragedies, comedies, romances, and historical dramas—for the popular theater.
The early plays reflect the optimism and exuberant spirit of an England just coming into its own
as a world power. The later plays, the great tragedies—Hamlet (1602?), Othello (1604?), King
Lear (1606?), and Macbeth (1606?)—are pessimistic, cynical, and reflect the decadence and
political corruption of the Elizabethan and Jacobean court. (Elizabethan refers to the period
when Elizabeth I, a Tudor, was queen, 1558–1603; Jacobean, from the Latin word for “James,”
refers to the reign of James I, which began at Elizabeth I’s death in 1603 and lasted until his own
death in 1625.)SETTING OF PLAY Oliver’s house, the Duke’s palace, and the Forest of Arden,
all in an unidentified location.TIME OF PLAY Act 1: A two-day period, beginning with Orlando
and Oliver’s fight, ending with Rosalind and Celia’s departure. Act 2: The following day, with
Frederick’s discovery of Celia’s absence. Acts 3–5: No specific time frame, which shows
Shakespeare’s conception of the Forest of Arden as a place of timelessness and that there is
“no clock in the forest.”KEY CHARACTERSKEY CHARACTERSROSALIND Daughter of
banished Duke Senior. Intelligent, independent, witty; yet also a devoted, thoughtful lover.
Disguised as a man through most of the play; marries Orlando in the end. Combines worldly
wisdom with youthful love to make for a well-rounded, balanced character.ORLANDO Youngest
son of the late nobleman Sir Roland de Boys. His strength of body and personality allows him to
survive adversity and win the inheritance originally denied to him by his brother Oliver. His
intelligence, honesty, and charm help him win Rosalind’s love.CELIA Daughter of Duke
Frederick. She defies him and follows her cousin Rosalind into exile. A devoted, honest friend.
Marries the reformed Oliver.TOUCHSTONE Court jester. Accompanies Rosalind and Celia into
exile. Witty, earthy, sarcastic; mocks other characters’ illusions and romantic excesses.JAQUES
Member of Duke Senior’s court. His melancholy and cynical personality keep him from enjoying
life. He sees humankind as evil and base, and always points out others’ faults.OLIVER Eldest
son of Roland de Boys. Seeks to have Orlando killed when he rebels against ill-treatment.
Converted from evil later; makes up with his brother and marries Celia.DUKE SENIOR
Rosalind’s father. Former ruler at court; banished to the Forest of Arden by his usurping brother.
Good-natured, optimistic, and devoted to his followers. Makes the best of his exile.DUKE
FREDERICK A usurping duke who has overthrown and banished his older brother, Duke Senior.
Unjust and arbitrary ruler; later converts to religious life, renounces the throne to live a simple,
honest life.PHEBE Plain yet proud shepherdess. Falls in love with the disguised Rosalind, who
tricks her into marrying Silvius.SILVIUS Young shepherd; loves Phebe despite her cruel
treatment of him.ADAM Orlando’s old servant who gives his life savings and support to his



master so that he can flee the court.MAIN THEMES & IDEASMAIN THEMES & IDEAS1. LOVE
The play shows how love is at its best when balanced between the extremes of romantic ideals
and worldly reality. Silvius’s love for Phebe and Phebe’s love for “Ganymede” are too idealistic—
they involve illusions about one’s loved one, irrational behavior, and an excess of sentimentality.
The characters throw themselves into love without looking at the reality of the situation.
Touchstone’s love for Audrey is at the other extreme—physical, unsentimental, and self-
centered. He looks at the reality of the situation without feeling its romance. Rosalind and
Orlando’s love strikes a balance between the two extremes: it is both romantic and realistic,
passionate and rational. The characters do not give in to love’s “madness,” yet still enjoy its
energy.2. COURT vs. COUNTRY Shakespeare contrasts the world of the court (or city) to that of
the country: The court is depicted as an evil place where brothers plot against brothers, “where
none will sweat but for promotion.” The country (Forest of Arden) is a healthy place of difficult yet
fair conditions and the rule of natural law: “More free from peril than the envious court” (i.e., free
of the court’s plots, rivalries, and jealousies). In the country, the characters are able to achieve
love (Rosalind, Orlando), gain self-understanding (Oliver, Duke Frederick), and regain their title
(Duke Senior), thus enabling them to return to and thrive at the court. The court is corrupt when
governed by a usurping ruler, but harmonious when led by the rightful ruler.3. FORTUNE vs.
NATURE The characters’ ability to overcome bad turns of fortune (fate, luck) with the strength of
their own nature (i.e., through their personality or character) is a key theme of the play. Rosalind
maintains that “Fortune reigns in gifts of the world, not in the lineaments of Nature” (i.e., that
Fortune may affect one’s situation, but not one’s virtue, intelligence, or determination). “Sweet
are the uses of adversity,” claims Duke Senior, who turns his exile from the court into a carefree,
happy time. Celia refuses to accept the ill-fortune of having an evil father, choosing instead to be
devoted to Rosalind, the family member she finds most noble. In the world of the play, bad
fortune can never truly defeat good nature.4. “ALL THE WORLD’S A STAGE” Jaques’s now-
famous “seven ages of man” speech (2.7) expresses the pessimistic view that life is nothing
more than a series of ridiculous “parts” a person must play, that to live is simply to perform
according to predetermined roles. He names the seven ages of man, each absurd and comical:
the “puking” infant, “whining schoolboy,” “sighing” lover, the soldier seeking “the bubble
reputation” (i.e., a reputation that can burst as easily as a bubble at any time), the lawyer with a
“round belly,” the “pantaloon” (i.e., a ridiculous old man), and finally the second childhood of old
age, when one is senile and helpless. But Shakespeare demonstrates that there is more to life
than what Jaques makes of it: he shows the limits of Jaques’s pessimism by having old Adam
charitably looked after by Orlando and called “venerable” by Duke Senior, just after Jaques
finishes speaking. This demonstrates the way in which love and devotion can overcome
pessimism and a sense of life’s absurdity.5. TIMELESSNESS The play contrasts the timeless
world of Arden with the time-conscious world of the court, thus making the Forest of Arden a
refuge from the sense of decay and passage of time. The “Court” characters sense time passing
quickly, leading to death: Touchstone claims “from hour to hour, we ripe and ripe, / And then,



from hour to hour, we rot and rot”; Jaques sees life as a rapid progression of seven stages of
humankind, leading to “mere oblivion.” The “Forest” characters are not worried about time: Celia
sees Arden as a place she can “willingly waste my time in”; Duke Senior and his lords “fleet the
time carelessly”; Orlando is always late for dates. Rosalind, though conscious of time, knows that
its passage is relative: it is slow for the lover waiting for her beloved; just right for the rich and
healthy; too fast for the person condemned to death. She combines a sense of time with a lack
of concern about its passage and is able to enjoy the moment.6. APPEARANCE vs. REALITY
Shakespeare shows how disguises can be used to uncover the truth: By pretending to be
“Ganymede,” Rosalind can test Orlando and find out whether he is worthy, and to see if he truly
loves her. This allows her to be a lover without sacrificing her independence until she is ready.
Also, Rosalind’s disguise helps Shakespeare criticize overly romantic love, showing how
unrealistic it is: Phebe foolishly falls in love with Rosalind, thinking her to be a man.7. FAMILY
Shakespeare uses the family conflict to show the breakdown of the social order, and uses family
order to show social harmony. In Act 1, society at court is in a bad condition: Duke Frederick has
overthrown his older brother and banishes his niece; Oliver seeks to murder his brother Orlando.
In Arden, however, the families are reconciled as the social order is reestablished: Oliver repents
and seeks forgiveness from Orlando; Duke Frederick returns the throne to his brother; Rosalind
is reunited with her father. The creation of a new, “good” society at the court begins with the
creation of four new families at the group wedding in the last scene of the play.MAIN
SYMBOLSMAIN SYMBOLS1. NAMES Shakespeare uses several names symbolically in the
play: Rosalind assumes the name of “Ganymede,” the mythical boy kidnapped by Zeus to be
that god’s cup-bearer (also servant/lover), which symbolizes a feminine nature beneath a
masculine exterior; Celia’s assumed name of “Aliena” means “the exiled one” in Latin and
symbolizes her exile from the court; Touchstone, the clown’s name, means “a standard by which
things are measured” and symbolizes his role as critic and satirist; de Boys, the surname of
Orlando and Oliver, is French for “of the forest” (de Bois) and symbolizes the importance that
Arden plays in their growth and self-knowledge.2. WRESTLING Charles and Orlando’s wrestling
match symbolizes the subsequent contests between the lovers in the play: Rosalind is
“overthrown” by Orlando’s charms; Celia tells her to “wrestle with thy affections.” Wrestling also
symbolizes the contests of wit between the characters: Touchstone and Corin on country life,
Jaques and Orlando about love poems, Rosalind and Touchstone over romantic love.3.
ANIMALS The deer that are slaughtered to feed Duke Senior’s court symbolize human capacity
to be cruel, violent, and bestial (as seen in Oliver and Frederick). The snake that menaces Oliver
symbolizes the sting of reason, the realization of his evil, and the unjust treatment of his brother.
The lioness that Orlando fights and kills symbolizes his strength and nobility.4. HYMEN
Shakespeare’s use of the god of marriage to perform the final ceremony symbolizes the triumph
of love over confusion, evil, and disorder. The dance performed after the wedding also
symbolizes the triumph of order (i.e., the social and political structure) over disorder (the flight
from court and the wandering about the forest).5. POEMS IN TREES Orlando’s posting of love



poems in trees symbolizes Duke Senior’s romanticized conception of the forest as a place where
one “finds tongues in trees, books in the running brooks, / Sermons in stones, and good in
everything.”STYLE & STRUCTURESTYLE & STRUCTURELANGUAGE The dialogue is spoken
in blank (unrhymed) verse and prose. The love poems (written by Orlando, Phebe, and
Touchstone) and songs are used in three ways to develop the play’s themes and action: (1) they
evoke the festive, carefree atmosphere of Arden: “Here shall he see no enemy / But winter and
rough weather”; (2) they criticize the evil and hypocrisy of the court: “Blow, blow, thou winter
wind / Thou art not so unkind / As man’s ingratitude”; (3) they create an atmosphere of love: “In
the springtime, the only pretty ring time / When birds do sing, hey ding a ding, ding / Sweet
lovers love the spring.”FIGURES OF SPEECH Metaphors (comparisons where one idea
suggests another): Used to illustrate the play’s abstract themes and ideas: Fortune is described
as “Lady,” “housewife,” and “bountiful blind woman”; Time “ambles” with a “lazy” foot. Similes
(comparisons using “like” or “as”): Shakespeare compares characters and events to animals and
natural things, thereby establishing the Forest of Arden as a simple, natural Garden of Eden
where people come to understand their true selves. Rosalind and Celia’s friendship makes them
as inseparable as “Juno’s swans”; Adam’s age is compared to “a lusty winter.” Irony (use of
words to express a meaning opposite to the literal meaning): Rosalind’s disguise as a man gives
the dialogue ironic twists: Phebe thinks she will “make a proper man”; Oliver tells “Ganymede” to
“be a man” when “she” faints. Touchstone uses irony as he parodies the lovers: he mocks
Orlando’s love poems by easily creating similar ones.PLOT AND COMPOSITION Exposition
(introduction): Orlando explains that Oliver has failed to give him his due inheritance. Charles
describes Duke Frederick’s overthrow and banishment of Duke Senior. Rising action: Orlando
defies Oliver, defeats the wrestler, falls in love with Rosalind, flees Frederick’s court. Rosalind is
banished from the court, travels in disguise with Celia, secretly courts Orlando in Arden. Climax
(the point of highest emotion): Rosalind decides she truly loves Orlando; Oliver repents after
being saved by Orlando and falls in love with Celia. Duke Frederick also repents and gives the
throne back to Duke Senior. Dénouement (final outcome): Four couples in joint marriage
ceremony plan their return to the court with Duke Senior.CRITICAL OVERVIEWCRITICAL
OVERVIEWFOOLS Shakespeare uses jesters and clowns to comment on the main action and
characters of the play. Both Touchstone and Jaques mock the foolish idealism, illusions, and
pride of others, thereby contributing to the play’s balanced view of life. Touchstone is a clown
whose absurd dress and comic attitude allow him to criticize “wisely what wise men do foolishly”
without being punished. He mocks Frederick’s abuse of power and Orlando’s romantic
excesses, while his earthy love for Audrey makes Silvius’s idealistic love for Phebe seem
comical. Jaques also plays the role of fool so he can “cleanse the foul body of th’infected world”:
he laughs at Duke Senior’s enthusiasm for nature as well as Orlando’s zeal. Neither Touchstone
nor Jaques is meant to portray the ideal lifestyle; rather, they serve the important role of curing
the more “serious” characters of their illusions, thereby helping them achieve a balanced, happy
life.HUMORS Psychology during Shakespeare’s era described the individual as possessing four



bodily fluids, or “humors”—blood, phlegm, melancholy, and choler—that controlled his or her
temperament. In the so-called normal person, these four elements are balanced and ruled by
reason. But if one of the humors becomes excessive, the emotion that it causes (e.g., lust,
laziness, depression, anger) will rule the personality. This explains why Jaques, who is ruled by
his melancholy “humor,” has “a most humorous sadness.” The result is that at the play’s end, he
refuses to join in with the other characters’ happiness. The irrational actions of the other
characters are also explained by these unbalanced humors: Duke Frederick’s moody behavior is
called “humorous”; Rosalind claims that passionate love is a “mad humor”; Touchstone explains
the impulsive marriage to Audrey as being caused by a “poor humor.”The AwakeningKate
ChopinPLOT SUMMARYA young married woman in the 1890s awakens to the value of herself
and demands her independence.CHAPTER 1 The novel opens on a Sunday in summer during
the late 1800s, at a resort on Grand Isle, about 40 miles south of New Orleans, Louisiana. A
slender, slightly stooped 40-year-old man is sitting outside, reading a day-old newspaper; he is
Léonce Pontellier, a successful New Orleans broker, anxious to return to the city and to his work.
The sounds of noisy caged birds, a badly played piano duet, and the cawings of his landlady,
Madame Lebrun, rankle him. He rises and returns to his cottage, then sits at an outside table
and watches as his wife makes her way up the beach toward him.Léonce’s wife, Edna Pontellier,
has been swimming and is returning with her swimming companion, young Robert Lebrun.
When Edna reaches Léonce, his first words are reproachful: He says that she is “burnt beyond
recognition.” Edna doesn’t take offense; she has been thoroughly enjoying the swimming and
laughing with Robert. She raises her hands, and Léonce knows instinctively that she is waiting
for him to drop her wedding rings into her palm so that she can slip them back on.Edna asks
Léonce if he’ll be back for dinner. His answer is a shrug of the shoulders. Their marriage clearly
has become defined largely by nonverbal sign language. In contrast is the keen, smiling, and
sparkling small talk that Edna has been sharing with Robert, something that pecks at Léonce’s
sense of propriety. His wife, certainly a good wife, often seems more like a child than a New
Orleans society matron of 28.CHAPTERS 2–4 Edna Pontellier has yellowish-brown eyes,
beneath heavy, dark-brown eyebrows, slightly darker than her hair. She is more handsome than
pretty. She is, Chopin says, “engaging,” and certainly Robert finds her so. As Robert talks about
himself, Edna listens, fascinated by this young man who is characterized by exuberance and
spontaneity—qualities that Léonce lacks. When they realize that Léonce isn’t returning for
dinner, Edna goes to her room and Robert seeks out the Pontellier children to play with.Léonce
returns late, at 11 o’clock, and checks on his children. Both are sleeping but Raoul seems to
have a fever. Léonce awakens his wife and reproaches her for neglecting the children. She
checks on the child, then returns and refuses to answer Léonce’s accusatory questions. When
he is asleep, she goes out on the porch, sits in a wicker rocker, and begins to weep. She doesn’t
understand why she is crying, and her confusion over this overflowing emotion unsettles her
more than Léonce’s unfair declamations.The next morning, Léonce gives Edna half of his
winnings from billiards, and boards a carriage that will take him to the steamer, on which he will



travel to New Orleans. He is eager to be gone.Chopin now introduces a new character, Adèle
Ratignolle, a Creole (someone descended from the original French and Spanish people who
settled in New Orleans). Adèle has become a close friend of Edna and is a “mother-woman.” In
an era when Kentucky-bred women like Edna did not discuss pregnancy, Adèle delights in
talking about “her condition.” This summer, Edna is the only non-Creole at the Lebruns’ resort.
The rest of the women are Creoles, like Adèle.CHAPTERS 5–6 One summer afternoon, Adèle
sits sewing while Edna and Robert watch. Robert has “lived in [Edna’s] shadow” during the past
month. He is now 26 and for years has spent his summers choosing one of the female guests to
devote himself to. This summer, it is Edna. Edna is unaware of Robert’s recurring role as devoted
attendant to sundry women over the years. At present, she is gazing at Adèle, pregnant and
Madonna-like in Edna’s revery. Robert breaks the mood by theatrically moaning in a mock-
serious tone that Adèle, despite her tableau of flawless serenity, is a cold mistress. Adèle, with
mock haughtiness, retorts that Robert was a terrible nuisance, always under her feet, “like a
troublesome cat.” Robert continues, characterizing himself as a suffering suitor, spurned by his
one true love. Edna is puzzled, relieved that he never assumes this tone nor this type of humor
when they are alone together. She picks up her sketching materials and begins a portrait of
Adèle, seeing her again as a “sensuous Madonna.” Robert leans against her intimately, and she
pushes him gently away. Adèle suddenly complains of faintness, and Edna rushes to her,
bathing her face with cologne while Robert cools her with a palm fan. Recovered, Adèle walks
toward her cottage, joined by two of her children.Robert impulsively implores Edna to go
swimming with him. At first Edna declines, but she is soon persuaded.CHAPTERS 7–10 One
day, when Edna and Adèle are sitting on the beach together, Edna begins telling her about her
childhood in Kentucky. She was enamored of a sad-eyed cavalry officer, of a young man
engaged to someone else, and of an actor whom she had never met—she had only his picture,
which she passionately kissed behind the cold glass of the frame. Edna’s marriage to Léonce
was an accident. They met, he fell in love with her, and seemed absolutely devoted to her. Her
father and sister Margaret were violently opposed to her marrying a Catholic; nonetheless, she
did. Ever after, she has been Léonce’s devoted wife, in a world of privilege but devoid of
romance and dreams.The two women are interrupted by Robert and a troop of children, and
Adèle asks him for his arm, complaining of stiffness and cramps in her legs. Leaning toward him,
she implores him to “let Mrs. Pontellier alone.” Robert is incensed: his affection for Edna is
genuine and he is not toying with her emotions. Adèle, however, insists that “she is not one of us.
She might make the unfortunate blunder of taking you seriously.” Seeing that Robert is angered
by her entreaty, Adèle apologizes.One night, Madame Lebrun arranges an evening of
entertainment. The children are allowed to stay up, piano recitals are performed, and couples
begin waltzing. The children are then sent to bed, and ice cream and cake are passed around.
Edna dances twice with Léonce, once with Robert, and once with Adèle’s husband. Afterward,
she goes outside and sits on a low windowsill, gazing out at the sea. Robert follows and asks if
she’d like to hear Mademoiselle Reisz play. She would, and Robert hastens to the old woman’s



quarters to plead with her to attend the festivities and play for Edna. The first chords of Chopin
that Mademoiselle Reisz strikes send a sharp tremor down Edna’s spine. Waves of emotion
rouse themselves within her, diminishing her rationality. Afterward, Mademoiselle Reisz tells her,
“You are the only one worth playing for.”Robert suggests that although it is late and there is only
a moon to light the way, they should all go for a swim. Everyone enthusiastically agrees and they
all set out for the beach—Edna and Léonce, as well. Edna has been taking swimming lessons all
summer from Robert and has never quite mastered the skill, but when she enters the sea
tonight, she suddenly finds herself swimming—far beyond the others. She grows daring and
reckless, yearning to swim far out, “where no woman had swum before.” Edna is satisfied and
fulfilled when she returns to shore, but Léonce is not impressed with her accomplishment.
Robert’s mother remarks to Léonce that Edna is “capricious.” Léonce agrees: “I know she is.
Sometimes, not often.”On the way back, Robert spins a tale about a spirit that inhabits the earth,
every August 28, at the hour of midnight, when the moon is shining. On that night, it will claim
one mortal worthy of his company and of sharing mystical emotions of the “semi-celestials.”
Edna, says Robert, was chosen tonight by the spirit. When they reach the Pontellier cottage,
Edna rests herself in a wide hammock. Robert brings her a white shawl and offers to stay with
her until the others arrive. Edna tells him that he may do as he wishes. She is overcome with
waves of new feelings and new possibilities.CHAPTERS 11–14 When Léonce returns from the
beach, he is perturbed to find Edna lying in the hammock; “respectable” women should be in
bed, he thinks. She tells him not to wait up. He orders her to come to bed. She refuses. She
means to stay in the hammock and, furthermore, she tells him not to talk to her in that tone of
voice. Léonce pours himself some wine and sits on the porch, smoking cigars until almost dawn.
Edna rouses herself and asks him if he’s coming to bed, and petulantly he answers that he’s not
coming until he has finished his cigar.Edna sleeps only a few fitful hours. Impulsively, she tells a
young girl to go waken Robert and send him to her. She wants him to accompany her to Mass on
a neighboring island. On the boat, Edna notices a saucy, barefoot Spanish girl, Mariequita, who
flirts with Robert. Sailing across the bay, Edna again feels as though something has awakened
inside her. Intuitively, Robert begins talking nonstop to her and suggests that they sail tomorrow
for an island that houses an old fort. The day after, perhaps they can go to a series of villages
built on stilts on an island not far away. Fancifully, Robert teases her that they’ll slip away in the
night and go to an island where pirate gold is hidden. Edna is enchanted by his imagination: Yes,
she’ll go.During Mass, a lack of sleep overcomes Edna and she leaves the church. Robert
follows and takes her to Madame Antoine’s cottage, where she is put to bed. She sleeps long
and deep, and when she awakens, the afternoon shadows are lengthening. Striking up their
earlier spark of fancy, Edna asks Robert how long she’s slept. A hundred years, he tells her—
and he has guarded her all these years.At home, Adèle complains that Edna’s son Etienne has
been unruly. Edna takes him in her arms and rocks and coddles him into sleep. Léonce is at
Klein’s talking to other brokers. Robert says goodnight to Edna, who exclaims that they have
been together “the whole livelong day.” It is a startling revelation to her. Robert teases her again



with a snippet of fancy: he tells her that not only did they spend the entire day together, but they
spent the hundred years while she was sleeping.CHAPTERS 15–16 One evening, Edna, a little
flushed, dressed magnificently in a snow-white gown, enters the dining room and is assailed by
voices on all sides of her: Robert is leaving tonight for Mexico. Unbelievable! She looks at him,
utterly bewildered; she was with him all morning and he never mentioned leaving. Robert looks
at her, obviously uneasy and embarrassed. Robert tells her that for years he’s told everyone that
he’s going to Mexico, and that this afternoon he had made up his mind to go. He mentions a man
at Vera Cruz who will help him make his fortune in Mexico.Edna goes to her room, where she
changes into a housecoat and begins hanging up clothes that are scattered throughout the
room. She receives word that Madame Lebrun would like her to join them before Robert leaves.
Edna declines. Adèle tries to convince Edna to join them in wishing Robert well before he
departs. Edna begs off, saying that she doesn’t want to dress again. Somewhat later, Robert
arrives with a small suitcase in hand. Edna asks him how long he’ll be gone, and he whimsically
says that maybe he’ll be gone forever. Not in the mood for games, Edna is frank, revealing that
she’s become fond of seeing him every day. In an almost cold fashion, Robert says to her, “Good-
bye, my dear Mrs. Pontellier.… I hope you won’t completely forget me.” Edna asks him to write,
and he promises to do so.For the next few days, Edna finds herself spending time with Robert’s
mother, looking at photographs of Robert on the walls, asking questions about him. Madame
Lebrun tells her that a letter arrived from Robert, and Edna is thrilled. The letter is brief, Edna is
mentioned only in a postscript; Robert tells his mother that if Mrs. Pontellier wants the book back
that he was reading to her, it is in his room.The eccentric old pianist, Mademoiselle Reisz, visits
Edna and inquires if Edna doesn’t miss her “young friend.” Edna fends off further questions with
a comment about Robert’s mother probably missing him greatly—especially since Robert is her
favorite son. Mademoiselle Reisz cackles maliciously and reveals to Edna that the spoiled,
exotically handsome Victor is the favorite son, not Robert. Shortly afterward, she departs,
leaving Edna with her address in New Orleans and extending a hope that Edna will visit her
when she returns to the city.CHAPTERS 17–19 Back in New Orleans, both Léonce and Edna
return to their old patterns. They dine at the same time, Léonce leaves for the office at the same
time, and Edna, every Tuesday, is “at home”—that is, she dresses in a receiving gown and
receives lady guests; in the evening, men (and occasionally, their wives) come to call. Their
clockwork existence has been reset. Léonce is content. One Tuesday evening at dinner,
however, Léonce notices that Edna isn’t dressed in one of her receiving gowns. She tells Léonce
that she has chosen “not to receive” that day. Léonce is stunned and asks for an explanation.
Edna gives him none; she is simply “out.” Léonce is severe with her. She has no choice; she
must observe social conventions in this city. She can’t afford to be “out” on Tuesday. “People,” he
says, “don’t do such things.” At odds with his capricious wife and despairing over the insipid,
unseasoned soup, Léonce leaves to take dinner at his club. Flushed, Edna finishes dinner alone,
then goes to her room. In dark frustration, she smashes a crystal vase and removes her wedding
ring, dashes it on the carpet, and stamps on it.The following morning, Léonce is in good spirits



and invites Edna to meet him in the city and help pick out new library fixtures. When she
declines the offer, Léonce kisses her good-bye and tells her that she’s not looking well. Edna
rolls up some of her sketches and walks a short distance to Adèle’s apartment, where Adèle and
her husband live above his drugstore. Adèle is delighted to see her friend. Edna tells her that
she’s decided to take up painting; they study the sketches she’s brought, and Edna leaves
several of them with Adèle after they finish dinner—a not altogether pleasant experience
because Edna realizes what a close and understanding relationship Adèle shares with her
husband.When Edna abandons her at-home Tuesdays altogether, Léonce wonders if she isn’t a
bit unbalanced. Because she spends so much time in the upstairs atelier, the children and the
house are becoming neglected. He points out that Adèle is a better musician than Edna is a
painter—yet Adèle doesn’t neglect either her house or her family. Edna is furious.Days pass, and
some of them are filled with emotions recollected as she remembers the flapping of sails, the
glint of the moon on the water, and the hot southern wind. Other days are empty and
unhappy.CHAPTERS 20–24 During one of Edna’s despondent days, she decides to seek out
the eccentric old pianist, Mademoiselle Reisz. Unfortunately, Mademoiselle has moved and no
one seems to know where to. Edna hopes that perhaps Madame Lebrun might know, so she
travels to the French Quarter, knocks, and Victor answers the door. He is as astonished to see
Edna as she is to see him—he is now 19 years old, good-looking, and bursting with impetuosity.
He sends a serving girl to fetch his mother and, in the meantime, entertains Edna with a tale
about his previous night’s romantic adventure, a story which he never finishes because his
mother arrives. While Edna is talking to Madame Lebrun, Victor reclines on a wicker lounge and
winks at Edna. Edna is initially uncomfortable, but she forgets Victor’s teasing presence when
Madame tells her that she’s received two letters from Robert. The news is meager; Robert’s
financial status is no better than it was at home. Madame Lebrun then gives Edna the address
for Mademoiselle Reisz.Edna finds the old lady mending an antique button shoe. Mademoiselle
Reisz intuits why Edna has come and tells her that she had a letter from Robert, but that it is
really more about Edna than it is about Mademoiselle Reisz—yet she refuses to let Edna read
the letter until Edna becomes strident. As Edna reads the letter, the old pianist begins playing
sensuous, romantic music on her grand piano, and, as the shadows of evening fill the room,
Edna reads and rereads Robert’s letter. Finally, she begins weeping and takes her leave.Not
long afterward, Léonce pays a visit to an old friend, Doctor Mandelet, asking for information and
suggestions about Edna’s disturbing behavior. The doctor says simply that women are, by
nature, moody and that Léonce should not pressure Edna to resume her at-home Tuesdays.
Whatever has changed her will pass. He urges patience—and he agrees to come to the
Pontellier home for dinner soon. After Léonce leaves, the doctor wonders if Edna could be
infatuated with another man.Edna’s father arrives in New Orleans to select a wedding gift for his
daughter Janet and to buy wedding clothes for himself. It is not a wholly successful visit. Initially,
the old Kentucky colonel is a diversion for Edna, but his overbearing nature and his “toddies”
become irksome. Doctor Mandelet listens carefully to Edna during dinner, and after the colonel



and Léonce both tell stories, and Edna begins her story, he is convinced of what he suspected
earlier: Edna spins a romantic tale about two lovers who sail off in a dugout canoe, through the
glistening moonlight, and are never seen again. As Doctor Mandelet leaves, he hopes that
Edna’s infatuation is not with the rakish Alcée Arobin, who prides himself on the number of
women whom he’s seduced.After her father has left for Kentucky, and Léonce has left for New
York, and the children have been taken by their grandmother, Edna is alone in the
house.CHAPTER 25–32 Edna counters despondency by going again and again to the races
with the fashionable and perpetually smiling Alcée Arobin. Regulars at the Jockey Club strain to
hear Edna’s track predictions. Because she grew up in Kentucky, Edna feels at home in the
stable-and-paddock atmosphere. Usually Mrs. Highcamp accompanies Edna and Alcée, but
one day when Alcée arrives to pick up Edna, he is alone. Afterward, he dines with Edna and
presses her for a closer relationship; she refuses and he kisses her hand. During the days that
follow, Edna sees him every day; he stirs the animalism within her.Seeking out Mademoiselle
Reisz, Edna tells her that she’s going to buy a little four-room house around the corner from the
big house that she shares with Léonce; she needs a house of her own. She needs the feeling of
freedom and independence. Of course, she hasn’t told Léonce. Mademoiselle hands Edna two
recent letters from Robert. His news overwhelms her: he is coming home. Edna confesses that
she is in love with Robert—and she doesn’t know what she’ll do when he comes back.That
evening, Alcée notices that Edna is unusually restless. She relates a strange conversation that
she had earlier with Mademoiselle Reisz; the eccentric old pianist felt Edna’s shoulder blades,
remarking that Edna’s “wings” should be strong: “The bird that would soar above the level plain
of tradition and prejudice must have strong wings.” Alcée kisses her, and Edna clasps his head,
holding his lips to hers. After Alcée leaves, Edna cries a little. She’s aware that although Alcée
can inflame her sexually, she’s not in love with him. They had sex—no more, no less—and it
bears no comparison to the overwhelming love she has for Robert Lebrun.Edna holds a “grand”
dinner at the big house, but it is scarcely grand; there are only 10 people at the table.
Conversation is spirited; wine flows freely and, at one point, the sensuously dark, good-looking
Victor Lebrun begins softly singing, and Edna cannot bear to hear the familiar words of a song
so dear to her. She presses her hand against his mouth, and the pressure of his lips inflames
her. Within minutes, the party disbands and the guests are gone.Alcée walks Edna around the
corner to the “pigeon house,” as she has dubbed it; inside, she discovers that Alcée has filled it
with vases of fresh flowers. She pleads fatigue, saying that she feels as though something within
her has “snapped.” Alcée listens, caressing her hair seductively.CHAPTERS 33–39 Because
Edna has visited Mademoiselle frequently, the eccentric old pianist has shown her where the key
to the apartment is hidden. Today, when Mademoiselle doesn’t answer Edna’s knock, Edna lets
herself in. Waiting, she remembers Adèle’s plea: when the “hour of trial”—her term for childbirth
—arrives, Edna must come to her. The afternoon grows late, and Edna hears a knock at the
door: it is Robert Lebrun, back from Mexico. Edna is stunned, ill at ease. Robert tells her that he
arrived in New Orleans a day earlier. The conversation is strained—about Robert’s lack of



success in Mexico, and Edna’s moving to the small house. Then Edna sharply admonishes him:
“You promised to write.” Robert makes an excuse, and Edna reaches for her hat, telling him that
what he says “isn’t the truth.” Robert tells her that he’ll walk her home.At the “pigeon house,”
Edna invites him to stay for dinner and goes to speak to the cook. Meanwhile, Robert looks
through Edna’s sketches and discovers a photograph of Alcée Arobin. Edna explains that she
was using it to help her sketch Arobin’s head. Dinner finished, Robert rolls a cigarette with
tobacco from a richly embroidered tobacco pouch, which, he explains, was given to him by a
woman in Vera Cruz. Edna is instantly jealous. Arobin arrives and, when the conversation
becomes sharply sarcastic, Robert leaves. Edna tells Arobin that he can’t stay for the night. He
kisses her hand and vows that he loves her.The morning mail contains several letters. Léonce
tells Edna that he’ll be back in March; Arobin hopes that she slept well and he assures her of his
devotion; the children rave about the bonbons she sent them, and they are excited about the 10
newborn, tiny white pigs. Edna warmly answers the letters from Léonce and the children. She
hopes that Robert will come to her later in the day. Edna is deeply disappointed when he
doesn’t. Yet Arobin does arrive.One morning, Edna goes to the suburbs to spend a quiet time in
a small, leafy garden, outside a modest little restaurant. She is reading when Robert pushes
open the tall gate and enters. Again, Edna presses him to tell her why he didn’t write and why he
stays away from her. She tells him that she feels neglected and hurt. Robert pleads with her not
to ask him for the truth. After coffee, he accompanies Edna back to the “pigeon house.” Robert is
sitting deep in one of Edna’s chairs, in shadow, his eyes closed, when she returns from bathing
her face. Impulsively, she kisses him. He takes Edna in his arms and kisses her tenderly. “Now
you know,” he tells her, “what I have been fighting against.” To be in love with a married woman
has been a living hell that he could not endure—so he left for Mexico. He is obsessed with the
wild dream of someday making Edna his wife. Edna’s response is fiery: She is not one of
Léonce’s possessions. She gives herself to whomever she chooses.At that moment, one of
Adèle’s servants arrives, telling Edna that Adèle has gone into labor. Edna explains to Robert
that she must go. Adèle’s pains are not serious, and, as Edna readies herself to leave, Adèle
presses Edna’s cheek, entreating her to “think of the children! Remember them!” Home again,
Edna is painfully disappointed to find that Robert is not waiting for her in the parlor.On Grand
Isle, Victor Lebrun is repairing one of the resort’s galleries; Mariequita is sitting nearby, urging
him to tell her again about Edna’s dinner party. They are both astonished when Edna suddenly
appears. Victor offers her his room, and Edna inquires about dinner, hoping she can have fish.
She then says that she feels like a swim.On the beach, she is uncomfortable in her prickly
swimming suit, so she steps out of it. Naked, exhilarated, she walks into the sea, feeling newly
born. Using long, sweeping strokes, she swims on and on until she is far from shore—too far to
turn back. Her arms and legs are weary. She thinks of Léonce and the children. She remembers
Robert’s note: “Good-bye—because I love you.” Her strength is gone. She remembers when she
was a child, walking through an immense meadow, hearing the hum of bees and smelling the
musky odor of pink flowers.BACKGROUNDTYPE OF WORK Early feminist novelFIRST



PUBLISHED 1899AUTHOR Kate O’Flaherty Chopin (1851–1904), born in St. Louis, Missouri.
Lost her father when she was four and was reared by a strong-willed mother, grandmother, and
great-grandmother, all of them marvelous storytellers. Kate married Oscar Chopin when she
was 17. They honeymooned in Europe and lived in New Orleans afterward. By the time Chopin
was 30, she had six children. When the cotton market collapsed, Oscar moved his family to a
small town in Cajun country, where he ran a general store. Chopin began writing, publishing
sketches, short stories, and a novel. The Awakening was her second novel—and created a
literary conflagration.SETTING OF NOVEL New Orleans, Louisiana, and Grand Isle, an island
about 40 miles south of New Orleans.TIME OF NOVEL 1890sKEY CHARACTERSEDNA
PONTELLIER Handsome 28-year-old wife of well-to-do New Orleans broker Léonce
Pontellier.LÉONCE PONTELLIER A successful, extremely conservative New Orleans broker
who “owns things”; like many men of his era—the 1890s—he considers his wife to be part of his
“property.”ROBERT LEBRUN A striking young man whose hobby is making female guests at his
mother’s summer resort feel attractive and well cared for.ADÈLE RATIGNOLLE A beautiful
Creole woman; naturally maternal. Young, like Edna; becomes a close friend of Edna’s at Grand
Isle. Has never imagined any sort of life for herself other than that of mother and wife.ALCÉE
AROBIN Something of a dandy; has a reputation for being one of New Orleans’s irresistible Don
Juans. Considers Edna to be a challenge and vows to add her to his list of
conquests.MADEMOISELLE REISZ Offers Edna an alternative role model for women in the
1890s. She is not a socially corseted wife like Edna, nor a doting mother like Adèle; instead,
she’s an artist, a musician, and, being bohemian, she can be as outspoken and as forthright as
the men of her time.VICTOR LEBRUN Robert’s brother. His dark, exotic good looks tempt
Edna.MARIEQUITA A barefoot, spirited, and attractive flirt who enjoys being provocative with
both Robert and his brother Victor. This kindles a feverish rivalry between them.MAIN THEMES
& IDEAS1. SENSE OF SELF The key reason why this novel created such a furor among critics in
1899 is that the heroine, Edna Pontellier, a model wife at the beginning of the novel, slowly
“awakens” to the possibility that she can be more than a wife and mother. These are merely
roles. She and her husband have no authentic communication. She is merely his wife and
spends her days doing what New Orleans society expects her to do and what her husband tells
her to do—otherwise, she has no vital inner life that she can claim as her own. She is a
possession of Mr. Pontellier. Everyone calls her Mrs. Pontellier. Eventually, being Mrs. Pontellier
is not enough for Edna—it is neither satisfying nor fulfilling. She wants and needs more. She
wants a life of her own, a sense of her own self—in an era when women weren’t considered
intelligent or mature enough to vote.2. AWAKENINGS Edna Pontellier undergoes a series of
“awakenings,” gaining insights and experiencing epiphanies that reveal to her that her life is not
genuine, that she is not an individual—vital and self-contained—that she is nothing more than
an extension of her husband. Edna’s first stirrings of awakening occur at night in Chapter 3, after
Léonce upbraids her for neglecting the children. Sitting alone on the porch, Edna begins to cry—
uncontrollably. She can’t stop the tears and doesn’t understand why. Léonce has chided her



before, but she has never succumbed to such copious emotion. She’s never felt the need to.
Léonce spoils her with an abundance of material luxuries. He is the perfect husband—and yet,
she is sobbing. It is Edna’s first inkling that something is wrong in her marriage—and in herself.
She needs more than material baubles. Later, when Robert Lebrun coaxes her to go swimming,
she realizes that she decided to go; she did not do what she thought was best, or proper. She
herself made a decision, and she realizes, furthermore, that she likes the sensual feel of the sea
caressing her body. Edna experiences another awakening when she listens to some piano
music of Chopin’s that Mademoiselle Reisz plays. Emotionally, she is awakening to a new world
of her own sensuality. Afterward, while bathing in the sea with the other resort guests, Edna
awakens to the realization that she can swim. Later, in a hammock outside their quarters, Edna
claims her own voice: she refuses Léonce’s command that she come to bed. Edna articulates
her newfound sense of awakening when she tells Adèle that she “would give [up her] money. I
would give my life for my children, but I wouldn’t give myself.” The word myself is electric. Edna
has awakened and has discovered the sense of herself, of the “myself” within her. Ironically,
Léonce has not awakened to the change within his wife. To him, Edna is still a “valuable piece of
property.”MAIN SYMBOLS1. BIRDS The caged birds on the first page of Chapter 1 are key
symbols. Although she doesn’t realize it yet, Edna is Léonce’s “caged bird.” Significantly, one of
the caged birds is a parrot. At present, Edna “parrots” the words and actions expected of her by
her husband and proper New Orleans society. The other caged bird is a mockingbird, a species
that has no song of its own; instead, it mocks the songs of other birds. Edna is a combination of
both the parrot and the mockingbird. While visiting Mademoiselle Reisz, Edna feels the old
pianist’s hand on her shoulder blades and hears, “The bird that would soar above the level plain
of tradition and prejudice must have strong wings. It is a sad spectacle to see the weaklings
bruised, exhausted, fluttering back to earth.” Before Edna enters the sea, where she will strongly
swim out to her death, a bird with a broken wing is beating the air above, fluttering down toward
the sea.2. THE LOVERS/THE WOMAN IN BLACK These background characters represent love
and death, and they appear again and again during the chapters that are set on Grand Isle. The
lovers represent the promise of earthly passion and love; the woman in black represents the
negation of earthly passion and love, their loss, and the renunciation of earthly love, focusing
instead on the possibility of a holy love beyond death.STYLE & STRUCTURELOCAL COLOR
Chopin’s early sketches and short stories pleased the critics. She was praised as a first-rate
“local colorist”—that is, she seasoned her prose with the details and dialects of both Cajun and
Creole societies in Louisiana. She brings those same ingredients to The Awakening. The first
words of this novel are not spoken by a person; they’re spoken by a green and yellow parrot—
and it is not even speaking English; it is speaking French—certainly a bold, independent stylistic
flourish for a woman writer in the 1890s. Chopin speaks outright about Creole society,
contrasting its open sexuality and frankness with Edna Pontellier’s repressed sensuality and
social reserve. Chopin also includes a large number of French phrases, sufficient to necessitate
footnote translations throughout the novel.THE “ALL-KNOWING” NARRATOR The Awakening is



told by an omniscient voice, staying close, most of the time, to Edna, but straying, on occasion,
into the minds of Léonce Pontellier, Doctor Mandelet, and Robert Lebrun.THE NOVEL’S
STRUCTURE Basically, Chopin structured her novel chronologically. There are rare flashbacks
and, in general, these are related by one of the characters, usually not by Chopin herself. The
secret to understanding the structure of this novel is that Chopin created a series of
“awakenings” for her heroine, Edna Pontellier. When the novel begins, Edna’s life with her
husband seems much like an exercise in sleepwalking. Communication is often wordless; Edna
and Léonce have lived together long enough to anticipate and understand each other’s shrugs
and gestures. As the novel progresses, with each successive “awakening,” Edna gradually finds
her own voice, speaking ever more articulately until she claims her emotional and physical
independence from her husband.CRITICAL OVERVIEWKate Chopin was never a member of a
suffragist group of women, and certainly she wouldn’t have labeled herself a feminist. She was a
woman with a house full of children—a wife and mother who happened to write. She was,
however, a strong and independent woman; she smoked and defied convention by going out
alone—without a male escort—wherever she wished to go in New Orleans. She was, however,
aware of women’s issues. The leading New Orleans newspaper was edited by a woman and a
good many editorials championed women’s rights. The notion of feminism was in the air, so
Chopin was well aware of the various women’s rights movements, even though she wasn’t an
activist. Despite the budding women’s rights movement, when The Awakening was published
the reviewers scathingly condemned the novel. One reviewer wrote that “one would fain beg the
gods, in pure cowardice, for sleep unending.…” A reviewer in St. Louis, Chopin’s hometown,
gasped, “One feels that the heroine should pray for deliverance from temptation.… This is not a
healthy book.… It is a morbid book.” Another critic declared that the novel “can hardly be
described in language fit for publication.” Chopin, however, humorously trumped all of her male
critics by publishing this statement: “Having a group of people at my disposal, I thought that it
might be entertaining (to myself) to throw them together and see what would happen. I never
dreamed of Mrs. Pontellier making such a mess of things and working out her own damnation as
she did. If I had had the slightest intimation of such a thing, I would have excluded her from the
company. But when I found out what she was up to, the play was half over, and it was then too
late.” Today, the novel is regarded as a masterpiece of American fiction and is required reading
in universities and high schools throughout America. Long after her death, the United States
finally awakened to the genius and art of Kate Chopin.The AwakeningKate ChopinPLOT
SUMMARYPLOT SUMMARYA young married woman in the 1890s awakens to the value of
herself and demands her independence.CHAPTER 1 The novel opens on a Sunday in summer
during the late 1800s, at a resort on Grand Isle, about 40 miles south of New Orleans, Louisiana.
A slender, slightly stooped 40-year-old man is sitting outside, reading a day-old newspaper; he
is Léonce Pontellier, a successful New Orleans broker, anxious to return to the city and to his
work. The sounds of noisy caged birds, a badly played piano duet, and the cawings of his
landlady, Madame Lebrun, rankle him. He rises and returns to his cottage, then sits at an outside



table and watches as his wife makes her way up the beach toward him.Léonce’s wife, Edna
Pontellier, has been swimming and is returning with her swimming companion, young Robert
Lebrun. When Edna reaches Léonce, his first words are reproachful: He says that she is “burnt
beyond recognition.” Edna doesn’t take offense; she has been thoroughly enjoying the swimming
and laughing with Robert. She raises her hands, and Léonce knows instinctively that she is
waiting for him to drop her wedding rings into her palm so that she can slip them back on.Edna
asks Léonce if he’ll be back for dinner. His answer is a shrug of the shoulders. Their marriage
clearly has become defined largely by nonverbal sign language. In contrast is the keen, smiling,
and sparkling small talk that Edna has been sharing with Robert, something that pecks at
Léonce’s sense of propriety. His wife, certainly a good wife, often seems more like a child than a
New Orleans society matron of 28.CHAPTERS 2–4 Edna Pontellier has yellowish-brown eyes,
beneath heavy, dark-brown eyebrows, slightly darker than her hair. She is more handsome than
pretty. She is, Chopin says, “engaging,” and certainly Robert finds her so. As Robert talks about
himself, Edna listens, fascinated by this young man who is characterized by exuberance and
spontaneity—qualities that Léonce lacks. When they realize that Léonce isn’t returning for
dinner, Edna goes to her room and Robert seeks out the Pontellier children to play with.Léonce
returns late, at 11 o’clock, and checks on his children. Both are sleeping but Raoul seems to
have a fever. Léonce awakens his wife and reproaches her for neglecting the children. She
checks on the child, then returns and refuses to answer Léonce’s accusatory questions. When
he is asleep, she goes out on the porch, sits in a wicker rocker, and begins to weep. She doesn’t
understand why she is crying, and her confusion over this overflowing emotion unsettles her
more than Léonce’s unfair declamations.The next morning, Léonce gives Edna half of his
winnings from billiards, and boards a carriage that will take him to the steamer, on which he will
travel to New Orleans. He is eager to be gone.Chopin now introduces a new character, Adèle
Ratignolle, a Creole (someone descended from the original French and Spanish people who
settled in New Orleans). Adèle has become a close friend of Edna and is a “mother-woman.” In
an era when Kentucky-bred women like Edna did not discuss pregnancy, Adèle delights in
talking about “her condition.” This summer, Edna is the only non-Creole at the Lebruns’ resort.
The rest of the women are Creoles, like Adèle.CHAPTERS 5–6 One summer afternoon, Adèle
sits sewing while Edna and Robert watch. Robert has “lived in [Edna’s] shadow” during the past
month. He is now 26 and for years has spent his summers choosing one of the female guests to
devote himself to. This summer, it is Edna. Edna is unaware of Robert’s recurring role as devoted
attendant to sundry women over the years. At present, she is gazing at Adèle, pregnant and
Madonna-like in Edna’s revery. Robert breaks the mood by theatrically moaning in a mock-
serious tone that Adèle, despite her tableau of flawless serenity, is a cold mistress. Adèle, with
mock haughtiness, retorts that Robert was a terrible nuisance, always under her feet, “like a
troublesome cat.” Robert continues, characterizing himself as a suffering suitor, spurned by his
one true love. Edna is puzzled, relieved that he never assumes this tone nor this type of humor
when they are alone together. She picks up her sketching materials and begins a portrait of



Adèle, seeing her again as a “sensuous Madonna.” Robert leans against her intimately, and she
pushes him gently away. Adèle suddenly complains of faintness, and Edna rushes to her,
bathing her face with cologne while Robert cools her with a palm fan. Recovered, Adèle walks
toward her cottage, joined by two of her children.Robert impulsively implores Edna to go
swimming with him. At first Edna declines, but she is soon persuaded.CHAPTERS 7–10 One
day, when Edna and Adèle are sitting on the beach together, Edna begins telling her about her
childhood in Kentucky. She was enamored of a sad-eyed cavalry officer, of a young man
engaged to someone else, and of an actor whom she had never met—she had only his picture,
which she passionately kissed behind the cold glass of the frame. Edna’s marriage to Léonce
was an accident. They met, he fell in love with her, and seemed absolutely devoted to her. Her
father and sister Margaret were violently opposed to her marrying a Catholic; nonetheless, she
did. Ever after, she has been Léonce’s devoted wife, in a world of privilege but devoid of
romance and dreams.The two women are interrupted by Robert and a troop of children, and
Adèle asks him for his arm, complaining of stiffness and cramps in her legs. Leaning toward him,
she implores him to “let Mrs. Pontellier alone.” Robert is incensed: his affection for Edna is
genuine and he is not toying with her emotions. Adèle, however, insists that “she is not one of us.
She might make the unfortunate blunder of taking you seriously.” Seeing that Robert is angered
by her entreaty, Adèle apologizes.One night, Madame Lebrun arranges an evening of
entertainment. The children are allowed to stay up, piano recitals are performed, and couples
begin waltzing. The children are then sent to bed, and ice cream and cake are passed around.
Edna dances twice with Léonce, once with Robert, and once with Adèle’s husband. Afterward,
she goes outside and sits on a low windowsill, gazing out at the sea. Robert follows and asks if
she’d like to hear Mademoiselle Reisz play. She would, and Robert hastens to the old woman’s
quarters to plead with her to attend the festivities and play for Edna. The first chords of Chopin
that Mademoiselle Reisz strikes send a sharp tremor down Edna’s spine. Waves of emotion
rouse themselves within her, diminishing her rationality. Afterward, Mademoiselle Reisz tells her,
“You are the only one worth playing for.”Robert suggests that although it is late and there is only
a moon to light the way, they should all go for a swim. Everyone enthusiastically agrees and they
all set out for the beach—Edna and Léonce, as well. Edna has been taking swimming lessons all
summer from Robert and has never quite mastered the skill, but when she enters the sea
tonight, she suddenly finds herself swimming—far beyond the others. She grows daring and
reckless, yearning to swim far out, “where no woman had swum before.” Edna is satisfied and
fulfilled when she returns to shore, but Léonce is not impressed with her accomplishment.
Robert’s mother remarks to Léonce that Edna is “capricious.” Léonce agrees: “I know she is.
Sometimes, not often.”On the way back, Robert spins a tale about a spirit that inhabits the earth,
every August 28, at the hour of midnight, when the moon is shining. On that night, it will claim
one mortal worthy of his company and of sharing mystical emotions of the “semi-celestials.”
Edna, says Robert, was chosen tonight by the spirit. When they reach the Pontellier cottage,
Edna rests herself in a wide hammock. Robert brings her a white shawl and offers to stay with



her until the others arrive. Edna tells him that he may do as he wishes. She is overcome with
waves of new feelings and new possibilities.CHAPTERS 11–14 When Léonce returns from the
beach, he is perturbed to find Edna lying in the hammock; “respectable” women should be in
bed, he thinks. She tells him not to wait up. He orders her to come to bed. She refuses. She
means to stay in the hammock and, furthermore, she tells him not to talk to her in that tone of
voice. Léonce pours himself some wine and sits on the porch, smoking cigars until almost dawn.
Edna rouses herself and asks him if he’s coming to bed, and petulantly he answers that he’s not
coming until he has finished his cigar.Edna sleeps only a few fitful hours. Impulsively, she tells a
young girl to go waken Robert and send him to her. She wants him to accompany her to Mass on
a neighboring island. On the boat, Edna notices a saucy, barefoot Spanish girl, Mariequita, who
flirts with Robert. Sailing across the bay, Edna again feels as though something has awakened
inside her. Intuitively, Robert begins talking nonstop to her and suggests that they sail tomorrow
for an island that houses an old fort. The day after, perhaps they can go to a series of villages
built on stilts on an island not far away. Fancifully, Robert teases her that they’ll slip away in the
night and go to an island where pirate gold is hidden. Edna is enchanted by his imagination: Yes,
she’ll go.During Mass, a lack of sleep overcomes Edna and she leaves the church. Robert
follows and takes her to Madame Antoine’s cottage, where she is put to bed. She sleeps long
and deep, and when she awakens, the afternoon shadows are lengthening. Striking up their
earlier spark of fancy, Edna asks Robert how long she’s slept. A hundred years, he tells her—
and he has guarded her all these years.At home, Adèle complains that Edna’s son Etienne has
been unruly. Edna takes him in her arms and rocks and coddles him into sleep. Léonce is at
Klein’s talking to other brokers. Robert says goodnight to Edna, who exclaims that they have
been together “the whole livelong day.” It is a startling revelation to her. Robert teases her again
with a snippet of fancy: he tells her that not only did they spend the entire day together, but they
spent the hundred years while she was sleeping.CHAPTERS 15–16 One evening, Edna, a little
flushed, dressed magnificently in a snow-white gown, enters the dining room and is assailed by
voices on all sides of her: Robert is leaving tonight for Mexico. Unbelievable! She looks at him,
utterly bewildered; she was with him all morning and he never mentioned leaving. Robert looks
at her, obviously uneasy and embarrassed. Robert tells her that for years he’s told everyone that
he’s going to Mexico, and that this afternoon he had made up his mind to go. He mentions a man
at Vera Cruz who will help him make his fortune in Mexico.Edna goes to her room, where she
changes into a housecoat and begins hanging up clothes that are scattered throughout the
room. She receives word that Madame Lebrun would like her to join them before Robert leaves.
Edna declines. Adèle tries to convince Edna to join them in wishing Robert well before he
departs. Edna begs off, saying that she doesn’t want to dress again. Somewhat later, Robert
arrives with a small suitcase in hand. Edna asks him how long he’ll be gone, and he whimsically
says that maybe he’ll be gone forever. Not in the mood for games, Edna is frank, revealing that
she’s become fond of seeing him every day. In an almost cold fashion, Robert says to her, “Good-
bye, my dear Mrs. Pontellier.… I hope you won’t completely forget me.” Edna asks him to write,



and he promises to do so.For the next few days, Edna finds herself spending time with Robert’s
mother, looking at photographs of Robert on the walls, asking questions about him. Madame
Lebrun tells her that a letter arrived from Robert, and Edna is thrilled. The letter is brief, Edna is
mentioned only in a postscript; Robert tells his mother that if Mrs. Pontellier wants the book back
that he was reading to her, it is in his room.The eccentric old pianist, Mademoiselle Reisz, visits
Edna and inquires if Edna doesn’t miss her “young friend.” Edna fends off further questions with
a comment about Robert’s mother probably missing him greatly—especially since Robert is her
favorite son. Mademoiselle Reisz cackles maliciously and reveals to Edna that the spoiled,
exotically handsome Victor is the favorite son, not Robert. Shortly afterward, she departs,
leaving Edna with her address in New Orleans and extending a hope that Edna will visit her
when she returns to the city.CHAPTERS 17–19 Back in New Orleans, both Léonce and Edna
return to their old patterns. They dine at the same time, Léonce leaves for the office at the same
time, and Edna, every Tuesday, is “at home”—that is, she dresses in a receiving gown and
receives lady guests; in the evening, men (and occasionally, their wives) come to call. Their
clockwork existence has been reset. Léonce is content. One Tuesday evening at dinner,
however, Léonce notices that Edna isn’t dressed in one of her receiving gowns. She tells Léonce
that she has chosen “not to receive” that day. Léonce is stunned and asks for an explanation.
Edna gives him none; she is simply “out.” Léonce is severe with her. She has no choice; she
must observe social conventions in this city. She can’t afford to be “out” on Tuesday. “People,” he
says, “don’t do such things.” At odds with his capricious wife and despairing over the insipid,
unseasoned soup, Léonce leaves to take dinner at his club. Flushed, Edna finishes dinner alone,
then goes to her room. In dark frustration, she smashes a crystal vase and removes her wedding
ring, dashes it on the carpet, and stamps on it.The following morning, Léonce is in good spirits
and invites Edna to meet him in the city and help pick out new library fixtures. When she
declines the offer, Léonce kisses her good-bye and tells her that she’s not looking well. Edna
rolls up some of her sketches and walks a short distance to Adèle’s apartment, where Adèle and
her husband live above his drugstore. Adèle is delighted to see her friend. Edna tells her that
she’s decided to take up painting; they study the sketches she’s brought, and Edna leaves
several of them with Adèle after they finish dinner—a not altogether pleasant experience
because Edna realizes what a close and understanding relationship Adèle shares with her
husband.When Edna abandons her at-home Tuesdays altogether, Léonce wonders if she isn’t a
bit unbalanced. Because she spends so much time in the upstairs atelier, the children and the
house are becoming neglected. He points out that Adèle is a better musician than Edna is a
painter—yet Adèle doesn’t neglect either her house or her family. Edna is furious.Days pass, and
some of them are filled with emotions recollected as she remembers the flapping of sails, the
glint of the moon on the water, and the hot southern wind. Other days are empty and
unhappy.CHAPTERS 20–24 During one of Edna’s despondent days, she decides to seek out
the eccentric old pianist, Mademoiselle Reisz. Unfortunately, Mademoiselle has moved and no
one seems to know where to. Edna hopes that perhaps Madame Lebrun might know, so she



travels to the French Quarter, knocks, and Victor answers the door. He is as astonished to see
Edna as she is to see him—he is now 19 years old, good-looking, and bursting with impetuosity.
He sends a serving girl to fetch his mother and, in the meantime, entertains Edna with a tale
about his previous night’s romantic adventure, a story which he never finishes because his
mother arrives. While Edna is talking to Madame Lebrun, Victor reclines on a wicker lounge and
winks at Edna. Edna is initially uncomfortable, but she forgets Victor’s teasing presence when
Madame tells her that she’s received two letters from Robert. The news is meager; Robert’s
financial status is no better than it was at home. Madame Lebrun then gives Edna the address
for Mademoiselle Reisz.Edna finds the old lady mending an antique button shoe. Mademoiselle
Reisz intuits why Edna has come and tells her that she had a letter from Robert, but that it is
really more about Edna than it is about Mademoiselle Reisz—yet she refuses to let Edna read
the letter until Edna becomes strident. As Edna reads the letter, the old pianist begins playing
sensuous, romantic music on her grand piano, and, as the shadows of evening fill the room,
Edna reads and rereads Robert’s letter. Finally, she begins weeping and takes her leave.Not
long afterward, Léonce pays a visit to an old friend, Doctor Mandelet, asking for information and
suggestions about Edna’s disturbing behavior. The doctor says simply that women are, by
nature, moody and that Léonce should not pressure Edna to resume her at-home Tuesdays.
Whatever has changed her will pass. He urges patience—and he agrees to come to the
Pontellier home for dinner soon. After Léonce leaves, the doctor wonders if Edna could be
infatuated with another man.Edna’s father arrives in New Orleans to select a wedding gift for his
daughter Janet and to buy wedding clothes for himself. It is not a wholly successful visit. Initially,
the old Kentucky colonel is a diversion for Edna, but his overbearing nature and his “toddies”
become irksome. Doctor Mandelet listens carefully to Edna during dinner, and after the colonel
and Léonce both tell stories, and Edna begins her story, he is convinced of what he suspected
earlier: Edna spins a romantic tale about two lovers who sail off in a dugout canoe, through the
glistening moonlight, and are never seen again. As Doctor Mandelet leaves, he hopes that
Edna’s infatuation is not with the rakish Alcée Arobin, who prides himself on the number of
women whom he’s seduced.After her father has left for Kentucky, and Léonce has left for New
York, and the children have been taken by their grandmother, Edna is alone in the
house.CHAPTER 25–32 Edna counters despondency by going again and again to the races
with the fashionable and perpetually smiling Alcée Arobin. Regulars at the Jockey Club strain to
hear Edna’s track predictions. Because she grew up in Kentucky, Edna feels at home in the
stable-and-paddock atmosphere. Usually Mrs. Highcamp accompanies Edna and Alcée, but
one day when Alcée arrives to pick up Edna, he is alone. Afterward, he dines with Edna and
presses her for a closer relationship; she refuses and he kisses her hand. During the days that
follow, Edna sees him every day; he stirs the animalism within her.Seeking out Mademoiselle
Reisz, Edna tells her that she’s going to buy a little four-room house around the corner from the
big house that she shares with Léonce; she needs a house of her own. She needs the feeling of
freedom and independence. Of course, she hasn’t told Léonce. Mademoiselle hands Edna two



recent letters from Robert. His news overwhelms her: he is coming home. Edna confesses that
she is in love with Robert—and she doesn’t know what she’ll do when he comes back.That
evening, Alcée notices that Edna is unusually restless. She relates a strange conversation that
she had earlier with Mademoiselle Reisz; the eccentric old pianist felt Edna’s shoulder blades,
remarking that Edna’s “wings” should be strong: “The bird that would soar above the level plain
of tradition and prejudice must have strong wings.” Alcée kisses her, and Edna clasps his head,
holding his lips to hers. After Alcée leaves, Edna cries a little. She’s aware that although Alcée
can inflame her sexually, she’s not in love with him. They had sex—no more, no less—and it
bears no comparison to the overwhelming love she has for Robert Lebrun.Edna holds a “grand”
dinner at the big house, but it is scarcely grand; there are only 10 people at the table.
Conversation is spirited; wine flows freely and, at one point, the sensuously dark, good-looking
Victor Lebrun begins softly singing, and Edna cannot bear to hear the familiar words of a song
so dear to her. She presses her hand against his mouth, and the pressure of his lips inflames
her. Within minutes, the party disbands and the guests are gone.Alcée walks Edna around the
corner to the “pigeon house,” as she has dubbed it; inside, she discovers that Alcée has filled it
with vases of fresh flowers. She pleads fatigue, saying that she feels as though something within
her has “snapped.” Alcée listens, caressing her hair seductively.CHAPTERS 33–39 Because
Edna has visited Mademoiselle frequently, the eccentric old pianist has shown her where the key
to the apartment is hidden. Today, when Mademoiselle doesn’t answer Edna’s knock, Edna lets
herself in. Waiting, she remembers Adèle’s plea: when the “hour of trial”—her term for childbirth
—arrives, Edna must come to her. The afternoon grows late, and Edna hears a knock at the
door: it is Robert Lebrun, back from Mexico. Edna is stunned, ill at ease. Robert tells her that he
arrived in New Orleans a day earlier. The conversation is strained—about Robert’s lack of
success in Mexico, and Edna’s moving to the small house. Then Edna sharply admonishes him:
“You promised to write.” Robert makes an excuse, and Edna reaches for her hat, telling him that
what he says “isn’t the truth.” Robert tells her that he’ll walk her home.At the “pigeon house,”
Edna invites him to stay for dinner and goes to speak to the cook. Meanwhile, Robert looks
through Edna’s sketches and discovers a photograph of Alcée Arobin. Edna explains that she
was using it to help her sketch Arobin’s head. Dinner finished, Robert rolls a cigarette with
tobacco from a richly embroidered tobacco pouch, which, he explains, was given to him by a
woman in Vera Cruz. Edna is instantly jealous. Arobin arrives and, when the conversation
becomes sharply sarcastic, Robert leaves. Edna tells Arobin that he can’t stay for the night. He
kisses her hand and vows that he loves her.The morning mail contains several letters. Léonce
tells Edna that he’ll be back in March; Arobin hopes that she slept well and he assures her of his
devotion; the children rave about the bonbons she sent them, and they are excited about the 10
newborn, tiny white pigs. Edna warmly answers the letters from Léonce and the children. She
hopes that Robert will come to her later in the day. Edna is deeply disappointed when he
doesn’t. Yet Arobin does arrive.One morning, Edna goes to the suburbs to spend a quiet time in
a small, leafy garden, outside a modest little restaurant. She is reading when Robert pushes



open the tall gate and enters. Again, Edna presses him to tell her why he didn’t write and why he
stays away from her. She tells him that she feels neglected and hurt. Robert pleads with her not
to ask him for the truth. After coffee, he accompanies Edna back to the “pigeon house.” Robert is
sitting deep in one of Edna’s chairs, in shadow, his eyes closed, when she returns from bathing
her face. Impulsively, she kisses him. He takes Edna in his arms and kisses her tenderly. “Now
you know,” he tells her, “what I have been fighting against.” To be in love with a married woman
has been a living hell that he could not endure—so he left for Mexico. He is obsessed with the
wild dream of someday making Edna his wife. Edna’s response is fiery: She is not one of
Léonce’s possessions. She gives herself to whomever she chooses.At that moment, one of
Adèle’s servants arrives, telling Edna that Adèle has gone into labor. Edna explains to Robert
that she must go. Adèle’s pains are not serious, and, as Edna readies herself to leave, Adèle
presses Edna’s cheek, entreating her to “think of the children! Remember them!” Home again,
Edna is painfully disappointed to find that Robert is not waiting for her in the parlor.On Grand
Isle, Victor Lebrun is repairing one of the resort’s galleries; Mariequita is sitting nearby, urging
him to tell her again about Edna’s dinner party. They are both astonished when Edna suddenly
appears. Victor offers her his room, and Edna inquires about dinner, hoping she can have fish.
She then says that she feels like a swim.On the beach, she is uncomfortable in her prickly
swimming suit, so she steps out of it. Naked, exhilarated, she walks into the sea, feeling newly
born. Using long, sweeping strokes, she swims on and on until she is far from shore—too far to
turn back. Her arms and legs are weary. She thinks of Léonce and the children. She remembers
Robert’s note: “Good-bye—because I love you.” Her strength is gone. She remembers when she
was a child, walking through an immense meadow, hearing the hum of bees and smelling the
musky odor of pink flowers.BACKGROUNDBACKGROUNDTYPE OF WORK Early feminist
novelFIRST PUBLISHED 1899AUTHOR Kate O’Flaherty Chopin (1851–1904), born in St. Louis,
Missouri. Lost her father when she was four and was reared by a strong-willed mother,
grandmother, and great-grandmother, all of them marvelous storytellers. Kate married Oscar
Chopin when she was 17. They honeymooned in Europe and lived in New Orleans afterward. By
the time Chopin was 30, she had six children. When the cotton market collapsed, Oscar moved
his family to a small town in Cajun country, where he ran a general store. Chopin began writing,
publishing sketches, short stories, and a novel. The Awakening was her second novel—and
created a literary conflagration.SETTING OF NOVEL New Orleans, Louisiana, and Grand Isle,
an island about 40 miles south of New Orleans.TIME OF NOVEL 1890sKEY
CHARACTERSKEY CHARACTERSEDNA PONTELLIER Handsome 28-year-old wife of well-to-
do New Orleans broker Léonce Pontellier.LÉONCE PONTELLIER A successful, extremely
conservative New Orleans broker who “owns things”; like many men of his era—the 1890s—he
considers his wife to be part of his “property.”ROBERT LEBRUN A striking young man whose
hobby is making female guests at his mother’s summer resort feel attractive and well cared
for.ADÈLE RATIGNOLLE A beautiful Creole woman; naturally maternal. Young, like Edna;
becomes a close friend of Edna’s at Grand Isle. Has never imagined any sort of life for herself



other than that of mother and wife.ALCÉE AROBIN Something of a dandy; has a reputation for
being one of New Orleans’s irresistible Don Juans. Considers Edna to be a challenge and vows
to add her to his list of conquests.MADEMOISELLE REISZ Offers Edna an alternative role
model for women in the 1890s. She is not a socially corseted wife like Edna, nor a doting mother
like Adèle; instead, she’s an artist, a musician, and, being bohemian, she can be as outspoken
and as forthright as the men of her time.VICTOR LEBRUN Robert’s brother. His dark, exotic
good looks tempt Edna.MARIEQUITA A barefoot, spirited, and attractive flirt who enjoys being
provocative with both Robert and his brother Victor. This kindles a feverish rivalry between
them.MAIN THEMES & IDEASMAIN THEMES & IDEAS1. SENSE OF SELF The key reason
why this novel created such a furor among critics in 1899 is that the heroine, Edna Pontellier, a
model wife at the beginning of the novel, slowly “awakens” to the possibility that she can be more
than a wife and mother. These are merely roles. She and her husband have no authentic
communication. She is merely his wife and spends her days doing what New Orleans society
expects her to do and what her husband tells her to do—otherwise, she has no vital inner life
that she can claim as her own. She is a possession of Mr. Pontellier. Everyone calls her Mrs.
Pontellier. Eventually, being Mrs. Pontellier is not enough for Edna—it is neither satisfying nor
fulfilling. She wants and needs more. She wants a life of her own, a sense of her own self—in an
era when women weren’t considered intelligent or mature enough to vote.2. AWAKENINGS
Edna Pontellier undergoes a series of “awakenings,” gaining insights and experiencing
epiphanies that reveal to her that her life is not genuine, that she is not an individual—vital and
self-contained—that she is nothing more than an extension of her husband. Edna’s first stirrings
of awakening occur at night in Chapter 3, after Léonce upbraids her for neglecting the children.
Sitting alone on the porch, Edna begins to cry—uncontrollably. She can’t stop the tears and
doesn’t understand why. Léonce has chided her before, but she has never succumbed to such
copious emotion. She’s never felt the need to. Léonce spoils her with an abundance of material
luxuries. He is the perfect husband—and yet, she is sobbing. It is Edna’s first inkling that
something is wrong in her marriage—and in herself. She needs more than material baubles.
Later, when Robert Lebrun coaxes her to go swimming, she realizes that she decided to go; she
did not do what she thought was best, or proper. She herself made a decision, and she realizes,
furthermore, that she likes the sensual feel of the sea caressing her body. Edna experiences
another awakening when she listens to some piano music of Chopin’s that Mademoiselle Reisz
plays. Emotionally, she is awakening to a new world of her own sensuality. Afterward, while
bathing in the sea with the other resort guests, Edna awakens to the realization that she can
swim. Later, in a hammock outside their quarters, Edna claims her own voice: she refuses
Léonce’s command that she come to bed. Edna articulates her newfound sense of awakening
when she tells Adèle that she “would give [up her] money. I would give my life for my children, but
I wouldn’t give myself.” The word myself is electric. Edna has awakened and has discovered the
sense of herself, of the “myself” within her. Ironically, Léonce has not awakened to the change
within his wife. To him, Edna is still a “valuable piece of property.”MAIN SYMBOLSMAIN



SYMBOLS1. BIRDS The caged birds on the first page of Chapter 1 are key symbols. Although
she doesn’t realize it yet, Edna is Léonce’s “caged bird.” Significantly, one of the caged birds is a
parrot. At present, Edna “parrots” the words and actions expected of her by her husband and
proper New Orleans society. The other caged bird is a mockingbird, a species that has no song
of its own; instead, it mocks the songs of other birds. Edna is a combination of both the parrot
and the mockingbird. While visiting Mademoiselle Reisz, Edna feels the old pianist’s hand on her
shoulder blades and hears, “The bird that would soar above the level plain of tradition and
prejudice must have strong wings. It is a sad spectacle to see the weaklings bruised, exhausted,
fluttering back to earth.” Before Edna enters the sea, where she will strongly swim out to her
death, a bird with a broken wing is beating the air above, fluttering down toward the sea.2. THE
LOVERS/THE WOMAN IN BLACK These background characters represent love and death, and
they appear again and again during the chapters that are set on Grand Isle. The lovers represent
the promise of earthly passion and love; the woman in black represents the negation of earthly
passion and love, their loss, and the renunciation of earthly love, focusing instead on the
possibility of a holy love beyond death.STYLE & STRUCTURESTYLE & STRUCTURELOCAL
COLOR Chopin’s early sketches and short stories pleased the critics. She was praised as a first-
rate “local colorist”—that is, she seasoned her prose with the details and dialects of both Cajun
and Creole societies in Louisiana. She brings those same ingredients to The Awakening. The
first words of this novel are not spoken by a person; they’re spoken by a green and yellow parrot
—and it is not even speaking English; it is speaking French—certainly a bold, independent
stylistic flourish for a woman writer in the 1890s. Chopin speaks outright about Creole society,
contrasting its open sexuality and frankness with Edna Pontellier’s repressed sensuality and
social reserve. Chopin also includes a large number of French phrases, sufficient to necessitate
footnote translations throughout the novel.THE “ALL-KNOWING” NARRATOR The Awakening is
told by an omniscient voice, staying close, most of the time, to Edna, but straying, on occasion,
into the minds of Léonce Pontellier, Doctor Mandelet, and Robert Lebrun.THE NOVEL’S
STRUCTURE Basically, Chopin structured her novel chronologically. There are rare flashbacks
and, in general, these are related by one of the characters, usually not by Chopin herself. The
secret to understanding the structure of this novel is that Chopin created a series of
“awakenings” for her heroine, Edna Pontellier. When the novel begins, Edna’s life with her
husband seems much like an exercise in sleepwalking. Communication is often wordless; Edna
and Léonce have lived together long enough to anticipate and understand each other’s shrugs
and gestures. As the novel progresses, with each successive “awakening,” Edna gradually finds
her own voice, speaking ever more articulately until she claims her emotional and physical
independence from her husband.CRITICAL OVERVIEWCRITICAL OVERVIEWKate Chopin was
never a member of a suffragist group of women, and certainly she wouldn’t have labeled herself
a feminist. She was a woman with a house full of children—a wife and mother who happened to
write. She was, however, a strong and independent woman; she smoked and defied convention
by going out alone—without a male escort—wherever she wished to go in New Orleans. She



was, however, aware of women’s issues. The leading New Orleans newspaper was edited by a
woman and a good many editorials championed women’s rights. The notion of feminism was in
the air, so Chopin was well aware of the various women’s rights movements, even though she
wasn’t an activist. Despite the budding women’s rights movement, when The Awakening was
published the reviewers scathingly condemned the novel. One reviewer wrote that “one would
fain beg the gods, in pure cowardice, for sleep unending.…” A reviewer in St. Louis, Chopin’s
hometown, gasped, “One feels that the heroine should pray for deliverance from temptation.…
This is not a healthy book.… It is a morbid book.” Another critic declared that the novel “can
hardly be described in language fit for publication.” Chopin, however, humorously trumped all of
her male critics by publishing this statement: “Having a group of people at my disposal, I thought
that it might be entertaining (to myself) to throw them together and see what would happen. I
never dreamed of Mrs. Pontellier making such a mess of things and working out her own
damnation as she did. If I had had the slightest intimation of such a thing, I would have excluded
her from the company. But when I found out what she was up to, the play was half over, and it
was then too late.” Today, the novel is regarded as a masterpiece of American fiction and is
required reading in universities and high schools throughout America. Long after her death, the
United States finally awakened to the genius and art of Kate Chopin.BeowulfAnonymousPLOT
SUMMARYMighty Beowulf frees the Danes from two murderous monsters, then dies after a fight
with a dragon.NOTE Translations of the poem from the Old English are often divided into 43
sections; these divisions were not present in the original version. The author is known only as
“the Beowulf poet.”The Beowulf poet opens by recalling the fame of Scyld Scefing, the great
founder of a line of Danish kings who was honored in death by being placed in a treasure-filled
funeral ship and set adrift at sea. Now his descendant Hrothgar rules the Danes. By winning
glory in battle, Hrothgar won the loyalty of his people, and decided to build the greatest feasting-
hall in the world, to be called Heorot. Amid rejoicing at its completion, Hrothgar gives rings and
treasures to his people. But Grendel, a hellish monster (primitive human, not animal) descended
from Cain, hears the joyful songs in praise of God, and from the darkness of the marshy
wasteland attacks the hall when the warriors are asleep. He kills 30 men each night and repeats
his raids until Heorot lies deserted at night for 12 years. Hrothgar is helpless against
him.Beowulf, a warrior of the Geats tribe in southern Sweden, the strongest man alive, hears
about Grendel and sails to Denmark with 14 companions to help him. Hrothgar receives him as
a friend, and Beowulf vows to crush Grendel in hand-to-hand combat. Hrothgar orders a joyful
feast of welcome for this man whom he believes God has sent. Unferth, a Danish warrior, is
jealous of Beowulf and taunts him about a foolish boast Beowulf had made as a youth. Beowulf
replies that if Unferth were truly courageous, he would have stopped Grendel’s attacks. Beowulf
knows that victory depends on God’s will. That night, Grendel bursts through the bolted hall
door, seizes a Geat, and devours him. He then reaches for Beowulf, but Beowulf grasps
Grendel’s arm, and after a struggle, pulls his arm off at the shoulder. Fatally wounded, Grendel
flees to the marshes, where he dies.In the morning there is great rejoicing. Young and old rejoice



in the presence of Grendel’s arm hung on the wall as a trophy. Beowulf thanks God for his victory
and recounts the battle to the Danes. Hrothgar honors Beowulf and his men with lavish gifts, and
a poet weaves a tale of battle and intrigue. After the banquet, Danish warriors once again
prepare to sleep in the hall, little suspecting that one of them will die that night.Grendel’s mother
lives at the bottom of the lake of monsters. Brooding over her son’s death, she wants revenge.
So she goes to Heorot, rouses the sleeping Danes into terror, and seizes Hrothgar’s old friend
Aeschere, then heads for the moors with him and Grendel’s arm. At dawn, Hrothgar urgently
summons Beowulf. He tells of a monster shaped like a woman who lives in a fiery lake so
fearsome that hunted animals will die rather than plunge into it. Beowulf agrees to help.The
Danes and Geats track Grendel’s mother to the lake, and on the shore they see Aeschere’s
head. The monster-filled lake boils with blood. After putting on his armor, Beowulf asks Hrothgar
to care for his companions if he should die, and to send his treasures back to Sweden. Without
waiting for an answer, he dives into the lake, swimming downward for a full day. At the bottom,
Grendel’s mother pulls him into her cave. Beowulf’s sword (which Unferth had given to him)
proves useless against her, but his armor and God protect him. He grabs a huge sword from the
wall of the cave and cuts off her head, whereupon she falls dead at his feet.Beowulf sees
Grendel’s body and cuts off its head. On shore, the waiting men see boiling, bloody water. In the
cave, Grendel’s mother’s blood melts the giant’s sword, leaving only the hilt. Beowulf takes the
sword hilt and Grendel’s head, and swims to the lake’s surface. He returns to Heorot with the
other Geats and presents the sword hilt to Hrothgar.In the morning, Beowulf bids farewell to
Hrothgar. The Danish king praises him and vows friendship between Danes and Geats. He gives
Beowulf gifts and weeps to see him leave. When Beowulf and his companions reach Sweden,
they go to see the Geatish king, Hygelac, and his wife, Queen Hygd, who confess that they had
feared Grendel would destroy Beowulf. Beowulf recounts the battles and gives his treasures to
Hygelac. In return, Hygelac gives him a precious sword, land, and a hall.In later days, Hygelac
and his son are killed by Swedes, and Beowulf rules the Geats for 50 years. Then one day an
exiled sinner strays onto a secret path leading to a cave high on a seaside cliff in the land of the
Geats. Within the cave lies an ancient treasure hoard guarded by a dragon. The exiled man
steals some drinking cups, and the angry dragon is roused to vengeance. For 300 years the
dragon has guarded the treasure undisturbed. From then on, the dragon flies out each night,
breathing fire and laying waste the land of the Geats.Beowulf, fearing he has offended God and
is now being punished, vows to fight alone against the dragon. He sets out for the dragon’s cave
with 11 companions and an iron shield. Near the cave, where the dragon waits alertly, Beowulf
addresses his men. He would like to battle the dragon bare-handed, but since the monster
breathes fire, Beowulf needs his armor. He approaches the cave and bellows mightily. The
dragon emerges with a breath of fire toward Beowulf, who stands ready with shield and sword.
The shield cannot survive the fire, and the sword cannot pierce the dragon’s scales. Beowulf
staggers, frightening his companions, and all except Wiglaf retreat. Recalling Beowulf’s
greatness and generosity, Wiglaf reminds the others that Beowulf judged them worthy



companions and now needs their help. Better to die in flames than to desert Beowulf. Wiglaf,
sword drawn, moves forward and calls out to Beowulf. The dragon attacks a second time.
Beowulf strikes a huge blow with his sword, which sticks in the dragon’s skull, then snaps.The
dragon attacks a third time, biting Beowulf’s neck with its teeth. Wiglaf sinks his sword into the
dragon’s belly. Then Beowulf delivers the killing blow with his knife. Beowulf’s neck burns and
swells from the dragon’s poison. He knows he is dying, but wants to see the dragon’s hoarded
treasure. Wiglaf hurries to the cave, chooses the best treasures, and quickly returns. He revives
Beowulf with water, and Beowulf thanks God that he won this treasure. He asks Wiglaf to build a
burial mound overlooking the sea, to be called “Beowulf’s barrow.” He knows that many warriors
have died in the past, and his last words are, “I must follow them.”Wiglaf speaks angrily to the
other 10 companions about their failure to help Beowulf. Their faithlessness will condemn them
to a shameful life of wandering. Wiglaf proclaims Beowulf victorious and announces his death to
the waiting people. The Geats must prepare for battle from old enemies, but will remember
Beowulf as a kind, gentle, and fair warrior-king.BACKGROUNDTYPE OF WORK Epic (heroic)
poemDATE WRITTEN Exact date unknown. Manuscript dates from c. A.D. 1000, but could have
been written A.D. 680–800.AUTHOR Completely unknown; referred to as “the Beowulf poet.”
The poem was probably composed orally and memorized, then passed on from scop to scop
(traveling poetic entertainers) before being written down. Theories on multiple authorship were
once popular, but the poem is now believed to have been written by one person working with
traditional material.SETTING OF POEM The first two major episodes (Grendel and Grendel’s
mother) take place in and around Heorot, the Danish king’s great hall. The surrounding
countryside is marshy, wild, and desolate. Grendel’s mother is killed in a cave at the bottom of a
monster-infested lake. The poem’s final episode occurs on a seaside cliff in the land of the
Geats, in southern Sweden.TIME OF POEM The killing of Grendel and of Grendel’s mother by
Beowulf covers three nights and the following day. More than 50 years later, Beowulf kills the
dragon. The time between first two and last killings is simply jumped over by the poet.KEY
CHARACTERSBEOWULF Hero of poem. Has the strength of 30 men; kills Grendel and
Grendel’s mother single-handedly; needs help from Wiglaf to kill the dragon. Faithful retainer
(loyal follower) of Hrothgar, subject of Hygelac (king of Geats); uses strength for good.
Remembered as both gentle and just. Might be as young as 18 years old at the poem’s
beginning and as old as 80 at the end (it is not clear in the poem).HROTHGAR Danish king.
Strong ruler for 50 years, but helpless against Grendel. Generous to retainers.UNFERTH
Boastful Danish retainer. Taunts and insults Beowulf, but later apologizes and gives Beowulf his
sword to use against Grendel’s mother.AESCHERE Faithful Danish retainer. Killed by Grendel’s
mother; mourned by Hrothgar.GRENDEL Monster who ravages Heorot nightly, kills and eats
Danish warriors. Embodies evil; descendant of Cain. Arm torn out by Beowulf; returns to
mother’s cave to die. Head so large it takes four men to carry it.GRENDEL’S MOTHER Attacks
Heorot to avenge son’s death. Tracked down by Beowulf, killed in her cave.HYGELAC King of
Geats; Beowulf’s uncle. Geatish counterpart to Hrothgar, but much less important in the poem.



He and his son are killed by the Swedes, whereupon Beowulf becomes king.WIGLAF Brave,
faithful. Only one of 11 companions to help Beowulf against the dragon. Survives to oversee
Beowulf’s funeral and burial. Becomes ruler of the Geats.DRAGON Guardian of ancient treasure
hoard. Disturbed by wanderer, takes fiery vengeance on Geatish countryside. Killed by Beowulf
and Wiglaf. Most “sympathetic” of the three monsters in the poem, primarily because he reacts
to the man who disturbed his peaceful life.MAIN THEMES & IDEAS1. GOOD AND EVIL
Grendel, Grendel’s mother, and the dragon are all evil, but to varying degrees. Grendel is
monstrous, ugly, wild, and purely destructive in his brute strength, almost like a perverted force
of nature. His mother shares the same features, but has a glimmering of human feelings in her
desire to avenge her son’s death. The dragon has rested quietly in its cave for 300 years and
attacks the countryside only when its treasure hoard is violated. Beowulf is the primary force for
good in the poem. It is he who must single-handedly confront and destroy the forces of evil in
whatever form they take.2. GOD AND FATE As a force for good, Beowulf sees himself as being
subject to a higher power that determines whether he succeeds or fails. The crucial question is
whether this higher power is a “personal” god (Christian or otherwise) with an interest in
goodness triumphing over evil, or an “impersonal” force, indifferent to human actions. The terms
God, fate, and destiny are used extensively in the poem. Another way to think about this
question is to ask whether “God” is responsible for evil—that is, whether God has created a
universe in which evil will always exist in some form, or a universe in which the eventual triumph
of good is possible. In either case, the poem causes readers to wonder about the function of evil
in the human experience.3. LIFE AND DEATH The fight against evil involves the risk of death, as
Beowulf knows, and in the fight against the dragon, Beowulf dies. He also knows that all people
die at some point, no matter how they live their lives. The basic question is, How does one live
life in face of inevitable death? Wiglaf tells the cowardly companions who fail to defend Beowulf
against the dragon that a fiery death is better than a shameful death. They have betrayed their
leader by not helping him and will forever be outcasts from human society. It is important to
accept one’s death when it comes, but it is even more important to be willing to die for the
causes in which one believes.4. COMITATUS Refers to the bonds of loyalty and friendship that
unite warriors attached to a lord or ruler. There is a double responsibility in comitatus: (a) the
followers must be absolutely faithful to their leader, even to the point of suffering death rather
than survive without the leader; (b) in return for this loyalty, the leader must protect his followers
and reward them generously with gifts. Wiglaf accuses the other companions of failing in their
responsibility of comitatus to Beowulf, who fights alone against the monsters so that his
companions will not be endangered.5. REASON AND BESTIALITY It is “reasonable” to fight
against the forces that threaten human society, to value those things—such as the concept of
comitatus—that help humans survive in a hostile world. In this way, the human virtues of loyalty,
bravery, and generosity have a practical basis. It is tempting, therefore, to view the monsters not
only as external, real threats, but also as a form of potential bestiality (i.e., evil) within human
beings.6. CIVILIZATION AND THE WASTELAND In Beowulf’s time, civilization existed only to a



small degree in the natural world. Beyond the lights of great halls such as Heorot lay marshy
wastelands inhabited by monsters. But people also had other humans to think about. There are
numerous references in Beowulf to long-standing feuds between tribes; even the Danes and the
Geats have a history of distrust, hostility, and fighting. When Beowulf dies, Wiglaf predicts the
outbreak of attacks from old enemies such as the Swedes. The survival of a single tribe
depended on the combination of strong leaders and brave warriors. The survival of civilization
depended on strong tribes helping each other against common threats from the wasteland.7.
FAME AND TREASURE The last word of the poem characterizes Beowulf as lofgernost (“eager
for glory”). His dying request to Wiglaf is for a fine burial mound on a cliff overlooking the sea, to
be known as “Beowulf’s barrow,” as a landmark for sailors and a memorial to his fame. The
remaining treasure from the dragon’s cave is also buried with him. A gift of treasure to a hero is
less a reward or “payment” than a tangible recognition of his accomplishments, a sign that his
deeds are great enough to be remembered by future generations. Continued fame in this world
is a kind of immortality.MAIN SYMBOLS1. MONSTERS Specific symbols of evil, especially
Grendel. But monsters also symbolize the general presence of evil in the world. “Descended
from Cain,” an expression used to describe Grendel and his mother, recalls the first human
death after Adam and Eve’s fall and their expulsion from paradise. Therefore, evil is not part of
the natural, created world (hurricanes, lightning, etc.), but is the result of human sin.2.
WASTELAND Symbolic home of evil, but does not merely represent nature in the general sense
—hunted deer, for example, refuse to enter the lake of Grendel and his mother. It is “wasted” in
at least two ways: (a) it is not habitable by humans, therefore it is wasted for human use; (b) it is
made dangerous by the presence of evil monsters, and thus is a constant threat to human
civilization.3. HEOROT Hrothgar’s great hall symbolizes civilization. It is the ceremonial center of
community life, where feasting and entertainment take place. It is also the site of the king’s
throne, and a place of safety. Grendel’s ravaging of Heorot is not just an attack against the
Danes, but an assault on civilization itself.4. LIGHT AND DARK Light symbolizes good;
darkness, evil. The sun is the light of God. At night, torches and fireplaces provide a circle of light
within which people gather for feasting and entertainment. Grendel and his mother attack Heorot
at night, coming in from the dark wasteland. The dragon in the poem’s last episode is an “aged
dragon of darkness.” Death is the final darkness.5. TREASURE Is usually associated with good,
such as generosity toward others, a binding force of comitatus or fellowship. It is a recognition of
great deeds, but also symbolizes the vanity of human accomplishments. Though the treasure
has lain hidden in the dragon’s cave for 300 years, the men who left it there are now forgotten.6.
THE SEA Symbolizes danger and risk, as well as the unknown vastness of the world in which
humans exist. As a youth, Beowulf swims out to sea to fight monsters and to prove his manhood.
He wants his burial mound to be high on a cliff overlooking the sea as a landmark for sailors who
might otherwise get lost. Scyld Scefing, founder of the Danish Royal House (mentioned at the
beginning of the poem), is set adrift in a boat after his death, to be taken by currents out to sea,
or to infinity.7. FIRE Can be good or evil. It provides the heat and light in Heorot, but Grendel’s



lake is lit by fire on the water, and the dragon destroys the countryside with its fiery
breath.STYLE & STRUCTURELANGUAGE The poem was written in Old English—also called
Anglo-Saxon—which was the language of England c. 600–1100. Even though it eventually
evolved into Middle English (c. 1100–1400, the language of Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales) and
then into modern English, it is essentially a foreign language. An example, with the modern
translation: “Fyrst forth gewat; flota waes on ythum” (Time passed and the boat was in the
harbor).ORAL COMPOSITION Like Homer’s Iliad and Odyssey, the epic poem Beowulf was an
oral creation that was repeated from person to person, and was finally written down many years
later. Passed from generation to generation by entertainers called scops, who are mentioned
several times in the poem as providers of entertainment at feasts. As a result of this oral
transmission, it is likely that individual scops, as well as the person or persons who finally
recorded the poem, changed some of the details of the original language without modifying the
plot or development of characters.ALLITERATION (Use of words that begin with the same letter;
used instead of rhyme.) This is a basic technique of the poem’s composition. For example, the
opening lines begin with f: fyrst, forth, flota. A standard line has four stresses, two in each half-
line, with the first two and the third alliterated; the fourth stressed word usually has a minor
alliteration. Not only is there no rhyme, but there is no set number of syllables beyond the four
stressed ones; this gives the poet a great deal of flexibility. Because the poem was originally oral
rather than written down, alliteration was a powerful memory aid.KENNINGS Poetic phrases or
compounds of two words, used for—or in addition to—the usual name of a person or thing: “sea”
is often referred to as “boat-path.”FORMULAS Stock phrases that can be used in a variety of
settings to aid memory. Grendel and his mother are both “descended from Cain”; a generous
lord who rewards his followers with treasure is a “gold-friend”; an exile or wanderer is “deprived
of joy”; a past hero is summarized by “he was a great king.” Sometimes formulas add no
meaningful comment, but are used to fill up a line, such as when an episode is introduced by the
formula “we have heard.”TIME In addition to two major time periods, there are many references
to moments backward and forward in time: Beowulf’s childhood and youth; the opening
summary of the Danish kings leading to Hrothgar; Beowulf’s death in the dragon fight is
predicted.POINT OF VIEW The narrator is an objective, unknown, third person who is not
involved in the action and who reports only what can be seen or heard. The narrator has no
internal thoughts or insights.DIGRESSIONS More than 20 percent of the poem treats episodes
that are not related to the immediate action and that range in length from a few lines up to 90.
These include historical information, such as Hrothgar’s background; poetic verses, such as the
hymn about creation; and some puzzling sections that seem to refer to information familiar to the
original audience but not to modern readers.PATTERN In three battles, at least two patterns are
noticeable: (1) the battles are progressively more difficult and Beowulf needs ever more help: he
kills Grendel bare-handed; the chain mail saves him from Grendel’s mother but he needs a
sword to kill her; he uses his sword, armor, and special shield against the dragon but still needs
Wiglaf’s help to kill it; (2) the monsters become increasingly “sympathetic”: Grendel kills for no



understandable reason except rage; his mother kills to avenge his death and apparently intends
to kill only one warrior; the dragon attacks because its treasure cave is violated for the first time
in 300 years.CRITICAL OVERVIEWMORAL STRUGGLE The poem presents the clear-cut
struggle between good and evil. Beowulf single-handedly defeats Grendel and Grendel’s
mother, both of whom are specifically identified as evil descendants of Cain, the first murderer.
Beowulf’s final enemy, the dragon, is identified with darkness and destruction. At key moments
in the poem, particularly in the three battles, Beowulf acknowledges God, thanks Him for his
successes, and recognizes that any human’s death is “fated” or “destined” by God.CHRISTIAN
OR PAGAN POEM? A central critical question of the poem is whether Beowulf is a Christian
poem, or merely a pagan poem to which biblical references have been added without changing
its essential character. Advocates of the Christian view must deal with the fact that there are only
Old Testament references: Grendel and his mother as descendants of Cain; the song of God’s
creation (early in the poem) is based on the book of Genesis; mention is made of the “deluge” or
Noah’s flood. There is nothing from the New Testament, but there are general references to
heaven, hell, and the final judgment, which suggest a Christian vocabulary and conception of
the nature of good and evil within the universe governed by God. In the book of Revelation—the
last book of the New Testament—Satan is symbolized by the dragon. In this Christian view,
Beowulf becomes a Christlike figure, a savior who destroys hellish monsters and finally
sacrifices himself for his people. Advocates for the pagan point of view stress that good and evil
are not exclusively Christian concepts, that a heroic warrior defending his people, even at the
cost of his own life, is not automatically a Christian savior. Monsters are evil in any culture, and
many religions look forward to the soul’s judgment after death. The poem celebrates the virtues
of loyalty, courage, and the defense of civilized behavior against constant, almost overwhelming
threats of destruction, and the greatness of the human spirit. A poem that emphasizes the
impersonal force of fate or destiny rather than the idea of personal salvation, and that never
mentions Jesus Christ, the crucifixion, or Christ’s resurrection, cannot be read as a Christian
poem.BeowulfAnonymousPLOT SUMMARYPLOT SUMMARYMighty Beowulf frees the Danes
from two murderous monsters, then dies after a fight with a dragon.NOTE Translations of the
poem from the Old English are often divided into 43 sections; these divisions were not present in
the original version. The author is known only as “the Beowulf poet.”The Beowulf poet opens by
recalling the fame of Scyld Scefing, the great founder of a line of Danish kings who was honored
in death by being placed in a treasure-filled funeral ship and set adrift at sea. Now his
descendant Hrothgar rules the Danes. By winning glory in battle, Hrothgar won the loyalty of his
people, and decided to build the greatest feasting-hall in the world, to be called Heorot. Amid
rejoicing at its completion, Hrothgar gives rings and treasures to his people. But Grendel, a
hellish monster (primitive human, not animal) descended from Cain, hears the joyful songs in
praise of God, and from the darkness of the marshy wasteland attacks the hall when the warriors
are asleep. He kills 30 men each night and repeats his raids until Heorot lies deserted at night for
12 years. Hrothgar is helpless against him.Beowulf, a warrior of the Geats tribe in southern



Sweden, the strongest man alive, hears about Grendel and sails to Denmark with 14
companions to help him. Hrothgar receives him as a friend, and Beowulf vows to crush Grendel
in hand-to-hand combat. Hrothgar orders a joyful feast of welcome for this man whom he
believes God has sent. Unferth, a Danish warrior, is jealous of Beowulf and taunts him about a
foolish boast Beowulf had made as a youth. Beowulf replies that if Unferth were truly
courageous, he would have stopped Grendel’s attacks. Beowulf knows that victory depends on
God’s will. That night, Grendel bursts through the bolted hall door, seizes a Geat, and devours
him. He then reaches for Beowulf, but Beowulf grasps Grendel’s arm, and after a struggle, pulls
his arm off at the shoulder. Fatally wounded, Grendel flees to the marshes, where he dies.In the
morning there is great rejoicing. Young and old rejoice in the presence of Grendel’s arm hung on
the wall as a trophy. Beowulf thanks God for his victory and recounts the battle to the Danes.
Hrothgar honors Beowulf and his men with lavish gifts, and a poet weaves a tale of battle and
intrigue. After the banquet, Danish warriors once again prepare to sleep in the hall, little
suspecting that one of them will die that night.Grendel’s mother lives at the bottom of the lake of
monsters. Brooding over her son’s death, she wants revenge. So she goes to Heorot, rouses the
sleeping Danes into terror, and seizes Hrothgar’s old friend Aeschere, then heads for the moors
with him and Grendel’s arm. At dawn, Hrothgar urgently summons Beowulf. He tells of a monster
shaped like a woman who lives in a fiery lake so fearsome that hunted animals will die rather
than plunge into it. Beowulf agrees to help.The Danes and Geats track Grendel’s mother to the
lake, and on the shore they see Aeschere’s head. The monster-filled lake boils with blood. After
putting on his armor, Beowulf asks Hrothgar to care for his companions if he should die, and to
send his treasures back to Sweden. Without waiting for an answer, he dives into the lake,
swimming downward for a full day. At the bottom, Grendel’s mother pulls him into her cave.
Beowulf’s sword (which Unferth had given to him) proves useless against her, but his armor and
God protect him. He grabs a huge sword from the wall of the cave and cuts off her head,
whereupon she falls dead at his feet.Beowulf sees Grendel’s body and cuts off its head. On
shore, the waiting men see boiling, bloody water. In the cave, Grendel’s mother’s blood melts the
giant’s sword, leaving only the hilt. Beowulf takes the sword hilt and Grendel’s head, and swims
to the lake’s surface. He returns to Heorot with the other Geats and presents the sword hilt to
Hrothgar.In the morning, Beowulf bids farewell to Hrothgar. The Danish king praises him and
vows friendship between Danes and Geats. He gives Beowulf gifts and weeps to see him leave.
When Beowulf and his companions reach Sweden, they go to see the Geatish king, Hygelac,
and his wife, Queen Hygd, who confess that they had feared Grendel would destroy Beowulf.
Beowulf recounts the battles and gives his treasures to Hygelac. In return, Hygelac gives him a
precious sword, land, and a hall.In later days, Hygelac and his son are killed by Swedes, and
Beowulf rules the Geats for 50 years. Then one day an exiled sinner strays onto a secret path
leading to a cave high on a seaside cliff in the land of the Geats. Within the cave lies an ancient
treasure hoard guarded by a dragon. The exiled man steals some drinking cups, and the angry
dragon is roused to vengeance. For 300 years the dragon has guarded the treasure undisturbed.



From then on, the dragon flies out each night, breathing fire and laying waste the land of the
Geats.Beowulf, fearing he has offended God and is now being punished, vows to fight alone
against the dragon. He sets out for the dragon’s cave with 11 companions and an iron shield.
Near the cave, where the dragon waits alertly, Beowulf addresses his men. He would like to
battle the dragon bare-handed, but since the monster breathes fire, Beowulf needs his armor.
He approaches the cave and bellows mightily. The dragon emerges with a breath of fire toward
Beowulf, who stands ready with shield and sword. The shield cannot survive the fire, and the
sword cannot pierce the dragon’s scales. Beowulf staggers, frightening his companions, and all
except Wiglaf retreat. Recalling Beowulf’s greatness and generosity, Wiglaf reminds the others
that Beowulf judged them worthy companions and now needs their help. Better to die in flames
than to desert Beowulf. Wiglaf, sword drawn, moves forward and calls out to Beowulf. The
dragon attacks a second time. Beowulf strikes a huge blow with his sword, which sticks in the
dragon’s skull, then snaps.The dragon attacks a third time, biting Beowulf’s neck with its teeth.
Wiglaf sinks his sword into the dragon’s belly. Then Beowulf delivers the killing blow with his
knife. Beowulf’s neck burns and swells from the dragon’s poison. He knows he is dying, but
wants to see the dragon’s hoarded treasure. Wiglaf hurries to the cave, chooses the best
treasures, and quickly returns. He revives Beowulf with water, and Beowulf thanks God that he
won this treasure. He asks Wiglaf to build a burial mound overlooking the sea, to be called
“Beowulf’s barrow.” He knows that many warriors have died in the past, and his last words are, “I
must follow them.”Wiglaf speaks angrily to the other 10 companions about their failure to help
Beowulf. Their faithlessness will condemn them to a shameful life of wandering. Wiglaf proclaims
Beowulf victorious and announces his death to the waiting people. The Geats must prepare for
battle from old enemies, but will remember Beowulf as a kind, gentle, and fair warrior-
king.BACKGROUNDBACKGROUNDTYPE OF WORK Epic (heroic) poemDATE WRITTEN
Exact date unknown. Manuscript dates from c. A.D. 1000, but could have been written A.D. 680–
800.AUTHOR Completely unknown; referred to as “the Beowulf poet.” The poem was probably
composed orally and memorized, then passed on from scop to scop (traveling poetic
entertainers) before being written down. Theories on multiple authorship were once popular, but
the poem is now believed to have been written by one person working with traditional
material.SETTING OF POEM The first two major episodes (Grendel and Grendel’s mother) take
place in and around Heorot, the Danish king’s great hall. The surrounding countryside is marshy,
wild, and desolate. Grendel’s mother is killed in a cave at the bottom of a monster-infested lake.
The poem’s final episode occurs on a seaside cliff in the land of the Geats, in southern
Sweden.TIME OF POEM The killing of Grendel and of Grendel’s mother by Beowulf covers
three nights and the following day. More than 50 years later, Beowulf kills the dragon. The time
between first two and last killings is simply jumped over by the poet.KEY CHARACTERSKEY
CHARACTERSBEOWULF Hero of poem. Has the strength of 30 men; kills Grendel and
Grendel’s mother single-handedly; needs help from Wiglaf to kill the dragon. Faithful retainer
(loyal follower) of Hrothgar, subject of Hygelac (king of Geats); uses strength for good.



Remembered as both gentle and just. Might be as young as 18 years old at the poem’s
beginning and as old as 80 at the end (it is not clear in the poem).HROTHGAR Danish king.
Strong ruler for 50 years, but helpless against Grendel. Generous to retainers.UNFERTH
Boastful Danish retainer. Taunts and insults Beowulf, but later apologizes and gives Beowulf his
sword to use against Grendel’s mother.AESCHERE Faithful Danish retainer. Killed by Grendel’s
mother; mourned by Hrothgar.GRENDEL Monster who ravages Heorot nightly, kills and eats
Danish warriors. Embodies evil; descendant of Cain. Arm torn out by Beowulf; returns to
mother’s cave to die. Head so large it takes four men to carry it.GRENDEL’S MOTHER Attacks
Heorot to avenge son’s death. Tracked down by Beowulf, killed in her cave.HYGELAC King of
Geats; Beowulf’s uncle. Geatish counterpart to Hrothgar, but much less important in the poem.
He and his son are killed by the Swedes, whereupon Beowulf becomes king.WIGLAF Brave,
faithful. Only one of 11 companions to help Beowulf against the dragon. Survives to oversee
Beowulf’s funeral and burial. Becomes ruler of the Geats.DRAGON Guardian of ancient treasure
hoard. Disturbed by wanderer, takes fiery vengeance on Geatish countryside. Killed by Beowulf
and Wiglaf. Most “sympathetic” of the three monsters in the poem, primarily because he reacts
to the man who disturbed his peaceful life.MAIN THEMES & IDEASMAIN THEMES & IDEAS1.
GOOD AND EVIL Grendel, Grendel’s mother, and the dragon are all evil, but to varying degrees.
Grendel is monstrous, ugly, wild, and purely destructive in his brute strength, almost like a
perverted force of nature. His mother shares the same features, but has a glimmering of human
feelings in her desire to avenge her son’s death. The dragon has rested quietly in its cave for 300
years and attacks the countryside only when its treasure hoard is violated. Beowulf is the
primary force for good in the poem. It is he who must single-handedly confront and destroy the
forces of evil in whatever form they take.2. GOD AND FATE As a force for good, Beowulf sees
himself as being subject to a higher power that determines whether he succeeds or fails. The
crucial question is whether this higher power is a “personal” god (Christian or otherwise) with an
interest in goodness triumphing over evil, or an “impersonal” force, indifferent to human actions.
The terms God, fate, and destiny are used extensively in the poem. Another way to think about
this question is to ask whether “God” is responsible for evil—that is, whether God has created a
universe in which evil will always exist in some form, or a universe in which the eventual triumph
of good is possible. In either case, the poem causes readers to wonder about the function of evil
in the human experience.3. LIFE AND DEATH The fight against evil involves the risk of death, as
Beowulf knows, and in the fight against the dragon, Beowulf dies. He also knows that all people
die at some point, no matter how they live their lives. The basic question is, How does one live
life in face of inevitable death? Wiglaf tells the cowardly companions who fail to defend Beowulf
against the dragon that a fiery death is better than a shameful death. They have betrayed their
leader by not helping him and will forever be outcasts from human society. It is important to
accept one’s death when it comes, but it is even more important to be willing to die for the
causes in which one believes.4. COMITATUS Refers to the bonds of loyalty and friendship that
unite warriors attached to a lord or ruler. There is a double responsibility in comitatus: (a) the



followers must be absolutely faithful to their leader, even to the point of suffering death rather
than survive without the leader; (b) in return for this loyalty, the leader must protect his followers
and reward them generously with gifts. Wiglaf accuses the other companions of failing in their
responsibility of comitatus to Beowulf, who fights alone against the monsters so that his
companions will not be endangered.5. REASON AND BESTIALITY It is “reasonable” to fight
against the forces that threaten human society, to value those things—such as the concept of
comitatus—that help humans survive in a hostile world. In this way, the human virtues of loyalty,
bravery, and generosity have a practical basis. It is tempting, therefore, to view the monsters not
only as external, real threats, but also as a form of potential bestiality (i.e., evil) within human
beings.6. CIVILIZATION AND THE WASTELAND In Beowulf’s time, civilization existed only to a
small degree in the natural world. Beyond the lights of great halls such as Heorot lay marshy
wastelands inhabited by monsters. But people also had other humans to think about. There are
numerous references in Beowulf to long-standing feuds between tribes; even the Danes and the
Geats have a history of distrust, hostility, and fighting. When Beowulf dies, Wiglaf predicts the
outbreak of attacks from old enemies such as the Swedes. The survival of a single tribe
depended on the combination of strong leaders and brave warriors. The survival of civilization
depended on strong tribes helping each other against common threats from the wasteland.7.
FAME AND TREASURE The last word of the poem characterizes Beowulf as lofgernost (“eager
for glory”). His dying request to Wiglaf is for a fine burial mound on a cliff overlooking the sea, to
be known as “Beowulf’s barrow,” as a landmark for sailors and a memorial to his fame. The
remaining treasure from the dragon’s cave is also buried with him. A gift of treasure to a hero is
less a reward or “payment” than a tangible recognition of his accomplishments, a sign that his
deeds are great enough to be remembered by future generations. Continued fame in this world
is a kind of immortality.MAIN SYMBOLSMAIN SYMBOLS1. MONSTERS Specific symbols of
evil, especially Grendel. But monsters also symbolize the general presence of evil in the world.
“Descended from Cain,” an expression used to describe Grendel and his mother, recalls the first
human death after Adam and Eve’s fall and their expulsion from paradise. Therefore, evil is not
part of the natural, created world (hurricanes, lightning, etc.), but is the result of human sin.2.
WASTELAND Symbolic home of evil, but does not merely represent nature in the general sense
—hunted deer, for example, refuse to enter the lake of Grendel and his mother. It is “wasted” in
at least two ways: (a) it is not habitable by humans, therefore it is wasted for human use; (b) it is
made dangerous by the presence of evil monsters, and thus is a constant threat to human
civilization.3. HEOROT Hrothgar’s great hall symbolizes civilization. It is the ceremonial center of
community life, where feasting and entertainment take place. It is also the site of the king’s
throne, and a place of safety. Grendel’s ravaging of Heorot is not just an attack against the
Danes, but an assault on civilization itself.4. LIGHT AND DARK Light symbolizes good;
darkness, evil. The sun is the light of God. At night, torches and fireplaces provide a circle of light
within which people gather for feasting and entertainment. Grendel and his mother attack Heorot
at night, coming in from the dark wasteland. The dragon in the poem’s last episode is an “aged



dragon of darkness.” Death is the final darkness.5. TREASURE Is usually associated with good,
such as generosity toward others, a binding force of comitatus or fellowship. It is a recognition of
great deeds, but also symbolizes the vanity of human accomplishments. Though the treasure
has lain hidden in the dragon’s cave for 300 years, the men who left it there are now forgotten.6.
THE SEA Symbolizes danger and risk, as well as the unknown vastness of the world in which
humans exist. As a youth, Beowulf swims out to sea to fight monsters and to prove his manhood.
He wants his burial mound to be high on a cliff overlooking the sea as a landmark for sailors who
might otherwise get lost. Scyld Scefing, founder of the Danish Royal House (mentioned at the
beginning of the poem), is set adrift in a boat after his death, to be taken by currents out to sea,
or to infinity.7. FIRE Can be good or evil. It provides the heat and light in Heorot, but Grendel’s
lake is lit by fire on the water, and the dragon destroys the countryside with its fiery
breath.STYLE & STRUCTURESTYLE & STRUCTURELANGUAGE The poem was written in Old
English—also called Anglo-Saxon—which was the language of England c. 600–1100. Even
though it eventually evolved into Middle English (c. 1100–1400, the language of Chaucer’s
Canterbury Tales) and then into modern English, it is essentially a foreign language. An
example, with the modern translation: “Fyrst forth gewat; flota waes on ythum” (Time passed and
the boat was in the harbor).ORAL COMPOSITION Like Homer’s Iliad and Odyssey, the epic
poem Beowulf was an oral creation that was repeated from person to person, and was finally
written down many years later. Passed from generation to generation by entertainers called
scops, who are mentioned several times in the poem as providers of entertainment at feasts. As
a result of this oral transmission, it is likely that individual scops, as well as the person or
persons who finally recorded the poem, changed some of the details of the original language
without modifying the plot or development of characters.ALLITERATION (Use of words that
begin with the same letter; used instead of rhyme.) This is a basic technique of the poem’s
composition. For example, the opening lines begin with f: fyrst, forth, flota. A standard line has
four stresses, two in each half-line, with the first two and the third alliterated; the fourth stressed
word usually has a minor alliteration. Not only is there no rhyme, but there is no set number of
syllables beyond the four stressed ones; this gives the poet a great deal of flexibility. Because
the poem was originally oral rather than written down, alliteration was a powerful memory
aid.KENNINGS Poetic phrases or compounds of two words, used for—or in addition to—the
usual name of a person or thing: “sea” is often referred to as “boat-path.”FORMULAS Stock
phrases that can be used in a variety of settings to aid memory. Grendel and his mother are both
“descended from Cain”; a generous lord who rewards his followers with treasure is a “gold-
friend”; an exile or wanderer is “deprived of joy”; a past hero is summarized by “he was a great
king.” Sometimes formulas add no meaningful comment, but are used to fill up a line, such as
when an episode is introduced by the formula “we have heard.”TIME In addition to two major
time periods, there are many references to moments backward and forward in time: Beowulf’s
childhood and youth; the opening summary of the Danish kings leading to Hrothgar; Beowulf’s
death in the dragon fight is predicted.POINT OF VIEW The narrator is an objective, unknown,



third person who is not involved in the action and who reports only what can be seen or heard.
The narrator has no internal thoughts or insights.DIGRESSIONS More than 20 percent of the
poem treats episodes that are not related to the immediate action and that range in length from a
few lines up to 90. These include historical information, such as Hrothgar’s background; poetic
verses, such as the hymn about creation; and some puzzling sections that seem to refer to
information familiar to the original audience but not to modern readers.PATTERN In three
battles, at least two patterns are noticeable: (1) the battles are progressively more difficult and
Beowulf needs ever more help: he kills Grendel bare-handed; the chain mail saves him from
Grendel’s mother but he needs a sword to kill her; he uses his sword, armor, and special shield
against the dragon but still needs Wiglaf’s help to kill it; (2) the monsters become increasingly
“sympathetic”: Grendel kills for no understandable reason except rage; his mother kills to avenge
his death and apparently intends to kill only one warrior; the dragon attacks because its treasure
cave is violated for the first time in 300 years.CRITICAL OVERVIEWCRITICAL
OVERVIEWMORAL STRUGGLE The poem presents the clear-cut struggle between good and
evil. Beowulf single-handedly defeats Grendel and Grendel’s mother, both of whom are
specifically identified as evil descendants of Cain, the first murderer. Beowulf’s final enemy, the
dragon, is identified with darkness and destruction. At key moments in the poem, particularly in
the three battles, Beowulf acknowledges God, thanks Him for his successes, and recognizes
that any human’s death is “fated” or “destined” by God.CHRISTIAN OR PAGAN POEM? A
central critical question of the poem is whether Beowulf is a Christian poem, or merely a pagan
poem to which biblical references have been added without changing its essential character.
Advocates of the Christian view must deal with the fact that there are only Old Testament
references: Grendel and his mother as descendants of Cain; the song of God’s creation (early in
the poem) is based on the book of Genesis; mention is made of the “deluge” or Noah’s flood.
There is nothing from the New Testament, but there are general references to heaven, hell, and
the final judgment, which suggest a Christian vocabulary and conception of the nature of good
and evil within the universe governed by God. In the book of Revelation—the last book of the
New Testament—Satan is symbolized by the dragon. In this Christian view, Beowulf becomes a
Christlike figure, a savior who destroys hellish monsters and finally sacrifices himself for his
people. Advocates for the pagan point of view stress that good and evil are not exclusively
Christian concepts, that a heroic warrior defending his people, even at the cost of his own life, is
not automatically a Christian savior. Monsters are evil in any culture, and many religions look
forward to the soul’s judgment after death. The poem celebrates the virtues of loyalty, courage,
and the defense of civilized behavior against constant, almost overwhelming threats of
destruction, and the greatness of the human spirit. A poem that emphasizes the impersonal
force of fate or destiny rather than the idea of personal salvation, and that never mentions Jesus
Christ, the crucifixion, or Christ’s resurrection, cannot be read as a Christian poem.Billy
BuddHerman MelvillePLOT SUMMARYA handsome young sailor, falsely accused of mutiny,
becomes a legend when he is hanged for killing his tormentor.CHAPTERS 1–2 (and Preface)



The year is 1797, a time of crisis for the whole Christian world. In France, bloody revolution has
given way to constant warfare under Napoleon. In England, mutinies (revolts against authority
figures) are put down only when their ringleaders are publicly hanged. Those strolling through
the seaports of this period sometimes encounter the “Handsome Sailor,” a type of man
worshipped by his shipmates because of his strength and beauty. Billy Budd is an example of
such a man.The British merchant ship The Rights of Man is headed for Britain when it is stopped
by the HMS Indomitable, which needs sailors. Billy is chosen, and though the Rights’s captain
pleads to keep his much-beloved “peacemaker,” Billy makes no protest as he is led away.
Breaking with proper form, he jumps up to wave good-bye to his shipmates and calls farewell to
the ship. Soon the Handsome Sailor feels at home as foretopman (a sailor who works on a ship’s
foretop, the deck below the ship’s main mast) on his new ship, where everyone but John
Claggart, the ship’s “chief of police” or master-at-arms (i.e., discipline officer), likes him for his
good looks and cheerfulness. From the very beginning, Claggart is jealous of Billy’s
beauty.CHAPTERS 3–5 The narrator tells of the Great Mutiny of 1797, during the Napoleonic
Wars between England and France, in which a group of sailors tried to overthrow the officers of
their ship. This posed a serious threat to the British Empire even though many mutineers later
won great glory fighting alongside Lord Nelson at Trafalgar (at the southwest coast of Spain).
The narrator praises Nelson’s heroism and noble sentiments, then notes that he, like other
officers, must remain on guard against further protests by disgruntled sailors.CHAPTERS 6–10
Billy’s ship offers little evidence of the recent mutinies, largely because of Captain Vere’s strong
character. There is gossip about Claggart’s shady past. Rumor has it that he was involved in a
swindle and had joined the navy as a way of escaping trouble. He has a foreign accent and
seems suspicious. Billy works hard and finds life in the ship’s foretop agreeable. Having
witnessed the punishment of another sailor, Billy decides to behave in a manner totally beyond
criticism. Yet he finds himself getting in trouble over little things (such as the tidiness of his
hammock and gear). Puzzled, he seeks advice from a veteran sailor, the Dansker, who informs
Billy that Claggart is “down on” him. Surprised by this, Billy insists that the master-at-arms
always speaks kindly to him. Billy’s impression seems to be confirmed the next day: when Billy
accidentally spills soup on Claggart’s feet, the officer’s playful remark about Billy’s “handsome”
deed is taken as a joke by all who hear it.CHAPTERS 11–18 But Claggart is indeed “down on”
Billy Budd, for reasons the narrator has difficulty explaining. He links Claggart with Plato’s
(Greek philosopher) idea of “Natural Depravity” (sin) and suggests that the master-at-arms was
born evil. Though lawyers, juries, and clergymen have long debated the origins of sin, Claggart’s
main reason for being “down on” Billy is his jealousy of the sailor’s handsomeness and
innocence. The soup incident made Claggart think that Billy disliked him and confirmed reports
he had heard of Billy’s insolence. Claggart decides to seek revenge.One warm night, Billy is
called to a secret meeting in a secluded part of the ship. Since his good nature makes him
reluctant to refuse, he goes to the secluded platform and is shocked by a proposal that he join a
rebellion of sailors who, like him, have been forced into the navy. Billy stutters with anger and



nearly throws the man overboard. He tells the man to “be off.” Billy is confused by the affair and
again seeks out the old Dansker, who guesses that Claggart was somehow related to an attempt
to involve Billy in a mutiny. Billy, who has no sense of the evil in others, remains unaware of
Claggart’s intentions and, for a while, experiences no more trouble with the little problems that
had come up earlier (i.e., his untidy hammock). But Claggart’s hatred continues to grow and
begins to call for action.CHAPTERS 19–23 The Indomitable, sent away from the fleet on a
special mission, becomes involved in a skirmish with an enemy frigate (i.e., a fast naval ship). A
long chase follows, but the enemy destroyer eventually escapes. Soon afterward, Claggart
approaches Captain Vere and tells him that he suspects Billy of plotting a mutiny. Astonished,
Vere warns Claggart about the punishment for false accusations and quietly makes plans to test
him. The Captain brings Billy and Claggart together in his cabin, where Claggart repeats his
accusation. Billy turns pale and is completely tongue-tied. Instead of calming Billy, the Captain’s
fatherly promptings paralyze him even more. Suddenly, Billy knocks Claggart to the deck and
kills him with a single blow. At once, the Captain sends Billy to a nearby stateroom. Claggart’s
body is placed in the opposite compartment after the ship’s surgeon declares him dead. Leaving
to tell the other officers what has happened, the surgeon wonders about Captain Vere’s plans to
try Billy by a drumhead court-martial (i.e., a court where military personnel are appointed to try
offenses against military law). The court convenes and hears the testimony of Billy and the
Captain. Billy insists on his loyalty and states that he never would have struck Claggart if he had
been able to speak; he had been so frustrated by his inability to talk that he panicked and used
physical force to express himself. Vere agrees that Claggart’s motives were a mystery, but
argues that the court should concern itself only with Billy’s deed. Given the laws in force at
wartime, his deed requires the death penalty. The other officers recognize that Billy did not
intend to kill Claggart and they hesitate to order his death. But Vere persuades them to sentence
Billy to be hanged early the next morning.CHAPTERS 24–28 When the men are called on deck
to hear Captain Vere’s explanation of what has happened, a growing murmur rises from the
crowd—a murmur that is stopped only by whistles signaling the next watch. Claggart’s body is
buried at sea with all due honors. Lying chained on an upper gun deck, Billy appears to be in a
trance, his face serene. He is completely without fear of death. The Chaplain tries to preach to
Billy about salvation, but quickly kisses him on the cheek and leaves. Night soon becomes
morning and the sailors gather to watch the execution. Billy arrives with the Chaplain and, to
everyone’s surprise, his last words (“God bless Captain Vere!”) ring out without a stutter. Almost
involuntarily, the entire crew echoes Billy’s words while the Captain stands rigid in his place.
Then, as the clouds begin to glow with the light of dawn, Billy’s body rises and hangs motionless
from the mainyard. A few days later, the purser and the surgeon argue over the reasons for the
lack of movement in Billy’s suspended corpse. At that point, the narrator adds that the crowd
began murmuring again when Billy’s corpse slid into the sea, and that their murmur was
accompanied by the cries of seabirds circling his burial spot.CHAPTERS 29–31 Returning to
join the rest of the British fleet, the Indomitable encounters a French ship, the Atheiste. Captain



Vere is wounded in the battle that follows and dies in the English port of Gibraltar, muttering his
last words—Billy Budd’s name—with no tone of regret. Several weeks later, a naval newspaper
reports the execution of William Budd, an evil foreigner who had stabbed a patriotic petty officer
named Claggart while the officer was reporting “some sort of plot.” As time passes, English
sailors keep track of the pole used to hang Billy. They remember his handsomeness and believe
he was incapable of mutiny or murder. On board the Indomitable, one of Billy’s fellow foretopmen
composes a poem describing the last moments of Billy’s life. In it, Billy can already feel himself
sinking down among the weeds at the bottom of the sea.BACKGROUNDTYPE OF WORK Moral
tale; novellaFIRST PUBLISHED 1924 (written 1888–91)AUTHOR Herman Melville (1819–91),
born in New York City. His adventures aboard a merchant ship and with whalers in the South Sea
Islands led to his writing of popular sea romances: Typee (1846); White Jacket (1850); his major
novel, Moby-Dick (1851); a collection of Civil War poems, Battle Pieces (1866); and short
stories. His later years were spent as a customs inspector in New York City. Melville is seen as a
moralist whose novels depict the struggle between good and evil and who shows rebels
protesting against injustice and authority.SETTING OF STORY British battleship, HMS
Indomitable (called Bellipotent in some editions), which sailed the Mediterranean during
England’s naval war against France following the French Revolution in the late 18th century.
Structured, disciplined atmosphere. Other locales include the merchant ship The Rights of Man
and Gibraltar.TIME OF STORY The action covers several weeks in the summer of 1797. Two
mutinies earlier that year made naval officials nervous and gave rise to the quick enforcement of
wartime laws.KEY CHARACTERSBILLY BUDD Excellent sailor; age 21. Assigned to work on the
Indomitable’s foretop. Nicknamed “welkin-eyed Billy” (due to his habit of looking toward the sky;
welkin means “sky”) and “Baby Budd.” Strong; extremely handsome: blond, blue eyes, rosy
cheeks. Seems to have noble blood, but parents unknown. Illiterate, pure-hearted, innocent
about the evils of the world. Cheerful, good worker, a “peacemaker.” Symbolic name suggests
flowers—beautiful but fragile. Stutters when overcome by strong emotion. Symbol of good in the
world, a sort of Everyman (ordinary man).JOHN CLAGGART Indomitable’s officer in charge of
discipline; age 35. Nicknamed “Jimmy Legs.” Tall, thin; neat dresser. Intellectual face, clean-
shaven, good-looking except for heavy chin. Curly black hair, violet eyes, pale complexion.
Background unknown but slight accent suggests foreign birth; possible shady dealings.
Extremely jealous of Billy’s purity, innocence, and good looks.CAPTAIN VERE Indomitable’s
captain; age 40. Full name: Captain the Honorable Edward Fairfax Vere. His nickname “Starry
Vere” was taken from a poem by Andrew Marvell. Bachelor, aristocratic background. Gray eyes;
otherwise unremarkable appearance. Honest, intelligent, loves to read; strict but concerned
about the welfare of his men. Sometimes a dreamer. His symbolic name means “man of
truth” (Latin veritas means “truth”). Perhaps too serious, intellectual, too rigid in enforcing military
discipline.THE DANSKER Veteran sailor on the Indomitable; exact age unspecified. Danish
origin. Nicknamed “Board-her-in-the-smoke” because of the battle where he received the cut on
his face. Beady eyes, wrinkled face. Wise but cynical. A man of few words. Melville compares



him to the magician Merlin (because of his wisdom) and to an ancient Greek oracle (i.e., a
person consulted for advice and predictions of the future).SURGEON Indomitable’s tall, thin,
gloomy-looking medical officer. Firm believer in the truths of science, but has no scientific reason
for the lack of movement in Billy’s corpse.PURSER Indomitable’s accountant. Chubby, red-
faced. Represents those who see Billy’s death as a spiritual event: feels that science cannot
explain the reason why Billy’s body didn’t move at the hanging; it was a “phenomenal” event that
went beyond physical explanations.MAIN THEMES & IDEAS1. GOOD vs. EVIL Billy represents
pure goodness, “an angel of God,” but is not able to resist the forces of evil in Claggart.
Claggart’s false accusation and Billy’s stutter (which Melville uses to show the input of Satan
even in the makeup of the angelic Billy) eventually lead to Billy’s execution. Claggart’s evil
outlives the master-at-arms in the newspaper report of his killing, yet the legend of Billy also
lives on in a ballad (popular poem with simple story) and in the hearts of sailors. This suggests
that good is still stronger than evil. Billy’s goodness is tied closely to his innocence. Before
encountering Claggart, he has no knowledge of evil; he is a “child-man,” like a country bumpkin
who has never seen the city and who remains uncorrupted by its temptations. This virtue is also
a flaw: it blinds Billy to the threat represented by Claggart.2. NATURE Explored in two main
aspects: (1) The natural world, which is sometimes beautiful (rosy dawn) and sometimes
meaningless (“blank sea”) as opposed to the world of civilization and duty shown on board the
Indomitable. Billy is portrayed as being close to Nature (“rustic beauty”), suffering from the rules
and evils of civilization. (2) “Human nature,” which can be pure and innocent (Billy) but also evil
(Claggart’s “Natural Depravity”). Both types of character are inborn to everyone, which suggests
that Nature itself is neither completely good nor entirely evil.3. “MYSTERY OF INIQUITY (EVIL)”
Claggart’s evil actions are motivated by his anger toward Billy: he is jealous of Billy’s beauty and
purity. But Claggart’s death prevents the military court from discovering his motives, since no
one knew about them (he had kept them private). The final source of wickedness in Claggart’s
nature also remains unexplainable to the reader (Melville indicates that there are certain reasons
why Claggart betrayed Billy, but that the reason why Claggart was so evil in the first place cannot
be explained). This is an example of a basic problem of knowledge: the reader can never know
the true nature of Claggart’s soul. The story tries to show the nature of good and evil, but
because human emotions are complicated, there is no full explanation.4. DUTY vs. MORALITY
Billy’s unintentional killing of Claggart presents Vere and the drumhead court with a difficult
decision: The moral principles prompt the judges to look at Billy’s motives, and they conclude he
is “innocent before God.” But the officers are subjects of the king and therefore have a duty to
obey his laws first, even if these laws appear harsh and arbitrary. Their duty to the Crown wins
out as Billy is condemned to die.5. ORDER vs. DISORDER Captain Vere recognizes the basic
human need for order (“measured forms”), especially the need to maintain discipline when
dealing with uneducated sailors in times of political upheaval. The execution of Billy is seen as a
way of preserving order, but disorder threatens as sailors “murmur” when the sentence is
announced, when Billy is hanged, and when Billy’s body is buried at sea. In each case, the



commands of senior officers quickly restore order. But the spiritual, mystical quality of Billy’s
death challenges rational order, just as the farewell to his first ship broke with proper naval
behavior. Claggart’s outwardly rational behavior betrays the complex nature of his emotions and
the lack of a rational explanation for his evil deeds. The narrator comments on order (“symmetry
of form”) as a characteristic of art, but says that a factual story such as his necessarily has
“ragged edges.”6. REVOLUTION AND REFORM Historical revolutions, especially those such as
the French Revolution and the mutinies of British sailors, bring about reform and overthrow
oppressive authorities. But they also cause great turmoil, suffering, and injustice. It is ironic that
Billy is called a “fighting peacemaker,” since peace and fighting are opposites. The situation of
war and the fear of further mutinies are responsible for Billy’s execution; in wartime, moral
principles must be overlooked and the deed itself must be punished. Science and modern
inventions cause a similar revolution in knowledge and in the way wars are fought, but they also
mean the loss of beauty and a changed understanding of heroism.7. THE GREAT MAN Lord
Nelson, Captain Vere, and Billy are all extraordinary men. Nelson’s leadership and profound
feelings make him “the greatest sailor since our world began.” Vere’s greatness is tied to his
honesty and faithful adherence to his duty. As a representative of the “Handsome Sailor,” Billy
possesses beauty and goodness that make him heroic; like Nelson, he dies a glorious death.
The comparison of the three men suggests that true greatness comes from nobility of character
(“magnanimity”) more than from brave deeds. It is worth noting that Claggart is “exceptional” in
the negative sense and that Melville sets all four men apart, beyond the understanding of
common people.MAIN SYMBOLS1. THE SEA The main symbol of primitive nature and human
instincts, with the ocean that surrounds the ship and crew (Captain Vere calls it “where we move
and have our being”). Vere must struggle against it, climbing up on the deck as he seeks to
impose military law.2. MAINYARD (A horizontal pole used to suspend the ship’s mainsail.) The
main-yard and mainmast from which Billy is hanged would be in the shape of a cross, linking
Billy’s execution with the crucifixion of Christ. The sailors later value a piece of the mainyard as if
it were “a piece of the Cross,” indicating their view of Billy as a godlike, innocent man.3. BIRDS
The screaming seabirds circle the place where Billy’s corpse falls into the water, representing
Nature’s grief at his death and the completion of the life cycle as Billy’s body is returned to the
source of all life.4. WHITE UNIFORM As Billy awaits execution, his white clothing stands out
against the darkness, symbolizing his continued purity and innocence. His uniform also
resembles a shroud (i.e., a cloth used to wrap a corpse for burial), symbolizing his closeness to
death.5. SHIP’S GUNS Confined to the Indomitable’s upper gun deck, the condemned Billy is
surrounded by heavy black cannons and battle equipment which suggest the death that awaits
him and the violent mission of the ship carrying the “peacemaker” Billy.6. GOLD COINS The
sailor who invites Billy to join in the mutiny offers him two guineas, symbols of worldly corruption
and temptation, which Billy refuses.STYLE & STRUCTURELANGUAGE A formal tone
establishes the story’s historical setting and depicts the narrator as being well educated and
philosophical. This reflects the more serious, ponderous writing style of the era in which the



story is set.DIALOGUE The simple conversation, Billy’s stammer, and Dansker’s slang (“Jimmy
Legs is down on you”) contrast with the elegant, persuasive speech of Vere in the trial scene.
Claggart’s indirectness shows his devious character: He denounces Billy to Captain Vere, but
does so in an oblique, underhanded manner, taking 10 words to say what he could say in
one.VOCABULARY Note the colorful nautical terms (foretop, drumhead court, yardarm) and
sailors’ slang (“darbies” are handcuffs).METAPHORS (Comparisons where one idea suggests
another.): Poetically enrich the description of the characters (e.g., Billy as a “jewel”). Similes
(comparisons using “like” or “as”): Introduce animal images: Billy sings like a nightingale, as
unselfconscious as a St. Bernard; Vere is as direct as a migrating bird; Claggart’s eyes protrude
like those of sea creatures.POINT OF VIEW The story is reported by a third-person narrator with
limited omniscience (i.e., the narrator does not have complete knowledge of the characters and
events). The narrator can only guess what happened during Vere’s interview with Billy and can
only suggest the reasons for Claggart’s wickedness.ALLUSIONS (Passing reference to person
or thing.) The main allusions are biblical: the relationship between Vere and Billy is compared
with Abraham’s sacrifice of Isaac; Claggart is compared with Jacob’s children betraying their
brother Joseph. Melville makes important references to the Fall of Man as recorded in the Book
of Genesis and in Milton’s epic poem Paradise Lost. Billy is described as “Adam before the fall”;
Claggart is likened to a serpent and to Milton’s Satan. Note also the many allusions to historical
and mythical figures (Guy Fawkes, Apollo).PLOT AND COMPOSITION Main Plot: The
confrontation of the three central characters (Billy, Claggart, and Vere). When Billy is forced into
service on the Indomitable, this triggers a chain of events that contrast the characters’ moral
natures—the arousal of Claggart’s envy; the false accusation; the bringing together of the two
men by Vere; Billy’s killing of Claggart; Billy’s sentencing and execution. Digressions: Constantly
interrupt main story, relating it to other people and events (such as Lord Nelson and the French
Revolution) and comments on moral issues (the discussion of “Natural Depravity”). This is done
with the purpose of anchoring the story in reality. Epilogue (last three chapters): Gives three
different responses to Billy’s death: Billy as the center of Vere’s last thoughts; the incorrect
version of event as reported in the naval newspaper; the poetic version as preserved in the
sailor’s ballad.CRITICAL OVERVIEWTHREE CRITICAL VIEWS OF THE STORY1. Melville
accepts the universe as it is: Billy’s last words (“God Bless Captain Vere!”) represent Billy’s
peaceful acceptance of authority, of the cruel realities of life and death. The ballad “Billy in the
Darbies” shows Billy coming to terms with his impending death.2. Melville protests against the
demands of society: His story is an angry protest against the order of the world and the
demands of civilization; he criticizes Captain Vere as a tyrant, as someone who ruthlessly
enforces the rules of the Establishment. Vere is a victim of his sense of duty to the king, but
regrets that innocence cannot survive in the modern world.3. The story presents two
contradictory sides of nature and the human condition—good and evil—but does not pass
judgment on them.BILLY AS CHRIST FIGURE Note the many Christian symbols and images
throughout the novella. Billy “ascends” when hanged; the clouds appearing at his execution are



compared to the “fleece of the Lamb of God.” Some critics see Billy’s death as a Christlike
sacrifice, redeeming the corruption of humanity. Others see Vere’s dilemma rather than Billy’s
death as the center of the story; such critics also point to pagan figures (Hercules, Achilles)
associated with Billy, arguing that these make him heroic but not strictly Christlike.Billy
BuddHerman MelvillePLOT SUMMARYPLOT SUMMARYA handsome young sailor, falsely
accused of mutiny, becomes a legend when he is hanged for killing his tormentor.CHAPTERS 1–
2 (and Preface) The year is 1797, a time of crisis for the whole Christian world. In France, bloody
revolution has given way to constant warfare under Napoleon. In England, mutinies (revolts
against authority figures) are put down only when their ringleaders are publicly hanged. Those
strolling through the seaports of this period sometimes encounter the “Handsome Sailor,” a type
of man worshipped by his shipmates because of his strength and beauty. Billy Budd is an
example of such a man.The British merchant ship The Rights of Man is headed for Britain when
it is stopped by the HMS Indomitable, which needs sailors. Billy is chosen, and though the
Rights’s captain pleads to keep his much-beloved “peacemaker,” Billy makes no protest as he is
led away. Breaking with proper form, he jumps up to wave good-bye to his shipmates and calls
farewell to the ship. Soon the Handsome Sailor feels at home as foretopman (a sailor who works
on a ship’s foretop, the deck below the ship’s main mast) on his new ship, where everyone but
John Claggart, the ship’s “chief of police” or master-at-arms (i.e., discipline officer), likes him for
his good looks and cheerfulness. From the very beginning, Claggart is jealous of Billy’s
beauty.CHAPTERS 3–5 The narrator tells of the Great Mutiny of 1797, during the Napoleonic
Wars between England and France, in which a group of sailors tried to overthrow the officers of
their ship. This posed a serious threat to the British Empire even though many mutineers later
won great glory fighting alongside Lord Nelson at Trafalgar (at the southwest coast of Spain).
The narrator praises Nelson’s heroism and noble sentiments, then notes that he, like other
officers, must remain on guard against further protests by disgruntled sailors.CHAPTERS 6–10
Billy’s ship offers little evidence of the recent mutinies, largely because of Captain Vere’s strong
character. There is gossip about Claggart’s shady past. Rumor has it that he was involved in a
swindle and had joined the navy as a way of escaping trouble. He has a foreign accent and
seems suspicious. Billy works hard and finds life in the ship’s foretop agreeable. Having
witnessed the punishment of another sailor, Billy decides to behave in a manner totally beyond
criticism. Yet he finds himself getting in trouble over little things (such as the tidiness of his
hammock and gear). Puzzled, he seeks advice from a veteran sailor, the Dansker, who informs
Billy that Claggart is “down on” him. Surprised by this, Billy insists that the master-at-arms
always speaks kindly to him. Billy’s impression seems to be confirmed the next day: when Billy
accidentally spills soup on Claggart’s feet, the officer’s playful remark about Billy’s “handsome”
deed is taken as a joke by all who hear it.CHAPTERS 11–18 But Claggart is indeed “down on”
Billy Budd, for reasons the narrator has difficulty explaining. He links Claggart with Plato’s
(Greek philosopher) idea of “Natural Depravity” (sin) and suggests that the master-at-arms was
born evil. Though lawyers, juries, and clergymen have long debated the origins of sin, Claggart’s



main reason for being “down on” Billy is his jealousy of the sailor’s handsomeness and
innocence. The soup incident made Claggart think that Billy disliked him and confirmed reports
he had heard of Billy’s insolence. Claggart decides to seek revenge.One warm night, Billy is
called to a secret meeting in a secluded part of the ship. Since his good nature makes him
reluctant to refuse, he goes to the secluded platform and is shocked by a proposal that he join a
rebellion of sailors who, like him, have been forced into the navy. Billy stutters with anger and
nearly throws the man overboard. He tells the man to “be off.” Billy is confused by the affair and
again seeks out the old Dansker, who guesses that Claggart was somehow related to an attempt
to involve Billy in a mutiny. Billy, who has no sense of the evil in others, remains unaware of
Claggart’s intentions and, for a while, experiences no more trouble with the little problems that
had come up earlier (i.e., his untidy hammock). But Claggart’s hatred continues to grow and
begins to call for action.CHAPTERS 19–23 The Indomitable, sent away from the fleet on a
special mission, becomes involved in a skirmish with an enemy frigate (i.e., a fast naval ship). A
long chase follows, but the enemy destroyer eventually escapes. Soon afterward, Claggart
approaches Captain Vere and tells him that he suspects Billy of plotting a mutiny. Astonished,
Vere warns Claggart about the punishment for false accusations and quietly makes plans to test
him. The Captain brings Billy and Claggart together in his cabin, where Claggart repeats his
accusation. Billy turns pale and is completely tongue-tied. Instead of calming Billy, the Captain’s
fatherly promptings paralyze him even more. Suddenly, Billy knocks Claggart to the deck and
kills him with a single blow. At once, the Captain sends Billy to a nearby stateroom. Claggart’s
body is placed in the opposite compartment after the ship’s surgeon declares him dead. Leaving
to tell the other officers what has happened, the surgeon wonders about Captain Vere’s plans to
try Billy by a drumhead court-martial (i.e., a court where military personnel are appointed to try
offenses against military law). The court convenes and hears the testimony of Billy and the
Captain. Billy insists on his loyalty and states that he never would have struck Claggart if he had
been able to speak; he had been so frustrated by his inability to talk that he panicked and used
physical force to express himself. Vere agrees that Claggart’s motives were a mystery, but
argues that the court should concern itself only with Billy’s deed. Given the laws in force at
wartime, his deed requires the death penalty. The other officers recognize that Billy did not
intend to kill Claggart and they hesitate to order his death. But Vere persuades them to sentence
Billy to be hanged early the next morning.CHAPTERS 24–28 When the men are called on deck
to hear Captain Vere’s explanation of what has happened, a growing murmur rises from the
crowd—a murmur that is stopped only by whistles signaling the next watch. Claggart’s body is
buried at sea with all due honors. Lying chained on an upper gun deck, Billy appears to be in a
trance, his face serene. He is completely without fear of death. The Chaplain tries to preach to
Billy about salvation, but quickly kisses him on the cheek and leaves. Night soon becomes
morning and the sailors gather to watch the execution. Billy arrives with the Chaplain and, to
everyone’s surprise, his last words (“God bless Captain Vere!”) ring out without a stutter. Almost
involuntarily, the entire crew echoes Billy’s words while the Captain stands rigid in his place.



Then, as the clouds begin to glow with the light of dawn, Billy’s body rises and hangs motionless
from the mainyard. A few days later, the purser and the surgeon argue over the reasons for the
lack of movement in Billy’s suspended corpse. At that point, the narrator adds that the crowd
began murmuring again when Billy’s corpse slid into the sea, and that their murmur was
accompanied by the cries of seabirds circling his burial spot.CHAPTERS 29–31 Returning to
join the rest of the British fleet, the Indomitable encounters a French ship, the Atheiste. Captain
Vere is wounded in the battle that follows and dies in the English port of Gibraltar, muttering his
last words—Billy Budd’s name—with no tone of regret. Several weeks later, a naval newspaper
reports the execution of William Budd, an evil foreigner who had stabbed a patriotic petty officer
named Claggart while the officer was reporting “some sort of plot.” As time passes, English
sailors keep track of the pole used to hang Billy. They remember his handsomeness and believe
he was incapable of mutiny or murder. On board the Indomitable, one of Billy’s fellow foretopmen
composes a poem describing the last moments of Billy’s life. In it, Billy can already feel himself
sinking down among the weeds at the bottom of the sea.BACKGROUNDBACKGROUNDTYPE
OF WORK Moral tale; novellaFIRST PUBLISHED 1924 (written 1888–91)AUTHOR Herman
Melville (1819–91), born in New York City. His adventures aboard a merchant ship and with
whalers in the South Sea Islands led to his writing of popular sea romances: Typee (1846);
White Jacket (1850); his major novel, Moby-Dick (1851); a collection of Civil War poems, Battle
Pieces (1866); and short stories. His later years were spent as a customs inspector in New York
City. Melville is seen as a moralist whose novels depict the struggle between good and evil and
who shows rebels protesting against injustice and authority.SETTING OF STORY British
battleship, HMS Indomitable (called Bellipotent in some editions), which sailed the
Mediterranean during England’s naval war against France following the French Revolution in the
late 18th century. Structured, disciplined atmosphere. Other locales include the merchant ship
The Rights of Man and Gibraltar.TIME OF STORY The action covers several weeks in the
summer of 1797. Two mutinies earlier that year made naval officials nervous and gave rise to the
quick enforcement of wartime laws.KEY CHARACTERSKEY CHARACTERSBILLY BUDD
Excellent sailor; age 21. Assigned to work on the Indomitable’s foretop. Nicknamed “welkin-eyed
Billy” (due to his habit of looking toward the sky; welkin means “sky”) and “Baby Budd.” Strong;
extremely handsome: blond, blue eyes, rosy cheeks. Seems to have noble blood, but parents
unknown. Illiterate, pure-hearted, innocent about the evils of the world. Cheerful, good worker, a
“peacemaker.” Symbolic name suggests flowers—beautiful but fragile. Stutters when overcome
by strong emotion. Symbol of good in the world, a sort of Everyman (ordinary man).JOHN
CLAGGART Indomitable’s officer in charge of discipline; age 35. Nicknamed “Jimmy Legs.” Tall,
thin; neat dresser. Intellectual face, clean-shaven, good-looking except for heavy chin. Curly
black hair, violet eyes, pale complexion. Background unknown but slight accent suggests foreign
birth; possible shady dealings. Extremely jealous of Billy’s purity, innocence, and good
looks.CAPTAIN VERE Indomitable’s captain; age 40. Full name: Captain the Honorable Edward
Fairfax Vere. His nickname “Starry Vere” was taken from a poem by Andrew Marvell. Bachelor,



aristocratic background. Gray eyes; otherwise unremarkable appearance. Honest, intelligent,
loves to read; strict but concerned about the welfare of his men. Sometimes a dreamer. His
symbolic name means “man of truth” (Latin veritas means “truth”). Perhaps too serious,
intellectual, too rigid in enforcing military discipline.THE DANSKER Veteran sailor on the
Indomitable; exact age unspecified. Danish origin. Nicknamed “Board-her-in-the-smoke”
because of the battle where he received the cut on his face. Beady eyes, wrinkled face. Wise but
cynical. A man of few words. Melville compares him to the magician Merlin (because of his
wisdom) and to an ancient Greek oracle (i.e., a person consulted for advice and predictions of
the future).SURGEON Indomitable’s tall, thin, gloomy-looking medical officer. Firm believer in
the truths of science, but has no scientific reason for the lack of movement in Billy’s
corpse.PURSER Indomitable’s accountant. Chubby, red-faced. Represents those who see Billy’s
death as a spiritual event: feels that science cannot explain the reason why Billy’s body didn’t
move at the hanging; it was a “phenomenal” event that went beyond physical explanations.MAIN
THEMES & IDEASMAIN THEMES & IDEAS1. GOOD vs. EVIL Billy represents pure goodness,
“an angel of God,” but is not able to resist the forces of evil in Claggart. Claggart’s false
accusation and Billy’s stutter (which Melville uses to show the input of Satan even in the makeup
of the angelic Billy) eventually lead to Billy’s execution. Claggart’s evil outlives the master-at-
arms in the newspaper report of his killing, yet the legend of Billy also lives on in a ballad
(popular poem with simple story) and in the hearts of sailors. This suggests that good is still
stronger than evil. Billy’s goodness is tied closely to his innocence. Before encountering
Claggart, he has no knowledge of evil; he is a “child-man,” like a country bumpkin who has never
seen the city and who remains uncorrupted by its temptations. This virtue is also a flaw: it blinds
Billy to the threat represented by Claggart.2. NATURE Explored in two main aspects: (1) The
natural world, which is sometimes beautiful (rosy dawn) and sometimes meaningless (“blank
sea”) as opposed to the world of civilization and duty shown on board the Indomitable. Billy is
portrayed as being close to Nature (“rustic beauty”), suffering from the rules and evils of
civilization. (2) “Human nature,” which can be pure and innocent (Billy) but also evil (Claggart’s
“Natural Depravity”). Both types of character are inborn to everyone, which suggests that Nature
itself is neither completely good nor entirely evil.3. “MYSTERY OF INIQUITY (EVIL)” Claggart’s
evil actions are motivated by his anger toward Billy: he is jealous of Billy’s beauty and purity. But
Claggart’s death prevents the military court from discovering his motives, since no one knew
about them (he had kept them private). The final source of wickedness in Claggart’s nature also
remains unexplainable to the reader (Melville indicates that there are certain reasons why
Claggart betrayed Billy, but that the reason why Claggart was so evil in the first place cannot be
explained). This is an example of a basic problem of knowledge: the reader can never know the
true nature of Claggart’s soul. The story tries to show the nature of good and evil, but because
human emotions are complicated, there is no full explanation.4. DUTY vs. MORALITY Billy’s
unintentional killing of Claggart presents Vere and the drumhead court with a difficult decision:
The moral principles prompt the judges to look at Billy’s motives, and they conclude he is



“innocent before God.” But the officers are subjects of the king and therefore have a duty to obey
his laws first, even if these laws appear harsh and arbitrary. Their duty to the Crown wins out as
Billy is condemned to die.5. ORDER vs. DISORDER Captain Vere recognizes the basic human
need for order (“measured forms”), especially the need to maintain discipline when dealing with
uneducated sailors in times of political upheaval. The execution of Billy is seen as a way of
preserving order, but disorder threatens as sailors “murmur” when the sentence is announced,
when Billy is hanged, and when Billy’s body is buried at sea. In each case, the commands of
senior officers quickly restore order. But the spiritual, mystical quality of Billy’s death challenges
rational order, just as the farewell to his first ship broke with proper naval behavior. Claggart’s
outwardly rational behavior betrays the complex nature of his emotions and the lack of a rational
explanation for his evil deeds. The narrator comments on order (“symmetry of form”) as a
characteristic of art, but says that a factual story such as his necessarily has “ragged edges.”6.
REVOLUTION AND REFORM Historical revolutions, especially those such as the French
Revolution and the mutinies of British sailors, bring about reform and overthrow oppressive
authorities. But they also cause great turmoil, suffering, and injustice. It is ironic that Billy is
called a “fighting peacemaker,” since peace and fighting are opposites. The situation of war and
the fear of further mutinies are responsible for Billy’s execution; in wartime, moral principles must
be overlooked and the deed itself must be punished. Science and modern inventions cause a
similar revolution in knowledge and in the way wars are fought, but they also mean the loss of
beauty and a changed understanding of heroism.7. THE GREAT MAN Lord Nelson, Captain
Vere, and Billy are all extraordinary men. Nelson’s leadership and profound feelings make him
“the greatest sailor since our world began.” Vere’s greatness is tied to his honesty and faithful
adherence to his duty. As a representative of the “Handsome Sailor,” Billy possesses beauty and
goodness that make him heroic; like Nelson, he dies a glorious death. The comparison of the
three men suggests that true greatness comes from nobility of character (“magnanimity”) more
than from brave deeds. It is worth noting that Claggart is “exceptional” in the negative sense and
that Melville sets all four men apart, beyond the understanding of common people.MAIN
SYMBOLSMAIN SYMBOLS1. THE SEA The main symbol of primitive nature and human
instincts, with the ocean that surrounds the ship and crew (Captain Vere calls it “where we move
and have our being”). Vere must struggle against it, climbing up on the deck as he seeks to
impose military law.2. MAINYARD (A horizontal pole used to suspend the ship’s mainsail.) The
main-yard and mainmast from which Billy is hanged would be in the shape of a cross, linking
Billy’s execution with the crucifixion of Christ. The sailors later value a piece of the mainyard as if
it were “a piece of the Cross,” indicating their view of Billy as a godlike, innocent man.3. BIRDS
The screaming seabirds circle the place where Billy’s corpse falls into the water, representing
Nature’s grief at his death and the completion of the life cycle as Billy’s body is returned to the
source of all life.4. WHITE UNIFORM As Billy awaits execution, his white clothing stands out
against the darkness, symbolizing his continued purity and innocence. His uniform also
resembles a shroud (i.e., a cloth used to wrap a corpse for burial), symbolizing his closeness to



death.5. SHIP’S GUNS Confined to the Indomitable’s upper gun deck, the condemned Billy is
surrounded by heavy black cannons and battle equipment which suggest the death that awaits
him and the violent mission of the ship carrying the “peacemaker” Billy.6. GOLD COINS The
sailor who invites Billy to join in the mutiny offers him two guineas, symbols of worldly corruption
and temptation, which Billy refuses.STYLE & STRUCTURESTYLE & STRUCTURELANGUAGE
A formal tone establishes the story’s historical setting and depicts the narrator as being well
educated and philosophical. This reflects the more serious, ponderous writing style of the era in
which the story is set.DIALOGUE The simple conversation, Billy’s stammer, and Dansker’s slang
(“Jimmy Legs is down on you”) contrast with the elegant, persuasive speech of Vere in the trial
scene. Claggart’s indirectness shows his devious character: He denounces Billy to Captain
Vere, but does so in an oblique, underhanded manner, taking 10 words to say what he could say
in one.VOCABULARY Note the colorful nautical terms (foretop, drumhead court, yardarm) and
sailors’ slang (“darbies” are handcuffs).METAPHORS (Comparisons where one idea suggests
another.): Poetically enrich the description of the characters (e.g., Billy as a “jewel”). Similes
(comparisons using “like” or “as”): Introduce animal images: Billy sings like a nightingale, as
unselfconscious as a St. Bernard; Vere is as direct as a migrating bird; Claggart’s eyes protrude
like those of sea creatures.POINT OF VIEW The story is reported by a third-person narrator with
limited omniscience (i.e., the narrator does not have complete knowledge of the characters and
events). The narrator can only guess what happened during Vere’s interview with Billy and can
only suggest the reasons for Claggart’s wickedness.ALLUSIONS (Passing reference to person
or thing.) The main allusions are biblical: the relationship between Vere and Billy is compared
with Abraham’s sacrifice of Isaac; Claggart is compared with Jacob’s children betraying their
brother Joseph. Melville makes important references to the Fall of Man as recorded in the Book
of Genesis and in Milton’s epic poem Paradise Lost. Billy is described as “Adam before the fall”;
Claggart is likened to a serpent and to Milton’s Satan. Note also the many allusions to historical
and mythical figures (Guy Fawkes, Apollo).PLOT AND COMPOSITION Main Plot: The
confrontation of the three central characters (Billy, Claggart, and Vere). When Billy is forced into
service on the Indomitable, this triggers a chain of events that contrast the characters’ moral
natures—the arousal of Claggart’s envy; the false accusation; the bringing together of the two
men by Vere; Billy’s killing of Claggart; Billy’s sentencing and execution. Digressions: Constantly
interrupt main story, relating it to other people and events (such as Lord Nelson and the French
Revolution) and comments on moral issues (the discussion of “Natural Depravity”). This is done
with the purpose of anchoring the story in reality. Epilogue (last three chapters): Gives three
different responses to Billy’s death: Billy as the center of Vere’s last thoughts; the incorrect
version of event as reported in the naval newspaper; the poetic version as preserved in the
sailor’s ballad.CRITICAL OVERVIEWCRITICAL OVERVIEWTHREE CRITICAL VIEWS OF THE
STORY1. Melville accepts the universe as it is: Billy’s last words (“God Bless Captain Vere!”)
represent Billy’s peaceful acceptance of authority, of the cruel realities of life and death. The
ballad “Billy in the Darbies” shows Billy coming to terms with his impending death.2. Melville



protests against the demands of society: His story is an angry protest against the order of the
world and the demands of civilization; he criticizes Captain Vere as a tyrant, as someone who
ruthlessly enforces the rules of the Establishment. Vere is a victim of his sense of duty to the
king, but regrets that innocence cannot survive in the modern world.3. The story presents two
contradictory sides of nature and the human condition—good and evil—but does not pass
judgment on them.BILLY AS CHRIST FIGURE Note the many Christian symbols and images
throughout the novella. Billy “ascends” when hanged; the clouds appearing at his execution are
compared to the “fleece of the Lamb of God.” Some critics see Billy’s death as a Christlike
sacrifice, redeeming the corruption of humanity. Others see Vere’s dilemma rather than Billy’s
death as the center of the story; such critics also point to pagan figures (Hercules, Achilles)
associated with Billy, arguing that these make him heroic but not strictly Christlike.The Bluest
EyeToni MorrisonPLOT SUMMARYA young black girl believes that if only she had blue eyes,
someone might love her.INTRODUCTION An adult black woman, Claudia MacTeer, tells us
about an event that happened years ago, in the fall of 1941, in Lorain, Ohio. The memory of this
event continues to haunt her today because there are, as she says, no answers as to why it
happened. The knowledge that Pecola Breedlove, a friend of Claudia and her sister Frieda, was
pregnant with the child of her own father, Cholly Breedlove, suddenly tore away all of their
childhood innocence. They knew that men often get violent when they’re drunk, and that
oftentimes men, in blind despair, commit mean and hateful acts—including rape. But neither
Claudia nor her sister had ever known anyone whose father had raped his own daughter.They
hoped long and hard that the baby would be healthy and strong. In an attempt to help bring this
about, they secretly planted some marigold seeds, thinking that if the marigolds sprouted and
blossomed, then maybe there would be hope for Pecola’s baby. But they didn’t. Claudia has
decided that the earth was censoring the abominable act of rape, letting people know that a
fierce outrage had occurred and that people should realize that the absence of marigolds would
be remembered as a symbol of this crime against nature.AUTUMN For Claudia, autumns of long
ago meant dead grass and the need for wearing heavy stockings again; it was a season of
castor oil, a chest tight with phlegm, and icy drafts, despite rags stuffed in window cracks. But
always, when nighttime coughing was painful, Claudia’s mother was beside her—someone, she
says, “who [did] not want me to die.”Pecola Breedlove has never felt the satisfaction of that basic
need. Her father burned down the house when he was drunk, and county officials placed Pecola
in the MacTeer home. To be without a home, to be “outdoors,” was the worst thing Claudia could
imagine. Their guest had suffered the worst calamity possible, so Frieda brought her a few
crackers on a plate, and milk in a blue-and-white Shirley Temple cup. Before long, Mrs. MacTeer
is baffled by the numerous quarts of milk that Pecola is drinking, but the girls know why: Pecola
will do anything to have a chance to savor the milk and gaze adoringly at Shirley Temple’s
dimpled white prettiness.One fidgety Saturday with nothing to do, the girls are sitting on the
steps of the porch. Mrs. MacTeer is still fuming over the three quarts of milk Pecola consumed in
a day when Pecola suddenly bolts upright, blood running down her legs. The beginning of



menstruation is a key ingredient in this novel. Later, when she’s raped by her father, we have the
horror of not only witnessing the rape but of knowing that she could become pregnant with her
father’s child—which indeed she does. Later that night, after Pecola has been cleaned up and
the three girls are talking in bed, Pecola is awed by the fact that she can now have a baby. Frieda
assures her that yes, indeed, she can—but that first “someone has to love you.” Puzzled, Pecola
asks Frieda, “How do you get somebody to love you?” This question is at the core of Pecola’s
desire for blue eyes. If she were granted blue eyes, someone would love her. She is 11 years old
—and feels unloved.The Breedloves find themselves a new place to live. It has two rooms, with
three beds in one of the rooms and a coal stove in the middle of the room. There’s a living room
up front, with a tiny artificial Christmas tree in it. Tellingly, Morrison says that the “only living thing”
in the Breedloves’ house is the coal stove.This particular Saturday morning in October is much
like any other. Cholly has again come in drunk and Pecola’s mother, Pauline Breedlove,
complains about the lack of heat. They threaten each other with death blows. Morrison, however,
characterizes their relationship as mutually, perversely satisfying. Pauline can feel that she is a
martyr to her husband’s excesses; in his dysfunctional way of seeing things, he can actually hate
himself less by hurting Pauline instead. During these fights, Pecola’s brother Sammy alternately
flees or cheers them on. Pecola hides beneath a quilt, praying to God to make her
disappear.Pecola realizes that maybe she sees so much ugliness around her because she has
ugly eyes. If she had pretty blue eyes, she’d see pretty things and people would be nice to her.
Prayers for blue eyes begin in earnest. And not just prayers. Just as she tries to consume all the
milk she can while staring at Shirley Temple’s twinkling smile, she now begins buying Mary Jane
candies because of the picture of Mary Jane on the wrapper. For her, the candies become very
much like Communion wafers—the body, the essence, the embodiment of Mary Jane’s sweet
blue eyes.WINTER Claudia MacTeer speaks directly to the reader, describing her father’s face
and his work. The only bright spot in the long winter is the enrollment of the new girl in school,
Maureen Peal, who dazzles the other children—even the teachers—with her fur-trimmed coat
and muff, shiny shoes, and fancy clothes. She is a light-skinned black girl and knows that some
blacks consider her more beautiful because of her light skin. Claudia, Frieda, and Pecola are
uncertain about how to react to her. Her parents obviously have more money than most. Unlike
the other schoolchildren, though, she hasn’t captivated them with her “two lynch ropes” of
braids. Probably because the girls haven’t bowed and kowtowed to her, Maureen seeks them
out. A circle of boys try to intimidate the girls while they are walking home from school one day;
Frieda threatens them, but it is Maureen’s springtime eyes that cause them to back off and to
walk away grumbling. Maureen slips her arm through Pecola’s arm and buys her an ice-cream
cone. Later, Maureen begins talking almost compulsively about naked men—about naked
fathers, in particular. Claudia is aware that schoolchildren tease Pecola because she’s probably
seen Cholly naked, so Claudia swings at Maureen, misses her, and accidentally hits Pecola in
the face. The light-skinned girl jerks away and taunts them from the other side of the street,
braying that she’s cute—and that they’re ugly.Later that day, the girls peek through one of the



MacTeer windows and spy on their boarder, Mr. Henry, cavorting with two neighborhood
prostitutes. The earlier talk about naked men sets the stage for the ridiculous Mr. Henry flashing
his naked legs beneath his dressing gown and sucking the fingers of China, the
prostitute.Claudia closes her narration, and Morrison takes over, telling us a strange and sadistic
story that involves Pecola, a glossy black cat with blue eyes, and a rambunctious young black
boy named Louis, Jr. The centerpiece of this chapter is a black woman who straightens her hair
and doesn’t smoke, drink, or swear. Morrison argues that these women are everywhere.
Patiently, they endure sex rather than enjoy it, since who could actually enjoy such sweaty sex?
They follow rigid schedules for everything and keep immaculate houses. They often own cats
and treat them with affection while dryly reminding their child—their only child—that he or she
has been negligent about the household chores.Geraldine is one such woman. She has the
requisite cat and the requisite child, Louis, Jr. The little boy is deeply resentful of his perfect
mother who tries to keep him ever so clean. As a result, he has turned into a bully, and today he
sees Pecola Breedlove crossing the playground of his school. Promising to show her some
kittens, Louis, Jr. coaxes Pecola into his mother’s house. As Pecola admires some dark red
flowers, Louis throws his mother’s cat at her. This sudden violence leaves Pecola speechless.
Stooping down to rub the cat’s head, she is caught by the icy deep blue of its eyes. Junior seizes
the cat and flings it against the window, killing it—just as the immaculate Geraldine opens the
door. Pecola is blamed for the cat’s death as Geraldine screams at the “little black bitch” to get
out. All her life, Geraldine has feared people like Pecola—ugly, dark black people—whom she
considers disgusting and squalid. Snow is falling as Pecola begins walking home, trying to keep
her face averted from the stinging cold air and heated, feverish cries of rejection.SPRING
Although Claudia MacTeer’s memories of spring 1941 are not the nightmares that plagued
Pecola, they are not all rosy. Claudia remembers, particularly, the long, thin twigs that she was
whipped with. It was these painful episodes that she was thinking about when she went upstairs
and found her sister Frieda lying on the bed, whimpering. Claudia assumed that her mother had
beaten Frieda with fresh, supple forsythia twigs. She discovers that the fresh, budding spring
season is paralleled by the fresh, budding breasts of Frieda—which Mr. Henry has fondled. The
MacTeers are so incensed that Mr. MacTeer throws a bicycle at him and knocks him off the
porch, and Mrs. MacTeer hits him with a broom. Mr. MacTeer fires a gun at him. The MacTeer
parents are outraged that someone would take such liberties with a young girl. The scene is a
dramatic contrast to the reaction of Pauline—and Cholly—when both of them realize that their
daughter has been raped—not fondled, but raped, and by Cholly himself.Claudia and Frieda set
out for Cholly’s house, since they knew that whiskey is always available there. But they are told
that Pecola has gone to the white folks’ house where her mother works. There, they are invited in
by Pauline, who cautions them not to touch anything. Moments later, Pecola spills a pan of
blueberry cobbler, burning her legs. The petite Fisher daughter begins to cry, and Pauline rushes
up from the basement to soothe the white child’s tears, ignoring Pecola’s painful, burned
flesh.Morrison, the omniscient narrator, begins the next section—a brief history of Pauline



Williams Breedlove, a woman who grew up in Alabama, the ninth of 11 children, who stepped on
a rusty nail as a child and has limped ever since. When the family migrated to Kentucky, Pauline
was in charge of keeping an eye on the twins, Chicken and Pie. Maturing into puberty, Pauline
dreamed fantasies of a nebulous “Someone” who would lay her head on his chest and carry her
off somewhere wondrous—forever. Pauline’s Mr. Someone strode toward her, whistling, with the
hot Kentucky sun at his back—and, before she knew it, Cholly Breedlove was bending down and
tickling her broken foot and kissing her leg. Not long afterward, they made plans to marry and go
north, to Lorain, Ohio, where he would work in a steel mill. It was almost dreamlike. Once there,
Pauline was uncomfortable with northern blacks. She couldn’t wear the kind of high-heeled
shoes that they did; she didn’t straighten her hair as they did. And they talked differently. Taking
jobs as a day worker gave her money for new clothes. Cholly, on the other hand, spent his
money on alcohol and became meaner with each passing month.During her first pregnancy,
Pauline often went to the movies. In this world of fantasy, she marveled over the handsome white
men taking good care of their handsome white wives. After the birth of her son, Sammy, she
became pregnant again. Soon afterward, with Cholly continuing to drink heavily, Pauline secures
work with a well-to-do white family, the Fishers, where she can arrange their beautiful material
possessions. She begins neglecting her own house, her own children, and certainly Cholly. The
Fishers brag that “their Polly” is the “ideal servant.” Pauline laps up the praise. She muses that
she would have left her alcoholic husband long ago, except that sex with him used to make her
wilt. Although this sensation doesn’t happen anymore, it’s easier to miss it than to move on.In the
following section, Morrison gives us an overview of Cholly Breedlove’s childhood and how he
survived a beginning that might have killed other children.When Cholly was only a few days old,
his mother wrapped him in a newspaper and two blankets and put him on a junk pile near the
railroad tracks. By accident, his Great Aunt Jimmy saw her niece carrying a bundle out to the
junk pile and later went out to see what was there—only to discover Cholly. She never let
Cholly’s mother see the baby again. Cholly quit school after finishing sixth grade and did odd
jobs, spending a lot of time with an old man named Blue Jack, who entertained him with
stories.Barely in his teens, Cholly is introduced to sex by a seductive young girl named Darlene,
but no sooner have they begun in the pine needles than two white men with a flashlight discover
them and laugh uproariously and order them to continue. Cholly is mortified. Later, fearing that
Darlene might be pregnant, he decides that, despite the fact that his own father vanished before
he was born, he must leave town—and find his father, Solomon Fuller. Cholly buys a child’s bus
ticket to Macon, Georgia, and watches the state disappear behind him until the sun slips into the
night. He awakens shortly before they reach their destination and finds his father arguing with
another man, among dice and card players at the end of an alley. Cholly stammers and seems
unable to tell his father why he’s come, but his father guesses and curses Cholly, ordering him to
leave. Succumbing to diarrhea, Cholly soils himself and runs to the river to cleanse himself. After
his symbolic rebirth, he spends his time getting drunk, is forced to work on a chain gang, and
suffers a bullet in the leg. He has nothing to lose, for he has been rejected by his father. Little



wonder he never learned how to be a good father, emotionally and protectively, when he actually
did become a father.The narrative moves several years forward. Returning home one night,
drunk, Cholly discovers his 11-year-old daughter standing at the kitchen sink, one foot absently
scratching the other leg. Drunkenly mistaking Pecola to be his wife, Pauline, Cholly crawls
toward her and catches her foot, causing her to fall to the floor. He then realizes that it is not
Pauline but cannot stop himself from doing what is forbidden and wild. He rapes his daughter. A
few months later Pecola is more desperate than ever for blue eyes, so she seeks out Elihue
Micah Whitcomb, an eccentric faith healer and interpreter of dreams known as Soaphead
Church. For the first time in his fraudulent life, Soaphead wishes that he could perform miracles.
He tells her that she must make an offering to the Lord and, if He decides to grant her blue eyes,
He will do so. The offering is to be Old Bob, a sickly dog sleeping on the porch. Soaphead gives
some surreptitiously poisoned meat to Pecola and tells her to offer it to Bob. If the dog eats it and
nothing happens, God will not grant Pecola’s wish. If the dog behaves strangely, God will grant
Pecola’s wish in one day. Bob gulps down the fetid-smelling meat and, within minutes, it
collapses in spasms. Pecola’s wish will be granted.SUMMER Claudia tells us now about
planting the marigold seeds. That summer, she and Frieda were selling seeds to make money,
and when they knocked and were invited into people’s houses, they listened to conversations
that were in progress and gradually pieced together the awful truth that Pecola Breedlove was
pregnant with her father’s child. Apparently Pecola put up no resistance—even when her mother
beat her afterward. Claudia and Frieda are sorry and ashamed for Pecola and the baby.
Instinctively, Claudia knew that the baby would be very black and very ugly, and she was
desperate for this baby to be born—so that it would counterbalance and counteract all of the
pretty pink-skinned, yellow-haired white babies who looked like Shirley Temple. At one home,
they heard a woman say that if the baby lived, it would be a miracle, so Claudia decides they
should try to perform a miracle of their own. They will work magic with the marigolds by planting
seeds.The first half of the following section is a stream-of-consciousness excerpt suggesting
that because Pecola was so desperate to have a perfect friend, like the girl Jane in the Dick and
Jane reading primer, she has created someone who doesn’t exist. This friend will listen to
Pecola and be in awe of her “really, truly, bluely nice” eyes. It is in this section that we learn about
Cholly’s second rape of Pecola, while she was reading on the couch, and we learn that Pauline
never believed in Pecola’s innocence. Like Claudia and Frieda, this imaginary friend is
threatening to leave her, because Pecola is obsessed with the possibility that someone in the
world might have eyes that are even bluer than hers. She does, however, promise to
return.Claudia’s voice returns as she comments on what happened to Pecola, who walks the
streets, flailing her arms—seemingly, trying to fly into a sky the color of the bluest eyes—and all
because she yearned to be a pretty little white girl instead of a plain black girl who was called
“ugly” and was, therefore, unlovable.BACKGROUNDTYPE OF WORK Introspective novel of
black consciousnessFIRST PUBLISHED 1970AUTHOR Toni Morrison (1931– ), born in Lorain,
Ohio, not far from Cleveland. Deeply influenced by the authors William Faulkner, James Joyce,



and Virginia Woolf, she began writing books that she wanted to read—books that “no one had
written yet”—while she worked as an editor at Random House. Her novel Song of Solomon
(1977) received the Book Critics Circle Award for fiction; Beloved (1987) received the Pulitzer
Prize. In 1993, she was awarded the Nobel Prize for literature.SETTING OF NOVEL Pecola’s
story: Lorain, Ohio, in a black neighborhood. Pauline’s story: Kentucky, Ohio. Cholly’s story:
Macon, Georgia; Kentucky; and Ohio.TIME OF NOVEL 1940–41KEY CHARACTERSPECOLA
BREEDLOVE An exceedingly plain young black girl who is placed in the MacTeer home after her
father accidentally and drunkenly burns the family house to the ground. Pecola’s alcoholic father
will eventually rape her—twice—when she returns to live with her family.PAULINE BREEDLOVE
Pecola’s mother; left with a permanent limp after stepping on a nail when she was a child. Works
as a housekeeper and cook for a well-to-do white family.CHOLLY BREEDLOVE Pecola’s father.
Discarded and left to die on a pile of junk when he was only a few days old; becomes a raging
alcoholic who brutalizes his wife and eventually rapes his young daughter, Pecola.SAMMY
BREEDLOVE Pecola’s brother. Living in perpetual dread of his father’s violence, Sammy begins
modeling his own behavior on his father’s excesses.GERALDINE A black woman striving for
middle-class status. She is appalled when she discovers Pecola in her house and ousts her as
though Pecola were a repulsive stray animal.LOUIS, JR. Geraldine’s son. Feels neglected and
turns sadistic, luring Pecola into the family home, where he viciously kills his mother’s beloved,
blue-eyed black cat.SOAPHEAD CHURCH (ELIHUE MICAH WHITCOMB) A mixed-blood,
eccentric, self-claimed faith healer whom Pecola seeks out, asking him to give her the miracle of
blue eyes.CLAUDIA MACTEER The frame narrator of the novel. A young girl when the novel
begins, about Pecola’s age, when county officials place Pecola in the MacTeer home.MAIN
THEMES & IDEAS1. THE NEED FOR A HOME When we first encounter Pecola Breedlove, she
is homeless and feels rootless, even after county officials place her in a kindly home with a
generous mother and her two warm, friendly daughters. Pecola’s father, the man responsible for
burning down the family home, has felt homeless almost from birth; left to die on a pile of junk,
he was raised by an aunt. He searched for his father, found him, and was rejected by him. As a
child, Pecola’s mother, Pauline, dreamed of creating a perfect, neatly arranged home—but was
disillusioned when Cholly began a life of drinking that led to continual unhappiness, punctuated
by regular bouts of violence.2. ACCEPTANCE Pecola is scorned by the other schoolchildren
because her skin is dark black and because her facial features are very plain. She is taunted
with deeply emotional slurs about being “ugly.” Awash with feelings of being unwanted at school,
Pecola feels unworthy of even her mother’s love when she visits her at the house of the Fishers,
the white family for whom Pauline works. There, Pecola spills a hot pan of blueberry cobbler,
burning her legs. Instead of comforting her daughter, however, Pauline soothes the Fishers’
daughter. Pecola is never offered love by her father, who will eventually rape her during an
evening of alcoholic excess.3. FANTASY At the core of Pecola’s fantasy are two blue eyes—and
not just blue eyes, but eyes so blue that no one has ever seen such blue eyes. Pecola’s mother,
Pauline, has also lived a life of fantasies, beginning when she was about Pecola’s age; she



“played house” at home while her mother worked. Pauline was responsible for her two young
twin siblings and, for them, she delighted in arranging furniture, trying to brighten the home with
odds and ends, keeping it as immaculate as possible. At one point in her life, Pauline was
obsessed with the movies, disappearing into the darkness of the movie theater and dissolving in
the celluloid fantasies on the screen. Mr. Henry, the MacTeers’ newest boarder, is also a fan of
motion pictures. He casually teases Claudia and Frieda that they remind him of Ginger Rogers
and Greta Garbo, actresses from the 1930s and 1940s. Cholly Breedlove triggers his fantasies
with alcohol; one night, he imagines that Pecola is his wife of long ago—standing at the sink, one
foot scratching the other leg. He rapes her—twice. Soaphead Church is so miserably unhappy
as a mixed-blood black man that he creates for himself a heritage and pedigree of intellectual
and notable ancestors in an effort to eradicate his black heritage. Maureen Peal is the most
popular girl in Pecola’s school because she is a sexual fantasy for young black boys whose
hormones have begun to throb. Morrison describes Maureen in careful, precise detail: light-
skinned with green eyes, almond-shaped. Even the teachers are entranced by Maureen’s almost
white, exotic good looks.MAIN SYMBOLS1. BLUE EYES Symbolize the seemingly perfect world
of the white race. Pecola, in particular, is obsessed with blue eyes because the picture-perfect
white children illustrated in the reading primer have blue eyes. They are happy, healthy, and have
a loving family, a friendly dog, and a frisky kitten. To Pecola, blue eyes seem to be the key
ingredient to the white world of happiness. Pecola believes that if suddenly—magically—she
could have blue eyes, she would be “pretty.” No longer would other children jeer at her and call
her ugly. No longer would women like Geraldine hiss in disgust and spit out epithets like “nasty
little black bitch.” Ironically, Geraldine and Pecola both place great value on blue eyes. One of the
reasons why Geraldine is so furious with Pecola is that she blames her for killing Geraldine’s
prized black cat that has blue eyes. An adult, Geraldine is too pragmatic to pray for blue eyes,
but because her cat has blue eyes, she feels classier, unique, and more special than other
middle-class black women in her prim and proper, sterile milieu, who are characterized by self-
hatred and aspirations for material things that are valued by white people.2. MARIGOLDS Hardy
fall flowers, among the easiest of flowers to grow and flourish. As an adult, Claudia MacTeer will
always associate the death of Pecola’s baby with the marigold seeds that she and her sister
Frieda planted in the fall of 1940. That season was also the time that a healthy baby should have
been ripening inside Pecola’s body. The baby had been planted there, however, by a drunken
father and somehow seemed doomed from the beginning. It was born, a baby boy, and died
soon after birth. To Claudia, the barren marigold seeds symbolize something in nature that was
crying out against enormous, violating wrongs that parents can do to children.3. DICK AND
JANE Two white icons who inhabited an all-white world in reading primers of the 1930s to 1950s.
Eventually, black people moved into the water-color-illustrated neighborhood, but that wasn’t so
in the 1940s. There were no black people in Pecola’s primer, in the world of Dick and Jane’s
family, where Father played merrily with his children, and Mother sang to them—and even the
orange-colored family cat was well fed and loved. Pecola worships this family, even though it



seems alien to her. Pecola has never seen a glistening clean green-and-white house like the one
that Dick and Jane live in, but she knows it must exist. It’s all part of a package for people with
blue eyes—instant and forever, part of the payoff: love and acceptance and safety. Pecola is
such an outsider—even in her own black community—that her only hope for a way out of this
world that treats her so severely and cruelly is to pray for blue eyes, the soul of that world of
perfect wholeness.4. SHIRLEY TEMPLE DRINKING CUP Similar to her fixation on Dick and
Jane is Pecola’s fascination with the almost magical Shirley Temple drinking cup that she uses at
the MacTeer house, when she is placed in their home. Mrs. MacTeer is baffled by how much
white milk Pecola drinks—just so that she can hold the cup and gaze at the golden-haired, blue-
eyed darling of the 1940s, as though somewhere in her young mind, by drinking as much white
milk as possible and studying an ideal white face, she could metamorphose herself into a pretty,
beloved white girl.5. “TWO LYNCH ROPES” Maureen Peal’s hair is arranged so that it hangs
behind her in two lynch ropes. It is Morrison’s indictment of black men (and black women) who
gaze at her adoringly because she doesn’t “look black,” because she looks whiter than anyone
else in school. The MacTeer girls, however, aren’t mesmerized by Maureen’s “good looks.” We
don’t have the details of how their mother infused healthy doses of self-esteem, but the fact that
they have it speaks volumes about the woman. In contrast to them are all the schoolchildren who
have been deeply indoctrinated by their parents, who believe that images of beauty have to be
created by white people (the slave masters). Images of blackness in the 1940s, in Hollywood,
were usually photos of Lena Horne’s light skin and her chic white-women-coifed hairdos. To
underscore just how unhealthy it is to worship values that are not one’s own, Morrison gives us a
wickedly incisive, descriptive close-up of Maureen Peal, peeling off the veneer that all her peers
admire. In the harsh light of Morrison’s critical eye, Maureen becomes sickly looking with eyes
set at a dull slant, her mouth housing a strange, arrow-sharp caninelike tooth. Stripping
Maureen’s so-called beauty away, Morrison then focuses on Maureen’s hair, braided in symbolic
lynch ropes.STYLE & STRUCTURESTRUCTURE Four devices used: (1) a frame narrator,
offering a starting point, a vantage from which to introduce flashbacks, and closure to the novel;
(2) the four seasons—autumn 1940, winter 1940–41, spring 1941, and summer 1941; (3) key
sentences from the Dick and Jane reading primer; and (4) an omniscient narrator.THE FRAME
NARRATOR An adult black woman, Claudia MacTeer, opens the novel, telling us what she
remembers about Pecola Breedlove during a single year that began in the autumn of 1940 and
ended in the summer of 1941. She remembers most vividly the failure of some marigold seeds
that she and her sister Frieda planted. Claudia has always felt that, somehow, a natural
phenomenon was taking place—nature itself was revolting—denying the marigold seeds birth
because of the unnatural planting of Cholly’s seed within the womb of his daughter, 12-year-old
Pecola.THE DICK AND JANE SENTENCES In addition to the frame narrator, Morrison uses a
visual device to reveal the dizzying, heady incomprehension that electrifies Pecola as she reads
individual sentences in the primer about the almost holy realm of the very white Dick and Jane.
The sentence is stated, then it is repeated and repeated—suggesting Pecola’s passionate



desire to know the secret to this fantasy world of white perfection. The sentence in the primer
finally spirals forward so fast that it becomes a blur of letters, reflecting a madness within Pecola
as she hangs desperately onto its promise, even though she has seen no evidence that this
picture-perfect, blue-eyed world really exists.The Bluest EyeToni MorrisonPLOT
SUMMARYPLOT SUMMARYA young black girl believes that if only she had blue eyes, someone
might love her.INTRODUCTION An adult black woman, Claudia MacTeer, tells us about an
event that happened years ago, in the fall of 1941, in Lorain, Ohio. The memory of this event
continues to haunt her today because there are, as she says, no answers as to why it happened.
The knowledge that Pecola Breedlove, a friend of Claudia and her sister Frieda, was pregnant
with the child of her own father, Cholly Breedlove, suddenly tore away all of their childhood
innocence. They knew that men often get violent when they’re drunk, and that oftentimes men, in
blind despair, commit mean and hateful acts—including rape. But neither Claudia nor her sister
had ever known anyone whose father had raped his own daughter.They hoped long and hard
that the baby would be healthy and strong. In an attempt to help bring this about, they secretly
planted some marigold seeds, thinking that if the marigolds sprouted and blossomed, then
maybe there would be hope for Pecola’s baby. But they didn’t. Claudia has decided that the earth
was censoring the abominable act of rape, letting people know that a fierce outrage had
occurred and that people should realize that the absence of marigolds would be remembered as
a symbol of this crime against nature.AUTUMN For Claudia, autumns of long ago meant dead
grass and the need for wearing heavy stockings again; it was a season of castor oil, a chest tight
with phlegm, and icy drafts, despite rags stuffed in window cracks. But always, when nighttime
coughing was painful, Claudia’s mother was beside her—someone, she says, “who [did] not
want me to die.”Pecola Breedlove has never felt the satisfaction of that basic need. Her father
burned down the house when he was drunk, and county officials placed Pecola in the MacTeer
home. To be without a home, to be “outdoors,” was the worst thing Claudia could imagine. Their
guest had suffered the worst calamity possible, so Frieda brought her a few crackers on a plate,
and milk in a blue-and-white Shirley Temple cup. Before long, Mrs. MacTeer is baffled by the
numerous quarts of milk that Pecola is drinking, but the girls know why: Pecola will do anything
to have a chance to savor the milk and gaze adoringly at Shirley Temple’s dimpled white
prettiness.One fidgety Saturday with nothing to do, the girls are sitting on the steps of the porch.
Mrs. MacTeer is still fuming over the three quarts of milk Pecola consumed in a day when Pecola
suddenly bolts upright, blood running down her legs. The beginning of menstruation is a key
ingredient in this novel. Later, when she’s raped by her father, we have the horror of not only
witnessing the rape but of knowing that she could become pregnant with her father’s child—
which indeed she does. Later that night, after Pecola has been cleaned up and the three girls
are talking in bed, Pecola is awed by the fact that she can now have a baby. Frieda assures her
that yes, indeed, she can—but that first “someone has to love you.” Puzzled, Pecola asks Frieda,
“How do you get somebody to love you?” This question is at the core of Pecola’s desire for blue
eyes. If she were granted blue eyes, someone would love her. She is 11 years old—and feels



unloved.The Breedloves find themselves a new place to live. It has two rooms, with three beds in
one of the rooms and a coal stove in the middle of the room. There’s a living room up front, with
a tiny artificial Christmas tree in it. Tellingly, Morrison says that the “only living thing” in the
Breedloves’ house is the coal stove.This particular Saturday morning in October is much like any
other. Cholly has again come in drunk and Pecola’s mother, Pauline Breedlove, complains about
the lack of heat. They threaten each other with death blows. Morrison, however, characterizes
their relationship as mutually, perversely satisfying. Pauline can feel that she is a martyr to her
husband’s excesses; in his dysfunctional way of seeing things, he can actually hate himself less
by hurting Pauline instead. During these fights, Pecola’s brother Sammy alternately flees or
cheers them on. Pecola hides beneath a quilt, praying to God to make her disappear.Pecola
realizes that maybe she sees so much ugliness around her because she has ugly eyes. If she
had pretty blue eyes, she’d see pretty things and people would be nice to her. Prayers for blue
eyes begin in earnest. And not just prayers. Just as she tries to consume all the milk she can
while staring at Shirley Temple’s twinkling smile, she now begins buying Mary Jane candies
because of the picture of Mary Jane on the wrapper. For her, the candies become very much like
Communion wafers—the body, the essence, the embodiment of Mary Jane’s sweet blue
eyes.WINTER Claudia MacTeer speaks directly to the reader, describing her father’s face and
his work. The only bright spot in the long winter is the enrollment of the new girl in school,
Maureen Peal, who dazzles the other children—even the teachers—with her fur-trimmed coat
and muff, shiny shoes, and fancy clothes. She is a light-skinned black girl and knows that some
blacks consider her more beautiful because of her light skin. Claudia, Frieda, and Pecola are
uncertain about how to react to her. Her parents obviously have more money than most. Unlike
the other schoolchildren, though, she hasn’t captivated them with her “two lynch ropes” of
braids. Probably because the girls haven’t bowed and kowtowed to her, Maureen seeks them
out. A circle of boys try to intimidate the girls while they are walking home from school one day;
Frieda threatens them, but it is Maureen’s springtime eyes that cause them to back off and to
walk away grumbling. Maureen slips her arm through Pecola’s arm and buys her an ice-cream
cone. Later, Maureen begins talking almost compulsively about naked men—about naked
fathers, in particular. Claudia is aware that schoolchildren tease Pecola because she’s probably
seen Cholly naked, so Claudia swings at Maureen, misses her, and accidentally hits Pecola in
the face. The light-skinned girl jerks away and taunts them from the other side of the street,
braying that she’s cute—and that they’re ugly.Later that day, the girls peek through one of the
MacTeer windows and spy on their boarder, Mr. Henry, cavorting with two neighborhood
prostitutes. The earlier talk about naked men sets the stage for the ridiculous Mr. Henry flashing
his naked legs beneath his dressing gown and sucking the fingers of China, the
prostitute.Claudia closes her narration, and Morrison takes over, telling us a strange and sadistic
story that involves Pecola, a glossy black cat with blue eyes, and a rambunctious young black
boy named Louis, Jr. The centerpiece of this chapter is a black woman who straightens her hair
and doesn’t smoke, drink, or swear. Morrison argues that these women are everywhere.



Patiently, they endure sex rather than enjoy it, since who could actually enjoy such sweaty sex?
They follow rigid schedules for everything and keep immaculate houses. They often own cats
and treat them with affection while dryly reminding their child—their only child—that he or she
has been negligent about the household chores.Geraldine is one such woman. She has the
requisite cat and the requisite child, Louis, Jr. The little boy is deeply resentful of his perfect
mother who tries to keep him ever so clean. As a result, he has turned into a bully, and today he
sees Pecola Breedlove crossing the playground of his school. Promising to show her some
kittens, Louis, Jr. coaxes Pecola into his mother’s house. As Pecola admires some dark red
flowers, Louis throws his mother’s cat at her. This sudden violence leaves Pecola speechless.
Stooping down to rub the cat’s head, she is caught by the icy deep blue of its eyes. Junior seizes
the cat and flings it against the window, killing it—just as the immaculate Geraldine opens the
door. Pecola is blamed for the cat’s death as Geraldine screams at the “little black bitch” to get
out. All her life, Geraldine has feared people like Pecola—ugly, dark black people—whom she
considers disgusting and squalid. Snow is falling as Pecola begins walking home, trying to keep
her face averted from the stinging cold air and heated, feverish cries of rejection.SPRING
Although Claudia MacTeer’s memories of spring 1941 are not the nightmares that plagued
Pecola, they are not all rosy. Claudia remembers, particularly, the long, thin twigs that she was
whipped with. It was these painful episodes that she was thinking about when she went upstairs
and found her sister Frieda lying on the bed, whimpering. Claudia assumed that her mother had
beaten Frieda with fresh, supple forsythia twigs. She discovers that the fresh, budding spring
season is paralleled by the fresh, budding breasts of Frieda—which Mr. Henry has fondled. The
MacTeers are so incensed that Mr. MacTeer throws a bicycle at him and knocks him off the
porch, and Mrs. MacTeer hits him with a broom. Mr. MacTeer fires a gun at him. The MacTeer
parents are outraged that someone would take such liberties with a young girl. The scene is a
dramatic contrast to the reaction of Pauline—and Cholly—when both of them realize that their
daughter has been raped—not fondled, but raped, and by Cholly himself.Claudia and Frieda set
out for Cholly’s house, since they knew that whiskey is always available there. But they are told
that Pecola has gone to the white folks’ house where her mother works. There, they are invited in
by Pauline, who cautions them not to touch anything. Moments later, Pecola spills a pan of
blueberry cobbler, burning her legs. The petite Fisher daughter begins to cry, and Pauline rushes
up from the basement to soothe the white child’s tears, ignoring Pecola’s painful, burned
flesh.Morrison, the omniscient narrator, begins the next section—a brief history of Pauline
Williams Breedlove, a woman who grew up in Alabama, the ninth of 11 children, who stepped on
a rusty nail as a child and has limped ever since. When the family migrated to Kentucky, Pauline
was in charge of keeping an eye on the twins, Chicken and Pie. Maturing into puberty, Pauline
dreamed fantasies of a nebulous “Someone” who would lay her head on his chest and carry her
off somewhere wondrous—forever. Pauline’s Mr. Someone strode toward her, whistling, with the
hot Kentucky sun at his back—and, before she knew it, Cholly Breedlove was bending down and
tickling her broken foot and kissing her leg. Not long afterward, they made plans to marry and go



north, to Lorain, Ohio, where he would work in a steel mill. It was almost dreamlike. Once there,
Pauline was uncomfortable with northern blacks. She couldn’t wear the kind of high-heeled
shoes that they did; she didn’t straighten her hair as they did. And they talked differently. Taking
jobs as a day worker gave her money for new clothes. Cholly, on the other hand, spent his
money on alcohol and became meaner with each passing month.During her first pregnancy,
Pauline often went to the movies. In this world of fantasy, she marveled over the handsome white
men taking good care of their handsome white wives. After the birth of her son, Sammy, she
became pregnant again. Soon afterward, with Cholly continuing to drink heavily, Pauline secures
work with a well-to-do white family, the Fishers, where she can arrange their beautiful material
possessions. She begins neglecting her own house, her own children, and certainly Cholly. The
Fishers brag that “their Polly” is the “ideal servant.” Pauline laps up the praise. She muses that
she would have left her alcoholic husband long ago, except that sex with him used to make her
wilt. Although this sensation doesn’t happen anymore, it’s easier to miss it than to move on.In the
following section, Morrison gives us an overview of Cholly Breedlove’s childhood and how he
survived a beginning that might have killed other children.When Cholly was only a few days old,
his mother wrapped him in a newspaper and two blankets and put him on a junk pile near the
railroad tracks. By accident, his Great Aunt Jimmy saw her niece carrying a bundle out to the
junk pile and later went out to see what was there—only to discover Cholly. She never let
Cholly’s mother see the baby again. Cholly quit school after finishing sixth grade and did odd
jobs, spending a lot of time with an old man named Blue Jack, who entertained him with
stories.Barely in his teens, Cholly is introduced to sex by a seductive young girl named Darlene,
but no sooner have they begun in the pine needles than two white men with a flashlight discover
them and laugh uproariously and order them to continue. Cholly is mortified. Later, fearing that
Darlene might be pregnant, he decides that, despite the fact that his own father vanished before
he was born, he must leave town—and find his father, Solomon Fuller. Cholly buys a child’s bus
ticket to Macon, Georgia, and watches the state disappear behind him until the sun slips into the
night. He awakens shortly before they reach their destination and finds his father arguing with
another man, among dice and card players at the end of an alley. Cholly stammers and seems
unable to tell his father why he’s come, but his father guesses and curses Cholly, ordering him to
leave. Succumbing to diarrhea, Cholly soils himself and runs to the river to cleanse himself. After
his symbolic rebirth, he spends his time getting drunk, is forced to work on a chain gang, and
suffers a bullet in the leg. He has nothing to lose, for he has been rejected by his father. Little
wonder he never learned how to be a good father, emotionally and protectively, when he actually
did become a father.The narrative moves several years forward. Returning home one night,
drunk, Cholly discovers his 11-year-old daughter standing at the kitchen sink, one foot absently
scratching the other leg. Drunkenly mistaking Pecola to be his wife, Pauline, Cholly crawls
toward her and catches her foot, causing her to fall to the floor. He then realizes that it is not
Pauline but cannot stop himself from doing what is forbidden and wild. He rapes his daughter. A
few months later Pecola is more desperate than ever for blue eyes, so she seeks out Elihue



Micah Whitcomb, an eccentric faith healer and interpreter of dreams known as Soaphead
Church. For the first time in his fraudulent life, Soaphead wishes that he could perform miracles.
He tells her that she must make an offering to the Lord and, if He decides to grant her blue eyes,
He will do so. The offering is to be Old Bob, a sickly dog sleeping on the porch. Soaphead gives
some surreptitiously poisoned meat to Pecola and tells her to offer it to Bob. If the dog eats it and
nothing happens, God will not grant Pecola’s wish. If the dog behaves strangely, God will grant
Pecola’s wish in one day. Bob gulps down the fetid-smelling meat and, within minutes, it
collapses in spasms. Pecola’s wish will be granted.SUMMER Claudia tells us now about
planting the marigold seeds. That summer, she and Frieda were selling seeds to make money,
and when they knocked and were invited into people’s houses, they listened to conversations
that were in progress and gradually pieced together the awful truth that Pecola Breedlove was
pregnant with her father’s child. Apparently Pecola put up no resistance—even when her mother
beat her afterward. Claudia and Frieda are sorry and ashamed for Pecola and the baby.
Instinctively, Claudia knew that the baby would be very black and very ugly, and she was
desperate for this baby to be born—so that it would counterbalance and counteract all of the
pretty pink-skinned, yellow-haired white babies who looked like Shirley Temple. At one home,
they heard a woman say that if the baby lived, it would be a miracle, so Claudia decides they
should try to perform a miracle of their own. They will work magic with the marigolds by planting
seeds.The first half of the following section is a stream-of-consciousness excerpt suggesting
that because Pecola was so desperate to have a perfect friend, like the girl Jane in the Dick and
Jane reading primer, she has created someone who doesn’t exist. This friend will listen to
Pecola and be in awe of her “really, truly, bluely nice” eyes. It is in this section that we learn about
Cholly’s second rape of Pecola, while she was reading on the couch, and we learn that Pauline
never believed in Pecola’s innocence. Like Claudia and Frieda, this imaginary friend is
threatening to leave her, because Pecola is obsessed with the possibility that someone in the
world might have eyes that are even bluer than hers. She does, however, promise to
return.Claudia’s voice returns as she comments on what happened to Pecola, who walks the
streets, flailing her arms—seemingly, trying to fly into a sky the color of the bluest eyes—and all
because she yearned to be a pretty little white girl instead of a plain black girl who was called
“ugly” and was, therefore, unlovable.BACKGROUNDBACKGROUNDTYPE OF WORK
Introspective novel of black consciousnessFIRST PUBLISHED 1970AUTHOR Toni Morrison
(1931– ), born in Lorain, Ohio, not far from Cleveland. Deeply influenced by the authors William
Faulkner, James Joyce, and Virginia Woolf, she began writing books that she wanted to read—
books that “no one had written yet”—while she worked as an editor at Random House. Her novel
Song of Solomon (1977) received the Book Critics Circle Award for fiction; Beloved (1987)
received the Pulitzer Prize. In 1993, she was awarded the Nobel Prize for literature.SETTING OF
NOVEL Pecola’s story: Lorain, Ohio, in a black neighborhood. Pauline’s story: Kentucky, Ohio.
Cholly’s story: Macon, Georgia; Kentucky; and Ohio.TIME OF NOVEL 1940–41KEY
CHARACTERSKEY CHARACTERSPECOLA BREEDLOVE An exceedingly plain young black



girl who is placed in the MacTeer home after her father accidentally and drunkenly burns the
family house to the ground. Pecola’s alcoholic father will eventually rape her—twice—when she
returns to live with her family.PAULINE BREEDLOVE Pecola’s mother; left with a permanent limp
after stepping on a nail when she was a child. Works as a housekeeper and cook for a well-to-do
white family.CHOLLY BREEDLOVE Pecola’s father. Discarded and left to die on a pile of junk
when he was only a few days old; becomes a raging alcoholic who brutalizes his wife and
eventually rapes his young daughter, Pecola.SAMMY BREEDLOVE Pecola’s brother. Living in
perpetual dread of his father’s violence, Sammy begins modeling his own behavior on his
father’s excesses.GERALDINE A black woman striving for middle-class status. She is appalled
when she discovers Pecola in her house and ousts her as though Pecola were a repulsive stray
animal.LOUIS, JR. Geraldine’s son. Feels neglected and turns sadistic, luring Pecola into the
family home, where he viciously kills his mother’s beloved, blue-eyed black cat.SOAPHEAD
CHURCH (ELIHUE MICAH WHITCOMB) A mixed-blood, eccentric, self-claimed faith healer
whom Pecola seeks out, asking him to give her the miracle of blue eyes.CLAUDIA MACTEER
The frame narrator of the novel. A young girl when the novel begins, about Pecola’s age, when
county officials place Pecola in the MacTeer home.MAIN THEMES & IDEASMAIN THEMES &
IDEAS1. THE NEED FOR A HOME When we first encounter Pecola Breedlove, she is homeless
and feels rootless, even after county officials place her in a kindly home with a generous mother
and her two warm, friendly daughters. Pecola’s father, the man responsible for burning down the
family home, has felt homeless almost from birth; left to die on a pile of junk, he was raised by an
aunt. He searched for his father, found him, and was rejected by him. As a child, Pecola’s
mother, Pauline, dreamed of creating a perfect, neatly arranged home—but was disillusioned
when Cholly began a life of drinking that led to continual unhappiness, punctuated by regular
bouts of violence.2. ACCEPTANCE Pecola is scorned by the other schoolchildren because her
skin is dark black and because her facial features are very plain. She is taunted with deeply
emotional slurs about being “ugly.” Awash with feelings of being unwanted at school, Pecola
feels unworthy of even her mother’s love when she visits her at the house of the Fishers, the
white family for whom Pauline works. There, Pecola spills a hot pan of blueberry cobbler, burning
her legs. Instead of comforting her daughter, however, Pauline soothes the Fishers’ daughter.
Pecola is never offered love by her father, who will eventually rape her during an evening of
alcoholic excess.3. FANTASY At the core of Pecola’s fantasy are two blue eyes—and not just
blue eyes, but eyes so blue that no one has ever seen such blue eyes. Pecola’s mother, Pauline,
has also lived a life of fantasies, beginning when she was about Pecola’s age; she “played
house” at home while her mother worked. Pauline was responsible for her two young twin
siblings and, for them, she delighted in arranging furniture, trying to brighten the home with odds
and ends, keeping it as immaculate as possible. At one point in her life, Pauline was obsessed
with the movies, disappearing into the darkness of the movie theater and dissolving in the
celluloid fantasies on the screen. Mr. Henry, the MacTeers’ newest boarder, is also a fan of
motion pictures. He casually teases Claudia and Frieda that they remind him of Ginger Rogers



and Greta Garbo, actresses from the 1930s and 1940s. Cholly Breedlove triggers his fantasies
with alcohol; one night, he imagines that Pecola is his wife of long ago—standing at the sink, one
foot scratching the other leg. He rapes her—twice. Soaphead Church is so miserably unhappy
as a mixed-blood black man that he creates for himself a heritage and pedigree of intellectual
and notable ancestors in an effort to eradicate his black heritage. Maureen Peal is the most
popular girl in Pecola’s school because she is a sexual fantasy for young black boys whose
hormones have begun to throb. Morrison describes Maureen in careful, precise detail: light-
skinned with green eyes, almond-shaped. Even the teachers are entranced by Maureen’s almost
white, exotic good looks.MAIN SYMBOLSMAIN SYMBOLS1. BLUE EYES Symbolize the
seemingly perfect world of the white race. Pecola, in particular, is obsessed with blue eyes
because the picture-perfect white children illustrated in the reading primer have blue eyes. They
are happy, healthy, and have a loving family, a friendly dog, and a frisky kitten. To Pecola, blue
eyes seem to be the key ingredient to the white world of happiness. Pecola believes that if
suddenly—magically—she could have blue eyes, she would be “pretty.” No longer would other
children jeer at her and call her ugly. No longer would women like Geraldine hiss in disgust and
spit out epithets like “nasty little black bitch.” Ironically, Geraldine and Pecola both place great
value on blue eyes. One of the reasons why Geraldine is so furious with Pecola is that she
blames her for killing Geraldine’s prized black cat that has blue eyes. An adult, Geraldine is too
pragmatic to pray for blue eyes, but because her cat has blue eyes, she feels classier, unique,
and more special than other middle-class black women in her prim and proper, sterile milieu,
who are characterized by self-hatred and aspirations for material things that are valued by white
people.2. MARIGOLDS Hardy fall flowers, among the easiest of flowers to grow and flourish. As
an adult, Claudia MacTeer will always associate the death of Pecola’s baby with the marigold
seeds that she and her sister Frieda planted in the fall of 1940. That season was also the time
that a healthy baby should have been ripening inside Pecola’s body. The baby had been planted
there, however, by a drunken father and somehow seemed doomed from the beginning. It was
born, a baby boy, and died soon after birth. To Claudia, the barren marigold seeds symbolize
something in nature that was crying out against enormous, violating wrongs that parents can do
to children.3. DICK AND JANE Two white icons who inhabited an all-white world in reading
primers of the 1930s to 1950s. Eventually, black people moved into the water-color-illustrated
neighborhood, but that wasn’t so in the 1940s. There were no black people in Pecola’s primer, in
the world of Dick and Jane’s family, where Father played merrily with his children, and Mother
sang to them—and even the orange-colored family cat was well fed and loved. Pecola worships
this family, even though it seems alien to her. Pecola has never seen a glistening clean green-
and-white house like the one that Dick and Jane live in, but she knows it must exist. It’s all part of
a package for people with blue eyes—instant and forever, part of the payoff: love and
acceptance and safety. Pecola is such an outsider—even in her own black community—that her
only hope for a way out of this world that treats her so severely and cruelly is to pray for blue
eyes, the soul of that world of perfect wholeness.4. SHIRLEY TEMPLE DRINKING CUP Similar



to her fixation on Dick and Jane is Pecola’s fascination with the almost magical Shirley Temple
drinking cup that she uses at the MacTeer house, when she is placed in their home. Mrs.
MacTeer is baffled by how much white milk Pecola drinks—just so that she can hold the cup and
gaze at the golden-haired, blue-eyed darling of the 1940s, as though somewhere in her young
mind, by drinking as much white milk as possible and studying an ideal white face, she could
metamorphose herself into a pretty, beloved white girl.5. “TWO LYNCH ROPES” Maureen Peal’s
hair is arranged so that it hangs behind her in two lynch ropes. It is Morrison’s indictment of black
men (and black women) who gaze at her adoringly because she doesn’t “look black,” because
she looks whiter than anyone else in school. The MacTeer girls, however, aren’t mesmerized by
Maureen’s “good looks.” We don’t have the details of how their mother infused healthy doses of
self-esteem, but the fact that they have it speaks volumes about the woman. In contrast to them
are all the schoolchildren who have been deeply indoctrinated by their parents, who believe that
images of beauty have to be created by white people (the slave masters). Images of blackness
in the 1940s, in Hollywood, were usually photos of Lena Horne’s light skin and her chic white-
women-coifed hairdos. To underscore just how unhealthy it is to worship values that are not
one’s own, Morrison gives us a wickedly incisive, descriptive close-up of Maureen Peal, peeling
off the veneer that all her peers admire. In the harsh light of Morrison’s critical eye, Maureen
becomes sickly looking with eyes set at a dull slant, her mouth housing a strange, arrow-sharp
caninelike tooth. Stripping Maureen’s so-called beauty away, Morrison then focuses on
Maureen’s hair, braided in symbolic lynch ropes.STYLE & STRUCTURESTYLE &
STRUCTURESTRUCTURE Four devices used: (1) a frame narrator, offering a starting point, a
vantage from which to introduce flashbacks, and closure to the novel; (2) the four seasons—
autumn 1940, winter 1940–41, spring 1941, and summer 1941; (3) key sentences from the Dick
and Jane reading primer; and (4) an omniscient narrator.THE FRAME NARRATOR An adult
black woman, Claudia MacTeer, opens the novel, telling us what she remembers about Pecola
Breedlove during a single year that began in the autumn of 1940 and ended in the summer of
1941. She remembers most vividly the failure of some marigold seeds that she and her sister
Frieda planted. Claudia has always felt that, somehow, a natural phenomenon was taking place
—nature itself was revolting—denying the marigold seeds birth because of the unnatural
planting of Cholly’s seed within the womb of his daughter, 12-year-old Pecola.THE DICK AND
JANE SENTENCES In addition to the frame narrator, Morrison uses a visual device to reveal the
dizzying, heady incomprehension that electrifies Pecola as she reads individual sentences in the
primer about the almost holy realm of the very white Dick and Jane. The sentence is stated, then
it is repeated and repeated—suggesting Pecola’s passionate desire to know the secret to this
fantasy world of white perfection. The sentence in the primer finally spirals forward so fast that it
becomes a blur of letters, reflecting a madness within Pecola as she hangs desperately onto its
promise, even though she has seen no evidence that this picture-perfect, blue-eyed world really
exists.
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Kaypossible, “Sums it up!. I first would like to acknowledge the great quality of the book although
was used prior. The dust jacket is slightly worn, but the actual book and pages are like new.
Secondly, I have been studying for the FTCE English 6-12 exam. I failed my first attempt due to
my lack of knowledge in classic literature. I studied journalism for my B.S. and history for my
graduate program, therefore, literature wasn’t at the top of my “to read” list. Because it is nearly
impossible to read all classic literature books within a couple months, I had been searching for a
book that gave a summary of various literature. I finally came across this gem! It has the majority
of classic literature and provides everything you need to know including plot summaries,
characters, important chapter explanations, critical overviews, main themes and symbols, and
even figurative language. It’s great if you are looking for a quick understanding of a particular
book. Of course, nothing comes near reading a book in its entirety, but this does come quite
close.”

Joseph J. Truncale, “An excellent reference source and detailed overview of 100 books
considered classics.. I have loved reading all my life and when I saw this fantastic hardcover
book (The book of great books: A guide to 100 world classics by W. John Campbell, Ph.D. 866
pages) on Amazon for a bargain price I decided to purchase it. This amazing book is full of
essential information on 100 classic volumes everyone should read. Each book in this volume
covers in surprising detail the plot summary, the background, the key characters, the main
themes and ideas, main symbols, style and structure and a critical overview of the book.Some of
the books covered in this text includes the following: Aeneid, All quiet on the western front,
animal farm, as I lay dying, as you like it, Beowulf, Billy Budd, the call of the wild, Catch-22,
crime and punishment, Death of a salesman, Don Quixote, a farewell to arms, for whom the bells
tolls, Frankenstein, the good earth, the grapes of wrath, the great Gatsby, Hamlet, Huckleberry
Finn, lliad, Julius Caesar, King Lear, Lord Jim, Moby Dick, 1984, of mice and men, the old man
and the sea, one flew over the cuckoo’s nest, pride and prejudice, Republic, Romeo and Juliet,
and 68 other classic books.I have read most of these classic (For example all of William
Shakespeare’s works) books in the past, but this wonderful volume provides such a rich and
detailed overview that makes it a pure pleasure to read. If you are seeking an incredible
overview of 100 great books in one massive volume you should check out this book. I loved
it.Rating: 5 Stars. Joseph J. Truncale (author: Zen Poetry Moments: Haiku and senryu for
special occasions).”

Brianna Brown, “The Book of Great Books. This was so helpful. There are so many classic
books that I have no desire to read, but I am interested in their cultural relevance, now and
during the time they were written. This book clearly and objectively summarizes each book
alphabetically, goes over the characters and main themes, tells me about the author and how



the book was received during the time it was written, as well as other helpful information I
appreciate knowing.”

Ebook Library Reader, “excellent condition. I recommend the book. Read it.it arrived on time as
is as advertised.”

kpha, “Look Smart. This is a wonderful concise synopses of the "great" books. The prose is
easy to read and understand... if it piques your interest, you can find the book. It is very helpful
when someone refers to one of the books (gives and example of a character, etc) and you have
enough knowledge about the book to understand what he/she is talking about. It makes you
look very smart!!  (and well-read)”

Ebook Library Reader, “More than expected. For all these that I've read, I did not read this much
material into them, even after two - three - four - even more readings of some of them. Inspired
me to read them again to pick up what I missed the first time, and pick up the others I've
neglected.”

Carol, “Wonderful book for those who want to be involved in the Great Conversation. I love
literature and teach it to homeschool high school students. This book is so helpful!January 2013
Update: I have now read all the books on the list. The tools in the book are great, but some of the
books on the list are definitely not appropriate for homeschool students! I would pick and chose.
While they would all be considered classics, I think it has TOO much Hemingway and Faulkner. It
is very heavy on American authors. Some of the books are also just weird (If you are going to do
Goethe, Siddhartha is a better choice than Steppenwolf), but most are wonderful!”

Steve Krulin, “Exposure to great Literature a bite at a time. Purchased for my daughter going into
college. Excellent synopsis's of the Great Books which will have you seeking to experience the
original work. I found a complete set of originals which I am working through.”

Jo, “Five Stars. Great book of great books”

The book by Martin Seymour-Smith has a rating of 5 out of 4.5. 103 people have provided
feedback.
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